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FOREWORD

J. ROCH, J. WmODO

The international seminar "Socio-Economics, Innovation and Management" (SOSEKlMA) of the
Java Sea pelagic fisheries was conducted in 1995 at Bandungan, Central Java, from December 4 through
December 7. It was jointly organised by the "Java Sea Pelagic Fishery Assessment Project" (PELFISH)
and the Indonesian "Central Research Institute for Fisheries" (CRIFI).

PELFISH, initiated in 1990, consists of a pluridisciplinary research program, sponsored by France
(ORSTOM), Indonesia (Agency for Agricultural Research and Development, AARD) and the European
Community. PELFISH includes various disciplines, that are halieutics, social sciences and fisheries'
technologies, of which programs cover three main fields: the resources' state and exploitation, socio
economics and technical innovation.

The seminar gathered about sixty scientists and experts, mainly coming from Indonesia or from
countries bordering the Java Sea and several from all the other parts of the world.

Three days were devoted to scientific sessions.

The last day was dedicated to a Round Table session, that gathered scientists, executives of the
Indonesian services and the whole lot of professionals concerned by fisheries. .

LAYOUT OF THE PROCEEDINGS

The publication consists in seven parts, the main being composed of thirty-eight articles, comjng
from the lectures presented during the scientific sessions. Most of them concern the Java Sea, but the
international participation to the Seminar has given rise to comparative views on other fisheries.

These seven parts are classified in :

- Overviews related either to the Java sea or to specific theoretical questions and general pictures of
other pelagic fisheries.

- Exploitation (in the broad sense of the term) : production, prices, fishing's income, fishermen's
society. This theme focuses on the fishing and its economic results, but includes also the social
aspects having to do with the working and Jiving conditions of the fishermen.

- Fish commercialisation and consumption.

- Innovations: technical innovations, fish quality. The term of innovation is considered in its full
meaning, as well social as technical. For a variety of reasons, a particular attention has been given to
the question of the fish quality. The poor quality of the Java Sea pelagic fish products indeed entails
serious risks to public health as significant econorruc losses (lowering of grading, price and income).

- Management and fisheries' policies.

- Debates and Round table.

- Maps, glossary, abbreviations and acronyms, lists.
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It should be kept in mind that the Seminar has been a success in terms of national and regional
communication. The scientific sessions involved not only the staff of PELFISH, but also a variety of
distinguished scientists from Indonesia or neighbouring countries and even from other parts of the world.
The Round Table has gathered scientists, as well as officials and professionals (fishermen, traders and
processors). Fruitful exchanges have led to a close look at the constraints and the evolution trends of the
Java Sea pelagic fisheries. It was also recommended to enhance the partnership between researchers,
authorities and people working in the fishing industry. Such a way would help to come to an agreement
on a suitable management, eager to protect the resources while sustaining the economic dynamics and the
progress of the welfare.
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We owe a considerable gratitude to the persons directly in charge of the Project:

- Vincent de Visscher, for the European Community, who spared no effort to facilitate the
achievement of the program,
- our Indonesian scientific partners, and above all Dr. Fuad Cholik and Dr. Fatuchri Sukadi for
their steadfast support and warm hospitality,
- the whole PELFlSH staff whose constant technical and administrative assistance allowed this
seminar to become a successful forum of scientific communication.

Thanks are due to the CRIFI for its assistance to the organisation. We have greatly appreciated the
contribution of Ms. Artaty Wijono, Novenny A. Wahyudi and Sri Ismawati, whose competence and
kindness have been praised by all the participants. We also thank our secretaries Elys Siagian and Betrys
Murdianti, who carried out a large additional burden of work for making this event a success.

We thank our colleagues and friends whose assistance to the edition has been helpful:

- Luc Vuichard and Remi Clignet for advising a wide variety of lectures and reports,
- Pascal Cotel, for his precious aid during and after the Seminar,
- Dominique Maison for his corrections and for the figures,
- Jean-Marc Ecoutin, who has conceived the blue print and reviewed the texts of the Proceedings.

Special thanks go at last to the agency of French-speaking communities, the Agency of Cultural
and Technical Cooperation (Agence de Cooperation Culturelle et Technique: ACCT). Its sizeable
subsidy has allowed to finance the participation to SOSEKlMA of many scientists coming from Africa
or from various countries of South East-Asia.
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OPENING CEREMONY

MR. VINCENT DE VISSCHER

DEVELOPMENT COUNSELLOR

REPRESENTATION OF THE EUROPEAN UNION IN INDONESIA

Mr. Sukotjo Adisukresno, Director of Living Aquatic Resources Management, DGF
Dr. Fuad Cholik, Director of CRIFI
Dr. Marliac, Director of ORSTOM
Dr. Durand and Dr. Widodo, Directors of PELFISH
Distinguished scientists,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of the European commission, it is my privilege and my pleasure to be here today for the
opening of this seminar on Socio-Economics, Innovation and Management of the small pelagic fishery of
the Java sea.

First of all, let me express my thanks to the organisers of this meeting who have devoted a lot of
their time for the preparation and the logistic of this seminar. Moreover, my thanks go also to the
scientists who have worked hard to put together their scientific work based on their observations and
analysis.

This seminar is indeed an important milestone in our search for sustainable exploitation of the
fishery resources of the sea of Java, because it deals with socio-economics, innovation and management
of the small pelagic fishery. As you will discuss during the seminar, many Indonesian families live out of
this sector which is made by a long chain of operators in fishing, processing and marketing.

From a recent report prepared by Messrs Troadec and Cunningham, I understand the following: if
we do not know at which level fishing is appropriate in the Java Sea, we know that the level of
exploitation is high. Fishing capacities are growing steadily. Sooner or later, the fishery might become
overcapitalised with excessive fishing costs, an over-fished stock, and possibly a declining value of
landings. To effectively regulate access, conventional management methods will not be sufficient.
Therefore, for the perenity of the fishery sector, the experts are calling for an urgent preparation and
adoption of a fishery management plan of the Java sea, accompanied by effective institutional
adjustments and regulatory measures necessary for its implementation.

The present synergy between the European and Indonesian experts of the PELFISH Project with
the Directorate General of Fisheries, the AARD and the CRIFI has revealed itself as a fruitful association
which combines fundamental and applied research.

Talking about field implementation, I would like to pay tribute, en passant, to the field work done
by the master fisherman, Mr. Gueguen, who due to prior commitments is unable to attend this seminar.
Mr. Gueguen during his on-the job training has gained the trust of the Semarang fishermen, and so his
performance has become a good example of a small but efficient transfer of technology which has
resulted in a number of successful innovations.

Opening ceremony 9



This project has also been fortunate in securing the partIcIpation of dedicated experts from
ORSTOM and Landell Mills working together with their Indonesian counterparts. I want for a proof the
tremendous efforts which have been made in social sciences allowing to better perceive the fundamental
mechanisms and dynamism of the fisheries sector in the Java Sea. I am confident that during the
wrapping-up seminar of next year, we will have a complete picture of their work.

Now that the present project is slowly coming to an end, it is time to think and decide how the
work is to be continued. With an extension of 18 months till end of June 1996, the European
Commission's desire was to insure a proper completion of on-going studies, handing over of data bases
and scientific equipment. It is our intention to pursue and develop the fishery management plan for the
Sea of Java in assisting DGF in its task.

We are however confident that DGF with AARD and CRIFI will collaborate and continue to build
up the fishery management plan of the Sea of Java which should be the tool of the future securing an
effective and sustainable management of its natural resources.

Allow me finally to conclude this presentation by expressing my gratitude for the excellent
partnership which has developed between the Project and the local fishermen and their families. Without
your collaboration, the Project could not achieve what it has achieved.

Finally, thanks should go to all the other parties involved in the Java Sea Project; local and central
administration, scientists, experts, boat owners, representatives of harbours and cooperatives.

Let me again, on behalf of the European Commission, extend to you all my best wishes for the
most fruitful deliberations during the next 4 days.

Thank you for your kind attention.
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DR. FAISAL KASRYNO

DIRECTOR GENERAL OF AARD

H.E. Ambassador of France,
Mr. Vincent de Visscher, Representation of the European Conunission to Indonesia,
Mr. Governor of Central Java Province,
Director General of Fisheries,
Distinguished Guests and Participants,
Seminar Organisers,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of AARD I would like to express my sincere gratitude and to welcome all of you to this
Seminar on Socio-Economics, Innovation and Management of the Small Pelagic Fishery of the Java Sea
(SOSEKlMA Seminar). The number of participants with their various expertise that coming from various
institutions of all over the world continents is indeed revealing the important objectives of today's
seminar.

The small pelagic fishery in the Java Sea is of particular importance to food security in Java, since
the species, which constitute a vital source of animal protein, are the type of fish conunonly consumed by
those of the lower income strata. Economically this fishery plays a significant role as source of income of
the fishers and of the local government as well. While from social viewpoint the fishery is vital to
employment and jobs that are provided by fishing, processing, marketing and distribution activities.
Consequently, the challenge is how to highlight issues on sustainable fisheries that take into account the
interaction among technology, people and environment.

Since nearly a decade the strategy for fisheries' management and development has been generally
set out, among other things, to improve their contribution to social, economic and nutritional goals of the
nation. However, with growing demand due to increasing population, less fish supply will be available,
especially to the lower income. Accordingly, for the pelagic fishery in the Java Sea the question to be
answered will be how to manage the fishery in effective way to ensure sustainable production to meet the
increasing demand in the near future without facing any risk of over exploitation.

Dealing with the full use of marine resources for human needs, I hope that the Seminar will provide
an excellent opportunity to improve our understanding of the economic, social and cultural reasons in
maintaining and enhancing the contribution of Java Sea Pelagic Fishery to food security in the future.
Hopefully, we will have a number of decision-makers from private and public sectors as well to
participate in the Round Table Session of this Seminar along with the other participants in order to set up
solution and strategy for this issues.

Since fishery management is the other side of fishery research, one of the key strategies would be
strengthening of fishery research. Research on resource evaluation, fishing technology, fishery economics
and scientific-based management needs to be improved. In particular, a long term research program
designed for rational exploitation of the fish resources is necessary to be set up and implemented. By
doing so, the need of improved fishing practices and fisheries' management to avoid over exploitation of
fishery resources and consequently loss of biodiversity will be answered.

You are to be congratulated for participating in the Seminar to work on important and serious
topics. I hope that you will exchange expertise, ideas and information, discuss and come up to wise
adjustments for contributing to develop a sustainable pelagic fishery of the Java Sea.
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DR. ALAIN MARLIAC

ORSTOM REPRESENTATIVE FOR INDONESIA

Mr. Sukotjo Adisukresno, on behalf of the Director General of Fisheries,
Or. Fuad Cholik, Director of CRIFI, on behalf of the Director General of AARD,
Mr. Vincent de Visscher, Representing the European Union in Indonesia,
Mr. SUbianto, Representing the Rector of the University of Diponegoro, Semarang,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

At the beginning, the Java Sea Pelagic Fishery Assessment Project whose usual acronym is
PELFISH, was divided into fourteen "Research and Development" operations mainly for convenience
and on the-field operationality. Very obviously the operations termed "Sociology and
economicslInformal sector" are relevant for the whole of the Project and if they were rather on a slow rate
during the first two years they are now on an accelerating one. This is due to mutual understanding and
cooperation between the Project Directors Or. Boely, Or. J. Widodo and Or. J.R. Durand, the Research
Institute for Marine Fishery, ORSTOM and partners-researchers among whom Or. Jean Roch played a
pioneering work. I would like to give him here special thanks for his involvement in the coordination of
SOSEKIMA.

The common interest of the partners met with the mid-term evaluation EEC's opinion given in
their report (December 93) so that the social side played its role in the EEC decision of an extension of
the Project activities up to mid-96.

SOSEKIMA is aimed at giving to-day's achievement of the social sciences programs of PELFISH
run since then towards two main objectives:

• fishermen income (within the family unit);
• distribution structures.

This is to be made through interim scientific reports and comparisons with regional and also far
distance works in the same scientific field. These will show different approaches and different scheduling
linked with the state of biologists' work on dynamics of the population and technical achievements of the
flotilla.

I will not of course detail what will be soon the flesh of your meeting...

ORSTOM which gave birth, together with its partners, to the Project and, consequently, supported
it up to now under the form of a big research team permanently assigned in Indonesia, is particularly
pleased by such a scientific event during which actual research will be displayed and discussed.

If our Institute is particularly satisfied to see the success of PELFISH which is a big scale
cooperation for research and development, it is to-day also much satisfied by the high pluridisciplinarity
level reached, since most of developmental problems are to be approached through integrated programs.

I take this opportunity to give many thanks to the Agency for Cultural and Technical Cooperation
(ACCT) which allowed us to invite some more colleagues particularly from Ivory Coast, Senegal,
Vietnam and Cambodia.

Behind the results of the Project at large, the social sciences interim results presented to you here
being a part of them, there are nearly five years cooperation between two partners with the help of EEC.
For ORSTOM, whose name is Research Institute for Development through Cooperation, PELFISH is
very good example of mutual understanding at different levels of cooperation : research, training,
exchanges, transfer. This common everyday effort towards the solving of problems directly relevant for
people of Java indicates a little bit more than simple cooperation: it implies friendship.
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From this point of view ORSTOM can state that it is willing to carry on programs with one of its
best and most friendly partner in Indonesia: the Agency for Agricultural Research and Development and
Institutes, in fields related to fishery or possibly, or other research fields relevant to its development
objectives in the Republic of Indonesia.

Let me conclude these few words with a thought for our late friend and colleague Or. Thierry
Boely who was, as you all know, at the beginning of PELFISH and has given it so many of his efforts.

Thank you for your attention.
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PRESENTAnON OF THE PELFISH PROJECT
AND THE SEMINAR SOSEKIMA

J.R. DURAND

Ladies and gentlemen,

On behalf of PELFISH project and with the approval, I hope, of my friend Dr. Widodo,
co-director, I will introduce quickly PELFISH and this SOSEKlMA Seminar.

First I will recall the main objectives and contents of this multidisciplinary research/development
program.

The PELFISH project which studies the fishing activity in the Java Sea is sponsored by Indonesia
(Agency for Agricultural Research and Development, AARD), France (French Research Institute for
Development through Cooperation, ORSTOM) and the European Union (Directorate General 1, DG.1).
Its activities are focused on offshore pelagic fisheries (mainly medium and large seiners fisheries) and its
main objectives are :

the provision of scientific advices for the future management of this fishery,
the improvement of the performance of this fishing system in terms of catch, conservation and
distribution,
the evaluation of the socio-economic impact of potential management measures and technical
improvement,

• the enhancement of fisherman's income.

To reach these objectives, PELFISH has developed three main fields of activities:

Resources and exploitation

It refers to fisheries functioning as well as to bioecology or fish population dynamics. A special
attention is paid to fish behaviour and biomass estimation through echo-prospecting and integration.

Socio-economics studies

They evaluate production costs, fish prices, incomes in the fishing sector and downstream. The
research also targets the fishermen conditions of work, the role of women in the production and the
respective weight of the formal and informal sectors.

Technological innovations

It is related to net design and its evolution, the implementation of electronic devices on the fishing
boats, the evaluation of the fish quality and the methods of conservation.
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We decided that the best way to disseminate and valorise would be to hold seminars in the main
fields and publish the corresponding proceedings:

BIODYNEX (Biology, Population Dynamics and Exploitation) took place in March 1994. The
corresponding proceedings have been edited in June 1995 under the responsibility of M. Potier and
S. Nurhakim.

AKUSTIKAN 2 : this acronym has been built on two very obvious Indonesian words: Akustiks and
lkan (fish) under the responsibility of D. Petit and P. Cote!' Number 2 refers to a previous
Akustikan 1 workshop held in Ancol in December 1994.

And, last but not least, this Seminar, for which we all gather in Bandungan during those four days:
SOSEKIMA (Sosio Ekonomics, Innovation and Management). The proceedings will be edited
under the responsibility of J. Roch.

When comparing with other exploitation in the world fisheries, there seem to be a very specific
characteristic in the use of fish. All fish caught are landed and nearly all fish landed are sold for human
consumption, whereas the fish quality is often inferior or bad. It means that, at the time being, the demand
is not a limiting constraint. Even with small pelagic catches rising sharply in recent years, the market is
far from being saturated. These proteins remain relatively cheap, and within the huge population of Java,
there are still important groups of consumers, at least along the north coast and in the big javanese towns.

The socio-economic studies evaluate production costs, fish prices, incomes in the fishing sector
and downstream. The research also targets the fishermen conditions of work, the role of women in the
production and the respective weight of the formal and informal sectors. Fisheries socio-economics lack
of previous studies and data. It was nearly a virgin field at the start of the Project. There are of course
statistic data and some papers dealing with general economic prospects, but corresponding more to
expertise reports than to research works Various papers were nevertheless dealing with prospects on
management and fishermen societies on North Java Coast. Obviously they were too often built on ancient
data or hypothesis. We hope that the Project will bring some facts and help to advance in these matters. A
tentative review will be given during this "SOSEKIMA" Seminar.

From the knowledge we have now on this fishery, the management issue seems relatively clear, at
least if we stay with the same technological context and limitations on fishing effort. Still, the fish quality
will be a problem owing to the duration of the cruises, the poor handling on-board, the use of polluted
water in harbours and the waiting of seiners in Pekalongan and Juwana for several days before landing.

This Seminar will last four days and you have got the tentative schedule. It will consist of two main
parts : Socio-Economics dealing with Java Sea resources exploitation on one hand, and case studies
outside Indonesia or general considerations on the other. We will then have a Round Table on last day. Of
course, the proceedings of this Seminar will be edited as soon as possible and J. Roch, responsible for the
organisation of this meeting and for the edition of the proceedings, will give you or confirm the
specification for pages and time table.

The project funded by the European Union was for me a very exciting experience. We, ORSTOM
scientists are used to work for Development through upstream research and usually when it is time to
apply or to get to more technical issues, other people take our material and results (it means it has to be
given in proper understandable ways). Here we had everything from more fundamental and/or specialised
research to technological innovations and I think it was a very positive process.

It would have been very negative to end sharply with all these activities. Hopefully as already
stated by CRIFI and ORSTOM representatives, Pelfish will continue in order to get the best valorisation
and transfer for all our results. Moreover, an extension Project, dealing with Technological Innovation,
Fish Quality and Management, could be presented. These very important issues should find a specific
project structure and funding, possibly through European Union? And, looking in the near future
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we should have to build an even more global approach, not only pelagic, not only seiners but all fisheries
and resources: systemic approach dealing with complexity and co-management.

Going back to our present cooperation, I will first thank the head of CRIFI, Dr Fuad Cholik, whose
help has never failed all along these years and Balai Penelitian Perikanan Laut's successive directors
Dr. N. Naamin and Fatuchri Sukadi for their open collaboration.

My last words will be for the staff, which allows this Seminar to be organised and take place here
in Bandugan :

CRIFI staff: Mrs Artati Wijono, Noveny A. Wahyudi and Sri Ismawati,
PELFISH staff: Jean Roch, Remi Clignet and Luc Vuichard,
and our PELFISH secretaries: Elys and Betrys.
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EXTENDING THE FRONTIER:
THE MARINE FISHERIES OF SOUTHEAST ASIA SINCE 1850

J.G. BUTCHER

ABSTRACT
The history of the marine fisheries in Southeast Asia may be seen as the extension of the frontier of

capture. In the mid 1800s the great bulk of fish was captured in estuaries and near to shore using fishing
stakes and traps; the payang fisheries off the north coast of Java was probably the only extensive offshore
fishery of the time. Between 1870 and 1910 economic and demography change'" led to an upsurge in
production as a result of more intensive exploitation of the same existing ecological niches with existing
technology. Beginning about 1920 Japanese fishers, seeing the potential of motorization, began to use beam
trawlers in Philippines waters. exploit reef slopes all over the region for caesio species. and catch tuna in
several areas. A massive increase in production took place following the Pacific War with the introduction
of mechanisation, the otter trawl and the purse seine. The spread of technological change took place in a
great circular movement, starting in the Philippines (using engines and boats left by the military) and then
moving on to the Gulf of Thailand (with the help of the German aid agency), the Strait of Malacca, the Java
Sea and finally the Arafura Sea. Rising prices for shrimps in Japan sustained this expansion. Dramatic drops
in demersal catches in certain areas has led both to the extension of trawling into new areas (notably the
movement of Thai trawlers out of the Gulf of Thailand) and to a general shift to the capture of pelagic
species, particularly with purse seines. Today the tuna stocks of the region may constitute the last frontier.
The rapid expansion of aquaculture and mariculture since about 1980 may indicate the start of a
fundamental change in the nature of Southeast Asian fisheries from capture to the maritime equivalents of
farming and ranching.

KEYWORDS: marine fisheries, Southeast Asia, history.

ABSTRAK
Sejarah perikanan laul di Asia Tenggara dapal dianggap sebagai perluasan daerah penangkapan. Pada

perlengahan tahun 1800an sejumlah besar ikan ditangkap di estuari dan areal dekal pantai dengan
menggunakan sera dan bubu. PerikalUln payang di lepas pantai utara Jawa dapat dianggap sebagai satu
satunya perikanan lepas pantai yang ekstensij saat itu. Di antara tahun 1870 dan 1910, perubahan ekonomi
dan demografi menyebabkan peningkalan produksi sebagai akibat eksploitasi yang lebih intensijpada areal
ekologi yang sama dengan teknologi yang ada saat itu. Pada awaltahun 1920. nelayan-nelayan Jepang,
dengan teknologi motorisasi, mulai menggunakan "beam trawlers" di perairan Filipina, mengeksploitasi
terumbu karang di seluruh perairan untuk menangkap ikan ekor kuning dan juga tuna di beberapa area.
Peningkatan produksi yang sangat pesat terjadi setelah Perang Pasifik dengan diperkenalkannya
mekanisasi, "Oiler trawl", dan "purse seine". Penyebaran perubahan teknologi terjadi mulai dari Filipina
(dengan menggunakan mesin dan perahu yang ditinggalkan oleh tentara), Teluk Thailand (dengan dana
bantuan Jerman), Selat Malaka, Laut Jawa dan akhirnya Lalll Arafu ra. Peningkatan harga udang di
Jepang memperkuat ekspansi tersebut. Penurunan drastis pada penangkapan ikan-ikan demersal di area
tertentu, mengarah kepada perluasan kegiatan "trawling" ke areal-areal baru (seperti pergerakan
"trawler" dari Thailand ke luar Telllk Thailand) dan kepada perubahan yang umum terjadi pada
penangkapan ikan-ikan pelagis, terutama dengan menggunakan purse seine. Dewasa ini, stok tuna di
wilayah tersebut dapat merupakan batas lerakhir. Ekspansi pesat yang terjadi pada akllakultur dan
marikultur sejak sekitar tahun 1980 dapat dianggap sebagai permulaan dari perubahan mendasar
perikanan di Asia Tenggara, dari perikanan tangkap ke kegiatan budi daya dan "ranching ".
KATA KUNCI : perikanan Jaut, Asia Tenggara, sejarah.
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This chapter provides a sketch of my research on 'the history of the marine fisheries of Southeast
Asia. It is very provisional in nature. I should explain that although I have read Dr. Masyhuri's article on
the history of fisheries of Indonesia (Masyhuri, 1993). I have not had the benefit of reading his doctoral
dissertation, "Pasang Surut Usaha Perikanan Laut : Tinjauan Social-Ekonomi Kenelayanan di Jawa dan
Madura, 1850-1940" (Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, October 1995).

This historical overview traces the extension of the frontier of expansion of the marine fisheries of
Southeast Asia since about 1850. Basically, it sketches out how first one and then another ecological
niche was opened up to fishing until, in recent times, virtually all ecological niches have been exploited.
Although very little of this history relates specifically to the Java Sea, my hope is that it will help show
how the history of fisheries in the Java Sea is part of a much wider history.

THE FISHERIES OF SOUTHEAST ASIA CIRCA 1850

We need to begin by taking a quick look at fishing in Southeast Asia around 1850. Perhaps the
most striking thing concerns fishing methods. The people of the region had devised hundreds of
ingenious methods of fishing. These included a variety of fishing stakes such as the sero of Java, the poh
of the Gulf of Thailand, the baklad of the Philippines, and the jermal of the Strait of Malacca; many kinds
of fish traps (known in the Malay world by the generic name bubu); many kinds of nets such as the beach
seine, gill nets, casting nets, and the payang, which the fishers of the north coast of Java used in
conjunction with fish lures (tendak or rumpon); and various types of hooks.

We can make two important generalisations about the fisheries of Southeast Asia at this time.
First, we can see that fishing stakes were very important. In fact, they were by far the most important
means of catching fish in the Gulf of Thailand, parts of the Strait of Malacca, in some areas of the
Philippines, near Jakarta, and near Surabaya. One of the very few fisheries that could be described as an
offshore fishery at this time was the payang fishery in the Java Sea, but generally boats only went out as
far as they could sail on the land breeze at night and then return with their catch on the sea breeze in the
afternoon.

Second, we can see that the intensity of fishing varied greatly from one place to another. Two
factors were important here. One was the density of population. In general fishing was concentrated
close to population centres, which is why there was so much fishing along the north coast of Java at this
time. The other factor was the availability of lots of cheap salt. The salt pans of East Java and Madura
provided lots of salt, but because of the Dutch monopoly it was not cheap, which probably explains one
observer's comment that in Java little use was made of salt in preparing fish and that most 0

1
' the fish

people consumed was simply dried in the sun (Veth, 1875 : 208). The cheapest salt was produc.~d in the
salt pans in the inner part of the Gulf of Thailand. In this area fish processors used generous amounts of
salt to preserve fish (mainly Rastrelliger spp.). The Gulf of Thailand was probably the only major
exporter of fish around 1850. Roe taken from terubuk (Hilsa spp.) caught in the Selat Panjang was traded
widely in the island world, but the flesh of the fish was consumed in the interior of Sumatra.

INCREASING PRODUCTION, 1870-1920

Between 1870 and 1910 Southeast Asia underwent a political and economic transformation. All of
the area came under colonial rule except for Thailand, and there was a great expansion in mining and
plantation agriculture and a rapid growth of cities. Thus, there was a very large increase in the number of
people who did not produce their own food. One consequence of this was a great increase in the demand
for fish. We can see a tremendous increase in production at this time to meet this demand.

But one thing is very striking, and that is that this increase in production took place with almost no
technological change or extension into new ecological niches. Two of the areas where there was a ~r ~at

increase in production to meet the growing demand for fish were the Gulf of Thailand and the Straits of
Malacca. In both areas this increase in demand was met almost entirely by a rapid increase in the num..:er
of fishing stakes. One important change was that steamships made it possible to transport dried fish
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cheaply over long distances. This meant that fishing could be extended into places far from population
centres. Another change was the development of new market networks run by Chinese businessmen.

The most spectacular example of what was happening was the opening up of the Rokan estuary to
intensive fishing beginning sometime in the 1860s or 1870s. The Chinese who settled at Bagan Si Api
Api adopted as their main fishing method the jermal used by Malay fishers in the area, and they used
their connections with Chinese in Singapore and Java to set up a big export industry in dried fish,
exporting about 30 million kg of dried fish a year in 1904. In the early 1900s they began catching more
and more sllrimps both by adding a fine mesh to their jermals and by adopting another type of fishing
stake used by the Malays of the area, the ambai. By 1909 Bagan Si Api Api was exporting 1.2 million kg
of dried shrimps and 10 million kg of belacan. The key to this whole business was the monopoly that the
Dutch colonial government granted a Chinese businessman to sell salt at Bagan Si Api Api. This
businessman encouraged the expansion of fishing by keeping the price of salt fairly low. By the early
years of this century Bagan Si Api Api was said to be the second most important fishing port in the
world.

Figure 1 presents a simplified picture of the trade in dried fish, belacan, and salt about 1910. Three
points need to be made. First, Singapore was the centre of this trade just as it was in so many other
commodities at this time. Second, the production of dried fish and belacan was sustained by the
production of massive quantities of salt, particularly in the Gulf of Thailand and in the Red Sea. And,
third, Java was a big importer of dried fish from Bagan Si Api Api, the Gulf of Thailand and Indochina
(principally the Great Lake of Cambodia).

The explanation for the large quantities of fish imported by Java presumably had nothing to do
with a shortage of fish in the Java Sea, for it seems clear that there was plenty of scope for increasing
catches with existing technology. Official reports tended to blame Javanese fishermen for the failure of
catches to keep up with the rapid increase in population. For example, one report asserted that the
fishermen of Pekalongan had a "superstition" that stopped them from taking any salt to sea. And the
captain of the Netherlands Indies fisheries research vessel argued that the arrangement by which the
fishing villages along the north coast of Java and Madura each had their own fishing grounds (Fig. 2)
was "not conducive to the eventual prosperity of the business" (van Roosendaal, 1910: 24). It is far more
likely that the explanation had a great deal to do with the high price of salt in the areas covered by the
government's salt monopoly, namely, in Java, Madura, Kalimantan and southern and western Sumatra.
The impact of the government's salt monopoly had on production can be seen most dramatically at
Sapeken in the Kangean Islands. Up to the early 1900s the fishers of Sapeken imported cheap salt from
Makassar and in turn exported great amounts of fish to Java.

When the government imposed its monopoly in 1907 fishing came virtually to a standstill. About
1910 the Netherlands Indies government established a number of salt sheds in Java and Madura and at
Sapeken where fishers could process their fish with cheaper salt, but because the fishers could not take
the salt to sea with them, the new arrangement disrupted the involvement of women in processing, and
there were not enough sheds this system did not increase production a great deal.
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Figure 1: The trade in dried fish, belacan and salt in Southeast Asia, c 1910
Perdagangan ikan kering, belacan dan garam di Asia Tenggara, c 1910
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Figure 2 : Sketchmap of the fishing grounds of the main fishing viUages of the northeast coast of Java and north coast of Madura
(after Van Roosendaal : 1910)
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INTO NEW ECOLOGICAL NICHES, 1910- 1940

Between about 1910 and the 1930s a rapid exploration and opening up of several new ecological
niches to fishing took place. One of the dreams of the colonial authorities in the Philippines, Malaya, and
the Netherlands Indies was to introduce industrial fishing of the North Sea and the North Atlantic type,
using otter trawls pulled by powerful steam vessels. They conducted a number of experiments to see
whether this might be feasible but concluded that there was little prospect of trawling becoming
commercially successful.

From an ecological point of view the great pioneers in the expansion of fishing into new niches
were the Japanese, who introduced new fishing methods and began to exploit the potential of mechanical
power. The arrival of Japanese fishers in Southeast Asia was part of the movement of Japanese
commercial interests into Southeast Asia in the early decades of this century with the active support of the
Japanese government.

One of the new fishing methods introduced by the Japanese was the muro ami, a drive-in net used
to catch fish (mainly Caesio spp.) along reef slopes. The act of fishing itself was conducted by forty to
fifty young men who swam towards the mouth of the net dangling weighted lines that frightened the fish
into the net, but diesel-powered carrier boats transported these men to the fishing grounds and carried the
catch packed in ice back to market. By the late 1920s the muro ami fishermen supplied much of the fresh
fish sold in Singapore and Jakarta. In the Philippines Japanese operating beam trawlers in Manila Bay
combined with Japanese muro ami fishermen to dominate the Manila market. The earliest beam trawlers
relied on sail power, but in the 1930s all of them converted to diesel engines. At about the same time
very large otter trawlers began operating in the Gu If of Tonkin and taking their catches back to Japan.
The Japanese also turned their attention to pelagic species. In the Sulu Sea, the Celebes Sea, and the
Moluccas Japanese pole-and-line fishers caught skipjack tuna which was smoked and then sold in Japan.
Indigenous fishers in these areas already used the pole-and-line method to catch skipjack, but the
Japanese used much larger vessels and made use of their direct connection with the market in Japan.
Finally, it appears that large Japanese vessels began to catch large tuna in Southeast Asian waters. A
British report from 1932 mentions a 100 meter long ship equipped with a cannery that stopped off in
Singapore on its way to catch tuna off the west coast of Sumatra.

The extension of fishing into new niches was not an entirely Japanese phenomenon. In the 1920s
Chinese fishermen along the west coast of the Malay Peninsula began fishing for Rastrelliger spp. with
purse seines in the Strait of Malacca. By the mid 1930s this fishing was conducted entirely by diesel
powered boats. Because the purse seiners caught far more fish than could be processed and sold by
traditional methods the colonial government began experimenting with canning.

Thus, we can see a rapid extension of fishing into new ecological niches at this time. It appeared at
the time that all this activity was having no impact on fish stocks. "There is no question of exhausting the
supply [of fish] anywhere in the [Indonesian] Archipelago - except perhaps at some river mouths", wrote
Delsman (1939: 104). The slopes of those coral reefs exploited by the muro ami fishermen may have
been another exception, since muro ami fishing caught a high proportion of available fish. In 1938 an
observer reported that few fish were left after the mllrO ami team he had accompanied had fished all the
reefs on the eastern sides of the Thousand Islands and that reefs were not fished again for two years after
a team had been through (van Pel, 1938 : 222). In light of more recent knowledge we can assume that the
lead weights used by these fishers destroyed large areas of coral and thus hindered the recovery of
stocks.
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THE "EXPLOSION", 1945-1980

During World War II catches fell dramatically, but by about 1950 production had reach pre-war
levels in most parts of Southeast Asia. Production then increased spectacularly. From the late 1950s to
the early 1970s catches grew at the rate of almost 10 percent a year in the original ASEAN states. Indeed,
one can describe what occurred as an explosion in production. This explosion was brought about
by a combination of forces. One of these forces was the great increase in the demand for fish products
that took place as populations grew rapidly (thanks to improvements in living conditions), more and
more people moved to cities, improved methods of preserving and transporting fish made it a more
attractive product, and, beginning in the 1960s, people in Japan increased their consumption of shrimps
and tuna. At the same time several forces acted to stimulate production. Government subsidies for new
technology, tax concessions, foreign aid, loans from international agencies, and good prices for many
species made fishing an increasingly profitable business. Finally, a revolution in fishing technology 
synthetic fibres for nets, new types of nets, more powerful lights for attracting fish, more powerful and
durable engines - greatly increased the efficiency of fishing. It is important to note that it was the
combination of these forces that brought about the great increase in production, a point made by Firth
(1975 : 346) after visiting a fishing village in Kelantan where fishermen had recently adopted inboard
motors and purse seines.

Greater power in the fishing fleet gave greater range, but this would not have yielded full
advantage without ice to keep the fish fresh at sea. Nor would the much larger catches have been easy to
handle by relying as formerly on public transport; private vans were available, and feasible because of the
greater availability of such vehicles and the great improvement in the road system.

Although the explosion in production may be seen as a general phenomenon, it is important to
note that it occun'ed at different times in different areas. If we look at the period from 1945 to the early
1970s we can see a sequence of explosions taking place first in the Philippines and then in the Gulf of
Thailand, the Straits of Malacca, the Java Sea and finally the Arafura Sea. This sequence corresponds
very roughly to the spread of the otter trawl.

The first explosion in production occurred in the Philippines. When the war ended, there was an
abundance of surplus engines and boats that could be applied to fishing. At the same time US and
Philippine fisheries experts actively promoted the adoption of new technology, while a thorough survey
of Philippine waters indicated which areas were suitable for trawling. As Table I shows, the number of
beam trawlers operating in Manila Bay increased rapidly immediately after the war, but within a few
years the otter trawl completely replaced the beam trawl. The table also shows that catch rates, having
recovered during the war years, fell sharply as the number of trawlers increased. Indeed, this table
probably provides the first evidence of the impact of trawling on demersal stocks in Southeast Asian
waters.

As catches of demersal fish fell many of the trawler owners switched their attention to the capture
of pelagic species. Some of them installed more powerful engines in their boats, thus enabling them to
haul trawls through the water at higher speeds, with the result that trawl nets rode higher in the water and
so caught pelagic species. At the same time there was a rapid conversion of boats to catch pelagic fish
with bag nets (basnig). Figure 3 is a drawing of a PT boat outfitted with a bag net. In the 1960s many
fishing companies began adopting the purse seine, and in the mid 1970s one company began using purse
seines in conjunction with fish lures (payao) set in very deep water. This step led to a huge increase in
catches of skipjack for canning. It also greatly increased landings of yellowfin and bigeye tuna - caught
by handliners fishing next to these lures at depths beyond the reach of the purse seiners - that found a
ready market in Japan as sashimi. We can see in the Philippines during this period the beginning of a
common pattern - the heavy exploitation of demersal species and then a moving on to pelagic species.
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Figure 3: Patrol torpedo boat rigged with bag net (basnig)
Kapal patroli torpedo dilengkapi denganjaring kantong (basnig)

One of the most remarkable aspects of what was happening in the Philippines at this time was that
for many years nobody outside the Philippines seemed to take any notice of it. This changed in the late
1950s when a German fisheries professor, Klaus Tiews, who had spent some time doing research in the
Philippines, became an adviser to the fisheries authOlities in Thailand. About 1960 German fisheries
experts combined with Thai fisheries officers to introduce an otter trawl designed especially for
conditions in the Gulf of Thailand. Over the next three or four years production skyrocketed as more and
more entrepreneurs saw the profits to be made. Very soon, however, there was a big fall in the catch per
unit of effort as well as a marked change in the composition of the catch, as can be seen in Table 2, based
on data collected by the government's research vessel.

Table 1: Trawling in Manila Bay, 1941-1953
Penangkapan ikan denganjaring trawl di Teluk Manila, 1941-1953

Year Number of otter Number of beam Catch per vessel
trawls trawls per day (kg)

1941 0 71 200-280

1945 0 2 800-1200

1946 1 83 400-600

1950 48 81 160-200

1953 60 0 120-200

Source: Manacop (1955 : 173)
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Table 2: Catch composition in kg per hour of trawling by RJV Pramong 2 throughout Gulf
of Thailand
Komposisi hasil tangkapan ikan dalam kilogram per jam dengan jaring trawl oleh
RJV Pramong 2 di Teluk Thailand

Group of fish 1963 1971

Rays 148 1.35

Leiognathidae 71.5 2.98

LoJigo spp. (squid) 6.1 11.00

Shrimps 0.6 0.26

Total 249.0 66.30

Source: Tiews (1973 : 277) only a few of the groups listed in the original table are
included here.

The response of Thai trawlers to the sharp drop in catches per unit of effort was to extend their
fishing out of the gulf down the east coast of Peninsular Malaysia and into the waters off Cambodia,
Vietnam, and Burma and sometimes into Indonesian waters. This was the beginning of conflict involving
Thai fishing boats.

The next place where the explosion took place was the Straits of Malacca. Exactly when and how
the otter trawl was adopted here is unclear. At the time of Confrontation between Indonesia and
Malaysia, apparently, some Malaysian boat owners switched their business from the "barter trade"
(likely a euphemism for smuggling) to trawling, apparently using the same type of trawl used by Thai
boats. However it happened, trawling spread up and down the west coast of Peninsular Malaysia very
rapidly. By this time the surge in demand for shrimps in Japan became a powerful driving force. One
result of this spread of trawling was a considerable loss of life as trawler operators and small-scale
fishers fought over access to the inshore waters where shrimps were most abundant.

While all this was going on, trawling spread to the other side of the Straits as the fishers based at
Bagan Si Api Api very quickly adopted trawling. As catches began to fall in the Straits of Malacca some
of these trawl operators moved into the Java Sea, and by the 1970s there was conflict here too just as
there was in the Straits of Malacca. When the New Order government started encouraging foreign
investment in the late J960s Japanese companies and Indonesian companies in joint ventures with
Japanese companies began operating large trawlers in the rich shrimping grounds of the Arafura Sea and
building cold storage plants to store their catches. During the early 1970s the total shrimp catch in the
Arafura Sea grew by leaps and bounds, but it then began to fall, as did the catch per trawler (Unar and
Naamin, 1984: 107).

FINAL COMMENTS

The other chapters in this volume provide an account of the more recent history of the fisheries of
the region, but it may be useful to make a few points that follow on from the previous discussion.

First, by the late J970s we can see the beginning of what we might call the "closing of the
frontier". The days when there was always somewhere else to go and when one could usually move on
without affecting the livelihoods of other people had finished. It was at this time that most states declared
EEZs and that the Indonesian government banned trawling in most of Indonesia. As it turned out, the
purse seiners based in ports along the north coast of Java were able to extend their operations into the
eastern part of the Java Sea, the Makassar Strait, and the southern part of the South China Sea during the
1980s, but, as the research presented at the SOSEKlMA seminar demonstrates, this process of extension
may well have reached its limit.
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Second, if there is a "last frontier" it is the tuna stocks of Southeast Asia, but we know that the
same process of going further and further to maintain catches applies to tuna as well, as a recent study of
the fishing industry of General Santos City demonstrates (Business Resource Center, 1994).

And, finally, we can see the rapid expansion of aquaculture over the last fifteen years. Aquaculture
has always been important, especially along the north coast of Java, where milkfish (Chanos chanos)
have been cultivated for many centuries, but the decline in marine stocks of shrimps and the trawl ban
have now made it far more important. A question of great importance is whether the expansion of
aquaculture may mark the beginning of a change in the nature of fisheries "From 'Hunting' to Farming
Fish" (CGIAR, 1995).
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THE JAVA SEA ECOSYSTEM

J.R. DURAND and J. WIDODO

ABSTRACT
A global connection between the ecosyatem of the Java Sea and small pelagic resources was studied. A

hydroacoustic survey was performed to obtain information on stock behavior and its biomass. Special
attention was given to some ecobiological features that could be of importance for harvesting and
management issues.
KEYWORDS: Java Sea. ecobiology, fish behavior, biomass, management.

ABSTRAK
Hubungan menyelurtth antara ekosistem Laut Jawa dan sumber daya ikan pelagis kecil telah diteliti.

Survei hidroakustik telah pula dilakukan untllk mengungkap lebih dalam tentang perilaku dan biomassa
ikan pelagis kecil. Selanjlltnya perhatian khusus diberikan kepada sejwnlah keragaan ekobiologi yang
peming bagi berbagai perumusan strategi pemanfaatan serw pengelolaan sumber daya ikan.
KATA KUNCI : Laut Jawa, ekobiologi, perilaku ikan, biomassa, pengelolaan.
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The management of natural aquatic resources has to be based on knowledge in various fields. The
corresponding studies have to be more or less connected in a multidisciplinary approach.
Multidisciplinarity. as defined here, means that all disciplines aim to analyse and understand the same
object. It means too, that they have at least some common constraints, time and space scales and
observation units. Managing the fisheries in Java Sea context requires the understanding of the whole
system (Widodo and Durand, 1996). Fish distribution and its variability depend on the physical and
climatic environment on one hand, on the other hand, we have to deal with human societies and their
cultures. Being able to operate a synthesis of the whole requires a multidisciplinary approach, including
technological issues and institutions. One will find more detailed information in PELFISH final report
(Durand and Widodo, 1997).

In this paper, we will give a brief presentation of the main results, and some comments on
difficulties and constraints in the field of environment. First, on the global features of the Java Sea
ecosystem and consequencies for pelagic resources. Then some information on the results obtained
through acoustic studies: behaviour and biomass. In third place, a special attention is given to some
bioecological features which could be of importance for harvesting and management issues. We will then
introduce a more general discussion on the approach needed to give sound diagnosis on renewable
resources management system.

ENVIRONMENT GENERAL FEATURES

A thorough understanding of the ecosystems functioning is necessary to conduct the management
of renewable living resources. It means that, beyond the description of an average scheme, the variability
which occur at every level, from climatic variations and primary productivity to species recruitment and
fish availability for fishermen must be taken into account.

The need for concomitant data on environment is obvious and the corresponding studies have been
identified, but such programs required specific means and skills and could not be conducted in the frame
of the present project. The solution was to extrapolate ancient results - mainly gathered before World
War II - and to use scarce and scattered recent data (Durand and Petit, 1995). A more specific utilisation
was done also for relations between climatic factors and seine fishing (potier and Boely, 1990). In
addition, we performed salinity and temperature measurements during acoustic cruises in Java Sea, from
1991 to 1994 (Petit et al., 1995). The acoustic team has acquired this data, using a thermosalinometer
and a quantameter. A profiler probe measured the salinity and the temperature at each hydrological
station made repeatedly along the transects. The water turbidity was also analysed. Many stations have
been probed from June 1993 until May 1995 (about 40 stations per survey).

The most important points of the environmental issues are:

• The Java Sea is a huge collection of waters: some 450,000 sq. kilometres. Morphologically, it is
well delimited on three sides, namely Sumatra, Java and Kalimantan islands. The eastern
boundary is wide open towards deep Indonesia seas. Its average depth is about 40 meters with its
bottom sloping from west to east, 20 to 100 meters.

• The general climatic scheme is clear. Winds are seasonally reversing and so are the currents in
the Java Sea: westward flow during the south-east monsoon (dry season), eastward during the
north-west monsoon (rainy season).

• The general importance of fresh water impacts through rivers' discharge and rain at sea is
distinctly demonstrated, even if a long term quantification remains impossible, owing to the lack
of pertinent data.

• The year to year variability of the system is mainly explained through the changing balance of
oceanic eastern waters with coastal and neritic waters from the Java Sea. There is a lack of
description of environmental conditions for rainy season and subsurface waters.
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GENERAL RESULTS ON SMALL PELAGIC BIOMASS AND BEHAVIOUR

The distribution of small pelagic fishes, the variations of this distribution for various space and
time scales are key knowledge for the whole system understanding. The only efficient way to get this
information is the collection of acoustic data, which give information on small pelagic fishes biomass
and behaviour. PELFISH acoustics studies and results are gathered in the AKUSTIKAN seminar
proceedings (Petit et al. ,1997b).

The specificity of acoustic studies requires specific tools and methods: use of dedicated
equipment and oceanographic vessel. Unlike classical studies which are applied to relative abundance
estimations of large scale areas, newly exploited or unknown, and therefore, to find out new exploitable
resources, in Java Sea, we had to deal with fully exploited stocks. The first objectives were to operate
global surveys on the whole Java Sea. This initial prospect strategy had then been modified due to the
vastness of the whole area and the insufficient abilities of the research vessel RN Bawal Putih I to carry
out big surveys. Moreover, preliminary studies had pointed out the possible existence of island effect on
abundance, and it was thought that the gradient in the east-west environmental characteristics influenced
species distribution. Finally the presence of important catches in the North East of the Java Sea required
an in depth study. Indeed, it was not necessary to seek any new fishing places in the Java Sea where all
the fishing grounds are prospected today (Nurhakim et al., 1996).

Thus, attention has been directed towards aspects of fish behaviour : their density, their
distribution and their small scale variability. They have been related to studies of fishermen's tactics in
order to estimate an average optimal production - in other words sustainable - and this, through
bioecological results and exploitation data (Petit and Potier, 1996).

The whole Java Sea has been covered twice: one total survey in rainy season, one total survey in
dry season. We performed these cruises in order to obtain a seasonal representation of the fish abundance
and the distribution of the aquatic populations. The team has investigated more precisely the fishing
grounds and the high concentration areas in order to evaluate their relative richness compared with the
mean densities found outside these specific areas. These concentrations have been identified by various
means, trammel nets, trawling and sampling purse seiners. To monitor the fish abundance and the
distribution, the Project team performed medium transects in the middle of the Java Sea, that were used
as a geostatistical model (Petit et al., 1997a).

• They give valuable information on the functioning of the Java Sea system.

• They confirm the huge scattering of small pelagic fishes and the relatively low occurrence of
shoals. This result has to be related with the need for concentrating fish tactics. The
concentration takes place at night and is rather slow, it explains why fishing always occurs at
the end of the night.

• They give a first stratification for biomass in the Java Sea, which fits well with what we know
about fishery dynamics.

• They produce very usefu I information on general vertical distribution and circadian cycle;
these results would not have been obtained without the input of echo-prospecting.

• They demonstrate that the seasonal variability of biomass is related to changes In

environmental conditions. It explains the seiners migration to Makassar Strait first, then to
South China Sea fishing grounds at the end of the dry monsoon.

• They show that there is a strong correlation between biomass densities and salinity as the
confirmation of the bioecological hypothesis we made at the beginning.

• They point out the importance of juvenile and larvae, especially in the western half part of
Java Sea. These area seem to play a special role in relation with some commercial stocks.
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SMALL PELAGIC FISHES BIOECOLOGY

Seine fisheries in open waters mainly catch six pelagic species: Decapterus russelli and
D. macrosoma (scads), SeLar crumenophthalmus (big eye scad), Rastrelliger kanagurta (Pacific
mackerel), Sardinella gibbosa (sardine) and Amblygaster sirm (spotted sardine). The fish caught are
mostly immature or in recovery stage (Atmaja et al., 1995). Most of the fish seem to reach sexual
maturity from April to June, at the end of the rainy monsoon. The small number of encountered ripe and
spent individuals in the catch sample may indicate that their spawning grounds are beyond the fishing
areas, or they are not available for purse seine fishing.

From preliminary observations of growth parameters, it appears that most of the catch consist of
young fishes (Suwarso et al., 1995). As a rough estimation, we could say that the average age of fish
caught is less than one year. Several cohorts were detected for some species, especially those of
Carangids. Each of the cohort has its own characteristics, consequently, for analytical approach, they
should be treated separately.

An exploratory scheme has been given for recruitment and migration (Sadhotomo and Potier,
1995) mainly from reproduction data and catch length frequency. In general the size distribution tends to
follow west-east direction: the average length increase from West to East. Obviously, the spatial
distributions of sizes are related to hydrographic conditions.

More generally, three types of life cycle may be distinguished. Based on the catches of seiners,
Potier and Sadhotomo (1995) showed that three groups of species more or less coexist in Java Sea:
coastal, neretic and oceanic. The oceanic populations (Decapterus macrosoma type) live near the
continental shelf edge and are found in waters where salinity is never less than 34 %; they are caught
during the dry monsoon, when the oceanic waters enter the Java Sea. The neritic populations ( D. russelli
type) live on the continental shelf in waters with salinity between 32 to 34 %0, they are caught all along
the year. The coastal species (Sardinella gibbosa type) live near the coasts e.g. with highly fluctuating
salinity; they are found all the year in small quantities.

It is worthy to note that whether those fish are originating from unit stocks is still questionable.
The difference on average length could be due to environmental factors and/or to the existence of
different unit stocks. A preliminary study on stock identification, using mitochondrial-DNA analysis is in
progress and a proposal on a more intensive study is on the verge of implementation between ORSTOM
and RIMF.

SPATIAL EXTENSION

The geomorphological concept of Java Sea has been useful but no longer fits with the system
which supports the medium and big seiners exploitation. It is clear now that the bioecological links with
South China Sea should not be overestimated. Some exchanges exist, as stated by Hardenberg (1938),
but it would mainly imply coastal species. There are seasonal exchanges through the Sunda Strait, but
they have an influence only on the south-west waters of Java Sea. The influence of oceanic waters
through the wide and deep eastern opening - even if it is modulated owing to inter-annual climatic
variability - is much more important. It can be said that, for some of the small pelagic species, the Flores
Sea to South Sulawesi and Makassar Strait up to Banda Sea are probably parts of the system.

This emphasis given to the eastern part is demonstrated also when one considers the exploitation
data. The bulk of the catch comes now from the surroundings of the islands situated north of East Java
and Madura and south of South-East Kalimantan. This eastern shift has reached the East Kalimantan
fishing grounds and explains the growing importance of Juwana and, on another scale and for various
reasons of Brondong, main harbour on north coast of East Java Province.
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BIOECOLOGICAL SAFEGUARDS

The examination of the open waters pelagic stocks exploitation in its present state, shows that
there are specific characteristics which lead to some safeguards to surexploitation :

- The combination of different life cycles for the main target species mean that their vulnerability
is only partial, coastal and neritic species being protected in shallow waters (but their catches by small
scale fisheries is not well known) and oceanic species being out of reach, at least for their adult
components in eastern waters.

- Owing to acoustic studies results, the biomass distribution seems to be scattered and fish
overspread when comparing with other pelagic ecosystems in the world. This original feature has to be
related to Java Sea specific environment characteristics which lead to specific fish behaviour. Usually,
small pelagic fishes are found in shoals which represent natural concentrations easier to find and to fish.
It could explain why the fishing occurs mainly at night and why the operations of concentration (with
aggregating device and/or light) are quite long, enabling generally only one seine haul, sometimes two,
during the night. Even with nets and lights improvements it means that the individual effort for a given
boat should not rise very much. It seems to be a natural constraint limiting fishing effort.

- Safeguards have been placed on the size of vessels. There are two limits to the size of the
vessels: on the one hand, coastal waters along Java Coast are shallow and the harbours are built round
river estuaries in Central Java. The draught is low and already larger seiners have problem to enter the
harbour when coming back from fishing cruises. On the other hand, traditional keels building with one
wood piece does not seem able to adapt to bigger boats. From this two points of view, the present seiners
seem to have reached their maximum size (36 to 37 meters in total length).

In order to deal with these natural constraints as well as for management purposes, it would seem
sensible to limit the size of seiners. It seems that a maximum length round 30 meters - that is to say about
120 tons - would be quite suitable.

FROM ECOSYSTEM TO SYSTEM

At the end of this very short presentation of our multidisciplinary results we have to point out
strong and weak points of our studies, in the sight of the management objectives which could better be
analysed as definition of biological constraints and social objectives.

We have now a basic understanding of the functioning of the system which is represented by small
pelagic stocks in Java Sea open waters, their exploitation by seiners fisheries and distribution and
commercialisation through North Coast harbours. The main results deal with bioecology, acoustics,
exploitation system, socioeconomics. In order to reach the general objectives initially fixed, we had to
build a multidisciplinary team able to describe the functioning of the whole system.

Fisheries biologists focus on population dynamics and exploitation and their major interconnection
with social sciences occurs at the end of the production process with landings in harbours; the
economists then take in charge the quantitative and qualitative issues through transformation and
commercialisation channels. From this point of view, we think that the objectives have been reached.
Nevertheless we still find weaknesses in our general knowledge, from two points of view, at least.

The environment case is a special one, as information and data collection are under the authority
of other state agencies and were mainly out of reach of such a project as PELFISH. For all living marine
resources monitoring and survey as well as for oceanographic studies (productivity, pollution, ... ),
Indonesia needs permanent means at several scales. More attention should be paid to satellite data
(remote sensing) on the one hand, and on the other hand it has been suggested to install a permanent
network of coastal stations, cheap and easy to manage, which would give very valuable information on
the quality and dynamics of marine waters. The inter annual variability issue should be analysed and an
index could be developed, accounting both for local variability and large scale variability (ENSO).
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In the social sciences field - but for some aspects of innovation, adaptive processes and women
part in fisheries - the sociological knowledge is very low as well as, for recent history, social life and
employment.

In brief, the aquatic resources management should rely on better ecological and socio
anthropological data as they are integral components of the exploitation system.

CONCLUSION

One of the major results of the Project is in depth collection of existing information on Java Sea
pelagic open water fisheries and their physical and human environments. Along with the description of
the exploitation scheme and the commercialisation issues they allow us to give a first synthesis on the
system and its functioning. Even if it has to be completed and reinforced it gives the preliminary basis on
which the fisheries management should be built.

The initial definition of this project's frame was given by the Java Sea open waters, the small
pelagic stocks within this area, the so-called medium and big seiners catching these fishes in these waters
and the corresponding post-harvest activities. The general postulate underneath this definition was that it
was more or less an unity which could be described in itself. This assumption has proved to be a valuable
working hypothesis, leading to proposals for next steps in management. Nevertheless, we have to
underline that this general definition present at least two major weaknesses for a better understanding of
the whole system.

The first one is related to the spatial distribution of the small pelagic stocks and the bioecology of
the main species: more should be known about areas which could be important bioecological ones for
some of the species caught: West Java Sea and South Kalimantan waters for neritic and coastal species,
North of Makassar Strait, Sulawesi and may be further eastward for oceanic species. Understanding the
Java Sea open waters small pelagic fisheries means studying also Java Sea coastal waters and links with
adjacent water bodies, at least from two points of view: spatial distribution of species and populations
(genetic studies) and quantitative estimates of the abundance (biomasses through acoustics but the
availability of modern and adapted research vessels is a preliminary condition.

The second one concerns the exploitation scheme. The importance of the mini seiners fishery is
demonstrated and their contribution to the total captures of the main small pelagic open waters stocks
should be taken into account. Beyond our first study, we need to know better this fishery for its overall
quantitative impact, but also for its socio-economic specificity as it is an inter-linking field towards
coastal and littoral fisheries.

Thus, the Project brought up new questions, mainly outside its initial scope as it is not really
satisfactory to deal with small pelagics only. Along our way, it became more and more obvious that
strong interactions are found between fisheries, between fisheries products and with other next economic
fields (aquaculture, transport). Even more the coastal waters present a specific landscape with high
competition on coastal resources, changes of the environment through human behaviour (infrastructures,
pollution). It can be concluded that, beyond the next steps the frame should be even larger, including all
marine resources. It means a systemic approach of Java Sea aquatic resources exploitation and
management. Such an approach will have to deal with complexity and imply involvement of co
management process. Thus the future should combine classical numerical knowledge and more modern
approaches taking into account complexity linked to multispeciflc populations.
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THE STATE OF EXPLOITATION OF SMALL PELAGIC FISHES
BY LARGE AND MEDIUM PURSE SEINERS IN THE JAVA SEA

S. NURHAKIM, J.R. DURAND, M. POTIER and B. SADHOTOMO

ABSTRACT

The small peJagic fisheries in the Java Sea play an important role in fishery development in Indonesia. It
is one of the answers to the protein need for the Java numerous population. It represents also a major source
of employment and revenue in the coastal communities along the North coast of Java. Through three main
flotillas, seining is the main fishing method used and the development of fishing tactics and strategy is still
in progress. Consequently the fishing grounds extended to new areas and the landing increased. This paper
will describe the evolution of the main parameters of exploitation such as number and power of boats,
spatial distribution of effort, total and specific catches as well as the problems of exploitation level and fish
quality.
KEYWORDS: catches, effort, fishing strategy, seiners, Java Sea.

ABSTRAK

Perikanan pelagis ked! memainkan peranan yang pen/ing dalam perkembangan perikanan di
Indonesia. Selain merupakan satu alternallf untuk memenuhi kebutuhan protein bagi penduduk pulau Jawa
yang padat, sektor ini juga menjanjikan lapangan pekerjaan dan sumber penghasilan bagi masyarakat
sepanjang Pantai Vtara Jawa. Dari tiga armada penangkap ikan utama, pukat adalah metode penangkap
ikan yang paling sering digunakan. Sementara itu, taktik dan stralegi menangkap ikan terus berkembang,
akibalnya area penangkapan ikan semakin meluas. Makalah ini mendeskripsikan perkembangan dari
parameter utama pengeksploitasian seperti jumlah dan power yang digunakan, distribusi spasial upaya
penangkapan, total tangkapan dan tangkapan khusus, serta masalah tingkat pemanfaatan dan kualitas
ikan.
KATA KUNCI : tangkapan, upaya, strategi penangkapan, pukat cincin, Laut Jawa.
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The small pelagic fisheries in the Java Sea play an important role in fishery development in
Indonesia. Because it could answer the need of animal proteins for the population of Java. Additionally,
this activity is a major source of employment and revenue in the coastal communities along the North
coast of Java as well as of the South coast of Kalimantan. Consequently a rational management of the
natural resources, namely fishery pelagic resources is essential to support national economy, social and
nutritional goals.

Since the trawl ban in 1980, pelagic species are the main resources exploited in the Java Sea. Their
exploitation by artisanal fisheries is very old and has an important socio-economic impact on the islands
bordering that sea. Initially limited to inshore resources of the North coast of the Java island, the
exploitation extended offshore since the implementation of the purse seine.

The purse seine was introduced in the Java Sea in order to have a longer fishing period and a
higher catch than with the traditional nets. It spreads out quickly and the seiners were able to extend their
exploitation area outside the Java Sea in order to free themselves from the high seasonal fluctuation of the
catch occurring there. The exploitation of the resources by large purse seiners is now twenty years old
and during this period many changes occurred.

The fishery is a dynamic system which quickly react to internal and external changes. In 1987
smaller seiners coming from the Pekalongan harbour entered the fishery. The geographic distribution of
the pelagic species is such that the mini, medium and large seiners are now exploiting same or
overlapping populations. This is why in the statistics analysis on large and medium seiners the data
collected on other fisheries has also to be taken in to account.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Since ~985 with the beginning of the research co-operation between ORSTOM (France) and RlMF
(Indonesia) a sampling scheme for the collect of the data coming from large seiners fishery has been set
in the different landing places. The catch and effort are now known by fishing ground and by corrunercial
category.

Since the beginning of the Java Sea Pelagic Fishery Assessment Project the sampling scheme has
been improved. Catch is known by species and by fishing ground. Effort data is collected from the
fishing port administration of Pekalongan where entries and exits of the seiners are registered. At other
landing places the effort estimation is derived from enquiries on board of the Seiners during every
landing.

RESULTS

Fleets

The large seiners fleet is the oldest to use the seine net in the Java Sea. The number of fishing vessels
increased from 1979 until 1985 when the fleet reached 520 units. In 1987 and 1988 the number of large
seiners drastically decreased. Despite the construction of many new vessels in the last years the number
of seiners, with 372 units in activity in 1994 (Fig. I) is still far from 1985. This fleet represent 61 % of the
whole seiners in activity in the province of Central Java.

Medium seiners appeared in 1987 and their number slightly increased until 1991. With new investors,
the fleet quickly expanded and reached 238 units in 1992 and decreased to 201 units in 1994 (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Evolution of number of seiners belonging to the two main flotillas between 1978
and 1994
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Figure 2: Evolution of horse powers of purse seiners
Perkembangan kekuatan mesin tenaga kuda dari pukat cincin

These two fleets with differing vessels and distinct fishing strategies tend to overlap. Since 1979,
size, horse power (Fig. 2) and fish hold capacity have increased. This evolution, linked with a better
fishing efficiency, allowed the exploitation located in the traditional Javanese fishing gTOund to extend to
the eastern part of the Java Sea, to the Makassar Strait and to the South China Sea. In 1992, we can
describe three segments exploiting different fishing grounds in the fishery:

• the first one which exploits the traditional fishing ground of the Javanese fishermen consist of the
old medium seiners (16-18 meters);

• the second one whose fishing grounds extend from the Karimunjava Islands to Matasirih is made
of old large seiners built before 1985 and a new generation of medium seiners;

• the last one which mainly exploits the eastern part of the Java Sea, the Makassar Strait and the
South China Sea consist of the newest large seiners built since 1985.
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Catches

The small pelagic species in the Java Sea are mostly caught by large and medium purse seines.
Their landings show great variations. But since 1979 the catch increased four times reaching
157000 tons in 1994 (Fig. 3).

The Javanese seiners catch around thil1y pelagic and semi-pelagic species. Eleven of these species
account to 90% of the landing. According to official statistics, these eleven species are gathered in five
statistical categories. In the different landing places the names of these categories are replaced by local
names related to species and size.

Two species of layang scads (Decapterus russelli and Decapterus macrosoma) are caught by the
seiners. The catch shows high fluctuations with two production peak in 1985 and 1991-1994 (Fig. 3).
Since 1993, every year, they account at least for 50% of the total catch and form the bulk of the catch in
each fishing ground. The total landings of the seiners fishery is highly related to the fluctuation of the
scad landings (Fig. 3).

As the fishing grounds move eastward, the catch of the species shows different trends. The landing
of D. russelli decrease while those of D. macrosoma increase. In 1992, D. macrosoma was dominant in
landings. Due to different fishing areas, the exploitation of the two fleets do not focus on the same
species. Medium seiners mainly catch D. russelli.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the total and main species catches for the last sixteen years
(excluding China Sea)
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tahun terakhir (tidak termasuk Laut Cina)

Most banyar mackerels represented in the large and medium seiners catch are Rastrelliger
kanagurta, while Rastrelliger brachysoma being accidentally present in the landings. The evolution of
R. kanagurta catch shows the same trend as for the scads with high fluctuations and a production peak in
1986 (Fig. 3) when 23,000 tons were landed. Most part of the catch comes from the eastern paI1 of the
Java Sea and the Makassar Strait.

The landing of siro Amblygaster sirm was relatively more important between 1979 and 1993 : it
could represent up to 20% of the seiners catch. From 1983 and until 1988 the landing decreased a lot
before increasing again from 1991 (Fig. 3). The bulk of the catch is made in the Makassar Strait. It is
mainly caught by the large seiners and accounts for a small part in the medium seiners landing.

Landing of tanjan (Sardinella gibbosa, Sardinella fimbriata and Sardinella lemuru) shows regular
I

fluctuation. These fishes are not the target species of the seiners fleet. They are caught by the large
seiners as well as the medium seiners. In 1992 the landing sharply increased. The major part of the catch
comes from the Java Sea in May-June.
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The bentong big-eye scad (Selar crumenophthalmus) is caught in small quantity by the large a~d

medium seiners. Since 1979, the landing tends to decrease slightly. The bulk of the catch is made in the
Java Sea. Certain years, some important catch occurs in the South China Sea.

The other species account for 6 to 8% of the catch. They are accidentally caught and among others
consist of japuh (Dusumeria acuta), bawal hitam (Formio niger) and small coastal tunas as Auxis spp.

Landings show a high seasonal trend which is more or less related to the monsoons (Potier and
Boely, 1990), it shows two peaks, a minor one in March-April, a maximum in September-November
(Potier and Sadhotomo, 1995). The decrease of landings in December-January is highly related to the
North-West winds which prevent the fishing vessels to go to sea. During the peak fishing season
(September-December) most of the catch is made in the Java Sea, while from January to March-April it
is made in the Makassar Strait. As the waters of low salinity extend eastward and reach their maximum
of extension in May-June, the bulk of the catch is made in the South China Sea.

Based on sun ray plot analysis, the yearly catch and the CPUE trends, Potier and Sadhotomo
(1995) mentioned that there are three groups of species which correspond to three different types of
populations among the seiners catch:

• oceanic population: D. macrosoma, A. sirm, R. kanagurta. They live near the continental shelf
edge. They are found in waters where salinity is more than 34%0. They are caught when the
oceanic waters enter the Java Sea from August to November;

• neritic populations : D. russelli. They live on the continental shelf in waters with salinity between
32-34%0. They are caught along the year by the seiners;

• coastal species: S. crumenophthalmus, S. gibbosa. They are found near the coast and live in
waters with high fluctuations of salinity. They are found along the year in small quantity in the
seiners catch.

Effort

Expressed in number of trips (Fig. 4), the effort has continuously decreased since 1979;
consequently the average number of days at sea per trip increased from 6 in 1979 to 25 in 1994 (Fig. 5).
It can be related to the extension of the fishery, the growing distance between harbours to the fishing
ground and the use of larger vessels which stay longer at sea.
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Figure 4: Evolution of the effort of large and medium seiners between 1978 and 1994
Perkembangan upaya penangkapan pukat cincin besar dan sedang antara tahun
1978 dan 1994
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Figure 6: Evolution of fishing days of three main fishing places between 1978 and 1994
Evolusi hari melaut dari tiga daerah penangkapan utama antara tahun 1978 dan 1994

Most of the efforts come from the large seiners vessels and is spent in the Java Sea (50 to 70%),
the rest is spent in the Makassar Straits and in South China Sea (Fig. 6). The effort is highly seasonal and
related to environmental and human factors. When the winds are stronger than 20 knots the vessels are
not able to go to sea. This situation occurs mainly during the first months of the year when the North
west monsoon is well established. During these months, floods on the North coast of Java can entirely
stop the activity of the seiners because the landing places are flooded. The effort is high inside second
part of the year from August to November. Medium seiners deploy their whole effort in the Java Sea,
while large seiners share it among the whole fishery space, including Makassar Strait and South China
Sea.

Catch per Unit Effort

Values of the CPUE show a 50% decrease from 1985 to 1987 (Tab. 1 and Fig. 7) when the catch
rate of the large seiners was 1 ton per fishing day. Since 1988, it increased by step and in 1992 is slightly
higher than in 1985 reaching 2.4 tons/fishing day. The catch rate of the medium seiners after three years
of stagnation increase since 1989.
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Table 1 : Evolution of the effort (fishing days) and the CPUE (kg/fishing day) of large and
medium seiners fleet since 1985
Perkembangan upaya penangkapan (hari melaut) dan hasil tangkapan per unit
(kg/hari melaut) pukat cincin besar dan sedang antara sejak 1985

Effort 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Large 56,282 62,052 70,345 56,087 50,086 51,256 46,384 52,889 53,150 57,964

Medium 2,873 8,157 16,915 12,569 14,136 17,539 24,412 27,187

Total 56,282 62,052 7,3218 64,244 67,001 63825 60,500 70,428 77,562 85,151

CPUE

Large 2,120 1,742 1,077 1,097 1,683 1 697 2,350 2,367 2,328 2,216

Medium 512 477 511 939 1,226 1,688 1,034 1,134

The fluctuation of CPUE in the large seiners fishery are seasonal with a maximum peak at the end
of the year and a minimum one in May-June. In the medium seiners fishery there is only one annual peak
during September-November. The evolution of CPUE differs among the fishing areas. The Makassar
Strait and the Java Sea have a similar evolution with higher values in the Makassar Strait. In the South
China Sea, CPUE fluctuates a lot.
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Figure 7: Catch per unit effort: average yearly values for Jarge and medium seiners
(kg/fishing day)
Basil tangkapan per unit: nilai rata-rata tahunan untuk pukat besar dan sedang
(kg/hari melaut)

Fishing strategies and tactics

Before 1992, the trip strategy was to choose one fishing ground and to spend all the fishing days in
this zone. Since then, technical changes have appeared. All fishing vessels are now equipped with radio
and the strategy is to prospect two or three fishing zones during one trip. The strategy was an individual
one. But even now the aim is to be at sea during tbe new moon when the catch is believed to be higher.

Because of the fish bebaviour and of the vessels they use, the fishing tactic of tbe Javanese
fishermen consist of concentrating the fish by mean of Fish Aggregating Devices (FAD) and lamps.
During the first development stage of this fishery the FAD had the main role in aggregating the fish.
Since 1988 lamps have replaced the FAD in this function. The number of set by night will vary from one
in full moon to two in new moon. Seiners are not randomly distributed in the fishing ground.
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Level of exploitation

The pelagic fishes in the Java Sea consist of several species exploited by various fishing gears, and
we still consider that only part of the stocks are captured. The real configuration of the pelagic stocks can
not exactly be defined. However, based on recent developments of fishing activities in the whole area,
the level of exploitation could be near the maximum.

By assuming that a big part of the stock is being exploited by the large Purse Seine in the Java Sea,
the previous studies (Widodo, 1995; Nurhakim, 1995) demonstrated that the level of exploitation of
D. russelli, D. macrosoma and R. kanagurta have been close to the optimum level.

Management and regulation

The mesh size regulation and zonation were issued by the government. The minimum allowable
mesh size is 1 inch, and the sharing of fishing zones is defined according to the gross tonnage of the
fishing boats. The paths of the fishing zones are defined as 0-3 miles, 3-5 miles, 5-7 miles and more than
7 miles from the coast line respectively.

In fact the mesh size used in the fishery never follow the government regulation, while fishing zone
of the purse seiners tend to be more further than 7 nautical miles except during the season of certain
species (R. brachysoma) when the mini seiners tend to catch in near the coast. Eventhough, in some area
the mini seiners always operate close to the coastal line such as in Madura and Sunda Straits.

Actually the fishermen tend to avoid the small size of fish during the first recruitment and the use
of mesh size 0.5 inch is more intended to prevent the fish entangle on the net.

Since the recruitment occurs in certain period, closed season regulation might be more efficient,
with a support of relevant deep biological study.

It seems that the fishermen unconsciously regulate by themselves the effort exerted upon the
resources. The large purse seiners tend to reduce their fishing activity in the Java Sea by shifting the
fishing ground to the South China Sea and never fish in other areas beyond the Java Sea which are
presumed to be the natural migratory grounds of the same exploited stocks.

CONCLUSION

The exploitation of small pelagic in the Java Sea is related to the season and the availability of the
fishes is linked to the monsoon regime. The large seiners extend their fishing ground to the South China
Sea in order to avoid the lower availability of fish during in the Java Sea. Although the structure of the
stocks has not been recognised yet, we believe that the scheme of exploitation of the seiners fleet is
related with multispecies stocks repartition the multi stocks. The effort exerted by these fisheries
exclusively concentrates on part of the stocks living in the Java Sea.

It seems that the level of exploitation of the small pelagic species in the Java Sea is near to
optimum level. However, regarding oceanic stocks, the fishing pressure is lower as their geographic
distribution exceeds the fishing boundaries of the seiners fisheries. The changes of fishing tactics and
strategies along side with improving equipments and vessels characteristics should be followed in order
to monitor the development of fishing effort of small pelagic fishes in the Java Sea and adjacent waters.
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ORGANISATIONAL INNOVATION APPLIED TO THE PROBLEM
OF PELAGIC FISHERY IN THE JAVA SEA

J. HAGE

ABSTRACT

There are essentially three major factors within the organisation that impact on the greater acceptance of
organisational innovations. regardless of what kind they are. First, a complex division of labour, which
includes specialisation, functional differentiation or departmentalisation, professionalism, complex jobs and
an emphasis on technical training with these jobs, all improve the rates of acceptance of innovation. Second,
an organic structure. which includes decentralisation of decision-making, a lack of focaJisation, and high
rate of communication. both external and internal, has the same consequence. Third, a pro-active strategy
that is concerned about innovation and willing to take risks, is equally important.

There would also appear to be several institutional factors that can influence the adoption of innovations
in this region. The ethnic Chinese and the Chinese family business are quite to innovation. Beyond this is
the issue of the educational system and its emphasis if any on technical and vocational training.

The specific material and non-material incentives involved in innovation are usually some sense of
performance gap. Drops in fish yields would have dramatic impacts on the lives of the fishermen and open
possibilities for innovations that could lead to beller management of the Java Sea. Within the Chinese family
business, it is important to recognise that it is not profits so much that drives the search for new business but
need to preserve the family structure.

The continued acceptance of fishing innovations is likely to lead to a growing amount of unemployment
as more and more of the medium and small size boats are unable to adequately earn a living. More critically
the new innovations radically reduce the need for fishermen on the larger boats.

KEYWORDS: organisational innovation, adoption, fisheries, Java Sea.

ABSTRAK

Ada tiga faktor utama dalam organisasi yang mempengaruhi penerimaan organisasional,apapun
bentuknya. Pertanuz, suatu pembagian tenaga kerja yang rumit. yang mencakup spesialisasi, penggolongan
atau perbedaan jungsional. profesionalisme, pekerjaan-pekerjaan yang sulit. dan penekanan pada aspek
pelntihan teknis pekerjaan tersebut, semuanya meningkatkan laju dapat diterinuznya inivasi. Kedua, suatu
struktur organik yang meliputi desentralisasi 'pengambilan keputusan', fokalisasi yang longgar, dan laju
komunikasi yang tinggi memiliki konsekuensi yang sama. Ketiga, suatu strategi pro-akti yang berkaitan
dengan inovasi dan kesediaan menanggung resiko. keduanya sama penting.

Selain itu, akan muncul pula berbagai faktor institusional yang dapat mempengaruhi adopsi beberapa
inovasi di wilayah ini. Di luar ini, ada pula tentang isu tentang sistem pendidikan dan penekanannya, dan
bila ada, pada pelatihan teknis dan profesi.

Berbagi insentif nuzterial dan non-material yang terkait dalam inovasi biasanya beberapa perasaan
terhadap kesenjangan keragaan. Penurunan atas produksi ikan berdampak secara dramatis terhadap
kehidupan nelayan dan membuka peluang bagi inovasi yang membawa ke dalam pengelolaan yang lebih
baik terhadap Laut Jawa. Dalam beberapa bisnis keluarga Cirw, penting diperhatikan bahwa yang
mendorong untuk mencari bisnis bam bukan semata-nuzta keuntungan, tetapi kebutuhan mempertahankan
struktur keluarga.

Penerimaan yang terus menerus terhadap inovasi dnpat saja meningkatan jumlah pengangguran.
karerw akan lebih banyak kapal-kapal kecil dan sedang tidak nuzmpu lagi menopang biaya hidup. Lebih
kritis lagi, inovasi baru secara tajam mengurangi jumlah nelayan yang diperlukan bagi kapal-kapal yang
lebih besar.
KATA KUNCl : inovasi organisasi, adopsi, perikanan, Lau! Jawa.
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Over the course of the last three decades a rich and consistent literature has developed relative to
the topic of organisational innovation both within sociology and management (Collins et al., 1988;
Damanpour, 1988 and 1991; Duchesneau et al., 1979; Hage, 1965, 1980 and 1994; Tomatsky et al.,
1983; Zaltman et al., 1973; Zammuto and O'Connor, 1992). Regardless whether or not the innovation is
technological, product or administrative, the same basic findings have emerged. A complex division of
labour, an organic structure (decentralised decision-making, little formalisation and a network of
communication), and a pro-change strategy augment the rate of adoption of new innovations.

From this literature, ideas about how to increase the number of innovations, particularly
administrative ones, can be drawn and applied to the problem of how to intervene in the Java Sea so as to
maintain the fishing stock, secure a rising income for those employed in fishing and retrain individuals
for other kinds of employment. These ideas are organised around the following themes: First, a
consideration of how these findings might indicate strategies for increasing the rate of adoption of
innovations in Java. Second, a consideration of the implications of too much emphasis on technological
innovation to the exclusion of administrative innovation. Third, some suggestions as to what kinds of
administrative innovations might be advisable. The basic theme is that PELFISH should shift from
technological innovations to administrative ones.

THE APPLICATION TO INDONESIAN FISHERiES

The differences between the kinds of organisations in the developed and developing nations are so
great that there would appear to be little application of ideas generated in research in the fonner
countries to the latter. Many too doubt the possibility of technology transfer let alone the application of a
literature on organisational innovation created in the advanced countries. In a review of organisational
theory and its applicability to organisations for developing countries, we found that organisational theory
could be applied, provided that it was adapted by the people involved to the particular cultural and
institutional circumstances (Hage and Finsterbusch, 1987). This is a major qualification but it also
suggests a quite positive potentiality and a modus operandi. Furthermore, this book outlines a number of
techniques for introducing innovations successfully in a developing world context'.

Increase the complexity of jobs aboard the fishing vessels

One of the most consistent findings in the organisational literature and one relevant to fishing is
the importance of how the work is organised. When jobs are complex, then the occupants of these jobs
are more likely to be open to new changes and to be less traclitional (Hage and Gamier, 1993; Walton,
1987). The inclusion of multi-varied technical training for the various crew members can overcome the
high task specialisation that presently exists. When training relative to each job is provided to all crew
members, then there can be job rotation, allowing individuals to advance to the higher grades such as
motorman or captain more easily. This would also create more flexibility in the workforce and prepare
the seamen for other changes suggested below.

Furthermore, if the technical content of these jobs is increased, there is likely to better utilisation
of new techniques and practices. The idea of technical training is even more appropriate with some of the
more sophisticated new technologies that are being discussed such as global positioning system (GPS),
acoustical equipment, ice crushers, etc. In the context of this training, it would be useful to emphasise the
importance of maintenance, a common failing.

Finally, it is also possible to make the jobs of the seamen more complex by making them more
similar. The Walton (1987) study of commercial shipping indicated that this was one key in the greater
adoption rate in countries like Norway, the Netherlands and Japan.

I Space prevents a detailed consideration of this subject but adaptation occurs when there is first experimentation to
discover how the basic ideas need to be altered and second recommendations from those who will be affected as to what
alterations should be made. For the first example of this, see Cach and French (1948) and for a developed theory see Beer (1980).
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Increase participation of the captains and seamen in decision-making

The design of the technical training should involve the captains and even owners as much as
possible. The study of commercial shipping discussed above (Walton, 1987) indicated that joint
decision-making by captain and crew, management and labour and more generally the owners and the
unions facilitated the adoption of innovations that reduced employment. This finding is also a basic
insight of the human relations perspective (Beer, 1980).

An interesting way in which participation in decision-making can facilitate innovation is the use of
quality work circles. One could imagine quality work circles could be created each time there is a death
or accident aboard the boat to discuss how this might have been prevented. Although Zammuto and
O'Connor (1992) observe that some studies indicate employee involvement facilitates the process of
implementation, they do not indicate why. What I would suggest is that the workers or fishermen have
the tacit knowledge that is needed to adapt what are general technologies to the specifics of the particular
production process and solve the many problems that emerge in the implementation process. The reason
why Anglo-Saxon engineers - on this point contrast the Japanese with the American engineers as
reported in Jaikuman (1986) - even in decentralised organisations do not consult with the workers that
will use the machines reflects upon their cognitive style and the way in which they are educated. What is
not clear is whether there are cultural barriers in Indonesia to cross-functional teams, quality work circles
and other techniques of joint decision-making. The existence of the sharing system and co-operatives
(KUD), suggests that there are some opportunities here for the sharing of work activities.

Equally relevant to the study of the diffusion of innovation among the Indonesian fisheries is the
role of a pro-change strategy and the prior history of change (Zammuto and O'Connor, 1992). Given the
large number of adoptions - the tripling in the productivity of the boats - at least implied in the material
that has been sent me, it would appear that there has been considerable openness to change, perhaps for
some specific cultural reasons. Within this context there is a particular special incentive that emerges
because of the presence of ethnic Chinese. They have been open to the adoption of new innovations, in
part because of their emphasis on education.

These four components - complex jobs, technical training, decentralisation of decision-making and
pro-change strategies - reflect ways in which ideas from the developed world can be applied to the
context of purse seine fisheries. They also suggest ways in which external change agents can intervene
and attempt to increase the rate of innovation or to make the adoption of innovations more effective.

Emphasise the importance of the performance gap

Hage and Finsterbusch (1987) found in their review of the application of organisational theory to
developing countries that the single most critical variable was a sense of what is called a performance
gap, that is a shared definition that there is some failure (Zaltman et al., 1973). Furthermore, this
perception had to be shared by both administrators or managers and the members of the organisation
before innovations could be effectively implemented.

Even if there seem to have specific safeguards (see Durand and Widodo, this book), the greatest
potential performance gap is the collapse of the fish stock in the Java Sea. PELFISH has started the
difficult task of warning all the potential actors about this, but it is clear that as yet most owners and
captains are unconvinced.

Still another important incentive found in the general literature on innovation (Hage, 1980) and
applicable to the Java Sea is that the more innovations that are adopted, the easier it becomes to adopt
more. With experience the fear attached to innovations is reduced. While this has been discussed under
the context of a pro-change strategy, it is relevant here as well. A reputation for being "first" or "up-to
date", which generates considerable self-esteem, is an incentive as well.

Another theme in the Hage and Finsterbusch (1987) book is the importance of demonstration
projects for providing incentives to adopt new innovations. If an innovation is tried and then adapted to
the particular situation usuaJJy via quality work circles or some similar kind of group problem solving,
then the success can provide another kind of incentive for others to adopt.
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Emphasise innovations that help the family

The family .is a fundamental value within Indonesian society. Therefore one kind of nonmaterial
incentive that can facilitate the adoption of innovations, particularly administrative ones, are those that
appear to increase the status and stability of the family. Above, the idea of technical training has been
suggested and it should be readily accepted by the crews and captains because of its implications for the
status of the family and the emphasis on education. Equally important are suggestions below about the
rotation of crews that would allow the fishermen to spend more time with their family.

POTENTIAL OUTCOMES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT

OF THE FISH STOCK IN THE lAVA SEA

One would need much more material that I have been provided to make a number of predictions
about the future course of events in the Java Sea but if one can make a series of inferences, then the
following scenarios appear to be plausible. First, in the developed countries including the study of
commercial shipping by Walton (1987), the advent of all these new technologies has been to radically
reduce the number of people needed. In particular, the new technologies eliminate unskilled labour and
instead collapse a number of activities into a few complex jobs, which require much higher levels of
technical training. In the context of the Java Sea, this implies a rising level of unemployment among the
fishermen as the boats become more and more automated.

However, it is also important to recognise that not all innovations necessarily reduce employment.
The literature on innovation, particularly the more recent literature, has tended to over stress the
importance of productivity but innovations can be adopted for purposes other than productivity. There
are innovations that would impact on the quality of the catch, the resource management of the Java Sea,
and perhaps most importantly the quality of the life of the seaman. Therefore, one should place more
emphasis in the future on administrative rather than technological innovations.

For example, it might be possible for the different size boats to specialise in different kinds of
fishing using quite distinctive kinds of gear. Indeed, the idea of specialisation as one response to
competition is an important lesson of survival that has been followed by some American firms in the
context of global competition. Then, too, it might be possible to improve the quality of the catch and
reduce waste if the smaller boats meet the larger boats each day with fresh ice and took the catch to the
harbours and markets. It appears that fresh fish demands a higher premium. In so far as the above
recommendation results in the elimination of spoliage and queuing then most of the fish arriving on
market will be only several days old. This then allows for the potentiality of slUpping more fish over seas
and gaining more income derived from fishing.

Third, I do not have the technical expertise to evaluate but the continued growth in the number of
boats and the size of the catch per boat implies that the Java Sea might become stressed. Clearly, if more
and more boats are added and their individual productivity (measured as the size of catch per person)
increases as well, then at some point the Java Sea will experience the kind of collapse associated with the
Chesapeake Bay and the North Banks in North American and elsewhere.

From a management perspective, this suggests that one has to find administrative innovations that
prevent the "tragedy of the commons" and that can protect the size of the fish stock. I propose that the
fishing fleet forms a co-operative that manages the Java Sea. Given the history of partitioning in the Java
Sea, there is at least some sense of the importance of governing the commons. The normative patterns I
have already suggested one such possibility, namely the reorganisation of the fishing fleet so that small
boats would transport ice to the larger boats each day at some prearranged meeting point and the return
of fish caught. Under these circumstances, the large boats could be kept at sea continually except for
periods for repair and maintenance, which should be periodically. One could rotate crews (including
captains) every two weeks, allowing the fishermen to spend more time with their family, which I suggest
is a powerful incentive for adopting this innovation. This kind of division of labour across boats would
considerably rationalise the harvesting of fish, reduce the amount of fish caught, improve the quality of
fish, and should also eventually lead to a considerable reduction in waste.
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Still another way in which the boats can be reorganised is to establish a self-management system
of the commons of the Java Sea. Together the owners, the captains and the crew would agree on how
many boats would be used at sea, use some of them for patrol duty to be sure that no one is over fishing,
and set quotas on the amount of catch that can be obtained. If income is being shared across not only
owners and crew of each boat but also across boats then it becomes possible to do this. If several large
owners agree to this anangement, then it would be easily to implement. Here the model is the European
cartel, which worked while the American attempts generally failed, because the former involved fewer
compaOJes.

Finally, these recommendations should not be seen as isolated attacks but instead are intended to
reflect a co-ordinated approach to facilitate fishing industry.
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EXPLOITATION AND USE OF SMALL PELAGIC SPECIES
IN WESTERN AFRICA

L. WESTLUND

ABSTRACT
The purpose of the presentation is to describe the small pelagic sector in the West African coastal

countries and to briefly discuss the profitability of the sector. The presentation is based on a study carried
out by FAO in 1993/1994 (more recent data is referred to when available).

Small pelagic species constitute approximately 70% of the total marine, catch in the West African region
and fish and fishery products are important items in the economies of the coastal countries. However, the
situation of the small pelagic species sector varies considerably from' one country to another. The main
consumption area is the Gulf of Guinea countries where the most important resources are found

The small pelagic resources of the region as a whole does not show any signs of over-exploitation even
though fishing effort for certain species in certain areas should not be intensified. There are also fluctuations
in abundance due to climatic and environmental factors which are difficult to predict from year to year.

Foreign fleets have played an important role in industrial fisheries. With the change in the former Soviet
Union and Eastern European fleets, their distant-water fishing activities have been declining rapidly and this
development has had an important impact on the production and consumption of small pelagic species in
West Africa. Total catches of small pelagic decreased from 4.6 million tons in 1986 to 3 million tons in
1993.

It seems that, at present, the small pelagic fisheries in Western Africa are more profitable when carried
out on a small scale, i.e., canoe fisheries, than when performed by half-industrial and industrial fleets. In the
short term, it appears that catches of small pelagic fishes in the Western African marine waters will not
increase but rather continue to decrease. In the longer term, a combination of improved purchasing power in
the region and improved fishing techniques, could reserve this trend.

KEYWORDS: small pelagic fisheries, catch, profitability, West Africa.

ABSTRAK
Makalah ini menggambarkan seklOr pelagis kecil di negara-negara panlai di Afrika Baral dan

membahas keuntungan dari sektor tersebut. Data diperoleh dari studi FAO pada tahun 1993/1994.
Species ikan pelagis kecil merupakan sekitar 70% dari total hasil tangkapan laut di wilayah Afrika

Baral. Produk perikanan berperan penling bagi ekonomi negara-negara pantai di Afrika Rarat. Akan tetapi
siluasi seklor pelagis kecil sangal bervariasi dari salu negara ke negara lain. Konsumen utama adalah
negara-negara di Teluk Guinea, sedangkan sumber daya ikan pelagis kecil yang lerpenting adalah di
pantai U/ara dan selatan.

Sumber daya ikan pelagis kecil dari wilayah lersebw secara keseluruhan lidak memperlihalkan landa
landa eksploitasi berlebih, walaupun usaha penangkapan unluk species lertentu di areal lertenlu lidak
boleh diintensijkan lagi. TerdapGl pula fiuktuasi kelimpahan akibal faktor-faklor cuaca dan lingkungan
yang sulit diduga.

Penangkapan ikan oleh negara lain memegang peranan penling dalam induSlri perikanan. Akan tetapi,
kegiatan penangkapan oleh negara-negam lain lersebul menurun draslis akhir akhir ini akibat perubahan
yang lerjadi di negara-negara Uni Soviel dan Eropa Timur. Perkembangan ini memben'kan dampak yang
luas bagi produksi dan konsumsi ikan pelagis kecil di wilayah Afrika Baral. TOlal hasil langkapan ikan
pelagis kecil menurun dari 4,6 jUla IOn pada tahun 1986 menjadi 3 juta Ion pada lahun 1993.

Dengan melihal keuntungan umum dari seklor tersebut, maka lampaknya perikanan pelagis kecil di
Afrika Bamt lidaklah meningkal, bahkan terus menurun. Dalam jangka panjang, diharapkan agar
kombinasi dari perbaikan kemampuan daya beli dan teknik penangkapan di wilaynh Afrika Barar dapat
meningkalkan hasil rangkapan.

KATA KUNCI : perikanan pelagis kecil, hasil tangkapan, perhitungan ekonomi, Barat Afrika.
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Our purpose is to give a general description of the small pelagic sector in the West African coastal
countries and to briefly discuss prices of small pelagic fish as well as the profitability of the sector.

The presentation is based on a study carried out by FAO in 1993/1994 (Westlund, 1994; more
recent data is referred to when available). The aim of the study was to give a description of the small
pelagic sector in the West African region and to serve as a basis for further analysis. The study covered
the whole West African coast from Morocco to Namibia but focus was given to four selected countries,
i.e., Ghana, MaUlitania, Nigeria and Senegal.

PRODUCTION AND RESOURCES

Small pelagic species play an important role in the economies of the West African coastal
countries. The export of products and the licensing of fishing rights to distant-water fishing vessels
generate foreign exchange and, moreover, fish is a vital source of an animal protein in many of the
countries in the region. However, the situation of the sector varies considerably from one country to
another. The main consumption area is the Gulf of Guinea countries whereas the most important
resources are found in the north and south part of the coast. Among the four countries focused on in the
study, Mauritania is the dominant producing country whereas Nigeria is a major importer of small pelagic
fishery products.

Out of a total marine catch of the region I in 1993 of 4.4 million tonnes, small pelagic species2

constituted approximately 70%, i.e., 3 million tonnes. Catches have decreased recently; in 1988, the
production of small pelagics reached 4.6 million tonnes. Examining the statistics for the period 1970
1993, it can be noted that catches have varied substantially from year to year (Fig. 1). However, the
volume has never before been as low as in 1993. Catch statistics for 1994 and 1995 are not yet available,
but preliminary figures for some of the countries in the region indicate that production may have
decreased further (Guerin, 1995). These significant variations in small pelagic catches can be explained
by changes in fishing effort as well as by climatic factors.

The small pelagic fisheries in the region can schematicaJly be divided into three main categories,
i.e., the artisanal (canoe) fishery, the half-industrial fishery (inshore purse seiners), and the industrial
fishery (i.e., the long-distance water fleets and factory vessels). Foreign fleets play an important role in
the industrial fisheries and already in the late 1950s, the Soviet Union was sending pelagic trawlers to the
region. The Soviet fleet was followed by distant-water fleets from other centrally planned economies in
Eastern and Central Europe. Part of the production from these fleets was landed in the Gulf of Guinea
countries and part was brought back to home ports. The fleets operated under a subsidised system,
receiving fuel and other supplies and support directly from their home countries. With the disintegration
of the USSR and the introduction of market economy, the economic conditions for operating the fleets
changed drastically. As a consequence, there has been a significant reduction in the number of vessels
from the formerly centrally planned economies operating in the region. In 1988, the former Soviet Union
and CentrallEastern European fleets caught 2.5 million tonnes of fish in the region; in 1993, this
production was down to under 900,000 tonnes (Fig. 2). Over 90% of the catch consisted of small pelagic
species.

I The region referred 10 includes FAO statistical areas 34, Eastern Central Atlantic, and 47, Southeast Atlantic.
2 Small pelagic species are here defined as ISCCAAP groups 34 (Jack, mullets, sauries, etc), 35 (Herrings, sardines,

anchovies, etc) and 37 (Mackerels, snoeks, cutlassfishes, etc). In addition, 65% of catches classified as "Miscellaneous marine
fishes" has been included.
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Figure 1: Total marine catches and small pelagic catches in West Africa
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Figure 2: Marine catches by Eastern/Central European and former USSR fleets
(FAO statistical areas 34 and 47)
Hasil tangkapan perikanan /aut oleh armada Eropa Timur/Tengah dan USSR
(statistik FAO di area 34 dan 47)

The principal groups of small pelagics in the region are clupeids, carangids and scombrids. West
African clupeids include the abundant Sardinella aurita and Sardinella maderensis, as well as the
sardine (Sardina pilehardus) off north-west Africa and the pilchard (Sardinops oeellatus) off south-west
Africa, as well as various species of anchovy (e.g., Engraulis enerasieolus). Carangids commonly found
in the region include the horse mackerels (Traehurus traehurus and Traehurus trecae and West African
shad (Ilisha afrieana), and the bonga (Ethmalosa fimbriata) in estuarine and coastal areas. Chub
mackerel (Seomber japoniells) is one of the most common scombrids found in the area (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Catch of common small pelagic species in West Africa (MT), 1992
lkan pelagis kecil yang bwsa ditangkap di Afrika Barat (MT), 1992

PRICES AND PROFITABILITY

It seems that the limiting factor for increased production of small pelagics in Western Africa is the
marketing outlets and the profitability of the sector, rather than the availability of resources. This appears
to be the case in particular for the sardinellas. All small pelagic species can be considered low value
species. However, within the group of small pelagics, there are differences between the different species
and sardinellas are often found to be less valuable than for example horse mackerels and mackerels.

Small pelagic species are commonly consumed in the region, especially by the population in the
low income strata. Comparing prices of small pelagics to the price of other fish and meat prices, the
former are often found to be relatively cheap. In a market survey in Nigeria in 1994, it was found that the
retail price of imported frozen sardinella and mackerel was lower than for many locally produced fish
and meat products (Fig. 4). A study in Ghana (Heinbuch, 1992) also shows that smoked small pelagic
fish is the cheapest source of animal protein in the country.

Many of the small pelagic consumer groups are price sensitive due to weak purchasing power,
which - unfortunately - generally has not improved lately due the overall difficult economic situation in
many West African countries. Therefore, it could be speculated that a price increase would entail a rather

·drastic reduction of the quantity in demand. Long term price trends are generally rare but there is some
indication &oat local sales prices of small pelagic species have not been rising lately. Comparing average
prices paid to producers in Senegal, Mauritania and Ghana over the period 1986-1993, it was found that
the value of small pelagics in constant prices had been stable or even falling (Fig. 5). Current prices for
fresh horse mackerel at the auction in Abidjan (Fig. 6) and frozen horse mackerel prices FOB from
Dakar (Fig. 7) show significant variations during the last few years but there is no trend of rising prices.
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Figure 4: Comparative retail prices of imported small pelagics and JocaUy produced fish
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Figure 5 (a, b, c, d, e): Average prices paid for small pelagic species to producers in
Senegal, Mauritania and Ghana-current and constant prices (local currencylkg)
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Figure 6: Fresh horse mackerel prices, auction Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire, in USDlkg
(August 1991·July 1995)
Harga ikan layang segar di pelelangan Abidjan, Pantai Gading, dalam US$/kg
(Agustus 1991-July 1995)
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Figure 7: Frozen horse mackerel prices, FOB Dakar-Senegal, in US$/kg
(January 1989·0ctober 1995)
Harga ikan layang beku, FOB Dakar-Senegal, dalam US$/kg
(Januari 1989-0ktober 1995)

The generally low price level of small pelagic species makes it difficult to run certain operations
with a satisfactory profitability. Analysis of vessels targeting small pelagic fish shows that the fisheries
in West Africa are generally more profitable when carried out on a small scale, i.e., canoe fisheries
(unmotorised or motorised) than when performed by industrial fleets (Tab. I). However, the analyses on
which this statement is based are purely financial from the view point of the fisherman, i.e., established
according to the real costs including possible subsidies. In some countries, the artisanal sector has been
promoted through the granting of various subsidies. Today, however, there is an ongoing process of
abolishing various subsidies. Nevertheless, it is likely that the relatively low overall cost and the flexibility
of the artisanal fishery and its down-stream activities will help the sector to adapt to the new conditions.

Profitability of the semi-industrial and industrial sectors in the region appears to vary to a larger
extent. A highly mechanised and effectively run industrial fishery could be profitable; as in other parts of
the world, e.g., Peru. Also in Namibia and South Africa, small pelagic fisheries on a bigger scale appear
to be feasible. Nevertheless, the West African experience in this domain has so far been quite sombre.
For instance, the fishing fleets of the former USSR and Eastern Europe which have been operating in the
area for a long period are withdrawing due to profitability problems under the new operational conditions

Table 1: Financial analysis of a selected number of small pelagic fishing units in West Africa
Analisis finansial bagi sejumlah unit penangkapan tertentu di Afrika Barat

Senegal Senegal Mauritania Ghana Nigeria Nigeria

Fishing unit 2 canoes Semi-industrial Factory trawler Dugout canoe Motorised canoe Small pelagic
2 motors purse seiner "Super Atlantic" Motor (40 HP) Encircling trawler

(+ I spare) "AliIPolilWatsa net/gillnet
Encircling net

Investment(US$) 32,100 1,059,300 5,000,000 8,450 6,400 1,452,000

Economic life
span (years) 6 20 22 3 4 10

Cash flow
(USS/year) 25,283 -76,723 -697,000 5,800 11,782 727,474

Internal rate of
return 76% Neg Neg 47% 181% 49%

Source: CRODT/ISRA, Dakar, Senegal; Estimates based on data from a joint venture company, Nouadhibou, Mauritania; W.
Odoi-Akersi, Accra, Ghana. 1994, and estimates; O. Akinyem.i, Lagos, Nigeria, 1994.
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FINAL REMARKS

In general, it appears that, in the short term, production of small pelagics in the region may
continue to decrease. In the long term, a combination of ameliorated purchasing power in the region and
improved fishing techniques, could reverse this trend. In both perspectives, the key issue appears to be
the imbalance between the costs of production and the purchasing power of potential consumers.
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VILLAGE FISHERIES IN THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

G.DAVID

ABSTRACT
With the exception of Papua .New.Guinea., village fishing plays a very important role in the dietary self

reliance of the island nations of the Pacific. On average, 35 to 45% of the islanders go fishing at least once a
week in order to feed their family. The production of subsistence fishing represents approximately 80,000
tons per year. By comparison, the production of commercial artisanal fishing, which enjoys the financial and
technical back-up of the authorities, is low (16,400 tons of fish and 1,900 tons of crustaceans).

Many of the projects which aimed at the creation of a pool of professional commercial fishermen
resulted in failure, whether the target was deep-bottom fishing on the outer slopes of the reef wall or fishing
for pelagic species around fish aggregating devices. Even though this structu~ed sector suffers from
stagnation, village fishing is being drawn in a vast movement of integration in the market economy. The
commercial gathering of sea-slug and pearl-shell, particularly troca, may represent locally a substantial part
of the cash income of foreshore populations. An increasing percentage of the product of subsistence fishing
(10 to 50%) is now being offered for sale, and the notion of selling as moti vation for going fishing is
spreading.

The increase in fishing effort which results from this evolution raises the problem of rational resource
management to the level of urgent concern. Much thought is being given to the introduction of fishing
regulatory mechanisms making use of the village marine tenure system, through temporary bans on fishing.
KEYWORDS: villages fisheries, food security, development, Pacific Islands.

ABSTRAK
Desa nelayan mempunyai peranan yang penting dalam swasembada pangan bagi masyarakot di

Kepulauan Pasifik, kecuali di Papua Nugini. Sekitar 35-45% nelayan menangkop ikon minimal sekali
seminggu untuk memenuhi kebutuhan pangan keluarganya. Produksi dan penangkopan subsisten
diperkirakon sebesar 80,000 ton per tahun. Bila dilakukon perbandingan, mako produksi perikanan
artisanal komersial yang menikmati banlttan finansial dan teknik dari pemerintah temyata rendah (16,000
ton ikon dan 1,900 ton krustase).

Banyak proyek yang benujuan untuk membentuk perkumpulan nelayan projesional yang komersial
berakhir dengan kegagalan, baik yang mempunyai target penangkapan ikan-ikon demersal maupun ikon
ikan pelagis. Meskipun sektor nelayan projesional komersial tersebut mengalami stagnasi, desa nelayan
bergerak cepat ke arah integrasi ekonomi pasar yang luas. Pengumpulan komersial atas keong laut dan
cangkong mutiara (pearl-shell), terutama lola (troka), dapat mewakili sebagian besar pendapatan
masyarakot desa nelayan tersebut. Persentase produk penangkopan subsisten yang ditawarkan unlttk dljual
cenderung meningkot dan peran penjualan sebagai pemicu motivasi untuk menangkop ikon cenderung
menyebar.

Peningkotan usaha penangkopan yang dihasilkon dari perubahan ini menimbulkan masalah
pengelolaan sllmber daya yang rasional hingga ke taraj yang sangat mengkhawatirkan. Banyak pemikiran
disumbangkan untuk mengintroduksi mekanisme pengaturan penangkapan dengan menggunakan sistem
pergiliran desa, melalui pelarangan penangkapan sementara.
KATA KUNCI : desa nelayan, pengamanan pangan, perkembangan, Kepulauan Pasifik.
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The establishment of the Exclusive Economic Zones had raised high hopes among the small island
nations of the Pacific that tuna fisheries would make a large contribution to their economic development.
To some extent, these hopes have been disappointed. The cost of developing a national fishing fleet
turned out to be too high for their financial resources. Many of these nations now consider the granting
of fishing licences as the surest and least expensive way of getting a fair return on the harvesting of their
offshore resources, and feel that they should target their development efforts on coastal fishing. Coastal
fishing is carried out at village scale, and is of primary importance for the dietary self-reliance of the
islanders. Village fishing mostly consists of a structured sector, of a semi-structured sector, and of a
completely non-structured sector. The first of these benefits from the existence of a commercial network
capable of absorbing the greater part of the catch, and occasionally from technical back-up and financial
assistance from the banks; the last of these, on the other hand, consists of a number of simple artisanal
operations often derived from traditional fishing methods, and concerns mostly subsistence fishing
activities. The semi structured sector is based mainly on the gathering of the sea-slug (sea cucumber) and
pearl-shell, which addresses an international market, but its organisation and means of production are
those of traditional fishing.

Following a brief description of the economic and geographic context of the island Pacific, we
shall proceed with a discussion of each of these three sectors, dealing with the resources, the techniques
of harvesting, resource management and resource uti lisation. A final chapter will discuss the part played
by government authorities in the fishing industry and its prospects for development.

GEOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT

This paper covers the geographical area occupied by the 22 member nations of the South Pacific
Commission (Fig. 1), a technically oriented region-wide international organisation. The dominant feature
of this area is the immensity of the ocean, stretching diagonally over more than 12,000 km from Palau to
the NW to Pitcairn Island to the SE. Thus the member nations and territories are often separated by
thousands of kilometres from the nearest continental land-mass, and two adjacent countries are seldom
within less than 500 km of each other. This isolation, dramatised by the ratio between the area of the
EEZ and the actual land area of any given country (Doumenge, 1985), constitutes a severe handicap for
the economic integration of the region's nations within the global economy. On the other hand, when it
comes to commercial tuna fisheries, it represents an undeniable asset. Thus the introduction of the
Exclusive Economic Zones increased the economic surface area of certain nations by a factor of 1,000.
We may note a difference in this regard between Melanesia and both Micronesia and Polynesia.
Melanesia is made up of high continental islands, of hundreds if not thousands of square kilometres I.

There, population densities are often less than IOlkm2 . It is divided into five island groups, each over
10,000 km2 in area, and having an isolation index of less than 100 (Tab. 1). By contrast, Polynesia and
Micronesia are a mere dusting of high islands, atolls and raised coral reefs scattered over the face of the
ocean, grouped in archipelagos of small land area2

, often less than 500 km2, and with isolation indices
which can exceed 1,000. The average population density is 65lkm2 for Polynesia, and 128/km2 for
Micronesia. This latter region differs from the former by a faster population growth, similar to that of
Melanesia. In Micronesia, population growth rates were in excess of 2% for the period 1980-1990, with
population doubling cycles of less than 35 years. Apart from French Polynesia and American Samoa,
Polynesian population growth rates are everywhere less than 2% per year. Five out of the ten Polynesian
nations of the region have zero or negative growth rates, due to massive emigration toward New Zealand,
the United States and Australia (Tab. I).

I Papua New Guinea by itself represents 84% of the whole of the land area of the region; its population represents 61 %
of all the inhabitants of the Pacific island.

2 Together, Polynesia and Micronesia represent only 2% of the whole of the land area of the island, 13% if one does not

include Papua New Guinea.
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Table 1 : South Pacific countries, geographical background (from S.P.c., 1995)
Negara-negara Pasifik Selatan, latar belakang geografis (S.P.c., 1995)

Country Sea area Land area a/b Population PopuJation Urbann country GDP per capita
(OOOsq.km) (sq. km) estimate doubling population (A$)

(a) (b) 1995 time (years) (%)

Melanesia 8,170 539,364 15 5,531,300 30

Fiji 1,290 18,272 70 774,800 35 38.5 (I) 2,312 (7)

New Caledonia 1,740 19,103 91 182,200 35 69.0 (2) 16,350 (2)

Papua New Guinea 3,120 462,243 7 4,042,400 30 15.5 (3) 1,302 (3)

Salomon Is. 1,340 27,556 48 367,800 20 J2.5 (I) 734 (3)

Vanuatu 680 12,190 56 164,100 25 18.5 (2) 1,379 (3)

Micronesia 10,603 3,214 3,299 471,800 20

Federated States 2,978 701 4,248 105,700 13-26 27.5 (4) 4,837 (3)

Guam 218 541 403 149,300 30 38.0 (3) 12,374 (I)

Kiribati 3,550 811 4,377 78,400 30 35.0 (3) 696 (2)

Marshall 2,131 181 11,773 54,700 17 64.5 (5) 1,514 (8)

Nauru 320 21 15,238 10,500 24 100.0 (6) 22,418 (2)

Northern Mariana 777 471 1,650 56,700 7 53.0 (3) 12,851 (9)

Palau 629 488 1,289 16,500 35 69.5 (3) 3,564 (9)

PoJynesia 10,750 8,195 J,3J I 580,700 46

American Samoa 390 200 1,950 54,500 J9 48.5 (3) 6,660 (9)

Cook 1,830 237 7,721 19,100 63 58.5 (7) 4,837 (3)

Wallis-Futuna 300 255 1,176 14,400 53 0 16 (10)

Niue 390 259 1,505 2,000 ~ 30.5 (7) 1,553 (8)

Pitcairn 800 5 160,000 54 ? 0 ~

French Polynesia 5,030 3,521 1,429 218,000 28 56.5 (5) 19,745 (3)

Tokelau 290 10 29,000 1,500 ? 0 478 (4)

Tonga 700 747 937 98,300 139 30.5 (I) 1,297 (3)

Tuvalu 900 26 34,615 9,500 41 42.5 (7) 1,245 (3)

Western Samoa 120 2,935 41 163,400 139 21.0(7) 936 (3)

S.P.c. region 29,523 550,773 54 6,583,800 30

S.P.c. region less 26,403 88,530 298 2,541,400
Papua New Guinea

(1): 1986,(2): 1989,(3): 1990,(4): 1980,(5): 1988,(6): 1992,(7): 1991,(8): 1984,(9): 1985,(10): 1983.

Small population figures and small land areas combine to produces crippling limitations to the
viability of islands economies3

, and to the development policies needing to be implemented (Jalan, 1982;
Hein, 1988; Poirine, 1995).

Throughout the region, the primary sector forms the basis of the economy, both in terms of
quantities produced and in the number of persons employed. Agriculture is the mainstay of the majority
of the islands. A few rely on mining of metallic ores or of phosphates and fewer still rely on fishing. In
general the industrial sector is little developed, and is mostly focused on processing industries for the
primary products: smelting of nickel in New Caledonia; canneries or deep-freezing facilities for fish and
meat products and sugar industry in Fiji; fruit-juice manufacturing, etc.

3 According to Doumenge (1983: 2), the viability of a small island nation can be expressed both by a static
condition: ' 'the combined presence of the necessary and sufficient conditions required for continued existence", and a dynamic
one: "the conditions that will enabJe it to develop, both in the sense of the most comprehensive use possible of the available
natural resources and in the sense of continued improvement in the social and economic standard of living for the population".
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Apart from Fiji, where the garment industry has enjoyed undeniable growth, the manufacturing of
equipment and consumer goods other than food products is only just beginning4

• Service activities on the
other hand are growing apace, due to urban expansion, tourism development, and the growth of national
or territorial administrations that followed independence and recent policies of decentralisation. Within
the French and American territories, the economy is essentially fuelled by cash transfers from the mother
country (Blanchet, 1994; Poirine, 1993, 1994; Freyss, 1995). There, the gross national domestic product
is generally in excess of A$ 10,000 per person, while it is below A$ 2,500 among the region's
independent nations, although these latter receive more foreign aid per inhabitant than any other country
world-wide (Antheaume and Lawrence, 1985).

THE NON-SRUCTURED SECTOR

The resources

The non-structured sector of the fishing industry operates within the intertidal zone, inner lagoons
and the first few meters of the reef wall. These areas offer a great diversity of targets. Roughly
4,000 species of coral fish have been counted in the region (Meyers, 1989). In Papua New Guinea alone,
Kearney (1975) estimated at 1,500 the number of species to be found within coastal waters. The majority
of these species is edible, and is the target of regular or occasional fishing effort. Even in a much smaller
and morphologically much more homogenous country such as Vanuatu, nearly 500 coral fish species
have been identified (Williams, 1990). We shall differentiate here between bottom and offshore species.
The former are dependant on sustaining environments, which may be distributed through a particular
area over a number of locations of limited extent, where specimens of any species (fish, crustaceans,
shellfish) are widely scattered, and where specific biomass per ecosystem is low (Kulbicki, 1992).
Generally speaking, the coral fish of the island Pacific can be divided by species into two major
groups: one belonging to the Western Pacific, stretching from Micronesia to New Caledonia, and one
characteristic of the Eastern and Southern Pacific, which includes the Hawaii-Polynesia complex and the
southernmost islands from Norfolk to Kermadec. In contrast to the bottom dwellers, the offshore species,
because of their migratory and schooling habits, may represent biomass-per-hectare figures that can
locally and occasionally run very high. Their specific diversity, however, is much lower.

Harvesting of the resources

Although during earlier times Pacific Islanders have made use of canoes up to 40 meters long for
their offshore voyaging, particularly at the time of inter island migrations, the canoes in use today along
the island shores are considerably smaller (typically 4 to 5 meters long). These are usually outrigger
dugouts, propelled by paddle. Sailing canoes, once common, have become rare.

In some countries, alongside canoes following traditional design, we find fibreglass canoes
without outriggers (Solomon Islands), or timber planked canoes with outriggers (Kiribati). All these
"modern-design" canoes are fitted with small outboard motors. In many places, the canoe is not used
exclusively for fishing purposes, and often doubles as passenger and produce carrier. What is more, not
all fishing outings are done in boats: they are often accomplished by wading in intertidal areas, or
fishing the first few meters of the reef wall and around lagoon coral heads. This type of fishing is usually
limited to the immediate neighbourhood of the village.

4 The establishment of one single company can often dramatically alter the economy of a Pacific island nation, as
illustrated by the recent establishment of an Australian automotive industry sub contractor in Western Samoa: its 1,500
employees represent nearly 10% of the country's 16,000 wage earners (figure for 1986, World Bank, 1993).
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A wide variety of fishing gears is used (Anell, 1955; Pernetta and Hill, 1981; Halapua, 1982;
Hooper, 1989; David, 1994; Falanruw, 1994; Taniera, 1994). The majority consists of throwing or
shooting devices (spears, bow-and-arrow, throw nets, spear-guns), or passive devices (fish-traps, gillnets,
fish-pens). The equipment usually belongs to the fishermen, all of whom can be classified as small
tradesmen. Although the materials used for the manufacture of the fishing gear is increasingly of
industrial origin, the designs and mode of operation remain mostly traditional. Generally speaking, the
gear is small, and can be easily carried by the fisherman; it is inexpensive and often home-made. Until
about thirty years ago, the one-string fishing-line was the only" modern" piece of fishing gear used by
the islanders; the rest of the equipment was of traditional construction, whether spears, bows or fish
traps.

Today, the traditional implements are disappearing, or reserved for a particular group: bows are
now only used by children, while fish-traps are reserved for women. Among traditional implements, the
hand spear remains the most widespread, and is used by men and by children. Line fishing has remained
very popular; it is very versatile, considering the diversity of both its users5 and its applications6 it is
inexpensive and universally available, even in the most remote sea-shore villages. In general, the costlier
devices such as casting nets are reserved for the men. The geographical distribution of these devices is
closely linked to local purchasing power, and to transport facilities between the fishing village and the
retail outlets, usually limited to towns or the larger villages. The spear-gun is another piece of equipment
which appeared within the last thirty years. Besides the fairly rare factory-made models, expensive and
only available in the larger towns, one finds many rudimentary village-made models, consisting of a
metal a spear, often barbless, and a rubber sling attached to a piece of wood no more than 10 cm long on
which the extremity of the spear rests when the gun is cocked.

Alongside devices which are obviously designed specifically for fishing, we find tools of a more
diversified usage, fishing being but one of their many applications. The most common of these is the
machete, or bush-knife; every rural household owns at least one. Fishermen often use it to slash the fish
trapped in the pools left by the retreating tide on the reef flat, or during fishing outings done on foot at
night. The bush-knife is used by men, youths and women. Steel rods, less common, are used exclusively
by women to catch octopus at low tide and to overturn rocks in search of shellfish; these are often the
spear from a spear-gun, where the men of a household own such a device.

A third type of fishing technique makes use of what we may term one time implements. In this
category, we will mention particularly the use of coconut fronds and of vegetable poisons. Coconut
leaves are used as a gathering. Plaited, they are assembled to form a rough mesh, ten meters long or so,
still used in the Banks Islands to drive smaJl fish to the head of narrow bays, where they are then killed
using spears or bush-knives. Vegetable poisons are made from Barringtonia or Derry leaves, small trees
growing near the shore; the leaves are bruised, finely chopped, pulped or tightly folded, then placed in a
pool where they tend to poison the whole of the fauna.

Explosives, the quintessential one-time device, were popular during the first half of the century,
particularly the years immediately following W.W.!I; they do not appear to be much in use today, mostly
due to scarcity and to government policies aimed at banning the practice.

5 Line fishing is the only technique that is used indifferently by men, women and children.
6 The fishing line can be used trolling or bottom fishing, from a boat or on foot from the edge of the reef flats and in the

intertidal zone.
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Resource management

Given the small size of the fishing grounds, and the sensitivity of the resource to over-intensive
harvesting, traditional fishing has often to face the threat of over-exploitation when serious fishing is
maintained over long periods of time. For fishing to remain viable, the activity must be regulated.

The traditional solution is to control access to the resource by temporary bans on fishing enforced
on the whole village community which own the fishing grounds and each village must be said to have its
marine tenure system (Sudo, 1984; Hviding, 1989; Teulieres, 1989; Zann, 1989). These bans, or taboos,
are placed by the community chief during a special "custom" ceremony, and are usually made evident by
some sign understood by all, such as a pole stuck in the reef flats. These taboos can be total, in which
case they apply to the whole of the used species, or partial and apply only to the most threatened species.
The duration of such interdictions can be highly variable, but it is seldom less than six months and rarely
more than three years. Any community member breaking the taboo is liable to a heavy "custom" fine, a
deterrent sufficient to make taboo breaking a rare occurrence. The effectiveness of such taboos rests on
the fact that the fishing territory is open to the flow of eggs, and larvae of fish, invertebrates and shellfish
coming from outside. This allows a gradual repopulation of the habitats depleted by over-fishing. This
potential for regeneration of fishing stocks, characteristic of the reef environment, is a great asset and
offsets its high vulnerability to over-intensive fishing. Not all species do have the same potential for
repopulating the depleted habitats. Species whose larvae develop in open waters have an advantage when
compared with those whose larval stage is mostly spent attached to the bottom. The former, drifting with
tides and currents, can cover great distances; the latter can only spread over a small area, and thus can
only gradually, step by step, repopulate the depleted habitats from their laying grounds.

Once the temporary ban on fishing is lifted, all members of the village community regain access to
the fishing grounds. However, this access remains subject to the permission of the local chief for any
outsider to the community. The formality of these authorisations will depend on the legal status of the
land to which the fishing grounds belong. The fishing grounds are considered part of village territory,
and as such they are viewed with the same feeling of ownership and identification as the land part of the
territory7. Where the fishing grounds are thus perceived as an extension of the cultivated gardens within
the village territory, access to outsiders is very strictly regulated. This access is usually reserved for
groups considered as allies. We may encounter two types of situations one case would be a neighbouring
group who has placed its own fishing grounds under temporary taboo and requests permission to share
the village's fishing resources for the duration of the ban, another case could be an inland group, holder
of a landlocked territory, wishing occasional access to the ocean. In both cases, the granting of a fishing
rights agreement will be the occasion of a traditional ceremony to cement the alliance between the two
groups.

When the fishing grounds are perceived as part of the non-cultivated portion of the territory, their
have a lesser status, and the granting of access to outsiders follows a less formal procedure. In certain
islands, this access may even be free to all, at least this is claimed by members of the community. The
inalienable relationship between the land and its inhabitants runs so deep in Pacific Islands that it would
seem extraordinarily for anyone wishing to fish in a territory not his own to fail to inform the rightful
owners and seek their permission to do so. Thus, even in cases where outsider access to the resource is
not governed by a set of formal traditional rules and procedures, it is still subject to the traditional usage
regarding land-rights, a body of customs which will be implicitly respected.

Fishing production and its utilisation

Over the 1989-1992 period, the production of the non-structured coastal fishing sector has been
estimated at approximately 80,000 tons (Tab. 2).

7 In the Paci fic islands, as was shown by Bonnemaison (1981 and 1986), the notions of territory and of ethnic identity
are very much interviewed, ' 'The sense of ethnic identity is based on, and finds its security in, the depth of its rooting to the land
and the degree of intimacy it enjoys with a space that it structures, orders and focuses according to its own aspirations and
symbolic representations, in other words its territory,"
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Table 2: Mean annual village fisheries production in the Pacific islands 1989-1992
(Dalzell and Adams, 1994)
Produksi ikan rata-rata per tahull di pedesaan di Kepulauan Pasifik 1989-1992
(Dalzell dan Adams, 1994)

Country Subsistence Nominal value Commercial Value Total fisheries Nominal value
fisheries ('000 US$) fisheries ('000 US$) production (t) ('000 US$)

production (t) production (t)

Melanesia 50,833 98,997 14,121 51,768 64,954 150,765

Fiji 16,200 40,1 J8 6,506 18,980 22,706 59,098

New Caledonia 2,000 7,345 1,032 4,833 3,032 12,178

Papua New Guinea 20,588 41,176 4,966 22,097 25,554 63,273

Salomon Islands 10,000 8,405 1,150 4,344 11,150 12,749

Vanuatu 2,045 1,953 467 1,5J4 2,512 3,467

Micronesia 18,849 32,502 5,504 10,954 24.353 43,456

Federated States 6,243 11,237 646 1,502 6,889 12,739

Guam 472 1,936 114 434 586 2,370

Kiribati 9,084 13,374 3,240 4,770 12,324 18,144

Marshall 2,000 3,103 369 715 2,369 3,818

Nauru 98 220 279 628 377 848

Northern Mariana 202 827 120 493 322 1,320

Palau 750 1,805 736 2,412 1,486 4,217

Polynesia 10,366 28,825 4,985 20,631 [5,351 49,456

American Samoa 215 814 52 179 267 993

Cook 858 3,048 124 314 982 3.362

Wallis-Futuna 862 4,310 138 1,285 1,000 5,595

Niue 103 471 J2 55 J 15 526

Pitcairn 8 16 0 0 8 16

French Polynesia 3,108 J2,432 2,891 J5,574 5,999 28,006

Tokelau 191 105 0 0 191 105

Tonga 933 1,901 1,429 2,807 2,362 4,708

Tuvalu 807 658 120 98 927 756

Western Samoa 3,281 5,070 219 319 3500 5,389

S.P.C. region 80,048 160,324 24,610 83,353 104,658 243,677

S.P.C. region less
Papua New Guinea

59,460 119,148 19,644 61,257 79,104 180,405

Apart from New Caledonia and Guam and, to a lesser extent, French Polynesia where leisure
fishing represents one third to one fifth of the non commercial production, 90 to 95% of this total
consists of the catch of village fishing. Thus, village fishing production may be estimated at 70,900 to
75,200 tons, with leisure fishing accounting for 4,800 to 9,100 tons; during the same period, the
commercial fishing catch amounted to barely one third of these figures, namely 16,400 tons of fish,
1,900 tons of crustaceans, 3,900 tons of mother of pearl shell and of sea slug. Generally speaking, the
production of village fishing per inhabitant is twice as high in Polynesia a~ in Melanesia, where it is only
one fifth of what it is in Micronesia (Tab. 3).

The most prevalent use of the production of non-structured village fishing is to supply the
fisherman's family needs. In certain Micronesian or Polynesian countries, such as Kiribati or Tuvalu,
each family goes fishing at least once a week, and consumes an average of 80 kg of fish per person per
year. There, fish provides nearly the whole of the animal protein intake. Elsewhere, fishing activities are
less frequent. Nevertheless, with the exception of Papua New Guinea, which is almost a continent, and of
Nauru and Guam, where subsistence activities are rare, it can be said that over one third of oceanic rural
households go fishing at least once a week.
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Table 3: Structure of the village fisheries production 1991 and production per capita
(S.P.C., 1993 and Dalzell and Adams, 1994)
Struktur produksi perikanan pedesaan 1991 dan produksi per kapita
(S.P.c., 1993 dan Dalzell dan Adams, 1994)

Country Subsistence Commercial Subsistence Commercial fish Total fisheries
fisheries fisheries fish production.! production.! production!

production production population population estimate 91
(%) (%) estimate 91 estimate 91 (kg/year)

(kg/year) (kg/year)

Melanesia 78 22 9.4 2.6 12.0
Fiji 71 29 21.8 8.8 30.6
New Caledonia 66 34 11.5 5.9 17.4
Papua New Guinea 81 19 5.2 1.2 6.4
Salomon Islands 90 10 30.5 3.5 34.0
Vanuatu 81 19 13.5 3.0 16.5

Micronesia 77 22 42.4 12.4 54.8
Federated States 91 9 55.9 5.8 61.7

Guam 81 19 3.4 0.8 4.2
J<jribati 74 26 124 44.0 168.0

Marshall 84 16 41.5 7.5 49.0
Nauru 26 74 10.3 29.0 39.3

Northem Mariana 63 37 4.1 2.4 6.5

Palau 50 50 48.1 47.2 95.3

Polynesia 68 32 18.8 9.0 27.8

American Samoa 81 19 4.4 1.1 5.5

Cook 87 13 49.3 7.1 56.4

Wallis-Futuna 86 14 62.0 9.9 71.9

Niue 90 10 46.8 5.5 52.3

Pitcairn 100 0 160.0 0 160.0

French Polynesia 52 48 15.4 14.4 29.8

Tokelau lOO 0 119.0 0 119.0

Tonga 40 60 9.6 14.7 24.3

Tuvalu 87 13 88.7 13.2 101.9

Western Samoa 94 6 20.4 1.3 21.7

S.P.C. region 76 24 12.6 3.9 16.5

S.P.C. region less Papua
75 25 249 8.2 33.1New Guinea

Such is the case in Yanuatu (Yanuatu Statistics Office, 1986 and 1994), where the share of the
non-commercial sector in the overall production is slightly higher than the regional average (81 % vs.
75%), but where the annual production per person is considerably below the regional norm (1.5 kg vs.
24.9 kg). Fishing for self-consumption is of paramount importance in achieving dietary self-reliance for
the island countries. In 1984, small-scale non-structured village fishing provided Yanuatu's consumers
with 226 to 263 tons of proteins. When one considers that it takes an average of 5.715 tons of tinned mackerel
to make up one ton pure protein, and that one ton of imported tinned fish costs US$ 1,206, the small
scale non-structured village fishing sector can be said to have saved the nation US$ 1.57 to 1.81 million
by doing away with the need to import 1,305.5 to 1,504 tons of tinned fish8

.

8Actual quantities imported amounted to 795.4 tones, representing a dollar value 1.6 to 2 times lower.
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Importing this extra quantity of goods would increase the value of total food imports from 13.5 to
15.5%, and increased the trade deficit from 6.3 to 7.4% (David and Cillaurren, 1991a and b). By
applying a similar calculation, the World Bank obtained savings figures for 1992 of US$ 8.22 million for
Fiji, US$ 7.66 million for the Solomon Islands, and US$ 2.58 for Western Samoa.

Generally speaking, the more remote and the poorer an island, the greater the amount of fish
caught for self-consumption. In the towns, fishing activities rarely concern more than 10% of the
population, and the bulk of urban fish supplies comes from the commercial circuits. There are notable
exceptions to this rule: among the inhabitants of Tarawa (](jribati), 65% go fishing at least once a week
(World Bank, 1995). In such cases, the sea-bed is subjected to massive over-exploitation, endangering
the survival of the resource; harvesting beyond the level of sustainability has also been noted in Western
Samoa where the productivity of reef fishing near urban areas is down to 28 kglha, compared with
120 kg/ha for reef areas not affected by urbanisation (Zann, 1991).

For the past two decades, the integration of subsistence activities within the market economy has
progressed significantly throughout the region, with some notable exceptions as for instance New
Caledonia. Fishing activities are part of this evolution. Thus in Vanuatu, in 1983, 13 to 23% of fishermen
were offering their catch on the market (David, 1991 a); the figure was up to 40% by 1993 (Vanuatu
Statistics Office, 1994). Their production output is substantially higher than that of those fishing strictly
for self-consumption. The sale of the product is usually carried out directly by the fisherman or his
family, and the buyers are normally from the same village or its immediate surroundings. However, with
the rapid urban expansion in Melanesia and Micronesia, the small-scale non-structured village fishing
sector is evolving; while keeping to the same fishing methods, it is getting more organised from the
marketing point of view. Middlemen are beginning to appear, who purchase the catch of village
fishermen and dispose of it in the towns. In some countries, the distribution circuits even extend to
adjacent islands. In the Solomon Islands for instance, 75% of the fresh fish offered for sale in Honiara
comes from the non-structured village fishing sector of Central, Isabel and Malaita provinces.

THE SEMI-STRUCTURED SECTOR

The semi-structured sector of village fishing consists of fishing operations where only the
marketing of the catch is fully structured; in this category, we will include pearl-shell and sea-slug
gathering, and the large permanent fish pens in French Polynesia

Pearl-shell and sea-slug gathering

If one considers only the techniques of gathering, these activities should rightly belong to the non
structured village sector; yet, they represent one of the first footholds of the global economy in the
Pacific islands (David and Pillon, 1995). As early as the 1830's, a flourishing trade in trepang (dried and
smoked sea-slug) was established between the island Pacific and Asia. By the beginning of the XXth
century, the gathering of trochus shell for its mother-of-pearl had become the main cash activity of the
New Caledonian waterfront; by the end of the 1950's, this activity was in full expansion in Vanuatu, Fiji
and the Solomon Islands. The economic importance of the troca shell led the Japanese to attempt
introducing the species to the reef flats of Micronesia during the 1930's. After the war, this was also
done successfully in French Polynesia and in the Cook Islands (Doumenge, 1966).

In spite of this broadening of the trochus geographic distribution, its commercial exploitation is
mostly limited to Melanesia, which supplies 70% of the Japanese market (Japan, Korea and Europe
represent the bulk of world demand for the product). Trochus are usually exported unprocessed, as empty
sells. The methods of gathering have changed little over the last fifty years. Although it could be highly
lucrative, trochus fishing has remained an occasional activity and professional troca fishermen are rare;
this is mostly the result of the vulnerability of the stock to over-exploitation, a weakness which is
attested by the fluctuations of production figures (Tab. 4). In Fiji this production dropped from 398 tons
to 52 tons over five years, while the production of the Solomon Islands went from 662 tons in 1986 down
to 86 tons in 1991, only to shoot back up to 270 tons in 1992 and 375 tons in 1993.
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Table 4: Export of trochus products, 1988-1993
Ekspor produk lola (trochus) tahun 1988-1993

Country 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Fiji 398 236 226 100 71 52

Solomon 460 372 307 86 270 375

Vanuatu 42 20 9 32 14

Source: Fiji Fisheries Division, Solomon Islands Statistic Office, Vanuatu Statistics Office.

As for the trochus, the sea-slug is a high demand product on the world market, particularly in
Singapore and Hong Kong. Over the period 1978-1986, the annual catch varied from 10,000 to
54,000 tons, with 70 to 90% of the production coming from the Pacific islands (Conan, 1989). The
fragility of the resource and the lack of any rational resource management explain, much as for the troca,
the fluctuations of production figures from year to year. Between 1988 and 1989, Fij ian production went
from 717 tons dbwn to 365 tons, leading to a dramatic expansion of this activity in the Solomon Islands,
where production increased sevenfold between 1989 and 1991, eventually reaching 1975 tons in 1992.
Since then, production has dropped sharply, and operations have been shifting to Micronesia and
Polynesia (World Bank, 1995). Although the main outlet for sea-slug is export to the world market,
islanders occasionally consume it themselves; it is eaten raw in Wall is, Samoa and Palau, roasted in
Papua New Guinea, and boiled in coconut milk in Fiji (Conan, 1989).

The fixed fish-pens of French Polynesia

This type of structured village fishing activity is mostly found in the atolls of French Polynesia. It
consists of constructing fish holding pens at right angle to beach or across passes in the reef
(Blanchet et al., 1985). These are made up of long lengths of "chicken wire" galvanised mesh, about
1.5 m high, held vertically in place by 50 to 200 wood or steel stakes driven into the sand or coral
bottom. They are the descendants of the traditional fish-pens of coral blocks once, common on the reef
flats throughout Polynesia and Micronesia (Falanruw, 1994; Parry, 1994). Considering their high initial
purchase cost (US$ 2,500 to 6,000 in French Polynesia) and the expense of maintaining them (the life
expectancy of the wire mesh in sea water is not much over six months), the devices can only be
constructed and operated on a continuing basis by a limited number of fishermen having access to a
substantial initial capital. This is quite different from inexpensive operating conditions of pearl-shell or
sea-slug gathering. Placing the fish-pens in sheltered sites at the head of protected bays increases the life
of the materials, and thus lowers operating costs, but such locations tend to be less productive. For this
reason, those fish-pens set up in sheltered sites tend to be used only occasionally, and only represent
casual income for their owners, who pursue other activities such as agriculture. In French Polynesia, the
authorities have been subsidising this type of fishing, particularly by supplying free materials for the
construction of the pens; this has allowed many fishermen, who would not otherwise have had access to
sufficient capital, to take up the practice.

THE STRUCTURED SECTOR

Both production and marketing are structured; this category covers artisanal fishing operations
targeted on deep-bottom species and pelagic species. Generally speaking, both types of species are fished
by the same fishermen and, apart from French Polynesia, the emphasis is rather on fishing the of slopes
of the reef wall for species dwelling at depths of 100 to 400 meters.

Fishing of deep-bottom species

These are mostly Lutjanidae (and sub-families Etelidae and Apsillinae), Serranidae and
Lethrinidae. From the consumer viewpoint, these species have the great advantage of being free from the
ichtyo-toxin contamination that affects many lagoon reef species. From the point of view of the
fisherman, they have the advantage of being sedentary and available all year long, while often yielding
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impressive catches; the areas where they are found are usually beyond the range of traditional canoes,
and the habitats had mostly never been fished before modern times.

Fishing operations on these grounds started toward the end of the seventies and early eightees9
, at

the initiative of the South Pacific Commission, which sponsored many exploratory missions aimed at
assessing potential marine biological resources and stock levels (Dalzell and Preston, 1992). The
objective was to establish, alongside "traditional" unstructured village fishing, a structured sector of
commercial fishermen issued either from the pool of "traditional" fishermen attracted by the lure of cash
profit, or, more rarely, from small businessmen interested in fishing ventures.

The exploitation of the recently discovered resources requires the use of motorised craft able to
operate several miles offshore. Two models are commonly used in the region for this purpose: 8.6 meter
"Alia" catamarans, designed by F.A.O. for Western Samoa, and 5 and 8 meter monohull craft fitted with
25 hp engines. Longline fishing not being well developed in the region, these boats are equipped with 2
to 4 bottom lines on hand operated wooden reels. In 1984, a catamaran complete with two engines and its
fishing equipment was selling for US$ 9,000, and a 5 meter monohull for US$ 5,400. Such sums are
disproportionate with most fishermen's income level: one must remember that for that same year, the
average monthly income of a rural household in Yanuatu was US$ 780. Thus a large portion of this
equipment has to be subsidised by the authorities through allocation of foreign aid and through low
interest loans by the national development banks. This financial assistance is complemented by technical
back-up by field agents of the national fisheries departments who provide trajning in the use and
maintenance of the fishing equipment.

The preservation of the catch is also a prime concern for the authorities. It is in this facet of
operations that government is most involved. Everywhere, emphasis has been put on preservation by
cold storage. Three types of equipment are used by artisanal fishing in this regard: gas or kerosene
refrigerators and freezers, ice-making machines capable of producing several hundreds of kilograms of
block or shaved ice to be mixed with salt water in an ice chest to produce a brine at 3 to 4QC in which the
fish is chilled, and walk-in freezer facilities of about 20 m3 capacity. All this equipment is very
expensive lD

, and it is only through government financial assistance that certain groups of fishermen are in
a position to acquire them. Apart from its high initial purchase cost, the spreading of refrigeration
equipment through the fishing community is hampered by the lack of technical assistance in case of
breakdown. An investigation carried out in 1984 by the South Pacific Commission throughout the
member nations showed that only 30% of the refrigeration equipment installed in rural communities was
operating without problems. Problems resulting from low fuel quality and electrical failures were the
most common reasons for break-downs. Because of the scarcity of spare parts and qualified mechanics,
40% of the installations were no longer in use (Preston and Vincent, 1986).

In certain island nations such as the Solomon Islands, Tonga and Yanuatu, government
involvement in the fishing sector goes far beyond simple assistance in setting up refrigeration equipment.
Government fish markets have been established in urban centres, to dispose of the production of village
fishermen associations. This approach has mostly been a failure, on account of growing competition
from more cost-effective private fish marketing operations.

Fishing of pelagic species

Apart from French Polynesia, where fishing craft were specifical1y designed for fishing pelagic
species, particularly the dorado (also known as mahi-mahi or dolphin-fish) and the flying-fish
(Blanchet et al., 1987), fishing for pelagic species is done using the same boats as those used for deep
bottom species, with trolling reels being fitted instead of the wooden bottom-line reels. On account of the
mobility of the fish schools, of the limited power of the crafts' engines, and of the small size of the crafts
themselves, fishing is often poor or insufficiently lucrative. The use of Fish Aggregating Devices (FAD)
has much improved this situation by doing away with the need for lengthy cruising in search of fish

9The only area where these resources have been exploited for several decades is the Hawaii Group.
JOIn 1984 in Vanuatu, an ice-maker cost US$ J7,000 and a walk-in freezer cost US$ 27,000 (CrossJand, 1984).
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(Cillaurren, 1988). Nowadays, the fisherman simply goes directly to the floating raft of the FAD. These
devices cost between US$ 3,000 and 12,000 each, and their life expectancy does not extend much
beyond 14 months. Until now, the entire cost of initial installation and subsequent replacement of the
FAD's has been borne by governments; yet, the people who most use the facilities are not the
associations of conunercial fishermen, but leisure fishermen. The reason for this is that the devices are
usually set up far offshore, and only the fast and powerful boats belonging to affluent leisure fishermen
can justify the length of the voyage by being able to spend much longer fishing at the site of the rafts
(Cillaurren, 1990a and 1990b). Thus in many countries, the installation of FAD's did not produce the
expected results of assisting the development of artisanal commercial fishing. Admittedly, the subject
was open to a certain ambiguity. The first objective of FAD implantation was to improve skip-jack
catches (Katsuwonus pelamis, also known as bonito), which were in turn supposed to be used as bait for
deep-bottom line fishing. This species, often representing a considerable part of the pelagic fish caught
around the FAD's, lost much of its commercial value in the process, thus making outings to the FAD's
less profitable, and discouraging fishermen from giving up deep-bottom fishing time for journeys the
FAD's, perceived as being of questionable value. And as for providing bait, it was soon discovered that
sardines and other small pelagic fish commonly found at shallower depths could be used successfully as
a substitute, and that the increase in catches resulting from the use of skip-jack for the purpose did not
justify the extra time and effort required to travel to the FAD's to catch them.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE VILLAGE FISHING SECTOR: CURRENT SITUATION AND PROSPECTS

Vanuatu is one Pacific island nation where the development of artisanal fishing has been perceived
by government as a priority issue. Following the period of confusion which surrounded independence,
the need was felt to initiate what might be termed a "blue revolution", aimed at rationalising the
exploitation of the coastal marine resources of the young nation, improving its dietary self-reliance,
creating employment opportunities in rural districts and improving the trade balance through export of
fisheries products (David and Cillaurren, 1992a and 1992b).

By 1989, the policies established in this regard could be considered as having failed (David,
1991b), at a time when official pronouncements throughout the Pacific island regarding village fisheries
development were still highly optimistic. Since then, the fact of this failure has had to be accepted
(World Bank, 1995). The results actually achieved fell far short of the objectives, and were thus far
costlier than had been anticipated.

The reasons for this failure are multiple. Some derive from internal inadequacies within the
fisheries departments in implementing and following up development programmes (Cillaurren and
David, 1995), in the management of government fish-markets and in organising networks of product
collection and supplies delivery. Others stem from poor understanding of the situation at the conceptual stage.

It had been hoped that massive financial input and providing technical back-up would suffice to
bring the projects to fruition. This failed to take into account the social, cultural and economic
idiosyncrasies of small island states, where people prefer a variety of activities to any kind of technical
specialisation (to minimise risks of food shortages), place more importance on collective welfare than on
individual achievement, and tend to be ruled by highly complex social relationships (David, 1994). It
failed to allow for the geographical scattering of the island groups, or for the sketchy nature of their
internal road networks, factors which introduce severe limitations to the flow of goods of any kind.
Finally, it did not consider the very limited purchasing power of the islanders, or the fact that most
practice subsistence fishing at least to a degree, and are therefore that much less likely to purchase fish
from the commercial sector.

In view of the demands for restructuring policies currently imposed by international money
lenders, the authorities of the Pacific Islands have tended to reduce considerably their assistance to the
structured village fishing sector and to remove themselves from the whole distribution and marketing of
the industry, these latter reverting increasingly to the private sector. Similarly, they have been strongly
advised to stay away from the whole process of implantation of fish aggregating devices. This pulling
away of the authorities in favour of the private sector is sometimes paralleled by a pulling away by the
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nationals from exploitation of deep-sea resources in favour of foreign operators. In this way, Vanuatu is
considering granting a few fishing licences to New Zealander and Japanese longliners.

While that part of artisanal fishing which is subsidised and assisted by the authorities has mostly
failed to meet its objectives, the last decade has seen the appearance of a small commercial sector, grown
out of subsistence fishing. Marketing of the catch is still mostly limited to the immediate neighborhood
of the fisherman's village, but in certain countries such as the Solomon Islands and Fiji, commercial
distribution networks have begun to develop, so that we witness the beginning of a semi-structured
small-scale village fishing industry without any government assistance. The commercial gathering of
shell-fish and crustaceans is also growing, particularly that of pearl-shell and lobster.

This evolution is taking place together with the increase in the overall fishing effort, the result of,
on the one hand, the increase in foreshore population and, on the other hand, the increase in fishing
activity of former subsistence fishermen now marketing the whole or a part of their catch. The pressure
that this increase is placing on the resources raises more than ever the problem of rational resource
management, in order to avoid generalised over-exploitation in the vicinity of the larger population
centres, and the disappearance of the stocks of pearl-shell and sea-slug. It would seem that legislation at
the national scale, usually in the form of minimum size regulations, is not very effective. Government
agents in charge of the legislation are too few to enforce it effectively in the field. Much thought is being
given to the introduction of fishing regulatory mechanisms making use of the village marine tenure
system, through temporary bans on fishing reminiscent of the taboos decreed by the chiefs in earlier
times. Fiji, where there already exists a survey record of "custom" land ownership structure, is in the
vanguard of this approach. It has been proposed that ownership titles to maritime areas be given to
village communities (yavusa) having traditional rights over the waterfront. These titles would guarantee
their exclusive rights to offshore areas from the high water line to the fall of the reef wall, or any other
recognised boundary. By the end of 1994, three quarters of the traditional fishing grounds (qoLiqoLi) had
been surveyed and put on record, and the attribution of property titles is due to begin in 1996.

Recognition of the traditional maritime rights at village scale and official survey of their
boundaries represent an important step forward, but it would be unrealistic to believe that, by itself, this
would solve all the problems. To work, village level resource management depends on a very important
requirement: the continued respect for the traditional authority. This is still the case, as long as fishing is
limited to the traditional activity for self-subsistence, or to a small-scale commercial pursuit with only
the village, and perhaps the neighbouring villages, for a market. On the other hand, once the resource has
to supply demand at the national and possibly international scale, there is no guarantee that "custom"
authority will be powerful enough to enforce respect of the necessary temporary fishing taboos, or even
that this authority will have any desire to impose bans.

Once fishing is capable of providing a substantial income to the majority of families, it becomes
difficult, in times of tight money, to deny this "manna" to the village community, even if means putting
the fish stock in jeopardy. This situation often occurs in the case of trochus shell and of beche-de-mer.
With world-wide supply of these products beginning to dry up, and demand remaining high, the prices
paid to the producer are usually very attractive. The traditional economic system is not geared to resist to
such pressures. So it is not unusual for fishermen to succumb to the lure of quick and easy money, and
for concern for the survival of the resource to assume a secondary role.

In this type of situation, the State should be able to control fishing activities. With the decline of
traditional authority, too often helpless against the high stakes involved, the State is the only institution
who can counteract the logic of the profit motive generated by international demand, by enforcing a
regulation of supply at the national level. For this purpose, neither the quota system nor a system of
licensing is satisfactory. The simplest solution is the best. It is based on acceptance at the national level
of a minimum size for specimen caught, in some cases a maximum size. The customs department can
compliance the monitor to the size regulations at the point of export; any undersize product is
immediately destroyed, and a heavy fine levied against the exporter. In this way, demand will always be
for legal sizes, thus allowing the stock the possibility of replenishing itself. In cases where the product
undergoes a manufacturing process prior to exporting, such as for trochus shell, monitoring for legal
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sizes will be done at the place of fabrication. The Government would cancel the export licence of any
company that refuses to co-operate in this monitoring.

The management of the resource has to be flexible and adaptable. Products aiming at the
international market must come under nation-wide regulations. On the other hand, products aiming
exclusively at the local consumer market can be placed under traditional control at the village scale,
provided the regulations can be made to apply to every village. As we can see, there is still a long way to
go before a resource management model inspired by traditional methods can be put into practice at
national level.
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Part 2
Exploitation: production, prices, incomes,
fishermen society



THE ECONOMIC EVOLUTION OF THE LARGE SEINERS
IN THE JAVA SEA

J. ROCH, J.R. DURAND and SASTRAWIDJAJA

ABSTRACT

The Java Sea large seiner fleet has undergone a marked growth, because of the interdiction of trawling in
1980. In this study, we describe the profile of the economic change undergone by this fleet and we analyse
the implications of the new wave of investments started at the beginning of the current decade. The
launching of a large number of large seiners should have a significant impact on the fisheries social
environment, at the owner's level as well as the wage earning fishermen' level.
KEYWORDS: Java Sea, economic evolution, seiners.

ABSTRAK

Kapal-kapal pukat cincin besar di laut Jawa telah mengalami perlUmbuhan yang nyata, sebagai akibat
pelarangan pukat harimau pada tahun 1980. Dalam studi berikut digambarkan profil penlbahan ekonomi
yang dialami kapal-kapal tersebut dan implikasi perubahan investasi yang dimulai pada sepuluh tahun
terakhir. Pengoperasian kapal-kapal pukat cincin besar dianggap mempunyai dampak yang nyata dalam
hal pendapatan bagi lingkungan sosial perikanan, baik pada lingkal pemilik kapal maupun tingkat nelayan.
KATA KUNCI : Laut Jawa, evolusi ekonomi, kapal pukat cincin.
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After the decision to ban trawling in the Java Sea in 1980 (Chong and Hutaga]ung, 1987) to end
conflicts over fishing along coastal waters, purse-seiner fisheries have experienced a remarkable growth,
as well in volume as in value. Many trawlers have been converted in purse seiners, this type of net
becoming the prevailing gear used to catch the small pelagic species of the Java Sea, notably layang
(Decapterus russelli, D. macrosoma).

The fleet of purse seiners can be divided into two groups, in function of their respective size
(potier and Sadhotomo, 1995). The small purse seiners prevail in East Java and the largest ones are based
in Tega1, Pekalongan and Juwana, the three major harbours of the province of Central Java.

The analysis will focus on the place occupied by the whole purse seiners' fishery of the Java Sea,
before dealing with the economic results of the large seiners only.

METHODOLOGY

The analysis is derived from statistics published in the Fishery Statistics of Indonesia, the Fishery.'
Yearbook Statistics of the province of Central Java and the Statistical Yearbooks of Indonesia.

It is also based on fieldwork undertaken between 1993 and today, mainly through:

- the analysis of the boats' account books provided by selected owners;
- interviews with fisheries' key people: owners and crew, traders and entrepreneurs of fish
processed products, personnel of harbours and auction places; people in charge of cooperatives
and fishermen's associations, officials and persons of influence;
- inquiries among crew and their families on the skills, fishing income and other household resources.

RESULTS

The importance of the purse seine fishery of the Java Sea

The different kinds of flotillas

The fleet of seiners can be divided into two main groups in function of their respective size (potier
and Sadhotomo, 1995) :

- The small seiners have a length ranging from 12 to 18 meters, a crew ranging from 15 to
20 persons, with a carrying capacity between 1 and 2 tons. They prevail in East Java.
- The medium and large seiners have a length ranging from 20 to 38 meters, a crew of 30 to
45 persons, with a fishhold capacity ranging from 50 to 100 tons. They are based in Tegal,
Pekalongan and Juwana, the three major harbours of Central Java.

Therefore, the differences among seiners are not only related to their size. They correspond above
all to a division of labour, according to fish species, fishing grounds and landing places and to specific
methods of management. Apart that different types of seiners use the same type of gear, there are really
two distinct types of exploitation. .

In such a context, the characteristics of the purse seine fishery tend to evolve as following:

• A new design of seiners, locally built and no longer in Bagan Siapi Api (Sumatra), appeared in
Pekalongan on 1987. The so called "medium purse seiners" tend now to increase in size and power.

• Large seiners are extending their range of action toward the east part of the Java Sea and toward
the south China Sea, with longer trips. Consequently, unlike the small seiners that fish close to
the shore, they have to salt a growing part of fish inboard because of the lack of freezing
equipment, considered to be too expansive. At last, the increasing capacity of their holds forces
them to spread the landings over several days. This set of constraints, as well aboard as ashore,
strongly acts on the fish quality hence on the fish price.
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• Within the category of large seiners, the relaunching of shipbuilding beginning in the nineties is
marked by a spectacular increase in boat size and power. This phenomenon could announce the
change from an artisanal functioning scheme to an industrial management.

On the whole, the increase of the fishing capacity leads to a growing economic differentiation
among the owners and to a recomposition of the social hierarchies among the fishermen.

Production and income of the Javanese seiners

In 1991, the fisheries of the Java Sea caught one third of the national harvest, as well for all
species as for pelagic species alone (Tab. 1). Yet, the output of Javanese seiners was significantly higher
than that of other Indonesian fisheries.

Table 1: Production (tons) of all fish species and of pelagic species only (1991)
Produksi (ton) dari semuajenis ikan danjenis ikan pe/agis saja (1991)

All species

Pelagic species

Purse seiners

Java Sea

700,000

485,000

190,000

Indonesia

2,200,000

1,450,000

440,000

% Java Sea

32

33

43

(Source: Potier and Sadhotomo, 1995)

However, results vary in function of the types of boats used, since the production ranges from one
to seven and a half between small and large purse seiners based in the province of Central Java, their
respective average catches being 36 and 270 tons in 1991 (Tab. 2).

Table 2: Catch of fishes by purse seiners in the Java Sea (1991)
Basil tangkapan ikan oleh pukat cincin di /aut jawa (1991)

Purse seiners

Small

Large

Total

Number of gears

1,760

470

2,230

Total catch
(tons)

63,200

126,900

190,100

Catch by gear
(tons)

36

270

(Source: Potier and Sadhotomo, 1995)

The value of the catch in 1991, for the major species traded (mackerels, scads, trevallies and
sardinellas) in Pekalongan, can be estimated in the following terms:

• The turnover of the large seiners, derived from the average current price of 600 rupiahs per kilo,
should be approximately of 76 billion rupiahs for the whole fleet and 162 million rupiahs per boat.

• The small seiners, which land fish of better quality, obtain prices about 50% to even 100%
higher than those of the large seiners. By assessing an average price of 900 rupiahslkilo, the
turnover of the small seiners should be approximately of 57 billion rupiahs for the whole fleet
and 32 million rupiahs per boat.

In terms of earnings (20% of the value of the boat's catch) to the sharing system only, these results
mean an approximate basic income of 380,000 rupiahs for the individual crew of small seiners and of
930,000 rupiahs for the larger ones. This is to be compared with the per capita income of
1,048,000 rupiahs for the Indonesian population at large in 1991, and more relevant with the net income
of 966,000 rupiahs for a Javanese farmer, cultivating one hectare of paddy (Statistical Yearbook of
Indonesia, 1994).
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In 1991, the population of full time purse seiners' s fishermen in the Java Sea (by using the average
of 35 men for the larger units, and 17 men for the smaller ones) can be estimated at 45,000 individuals,
14,000 manning the large purse seiners and 31,000 working on the small units.

The economic performances of the Java Sea's large seiners

Fishing success and price constraints

The steady increase in the landings accompanies a significant increase in the vessels' turnover.
With an Indonesian inflation rate of approximately 10% per year, the tendency is therefore towards the
decline of the constant price of fish (Fig. 1)
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Figure 1 : Average price of the pelagic species in Pekalongan
Rata-rata harga jenis ikan pelagis di Pekalongan

Between 1987 and 1994, the average price of the main pelagic species in Pekalongan diminished
by 33%, from 900 to 600 constant rupiahslkilo 1, whereas the current price was progressing at the same
rate, from 450 to 600 current rupiahslkilo. This trend corresponds to usual evolution, when a significant
change in the production scale occurs.

In the short term, it should be also interpreted as a warning sign given by the market, as most of the
Indonesian revenues remain very low. The consumers may prefer to reduce the part of fish in theii
food diet and/or to turn to less expansive animal proteins (chicken) or even to vegetal substitutes (tahi).
All our interviews with the professionals indicate that there could exist a ceiling price, above which the
poor households would limit their fish consumption. Unfortunately it is not possible to validate this
hypothesis because of the lack of consumers' behaviour inquiries.

If we consider the long run, the hypothesis of progression in the fish demand appears likely,
because the gross national product (GNP) shows a steady 6-7% growth rate per year.

Despite the price decline, there has been a significant raise of the income earned by both fishermen
and boat owners. The increase in scale of the production (Tab. 3; Fig. 2) accounts for these two
simultaneous and opposite phenomena. Yet, it is also significant to pay attention to seasonal variations
that indeed highlight the economic risk faced by the fisheries of the Java Sea.

I Current prices are deflated by the consumer price index (at December 1994 constant prices) for food in Semarang, the
capital of the province of Central Java,

2 Soy paste, that is a highly rated dish in Indonesia,
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Table 3: Catch by large seiners of Central Java (total length ~ 25 m)
Basil tangkapan pukat cincin besar di ]awa Tengah (panjang keseluruhanl ~25 m)

Year Number of boats Total catch Catch per unit
tons index tons index

1987 495 75,700 100 153 100
1988 413 61,500 81 149 97
1989 355 83,500 110 235 154
1990 338 86,800 115 257 168
1191 326 109,000 144 334 218
1992 360 125,300 166 348 227
1993 378 118,500 156 313 205
1994 379 144,800 191 382 250

Number of purse seiners registered which achieved at least one trip during that year.
(Source: PELFISH, statistical collection)
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Figure 2: Landings of the major pelagic species in Pekalongan
Produksijenis ikan pelagis utama yang didaratkan di Pekalongan (layang, banyar,
lemuru, bentong juwi, tongkol)

A profitability based on the productivity gains

The growth dynamic of the large seiners' flotilla resulted in a quasi doubling of catches in less than
10 years (Tab. 3). The productivity gains were even higher, while the average production per boat was
multiplied by two and half during that period. These have resulted in an improvement of the boats'
profitability, despite the decline of the constant price. The calculation on a one boat case study (Tab. 4) gets
the measure of the phenomenon, even though broad deviations from the average are common in this flotilla.

Table 4: Apparent3 average income of a large seiners' owner in 1994 compared to 1987
(constant price Pekalongan 1994)
Pendapatan rata-rata dari seorang pemilik pukat cincin besar dalam tahun1994
dibandingkan dengan tahun 1987 (harga tetap di Pekalongan 1994)

fish landings (tons)
fish price (rupiahslkilo)
turnover (million rupiahs)
owner's share (20% of the turnover)

1987

153

900
138
28

1994

339

600
203

41 (+46%)

3 The owner's effective income is significantly higher, since he takes substantial inclusive deductions before to share
fifty-fifty with crew the so called net revenue.
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In brief, the increase in size of the large seiners is justified by the excellent results they obtain. In
fact, the risks have much increased since the current amount of the investment can reach up to 500
million rupiahs for the biggest boats. Consequently, only the richest owners are able to risk capital of
such an amount. They also have to borrow to the banks a bigger part of the investment, with very
expansive real interest rates of about 10 to 13%.

Otherwise, the successful alternative of building medium seiners, for which the investment costs
are much lower, could incite the owners to return to more wisdom and to stop the race to gigantism.

Characteristics of the growth of the Javanese large seiners, since 1980

The period is characterised by the soaring volume of catches as well as by the soaring number of
boats launched. The results of the large purse seiners based in Tegal, Pekalongan and Juwana, show this
strong growth pattern (Tab. 5).

Table 5: Production of the large seiners for the three main harbours
Produksi pukat cincin besar pada tiga pelabuhan utama

Harbours 1980 1989 1994
Units Tons Units Tons Units Tons

Tegal 57 9,100 55 12,600 36 17,500

Pekalongan 222 24,300 234 48,200 279 70,200

Juwana 37 22,200 55 55,000

(Source: PELFISH, statistical collection)

The sharp growth of the catches can be explained by the improved productivity of boats, which has
tripled during the past fifteen years, from 120 tons to 339 tons per unit and per year. In addition, the
creation of a modern fishing port in Juwana has facilitated the eastward shift of the fishing sites used by
large purse seiners.

The first years of the current decade constitute a turning point. The increase in scale, typical of the
preceding period, opens the way to even heavier investments and to the adoption of technological
innovations by the leading owners. Added to the adoption of modern navigational aids and fishing gears
or to the attraction of the most qualified fishermen, this change transforms drastically the profile of the
activity. It modifies relations not only between owners and crews, but also relations within each one of
these two groups.

Yet, discontinuities in the growth rate of catches represent warnings of the enhanced risks
associated with the race toward ever larger bats. Between 1986 and 1989, drops in the volume of layang
had been compensated for by increases in the tonnage's of other, albeit, less valued such as lemuru.

Meanwhile, even though the dynamics at work have facilitated the opening of new jobs and the
rising of standards of life within the fishery, the likelihood of a stagnation or even of a reversal in the
growth rate is looming large.

The recent years (1992-1994) are characterised by a variety of technological and social
innovations. Those boat owners, who participate in larger holdings, diversify their activities, and display
a variety of managerial skills, should adjust best to the new constraints. The same dynamics, and notably
the race to ever larger units, jeopardise nevertheless the chances of survival of the small scale owners,
since they do not enjoy adequate resources to resist the ensuing pressures.
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CONCLUSION

The last period may be characterised by the shift of an artisanal management by fishermen owning
their means of production to a system managed by investors, who are endowed with significant financial
resources.

Using the trends highlighted here, it is possible to draw several hypotheses as to the future. The
favourable conjuncture has generated sufficient profits to maintain a short payback period from two to
four years. The high returns obtained accentuate competition and increase the risks that the leading
owners are willing to take. At the same time, one can suspect that these owners anticipate the
intervention of regulations limiting access to the activity.

This scenario is neither certain nor exclusive. To start with, a number of owners have already
divert some of their resources toward other sectors, for example in the catch of oceanic tunas. Their
"upward" move would leave a sufficient leeway to facilitate the sharing of the ensuing opportunities,
either through agreements among surviving operators, or as a result of a decision imposed by the
authorities.

Meanwhile, all the actors diversify their risks by using various gears (seines, but also gill nets and
long lines). Since the demersal species offer a high added value and remain less exploited, it looks as if
there are still opportunities for modernising fisheries without jeopardising the social balance of the
communities involved.
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EFFICIENCY OF PRICE FORMATION
IN MAJOR FISH AUCTION MARKETS IN JAVA

V.P.H. NIKlJULUW

ABSTRACT
Principal component analysis was used in determining fish species dominating price formation in five

major fish landing places in Java. To understand spatial integration of the markets, five testing methods were
employed. Scarce species in the auction markets tended to govern price formation at a particular time.
Spatially, the markets were integrated but inefficient. Implications of the findings were that the local
government should improve landing place facilities, develop price information system and encourage people
to participate in the auction markets.

KEYWORDS: price efficiency, price formation, auctions markets.

ABSTRAK
Analisis komponen ulama digunakan dalam menenlukan jenis ikan yang mendominasi pembenlukan

harga di sualu lempar pada waklu lerlenlu. Disamping ilu juga dilakukan uji inlegrasi pasar secara spasial
dengan menggunakan Lima melode yang berbeda. Ikan yang sedikir jumlahnya di pelelangan cenderung
lebih menentukan dalam formasi harga. Pasar rerinlegrasi secara spasial lelapi lidak efisien. Sebagai
implikasi, pemerinlah daerah harus meningkalkan sarana lempal pelelangan, mengembangkan sislim
informasi harga yang dapal dikewhui oleh semua orang, .mendorong masyarakar unluk berparlisipasi
dalam pasar lelang.
KATA KUNCI : efisiensi harga, formasi harga, pasar lelang.
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Price of a good is determined by demand for and supply of that good. In fisheries at the producer
level, fish price is determined by demand for fish by auction participants (traders) and landings of fish by
fishermen. Efficiency at the producer level is important as it determines income of fishermen.

Price efficiency is basically referred to perfectly competitive market. In this regard, if market
behaves as a competitive one, an efficient price result. In contrast, other than perfectly competitive
market structure, price realised is not efficient. The criteria of a perfectly competitive market are: there
are many buyers and sellers, no single market participant is able to affect price formation, homogenous
product, easy entry to and exit from the market, and all participants have perfect knowledge on the
market.

Spatial efficiency of pricing can exist if price formation in one location is affected by that in other
location. Under the circumstance where two markets are trading each other, spatial efficiency exists if
price differences are equal to or greater than transfer costs needed to bring product from one to the other
market. Temporal efficiency of pricing exists if price at a particular time is influenced by that at other
time or if the price difference is equal or greater than storage costs.

Two markets are said integrated if price formation is interdependent. They are fully integrated and
hence efficient if price in the first market is influenced by that in the second market, and the other way
around. If one market is leading the other, the markets are said partially integrated and, therefore,
inefficient.

Integration of fish auction markets and pricing efficiency are discussed in this paper. Five main
fish auction markets (TPI) namely Asem Doyong in Pemalang, Tegal, Kodya Pekalongan, KJidang Lor
in Batang and Juwana were taken as samples for the present study. Providing there are many fishes in the
auction, each with its respective price, analysis of market integration can be an intricate task. A
representative price for each auction, therefore, should be derived first. In this paper, principal
component technique was used to come up with the representative price. Because of this price, market
integration was tested. Various methods were used to test the extent of price interdependence.

FISH WHICH CONSTITUTE PRICE FORMATION

For the purpose of this paper, fish were named not to follow their scientific name but just to
comply with the name commonly used in the record of auction markets. In this regard, the same name
may notify different fishes and, vice versa, the different names may refer to the same fish. However, as
long as the record system in the auction is consistent, this nomenclature will not undermine the essence
of the findings.

Table 1 presents the kinds of fishes that were continually unloaded in the study area according to
their local and English names. It appeared that they were all pelagic fishes. Small pelagic fishes such as
lemuru, selar, tembang, and layang seemed to dominate the structure of the catch, given that there were
big efforts directed to catch those kinds of fishes. This was also due to the fishing grounds, that was, the
Java sea, which is known as the waters where many small pelagic fishes could be found. The small
pelagic fishes were typically sold in fresh or processed into salted fishes.

Relatively bigger pelagic fish like tongkol and tenggiri were also caught. These kinds of fish could
also be caught in the surrounding waters like Malaka Strait, Sulawesi Strait and Flores Sea. As fishermen
frequently visited those waters, bigger pelagic fish consequently could also be enmeshed. The bigger
pelagic fish were usually shipped to other cities in fresh condition or processed into salted-boiled
products before being marketed.
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Table 1: Common fish species sold in the auction places, 1990-1992
Jenis ikan yang biasanya dijual di TPI, 1990-1992

Common name

Silver pomfret

Oil sardinella

Sardinella

Anchovy

Giant catfish

Mackerel

Frigate mackerel

Spanish mackerel

Smallhead hairtail

Scad mackerel

Yellowstripe

Red snapper

Croaker

Rays

Shark

Goatfish

Indonesian name

Bawal

Lemuru

Tembang

Teri

Manyung

Kembung

Tongkol

Tenggiri

Layur

Layang

Selar

Bambangan

Tigawaja

Pari

Cucut

Kuniran

Abbreviation

BAW

LEM

TEM

TER

MAN

KEM

TON

TEN

YUR

LAY

SEL

BAM

TIC
PAR

CUT

KUN

Pari and cucut also commonly caught were normally not consumed in fresh but processed
products. Meats of pari and cucut were processed into snack (crackers) or salted fish. Their skins were
also treated into snack food. Fins of cucut were very highly demanded for making various Chinese dishes
while the liver was extracted for its vitamin A-containing oil.

Bambangan and bawal were among the higher priced fishes. They were seldom consumed locally.
Instead, they were exported or sent to restaurants in big cities. Emergence of long-line fisheries in the
study area could be attributed to the high demand for these kinds of fishes.

Mean and standard deviation of fish prices are given (Tab. 2). In Juwana, the highest price was
that of bambangan that was more than six times the price of tembang, the lowest one. On the average,
the price of bambangan slightly increased over the years. It also had the highest standard deviation.
Nonetheless, the price of kembung was the most unstable in Juwana, as shown by its high coefficient of
variation.

In Batang, tenggiri was valued higher than the other fish species . It also had the highest
coefficient of variation, affirming that it was more unstable. The lowest price went to tigawaja, but it
was more stable than the others. Tongkol and kuniran had the same instability coefficients, though they
were different in price variation.

In Pekalongan, but also in other places, lemuru had the most unstable price. Yet it was valued
lower than the other fishes in Pekalongan. The highest price in Pekalongan went to bawal, which was
somewhat higher than that of bambangan. The latter, however, had more variation than the former, as
shown by their coefficients of variation.

In Pemalang, fish seemed to be valued lower than in the other places. Tembang in Pemalang got
the lowest price. It was also lower than that in Juwana, Pekalongan or Tegal. The most unstable price in
Pemalang was that of selar.

In Tegal, kembung was valued higher than the others. The lowest price was given to tembang,
which was more stable than the others.

Overall, prices tended to rise. Bambangan in Juwana and tembang in Pemalang were respectively
the highest and the lowest prices over the whole area.
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The prices of kembung and of selar in Pekalongan were higher than the ones in Juwana, Tegal or
Pemalang. The price of layang in Pekalongan was higher than in Tegal. For the same species, for
instance tigawaja, price in Batang was higher than in Pemalang. Among all the regions, it could be
stated that the auction place of Pekalongan offered the highest price while that of Pemalang offered the
lowest one.

Bases on the principal component technique, it was found that in Juwana the first principal
component could account for about 81 % of the total variance of fish prices. The second up to the fifth
components all together explained 19% of the total variance (Tab. 3). The broken sticks for five
components are 45.7%, 25.7%, 15.7%, 9.0% and 4.0%. Referring to the rule that retained components
are those whose proportions are bigger than the broken stick, it can be seen from table 3 that only the
first component should be retained.

Table 2: Mean and Standard deviation of fish prices (Rplkg) in the auction places, 1990-1992
Rata-rata dan Standard deviasi dari harga ikan (Rp/kg) di tempat pelelangan ikan,
1990-1992

Auction place Fishs pecies 1990 1991 1992 1990-1992 CV

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Juwana

KEM 917 364 915 308 736 189 856 308 40
SEL 442 183 511 126 424 112 459 132 29
TEM 343 142 381 71 329 91 351 108 31
PAR 662 200 592 134 650 164 635 171 27
BAM 2,109 926 2,125 348 2,299 387 2,177 619 28

Batang

TON 1,088 268 1,191 191 1,115 180 1,132 221 20
TEN 1,742 378 1,711 262 2,008 457 1,821 398 22
KUN 600 148 590 261 550 104 580 117 20
TIC 739 141 739 97 711 103 730 116 16

Pekalongan

LAY 707 178 650 159 648 183 670 175 26
BAW 1,907 334 1860 456 2,109 526 1,959 460 23

KEM 1,038 228 1,041 269 1,069 315 1049 273 26

SEL 711 172 673 252 764 179 716 207 29

TEM 409 88 403 95 361 103 391 98 25

LEM 548 114 541 350 417 115 502 231 46

BAM 1,512 287 1,691 537 2,249 688 1,818 616 34

Pemalang

KEM 373 87 427 59 425 63 408 75 18

SEL 306 63 356 48 358 62 340 63 19

TEM 217 51 270 43 232 27 240 47 20

TIC 290 51 337 61 310 35 312 54 17

Tegal

LAY 512 138 475 102 592 183 526 153 29

KEM 799 240 979 267 979 275 919 275 30

SEL 525 149 601 186 798 236 642 225 35

TEM 382 112 385 99 416 107 394 107 27

Remarks: SD =Standard DeviationCV =Coefficient of Variation =(SDlMean) x 100%
For the other abbreviations, see table I.
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Table 3: Principal components of prices of five dominant fish species in Juwana, 1990-1992
Komponen utama dari harga limajenis ikan yang dominan di ]uwana, 1990-1992

Component landings

Bambangan

Pari

Kembung

Selar

Tembang

Latent roots

Percentage variance explained

Broken stick rule (%)

618.56

120.73

99.88

57.41

22.97

410,987

81.0

45.7

2

-59.54

56.15

215.68

110.42

94.33

74,307

14.6

25.7

Components

3

15.40

-107.57

31.73

8.50

-8.86

12,967

2.6

15.7

4

4.42

-14.72

-34.92

14.06

74.95

7,271

1.4

9.0

5

0.86

0.03

14.85

-41.00

14.57

2,115

0.4

4.0

Since there are five components, the average percentage variance explained by each component is
20%. Percentage variance explained by the first component was more than the average, while the
proportions of the rest of components were lower than the average. Because of the average rule,
therefore, the same conclusion can be drawn that getting rid of price components other than the first will
not cause significant effects. In other words, the first component by itself is sufficiently explaining the
price variations of five fish species dominantly sold in the auction place of Juwana.

Table 4 presents the price components of four dominant fish species in Batang. The first
component accounted for slightly more than 82% of the total price variation. The proportion was
definitely bigger than that of the broken stick of 52%, ascertaining that the component should be
retained. The second, third, and fourth components accounted for 11.5%, 4.2%, and 1.7%, respectively,
which was in fact lower than their corresponding broken stick. Consequently, they were not taken into
account. The average proportion of variance explained by each component was 25%. Relying on the
average percentage principle, again it was only the first component that should be retained.

Table 4: Principal components of prices of four dominant fish species in Batang, 1990-1992
Komponen utama dari harga empatjenis ikan yang dominan di Batang, 1990-1992

Component loading Components

1 2 3 4

Tenggiri 391.85 -74.51 7.24 2.40

Tongkol 179.04 117.94 -55.54 6.12

Tigawaja 77.40 56.69 41.96 -51.46

Kuniran 55.02 67.14 70.15 35.37

Latent roots 194,624 27,185 9,819 3,942

Percentage variance explained 82.6 11.5 4.2 1.7

Broken stick rule (%) 52.1 27.1 14.6 6.3

As observed in Table 5, almost 90% of variation of fish prices in Pekalongan were accounted for
by the first component. The percentage variance explained by this component was more than double its
broken stick that was equal to 37%. It was the only component whose proportion was bigger than the
broken stick and the average proportion of 14.3%. Hence, it should not be disregarded.

Relying on the broken stick average root principles, one could also find that about 80% variation of
fish prices in Pemalang (Tab. 6) and nearly 85% of that in Tegal (Tab. 7) could be explained by their
respective first components.
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Table 5: Principal components of prices of dominant fish species in Pekalongan, 1990-1992
Komponen utama dari hargajenis ikan yang dominan di Pekalongan, 1990-1992

Component loading Components

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Bawal 2022.68 -18.22 -7.52 -0.50 2.40 0.92 0.14

Se/ar 55.69 64.80 106.31 114.51 -81.23 -15.68 -4.49

Bambangan 47.91 608.47 -59.40 -6.45 2.57 -0.09 0.31

Kembung 47.65 78.89 232.11 -106.92 -28.20 4.59 2.97

Lemuru 16.50 26.43 80.72 13.14 61.02 -69.24 -2.98

Tembang -3.19 23.85 60.95 47.07 28.03 12.63 47.66

Layang -0.41 54.78 131.74 63.21 66.22 41.15 -21.69

Latent roots 4,099,165 385,255 96,346 30,969 16,299 6,916 2,780

Percentage variance expl. 88.39 8.31 2.08 0.67 0.35 0.15 0.06

Broken stick rule (%) 37.0 22.8 15.6 10.9 7.3 4.4 2.0

Table 6: Principal components of prices of dominant fish species in Pemalang, 1990-1992
Komponen utama dari hargajenis ikan yang dominan di Pemalang, 1990-1992

Component loading Components
1 2 3 4

Kembung 71.42 16.83 -17.75 4.80

Selar 55.39 -29.30 -4.86 -0.28
Tigawaja 47.62 6.62 14.35 -20.54

Tembang 38.33 2.76 22.27 16.99

Latent roots 11,906 1,193 1, l41 7,304

Percentage variance explained 80.0 8.0 7.0 4.9

Broken stick rule (%) 52.1 27.1 14.6 6.3

Table 7: Principal components of prices of four dominant fish species in Tegal, 1990-1992
Komponen utama dari harga empatjenis ikan yang dominan di Tegal, 1990-1992

1 2 3 4

Kembung 265.83 -59.91 38.79 11.87

Selar 215.20 13.93 -68.32 5.71

Layang 119.91 102.53 31.51 10.06

Tembang 94.13 6.74 6.52 -59.37

Latent roots 140,215 14,341 7,208 3,800

Percentage variance explained 84.7 8.7 4.4 2.3

Broken stick rule (%) 52.1 27.1 14.6 6.3
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Overall, the principal component analysis revealed that variation of fish prices could be explained by
their respective first components. All the first components individually could describe 80% to 90% price
variance. They were all greater than the percentage due to the broken stick rule and average proportion
principle. As a consequence, only the first component for each auction place would be maintained in further
analysis. The use of such first components, rather than observed variables, would reduce the number of
variables in the analysis and it is believed that such procedure would not cause loss of pivotal information.

Naming the component is an important task in the principal component analysis. This is
imperative if variables under concern are not uniform and if one wants to know the group of variables
that dominate variance. Naming could be based on structure of the components loading for each
independent variable. Although naming the component is not the main concern of this study, it could be
decided that bambangan-pari could be taken as the name for the first component of prices in Juwana,
tenggiri-tongkol for the one in Batang, bawal in Pekalongan and kembung-selar in Tegal and Pemalang.

Loading of the first component of the fish prices in Juwana ranged from around 23 for tembang to
618 for bambangan (Tab. 8). Considering the components loading, bambangan and pari seemed to
dominate the total fish price variation in Juwana. This indicates that oscillations of weekly price could be
indirectly observed through the prices of demersal fishes, like bambangan and pari. It appeared that
although Juwana was flooded with small pelagic fish, demersal fish governed the overall price variability.

The prices of kembung and selar, categorised into small pelagic fishes, largely determined the
overall price variation in Pemalang or in Tegal, where big pelagic fishes, like tongkol and tenggiri, and
demersal fishes, like bambangan and pari, were not regularly landed. This condition might be traced to
the existing fishing boats and gears which did not suit to catch those kinds of fish. One can say that the
dominance of kembung and selar in the overall price variation in Pemalang or Tegal was because of the
absence of big pelagic and demersal fishes. Considering the components loading which function as price
coefficients, the principal component for fish price in Pemalang and Batang were also estimated.

As indicated by the component loading, the overall fish price variation in Pekalongan was
extremely dominated by the price of bawal, a demersal fish. It had a limited supply in Pekalongan
because the existing dominant fishing gear (purse-seine) were not designed to catch this fish.

Table 8 : First principal components of fish prices in major auction places in Java, 1990-1992
Kompollell utaTlUl yallg pertama dari harga ikall di beberapa pelelallgall yallg pelltillg
di Jawa, 1990-1992

Juwana Batang Pekalongan Pemalang Tegal

Percentage variance explained 81.0 82.6 88.4 80.0 84.7
Loading

Bambangan 618.56 0 47.91 0 0
Pari 120.73 0 0 0 0
Kembung 99.88 0 47.65 71.42 265.83
Selar 57.41 0 55.69 55.39 215.20
Tembang 22.97 0 -3.19 38.33 94.13
Tenggiri 0 391.85 0 0 0
Tongkol 0 179.04 0 0 0
Tigawaja 0 77.40 0 47.62 0
Kuniran 0 55.02 0 0 0
Bawal 0 0 2022.68 0 0
Lemuru 0 0 16.50 0 0
Layur 0 0 -0.41 0 119.91

Possible name based on the Bambangan Tenggiri Bawal Kembung Kembung
component loading Pari Tongkol Selar Selar
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Overall, it can be inferred that where demersal fishes or big pelagic fishes were continually landed,
they tended to dominate the overall price variation. Since the majority of fish catches in the area were
small pelagic fish, it is deduced that price variations were hardly dependent on the prices of the sampled
fish. In other words, species whose supplies were scarce tended to govern the total price variation.

SPATIAL MARKET INTEGRATION

Testing of spatial market integration was based on the generated series of the first principal
component for each market. Five testing procedures used were Pierce-Haugh Test, S-Statistic, Sims Test
on the ARIMA-prefiltered price series, Sims Test on the price series pre-filtered by so-called Sims filter
and Granger Test. Detailed on the testing procedures could be referred to Nikijuluw (1994). Sequence of
the analysis procedure is portrayed in Figure 1.

Prices data

1
Principal component -------------,

analysis

!
Test of serial correlation No

(Q-stat)
Yes

Sims prefiltering

1
ARIMA prefiltering

l~ Granger test

Sims test Sims test
S-stat
Pierce-Haugh test

'----------7>1 <E<'----------
Synthesis and discussion of the results

Figure 1: Sequence of market integration analysis
Urutan analisis integrasi pasar

The overall findings of the market integration analysis are presented in Table 9. There were six
unidirectional causations assented by the Pierce-Haugh test: Pemalang caused Batang, Pemalang caused
Pekalongan, Batang caused Juwana, Pekalongan caused Juwana, Tegal caused Pekalongan, and Tegal caused
Pemalang. By the results of S-statistic, it was found that only one pair of auction places, i.e., between
Pekalongan and Pemalang, that had a prominent relationship. Price in Pekalongan was determined by the one
in Pemalang but not the other way around. Hence, causality runs unidirectional from Pemalang to Pekalongan.
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Table 9: Integration of auction places as ascertained by different testing procedures
Integrasi dari TPl seperti ditunjukkan oleh prosedur uji yang berbeda

TPI Pierce Haugh test S-Stat Sims test Granger test

Arima Sims filter

Jw: Bg Bg~Jw Ind Ind Ind Ind

Jw: Pk Pk~Jw Ind Ind Pk~Jw Pk~Jw

Jw: Pm Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind

Jw: Tg Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind

Bg: Pk Ind Ind Ind Bg~Pk Ind

Bg:Pm Pm~Bg Ind Pm~Bg Bid Bg~Pm

Bg: Tg Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind

Pk: Pm Pm~Pk Pm~Pk Pm~Pk Pm~Pk Pm~Pk

Pk: Tg Tg~Pk Ind Ind Tg~Pk Ind

Pm :Tg Tg~Pm Ind Ind Ind Ind

Notes :-. =unidirectional causationlnd =Independence Bid =Bi-directional causation
Remarks: Bg =Batang, Pk =Pekalongan, Pm =Pemalang, Tg =Tegal; Jw =Juwana.

The Sims test executed on the series pre-whitened by the Sims-suggested filter of (1-0.75B/
disclosed that Pemalang caused Batang and Pemalang caused Pekalongan. It also can be declared that
Batang caused Pekalongan, Batang caused Pemalang, Pekalongan caused Juwana, and TegaJ caused
Pekalongan. Since Batang and Pemalang affected each other, a bi-directional price causation possibly
existed between them.

The Sims test on the ARIMA-prefiltered series ascertained that two pairs of markets were
integrated, namely, Pemalang caused Batang and Pemalang caused Pekalongan. Other pairs of markets
exhibited no relationships. From results of the Granger test, three possible pairs of the markets were
found integrated: Pekalongan caused Juwana, Batang caused Pemalang, and Pemalang caused
Pekalongan. Other pairs of markets were found to be independent.

By virtue of these five testing procedures, the following can be deduced:

• It appeared that the auction markets situated in the West led the ones in the East. In other words,
price in the auction market lain in the East was formed on the basis of information found in the
West. Eastward flow of information could be attributed to the fact that the consumers areas such
as Jakarta, Bandung and Cirebon were located in the west. While information was flowed, the
flow of products went.

• The markets of Batang, Pekalongan and Pemalang can be regarded as a unit market. The results
of the analysis revealed that these three markets are interrelated. Perhaps, this is because the
markets were closed one another and their fishermen and traders were mobile, which in turn
could affect price formation.

• Although some pair of markets were integrated in price formation, they apparently were not
efficient as integration of the markets occurred unidirectionaly. Bi-directional price formation
existed only between Pemalang and Batang.

POLICY IMPLICATION

Even though there were many fishes landed, few of them dominated price realisation at a
particular time. Generally, rarely landed species governed the price formation. This evidence complied
with the law of demand where scarce good usually has high price.
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Since abundant species did not dictate price formation, it implied that many fishermen who
unloaded such fish could not affect the market. Final consequence was that the fishermen received lower
returns to their endeavour. Policy makers in the region could help the fishermen to increase their income
by promotion of fish processing, improvement of handling procedure, and facilitating the auction
markets with equipment by which fishermen can storage their excess fish supply.

Spatially, markets were integrated. Flow of market information run from west to east, meaning
that markets in the west were leading in price formation. Although the markets were integrated, they
were inefficient. Since efficiency is ideal situation which should be experienced, efforts should be
addressed to attain it. Local government should create mechanism by which market information was
accessible to everyone. At the same time, opportunity should be given to other people to join the auction
markets as the traders.
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INCOME UNCERTAINTIES MANAGEMENT
BY THE JAVA PURSE SEINERS' FISHERMEN

J. ROCH and R. CLIGNET

ABSTRACT

The paper seeks to assess the various determinants of the income earned by individual fishermen. The
first challenge is to evaluate both the risks that collective and personal fishing activities represent, i.e. their
variability over time and to ascertain the limits within which fishermen behave as if the two risks are
complementary or mutually exclusive. The second challenge is to identify the patterns of social
segmentation that account for differences in the three incomes derived from personal fishing, from the
sharing system and from the various incentives earned by individual sailors. These differences reflect the
differential organisation of boat owners, the local labour markets and the strategies of indi vidual skippers.
They also reflect the social origin of sailors, their formal schooling and their occupational history, including
their current skill level.
KEYWORDS: income, personal fishing, sharing system, bonus, risks, formal schooling, skill level.

ABSTRAK

Makalah ini menggambarkan berbagai faktor penentu bagi pendapatan yang diperoleh nelayan
individu. Faktor penentu utama adalah evaluasi resiko baik pada kegiatan penangkapan kolektij maupun
individu, yaitu keragaman resiko berdasarkan waktu dan batas perilaku nelayan bila resiko yang timbul
adalah sebagian atau sepenuhnya terpisah antar individu. Faktor penentu kedua adalah identifikasi pola
segmentasi sosial yang mempengaruhi perbedaan tiga pendapatan yang berasal dari penangkapan
individu, sistem bagi hasil dan berbagai insentij yang diperoleh pendega secara individual. Semua
perbedaan ini mencerminkan perbedaan organisasi pemilik kapal. pasar tenaga kerja lokal dan strategi
nahkoda kapal secara individual. Selain itu juga mencerminkan asal-usul sosial pendega, pendidikan
formal. latar belakang keluarga dan tingkat keterampilan yang dimiliki.
KATA KUNCI ; pendapatan, penangkapan individual, sistem bagi hasil, bonus, resiko, pendidikan
formal, tingkat keterampilan.
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For the most part, fisheries remain heavily dependent on natural factors that remain uncontrolled.
In this sense, fisheries stay, alike hunting and gathering, subjected to uncertainties. Crews may lose their
material investments (boats or nets) or their lives. They may experience economic losses due to their
ignorance of the reproductive capacity or of the migratory patterns of the species they seek. Finally, their
profits may shrink because of the poor handling of their catch or of unfavourable market conditions. The
result of auctions is not necessarily as conspicuously rational as is often claimed by neo-classical
economists. In short, the term of fishery is a misnomer to the extent that fishing activities do not lend
easily themselves to a systematic organisation.

Our purpose is to identify the social factors that affect the management of the array of the
collective and personal uncertainties that govern fishing activities. The analysis is based on interviews
conducted in 1994 among 155 crewmen attached to 56 boats and living in three villages located around
Tegal, Pekalongan and Juwana, the three major harbours of purse seiners operating from Northern Jawa
coast line.

Primarily, we evaluate the relative importance of the three major sources of the income earned by
fishermen, that are:

- the money owed to them as a result of the sharing system at work on their boats;
- the bonus they receive as a function of the amount of the boat's catch;
- the products of the sale of their own personal fishing.

Secondly, we posit that the uncertainties faced by fishermen may be assessed in terms of the
variability of the incomes earned as a result of the successive trips undertaken during a given period.
Some of these trips are very productive, others are total or partial failures. To translate the risks
encountered in economic terms, one may assess the difference between the incomes from the best and
the worst trips. Even if some crewmen earn a same average income, their earnings may undergo dramatic
up and downswings during the period of reference. Assessing long term risks requires measuring the
instability of the incomes per trip over several years l

. Assessing short term risks (which we do here)
requires measuring the same instability during one single year and hence, focusing on the impact of
seasonal variations. The objective assessment of the short term risks consists in evaluating the variability
of the individual incomes resulting from the trips completed during one single yea~. In subjective terms,
these risks may be evaluated by asking fishermen to indicate the highest and the lowest sums they bring
home during the same periodJ

. As they are reported, the minimal results may be closer to the average
than their maxima] counterparts, but the reverse pattern may also be obtained. So, the difference between
the highest and the lowest values indicated by respondents differ necessarily from the average they
report. As this average is not necessarily half way in between the two extremes, the distributions of both
the average and the range of incomes reported constitute partially independent dimensions4

.

Further, because of inter-individual variations in this range, the issue is to ascertain whether the
distribution of this range helps identifying significant social categories. We intend to determine whether
the uncertainties faced by fishermen, as a result of their participation in the collective activity required
for maximising the catch of the boat, and as a result of fishing on their own, follow identical patterns. In

1 This assessment is primarily focused on uncontrolled changes of the biomass as well as on the impact of the
technological innovations which modify some of the uncertainties faced by fishermen, notably those concerning the quality of
the fish, since innovations modify the duration of each trip.

2 This assessment can be done at least in macroscopic terms by looking at the aCCOl;nts held for each boat by their owner.
Indeed, such accounts detail for each trip the volume and the value of the catch as well as the various expenditures generated.

3 The distinction between the objective and subjective assessments of short team risks corresponds to two distinct
theoretical concerns. The first assessment is focused on an orthodox economic approach; the second one emphasises more the
social determ.inants of the evaluations by the actors themselves. Of course, we acknowledge the limitations of self-reports in this
regard. We assume that even though errors due to a faulty memory are randomly distributed, self-reports are still systematically
related to some aspects of the conditions of the life of our respondents which need to be identified. In any case, the importance
of the range of incomes likely to be claimed by individuaJ fishermen explains the role played by their skipper whom they often
consider as having the moral obligation of providing them with a stable income.

4 Partially only, insofar as the minimal value is automatically lower than the average, the maximal being automatically
higher than the same average.
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concrete terms, does the stability of the incomes corresponding to the sharing system and the incentives
present the same patterns as the stability of the earnings derived from personal fishing?

Thirdly, we speculate about the extent to which the management of collective and individual risks
responds to a logic of co-operation or follows conversely a logic shaped by a zero-sum game
(Hardin, 1968). In the first perspective, correlation between the variability over time of the two incomes
with a collective origin (sharing system and bonus), and of the income from personal fishing should be
positive or at least non significant. In addition, the standard deviations of the three distributions (sharing
system and bonus on the one hand, personal fishing on the other) should be alike, since the prevailing
logic of co-operation implies that all crewmen adopt similar behaviours toward the risks. Conversely, in
the second perspective, the patterns underlying the stability of the earnings derived from participating in
the collective catch and those resulting from fishing on one's own are seen as being mutually exclusive.
Correspondingly, correlation between the variability over time of collective and individual incomes
should be significantly negative. Further, the standard deviations of the relevant distributions should
differ, since the underlying zero-sum games are not uniformly chosen as strategies by individual crew
members as a result of their status or of their backgrounds.

At last, we will analyse the determinants that influence the management of the risks faced by
crewmen both as individuals and as members of a collective entity. We do so by evaluating the weight of
the factors related to the formal and informal organisation of boats or of fishing companies and the
weight of the experiences acquired by individual crew members. In contrast to a neo-classical economic
approach which posits arbitrarily that the uncertainties generated by fishing can be treated in aggregate
terms, we adopt a more empirical viewpoint. We evaluate the extent to which both the risks taken by
crews and by individual fishermen and the management of risks are shaped by the technical and social
profile of the boats involved, by the policies of their owners, by the constraints of local labour and fish
markets and by the socio-cultural profile of individuals.

In conclusion, the analysis will enable us to speculate on the role played by both socio-cultural
reproduction and the diversity of economic activities of individuals and of their families in shaping the
management of the risks taken by fishermen. This management may depend on the factors that condition
the adaptation of individual crewmen to a set of ever changing constraints. Hence, it should reflect the
entrepreneurial qualities of the individuals under study, the experience acquired by their predecessors, or
a combination of these two factors. This management may also consist in diversifying the sources of
income necessary for the survival of familial groups, which means that fishermen are engaged in this
activity only on a part time basis or that their relatives derive their incomes from other sources.

THE VARJETY OF SOURCES OF INCOME TAPPED BY FISHERMEN

Crews tap three independent sources of earnings. First, modes of division of labour aboard entail
the differentiation of the economic rewards allocated to individual crewmen. Thus, the income generated
by the auction of the catch is divided into a number of shares determined by the number of individuals
aboard. The number of shares assigned to each crewman is contingent on the significance imputed to the
functions he performs aboard. This number ranges from one to four and more, a little over one fourth of
the entire crew, unskilled deck hands (called ARK in Indonesia) receiving only one single share. At the
topo, almost 16 per cent of both mechanics and skippers claim three shares or more. In between,
specialists such as juru lampu, juru arus, juru rumpon are entitled to a number of shares that varies from
one and a quarter to two. In monetary terms, this form of income averages Rp. 106,450. As we shall see,
the corresponding distribution is relatively concentrated. One fourth of the crew earn Rp. 60,000 per trip,
while one third of them receive Rp. 120,000 or more, the highest value being Rp. 300,000. In a nutshell,
income derived from the sharing system vary from one to ten across individual crew members.

In contrast to this income whose value is determined by agreement between the boat owner and the
skipper acting on behalf of his crew, each fisherman receives a bonus whose value is a function of the

5 As an illustration, since skippers and chief motorists are not allowed to fish, they cannot experience the dilenuna to
which we have alluded.
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price obtained at the auction place and of his contribution to the boat's overall result6
. As this bonus

reflects the risks taken by participants to maxirn.ise the results of the catch, it varies within a much
broader range. It averages Rp. 143,000, but varies between a minimum of Rp. 10,000 and a maximum of
way over Rp. 1,000,000, hence from 1 to 100. No less than 22 per cent of those crew members whose
income can be ascertained earn a bonus greater than Rp. 170,000, but no less than 22 per cent earn a
bonus inferior to Rp. 30,000.

Since these two sources of income depend on the productivity of the boat and on the efficiency
attached to the division of labour operating aboard, they represent the risk faced by an individual as a
result of his participation in a collective venture. But this collective venture is not a full-time activity,
since the boats lower their nets once or twice a day, whenever the schools of fishes are sufficiently
concentrated. Thus, individuals may compensate their share of the "collective risks" by fishing on their
own. To be sure, the skipper and the motorist are not allowed to do so Some crewmen do not seize this
opportunity offered to them, only a little over one half of the individuals interviewed fishing on their
own. The value of their personal catches averages Rp. 27,000, or a little over one fourth of the income
attached to the sharing system, which is far from being negligible. Indeed, three individuals earn an
average Rp. 70,000 from their own personal catch.

THE EFFECTS OF RISKS ON THE INSTABILITY OF THE INCOME EARNED

The typical uncertainties of fisheries imply a marked instability of incomes across the successive
trips undertaken during the year. The existing division of labour and the differentiation of rewards that
aim at dividing the ensuing risks fairly among all crewmen blunt only partially over time variations in
the three earnings acquired by a same person.

Such variations reflect distinct factors. The 56 seiners studied here have made an average of
almost 9 trips during the year 1993, with a minimum of four trips in the case of 5 boats and a maximal of
twelve trips in the case of 19 boats. Risks increase systematically with the frequency and the duration of
the trips undertaken. Yet, the distribution of these risks is also contingent on factors such as the selection
of fishing grounds and, hence, on the type of boat. As a consequence, there are considerable variations in
the tonnage as well as in the value of the catch harvested by individual boats. Hence originates the gap
between the maximal and the minimal values attached to the income that each crew member derives
from the sharing system operating. Thus, the income per trip derived from the sharing system ranges
across crewmen, between about one third of its self assessed yearly average value for its minimal, to
slightly less than twice the same yearly average for its maximal. In other words, this type of income
varies from I to 6.

In contrast, as far as the bonus is concerned, the corresponding range stretches between two thirds
of and twice the self assessed average for the year. In other words, this type of income varies from I to 3.
As we could expect, however, the standard deviation of the distribution of intra-individual differences
between maximal and minimal earnings is almost three times larger in the case of bonuses than in the
case of the basic salary attached to the sharing system. This is because the function of a bonus is to
underline the differential contribution of individual crew members to the collective achievement of the
boat.

The personal risks taken by crewmen with regard to fishing on their own follow the same general
pattern7

. The value of the personal catch per trip stretches between a minimum less than one half of the
self reported average, and a maximum over twice as large as the same average value. Thus, this type of
income varies from one to almost five. Further, the relevant risks are also quite differentiated, the

6 No less than 40 per cent of the crews of the 21 boats attached to Juwana believe that the sharing system is managed by
owners exclusively.

7 We have eliminated from our computations the individuals who have not answered, or who have not fished on their
own, either because they do not want to or because they are forbidden from doing so by existing regulations or traditions (as is
the case for skippers and motorists).
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standard deviation of the variability over time being twice as large as its mean (Rp. 46,530 versus
Rp. 24,020).

To conclude, intra-individual variations in the three forms of income that fishermen earn highlight
the danger of limiting the analysis to an evaluation of average values. Indeed, even though the instability
of the various incomes approximates the risks the fishermen incur (Scott, 1976), this instability varies by
type of income. Earnings from the sharing system or from the personal fishing are more unstable than the
bonuses. But, the ups and downs of bonuses and of the products of private fishing vary also more
markedly across individuals than the variations resulting from the sharing system. This raises the issue of
whether the allocation of the three types of risks among the various categories of the crew corresponds to
specific logic.

INTER-RELATIONS BETWEEN COLLECTIVE AND INDIVIDUAL RISKS

AND THEIR MANAGEMENT

The three types of risks may be reinforcing one another, operate independently or be mutually
exclusive. While the distribution of risks seems to follow here a zero-sum game, the strength of the
evidence depends on the procedures followed.

Indeed, we may take into consideration the entire crew, including skippers who are barred from
fishing on their own. In this case, zero-orders correlations between the variability over time of the
income generated by individual fishing and the income derived from the sharing system and the bonuses
approximate -0.32 and -0.38 respectively, both significant at the 0.05 levd. Put it simply, then, the more
standardised the two individual incomes resulting from the productivity of the entire crew, the less
standardised the income derived from personal fishing.

However, when we exclude skippers from our evaluation, the corresponding coefficients drop to 
0.12 and -0.20. The second value is the only one to remain statistically significant, even though both are
still running in the negative expected direction. Regardless of the measure used, the mutually exclusive
nature of collective and personal risks is more evident for the bonus than for the sharing system. A bonus
rewards the initiatives taken by individuals on behalf of the entire crew9

. In contrast, the sharing system
reflects the constraints of an institutionalised division of labour and of power. Indeed, it limits risks by
endowing them with a fixed value contingent on the roles assigned to crewmen.

The negative association between collective and individual risks may be the result of opposite
factors. Thus, correlations between the length of the boat or the size of the crew and the variability over
time of personal fishing on the one hand, the variability of the incomes generated by the sharing system
or the bonus aIlocated, on the other, run in opposite directions. The coefficient of association between the
length of the boat and the variability over time of personal income is -0.13, but the parallel coefficient is
of 0.11 and of 0.13 in the case of the variability over time of the two "collective" incomes distributed by
boat owners. Similarly, the coefficient between the number of sailors and the first form of variability is
also negative (-0.21), in contrast to those obtained for the variability of the income from the sharing
system or from the bonus that are both positive (0.32 and 0.13 respectively). So, an increase in the length
of the boat or in the number of crewmen reduces peaks and troughs in the earnings that crewmen derive
from their own fishing activities. On the contrary, it expands the ups and downs that characterise shares

8 The correlations involved here concern the distribution of the absolute differences between the maximal and the
minimal values of the three types of income reported by individuals. Three caveats are in order at this juncture. First, there is the
issue of determining whether we should have standardised such differences for each distribution. We do not think so insofar as
we are primarily interested in what counts for the individuals studied. In effect, they are concerned with the absolute teams of the
differences. Secondly, there is the issue of considering the impact of inter-individual differences on correlations and notably, the
impact of the differential hierarchical differentiation of the incomes derived from bonuses and from the sharing system. This
should lower their association. Finally, even we consider the distributions of the differences between maximal and minimal
values without standardising them in a common framework, the fact remains that a zero-order correlation, when statistically
significant, should not be considered as an evidence of a causal relationship. It suggests nevertheless that the two variables
considered are co-varying.

9 The two forms of collective risks are also highly positively inter-correlated (0.72).
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and bonuses during a year. In short, the effects of the division of labour (the length of the boat and the
number of its sailors acting as proxies for this variable), do not affect similarly the personal and the
collective risks taken by the crewmen.

In addition, although the instability of the various types of earnings varies as a direct function of their
average value, the underlying relationship is more marked for the two collective incomes than for the products
of private fishing lO

• The correlation between the average income that fishetmen derive from fishing on their
own and its variability over time is lower (0.84) than the correlation between the average earning they derive
from the bonuses and the changes over time of these two types of collective income (0.94). This set of
statistical associations suggests that an individual has more leeway to standardise the income he generates by
himself than to standardise the income he generates in association with others.

Finally, the determinants of this instability are not alike. To give an example, there are significant
disparities in the logic governing the influence of the number of shares assigned to a crewman on the
average value and on the variability over time of the three types of earnings. Thus, the number of shares
allocated to individual crewmen has a greater negative impact on the average proportion of their income
attributable personal fishing than on the variability of this specific form of earnings (with correlations
dropping from -0.44 to 0.17). Conversely, the same number of shares has a positive and uniformly higher
influence on the average value and the yearly range of the premiums (0.79 and 0.85). Last, the same
independent variable has a greater positive impact on the average earnings derived from the sharing
system (0.80) than on the variability of this type of income (0.61). In other words, the risks faced by a
fisherman vary with the position he occupies aboard.

THE DETERMINANTS OF THE MANAGEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL

AND COLLECTIVE RISKS

We have suggested that the labour market of fisheries is segmented. This segmentation could be
informed by rational forces. This is not the case, because the determinants of the quality and of the
quantity of fish often operate at cross purposes. As an illustration, as larger boats operate further away
from the coast, they exploit new fishing grounds, but encounter new hurdles to maintain the fish quality.
Thus, there is hardly any relationship between the average price per ton that boats obtain and the average
or the variability of the different components of their crew's income". For instance, the coefficient of
correlation between the average value of the fishes caught and average individual bonuses is only -0.03,
and it is 0.02 with the variability over time of the same measure'2.

Analyses of the cross-tabulations between type of seiners and the characteristics of the various
components of the incomes earned by crews highlight the "irrational" character of segmentation
processes. Whereas the crew of small and medium purse seiners tends to enjoy higher but more
differentiated incomes, the relevant contrast are hardly significant (Tab. 1).

Whereas bonuses tend to be slightly more stable in the case of larger boats, the reverse tends to be
true as far as the income of individual fishing is concerned. It is among the crewmen of these largest
seiners that this particular source of money follows the sharpest ups and downs. In short, the advantages
attached to the ability of fishing further away are not uniform.

10 Both the direction and the statistical significance of this association represent an empirical rather than a logical or
statistical problem.

11 This is to be concentrated with the high correlation between the aggregate sums distributed to the crew as a whole and
the overall value of the boat output that one obtains from the analysis of the boat accounts recorded by owners. The lack of
correlation observed here may be related to the biases that characterise the sample of boats and of fishermen used in the analysis.
It may be that the data we collected independently on the production of individual boats are not reliable.

12 Cross tabulation confirm that the relationship is linear but insignificant.
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This is confirmed by an inspection of the correlation coefficients between the length of the boat
and the size of the crew on the one hand, and the central tendencies of the income earned by the boat as a
whole or by its individual crew members (Tab. 2)13.

Table 1: Income distributions (in thousand rupiahs) by type of seiner
Distribusi pendapatan menurutjenis pukat cincin (dalam ribuan rupiah)

Overall yearly income

Mean

Standard Deviation

Income due to sharing system (per trip)

Mean

Standard Deviation

Range (1)

Standard Deviation

Income due to incentive (per trip)

Mean

Standard Deviation

Range (1)

Standard Deviation

Number of fishermen (2)

Small and medium seiners

2,307

2,485

108
61

164
112

220

287

241
316

58

Large seiners

1,939

2,157

106
51

158

82

154
236
150

223
91

(1) Difference between best and worst individualllips.
(2) The number varies after elimination of inappropriate cases, for example of skippers and motorists in the case of
personal fishing. For this particular variable, the numbers are respectively 27 and 51 .

Table 2: Zero order correlation between the length of boats and income distribution
Korelasi linier antara ukuran panjang kapal dengan distribusi pendapatan

Income

Overall yearly income

Percent of overall income owed to personal fishing

Annual range of the personal fishing

Income due to sharing system

Range of the income due to sharing system

Income due to incentives

Range of the income due to incentives

Price per ton landed

significant at the P :5: 0.5 level

Length of boat

0.04

-0.24*

-0.13

0.31 *
0.11

0.17

0.14
-0.25*

In this sense, larger boat is less producti ve than a smaller one. Indeed, correlations between the
average value of fish caught on the one hand, and the length of the boats or the number of their crewmen
on the other, are both negative. More important for our purpose, as differences in the fishing sites
exploited by large and small purse seiners affect the importance of the earnings derived from personal
fishing, they modify the dilemmas encountered by crewmen in the management of the risks they incur.

JJ It is noteworthy that the number of crewmen varies for each trip and that this number is not influenced by the
importance of the catch anticipated, but rather by the solidarity operating in fishermen communities, the fishermen without job
being temporarily employed. In other words, the analysis of variations in the number and the profile of crewmen both over time
and across boats should tell us something about the relative "socialisation" of the risks encountered by the population as a whole
and hence about the techniques by which the community prevents individual and collective risks from being a zero-sum game.
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In the same vein, as our two measures of the importance of a boat are less correlated with the bonus
distributed to their crew than with the income they can claim as a result of the sharing system, we may
infer that the greater constraints resulting from a sharper division of labour are not necessarily associated
with a parallel increase in the producti vity that is expected to result from the ensuing complexit/ 4

.

In short, the structure of the segmentation process governing the distribution of the various
incomes earned by crewmen reflects social logic that are shaped by both the organisational structure of
the enterprises involved in the activity and the socio-cultural profile of individual crew members.

THE SEGMENTATION OF COLLECTIVE RISKS

Fishing activities do not take place in a physical vacuum. The economic rewards aJlocated to
fishermen depend on the division of labour prevailing in the harbours from which purse seiners operate.
The fewer the alternative employment in a community, the lower the pressures exerted on boat owners to
maximise the money they should offer to their crews. In other words, the structure of the labour markets
should affect both the central tendencies and the variability over time of the distinct components of the
income enjoyed by crewmen. As expected, there are significant contrasts in the income policies of the
owners located in Tegal, in Pekalongan and in Juwana (Tab. 3).

Table 3: Income distribution by location of the owners' headquarters (thousand rupiahs)
Distribusi pendapatanmenurut lokasi pusat kegiatan pemilik (ribuan rupiah)

Tegal Pekalongan Juwana Others

Overall yearly income

Mean 2,434 2,425 1,270 2,871

Standard Deviation 2,748 2,485 866 2,791

Income due to sharing system (per trip)

Mean 114 99 102 143

Standard Deviation 63 61 35 65

Range (1) 177 174 126 186

Standard Deviation 113 90 58 133

Income due to incentive (per trip)

Mean 233 140 148 271

Standard Deviation 317 238 159 300

Range (I) 220 160 99 261

Standard Deviation 274 269 59 310

Number of fishermen (2) 50 44 49 7

(1) Difference between best and worst individual trips.

(2) The number varies after elimination of inappropriate cases.

The average bonus is sharply lower in the case of the boat owners of Pekalongan or Juwana than
elsewhere. Alternatively, the proportion of the personal fishing in the overall annual income of crewmen
is significantly higher at Pekalongan or Juwana than elsewhere. Not only this, but as the standard
deviations of the relevant sets of distributions are minimal in the case of Juwana, we can infer that inter
individual differences are lower there than anywhere else and hence, that there is less differentiation in
the salaries actually distributed by the enterprises of this town. However, while the income from personal
fishing is significantly more stable among the crews working for the Tegal owners than among their
counterparts based elsewhere, the reverse is true for the income derived from bonuses. Since this later

14 While one can expect that the largest boats seek to attract the more qualified segments of the labour force, the
pressures of the heightened competition across various types of seiners may have the opposite effect.
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type of income is more unstable for the crews of Tegal than for their colleagues employed elsewhere, we
can infer that the corresponding "collective" risk is not uniformly distributed across harbours.

Independently of the harbours, boat owners and skippers seem to adopt differing income policies.
In the case of four owners for which we have sufficient data, we can differentiate two pairs in terms of
the high incomes they distribute and the marked differentiation of the policies they follow (Tab. 4).

Table 4: Income distributions (thousand rupiahs) by owners (for 4 individual owners)
Distribusi pendapatan (ribuan rupiah) menurut pemilik (untuk 4 individu pemilik)

A B C D

Overall yearly income

Mean 2,255 2,117 1,758 1,700

Standard Deviation 2,641 2,322 1,902 1,663

Income due to sharing system (per trip)

Mean 93 135 78 98

Standard Deviation 53 55 43 10

Range (1) 150 177 198 124

Standard Deviation 101 75 89 44

Income due to incentive (per trip)

Mean 177 257 64 271

Standard Deviation 307 265 132 327

Range (1) 107 293 67 110

Standard Deviation 252 301 132

Number of fishermen (2) 10 15 12 10

(I) Difference between best and worst individual trips.
(2) The number varies after elimination of inappropriate cases.

Owners offering the highest salaries are those who are the most discriminating. The same social
segmentation characterises the policies followed by skippers. Despite the limited number of cases (three
boats whose at least ten crew members belonged to our sample), our data suggest that they differ in terms
of (1) the average amount of overall income earned by their sai lors and its differentiation, (2) the central
tendency and the variance of their distributions of "shares". The boat with the lowest variance in this
regard offers average salaries that differ moderately from those provided by the most generous unit (the
first boat has a standard deviation of Rp. 9,000 for a mean of Rp. 97,000, contrasting the second boat
which has a standard deviation of Rp. 60,000 for a mean of Rp. 138,000.

The data suggest the pre-eminence of cultural forces in shaping not only the average values of the
various forms of income earned by individual crewmen, but also the extent of both inter-and intra
individual variations. Despite or because of the uncertainties attached to fisheries, the economic status of
crewmen seems to be as tightly influenced by the social definitions that employers propose of the
rewards they offer as by constraints related to the market or to natural contingencies.

THE INDIVIDUAL SEGMENTATION OF INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE RISKS

Insofar as the amount and the stability of the various forms of income claimed by crewmen depend
on a bargaining process, they are also contingent on the social profile of fishermen themselves.

First, their bargaining power is reduced by the diversity of the human capital they are expected to
acquire. Correspondingly, while the possession of any desirable type of human capital may raise the
central tendencies of the major forms of income coveted by fishermen, the same possession is also often
associated with an accentuation of the dispersion of such incomes. For example, as formal schooling
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involves the acquisition of "universalistic skills", it facilitates adaptation to a variety of environments
and it should enhance accordingly the bargaining power of the most educated fishermen. To be sure, as
Table 5 shows, crewmen with any form of post primary formal schooling earn over twice as much as
their counterparts who never attended any educational institution.

Table 5: Income distribution (thousand rupiahs) by level of schooling
Distribusi pendapauw menurut tingkat pendidikan (ribuan rupiah)

Illiterate Some primary Primary schooling Beyond
schooling primary schooling

Overall yearly income

Mean 1,235 2,547 1,551 2,834

Standard Deviation 839 2,649 1,563 3,079

Income due to sharing system (per trip)

Mean 83 120 116 96

Standard Deviation 31 62 60 46

Range (1) 121 181 186 138

Standard Deviation 43 115 116 63

Income due to incentive (per trip)

Mean 58 224 353 94

Standard Deviation 74 284 374 122

Range (1) 80 250 285 109

Standard Deviation 128 294 280 234

Number of fishermen (2) 13 57 62 19

(I) Difference between best and worst individual trips.
(2) The number varies after elimination of inappropriate cases.

But, as the same table shows also, any additional year of schooling tends also to be associated with
a widening of the variance of the distribution of various forms of individual earnings. For instance, it is
the crewmen with post-primary education who reap the highest average bonus, but it is also among the
same crewmen that this source of earnings is both most differentiated and unstable (with an average
variation of Rp. 285,000 throughout the year as opposed to only Rp. 80,000 in the case of their illiterate
counterparts). The average amount, and the extent of inter as intra individual variations in the various
types of fishermen income are all contingent on the job they perform aboard. As shown by Table 6, while
a skipper (nahkoda) earns as a whole seven times more than an unskiJled sailor (ASK), contrasts among
skippers along these lines are over four times larger than those observed among unskilled labourers.

Differences between the two populations in this regard originate primarily from the bonuses they
receive. Thus the average bonus enjoyed by skippers is over eleven times greater than that enjoyed by
ASK, but the basic income claimed by the first sub-population is only less than three times larger than
that claimed by the second one. Interestingly enough, however, it is not among skippers that the relevant
inter-individual variations are most significant and thought provoking. Rather, it is among motorists, the
standard deviation in the distribution of their basic salaries being almost three times as large as in the
case of the ASK. At the same time, the higher bonuses enjoyed by nakhoda reflect the higher risks they
incur. Thus, the average gap between the highest and the lowest bonus received throughout a year is
much higher in their case than in the case of motorists (about six times higher) or of ASK (over twenty
times).
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Table 6: Income distributions by skill (thousand rupiahs)
Distribusi pendapatan menurut keterampilan (ribuan rupiah)

ABK Motoris Wakil nahkoda Nahkoda Others

Overall annual income
Mean 988 2,009 2,145 7,500 1,147
Standard Deviation 331 1,402 1,001 1,330 428

Income due to sharing system (per trip)

Mean 73 115 132 208 98
Standard Deviation 24 60 31 47 29
Range (1) 109 181 192 334 131
Standard Deviation 43 77 80 98 52

Income due to incentive (per trip)

Mean 59 74 140 668 73
Standard Deviation 55 69 206 201 56
Range (1) 25 91 161 649 54
Standard Deviation 8 33 113 190 45

Number of fishermen (2) 64 17 11 19 37

(1) Difference between best and worst indi vidual trips. (2) The number varies after elimination of inappropriate cases.

SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS

Let us summarise our theoretical and empirical findings concerning both the risks incurred by the
crew of Javanese purse seiners and the way they manage these risks in function of the socio-cultural
profile of boat owners and of their own trajectories.

First, it is possible to assess the collective and individual risks incurred by the various categories
of actors involved in fisheries by evaluating the stability of the collective and individual incomes derjved
from the activity throughout a particular year. These risks are not only seasonal, but they are also
historical, contingent as they are on positive factors such as technological innovations (notably the use of
radiotelephones, electronic navigational aids and echo sounders) and on negative forces as well such as
the over-exploitation of existing resources. Thus, we have shown not only how the distinction between
individual and "collective" risk implies parallel variations in the instability of the corresponding forms of
income, but also how these risks differ across skjlllevels.

Secondly, while the management of collective risks rests upon the formal or informal distinction
that boat owners establish between the sharing system per se and the allocation of bonuses contingent on
the results attained by a boat after each trip, most crew members have the choice of overcorrung the
ensuing constraints by playing their own game and maxirrusing the earnings they derive from personal
fishing activities. Our data suggest the complexity of the responses offered to this particular dilemma.
Indeed, these responses vary with the type of boat under study, the socio-cultural characteristics of boat
owners, and with the background, the age, the schooling and the occupational trajectory of their crews l5

.

Having sketched the overall profile of the various strategies available to individual crew members,
notably as a function of the position they occupy aboard, two types of task remain ahead of us :

• First, it remains necessary to validate further our conclusions by relying on a multivariate
analysis. In the present case, the size of our sample has prevented us from going beyond bi-variate cross
tabulations. In order to evaluate the relative impact of the variables symbolic of the owners' environment
and of those symbolic of the cultural, educational and occupational trajectories of individual crew

15 Here, we analyse exclusively the management of the risks incurred by fishermen in rational terms. The very
uncertainties they face induce them to seek the assistance of irrational SOurces such as the dukun that helps decide the date of
departure of a boat or chose her fishing site.
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members, we need to run appropriate multiple regressions. This requires the use of a larger and more
systematic sample. More systematic, insofar as we need a sufficiently large range of variations in the
samples of owners, of boats and of their crewmen, which means a more complex and more risky data
collection process 16.

• Secondly, it is equally clear that we have considered only one aspect of the management of the
risks associated with fishing. An other aspect concerns the impact of risks on the management of family
resources. However limited our analysis may be in this regard, it yields socially significant results.
Indeed, analyses of variance show that the value of the income resulting from the sharing and from
bonuses account respectively for 34 per cent and for 47 per cent of the variance of the distribution of
reported daily expenses. The corresponding percentage drops to 6 per cent in the case of personal fishing.
Further, while the correlations between daily expenses and the first two types of earnings are positive,
the association between the average product of personal fishing and daily expenses is negative, which
confirms that this activity play a role apart in the life of fishermen.
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THE LARGE SEINERS OF THE JAVA SEA: FISHERMEN'S INCOMES

J. ROCH and SASTRAWLDJAJA

ABSTRACT

Fishermen's incomes in Java Sea large seiners fleet have been analysed through inquiries in different
harbours of North Java Coast: Tegal, Pekalongan and Juwana. First, the various components of the crew's
income are presented. In a second step, we assess the level of this income, taking into account the social
context in which it is earned, notably, the mode of sharing between owners and fishermen. Its relation to the
earnings of workers in the surrounding agricultural milieu is briefly presented for discussion.
KEYWORDS: Java Sea, large seiners, fishennen's income.

ABSTRAK
Pendapatan nelayan dari kapal-kapal pukat cincin besar dianalisis dengan melakukan pengamatan di

pelabuhan-pelabuhan yang berbeda di pantai utara Jawa, yaitu Tegal, Pekalongan dan Juwana. Pertama,
ditampilkan berbagai komponen pendapatan awak kapal pukat cincin besar. Kedua, dilakukan pendugaan
tingkat pendapatan yang mencakup konteks sosial dimana pendapatan itu diperoleh. Diperhatikan pula
sistem pembagian antara pemilik kapal dan nelayan. Makalah ini mendiskusikan pula hubungannya dengan
sistem pembagian pendapatan dari para pekerja lainnya di lingkungan pertanian.
KATA KUNCI : laut Jawa, pukat besar, pendapatan nelayan.
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The trawl ban of 1980 (Chong and Hutagalung, 1992) has facilitated the development of purse
seiners that are concentrated in Tegal, Pekalongan, and Juwana, the three major harbours of the Java Sea.
In 1992,360 units have landed 125,000 tons of pelagic fish (half of it layang 1

) for a value of roughly
80 milliards rupiahs corresponding to an average price of 640 rupiahs per kilogram. In terms of the
fishermen's income (20% of the value of the catch, with an average of 35 persons by boat), this result
means an approximate basic income of 1,300,000 rupiahs per capita.

The launching of an increasing number of larger units is most likely to transform the social and
economic profile of this sector of production. Using this change as a backdrop, the paper examines the
components and the amount of the individual fishing incomes, before specifying the additional sources of
fishermen's earnings.

METHODOLOGY

The present article is based on four types of data:

• official statistics (Directorate General of Fisheries, Central Bureau of Statistics),
• results of a 1994 survey concerning 155 fishermen and their families living in three villages of

the northern coast of Central Java,
• boat accounts of a few entrepreneurs who have accepted to lend them for research purposes,
• interviews of key actors in the fisheries.

RESULTS

In the absence of recent fieldwork, little is known about the income of crew members. Further, the
analysis is improperly focused on the outcome of the "sharing system" alone, even though this is but one
single component of individual income.

In addition, because of the wide range of the distribution, analyses that are based exclusively on
central tendencies are not valid. The large variance of earnings' results from the uncertainties that
surround the whole activity and from systematic differences in the output of boats, including units
belonging to the same class : large, medium and small purse seiners (Potier and Petit, 1995). Last,
contrasts in the status assigned to crew members in function of their skills and their duties, ashore as well
as aboard, contribute also to accentuate disparities in individual incomes.

The model accounting for this income fits all major gears found in Indonesia, whether seines, gill
nets or long lines. Yet, the traditional model is modified by the emergence of new patterns, at least in the
case of purse seiners' fisheries.

Fishing income components

Fishing earnings include various components shares, personal fishing, participation in profits,
advances and gifts, cooperative savings.

• The sharing system

The net result of a boat, that is the product of sales minus current expenditures, is shared fifty-fifty
between t.he boat's owner and the crew. The sum earned by a crew is currently between 15 and 30 per
cent of the gross income. of a boat. Whenever the catch is minimal or null, the employer gives an advance
the fishermen will reimburse later. Thus, crew members enjoy a kind of guaranteed minimal wage, which
limits the risks they are obliged to face.

I Layang includes Decapterus russelli and Decapterus macrosoma.
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Relationships between the value of the boat's production and the individual earrungs are
illuminated by the following factors:

a) Value of the catch

As the running costs remain relatively constant across trips, individual incomes are primarily
influenced by the value of the catch. Data derived from the accounts of boats highlight the regularities
that characterise such an influence. First, the range of incomes observed for the successive trips made by
a single boat during one year is significantly wider in the case of boats with a more limited capacity. Yet,
although incomes are contingent on seasonal variations, both the greater ranges of the trips undertaken
by large seiners and the quality of theirs managers and crew reduce the effect of these variations
(Tab. I).

Table 1: Range in crew income (shares only) compared with range in sales turnover of
purse seiners, by type of boat
Kisaran bagi hasil nelayan dan penjuaum kotor, menurutjenis kapal pukat cincin

Type of boat Boat sales turnover
(minimum-maximum)

Crew income Period
(minimum-maximum)

Medium purse-seiners (4 boats)

1*

2

3
4

Large purse-seiners (12 boats)
1
2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9
10
11
12

1 - 5 1 - 7

1 - 12 1 - 18

1 - 9 1 - 20

I - 5 1 - 9

1 - 3 1 - 9

1 - 2 1 - 3

1 -1.4 1 - 1.7

1 - 3 1 - 4
1 - 4 1 - 4

1 - 1.5 1 - 2
1 - 1.3 1 - 3
1 - 2 1 - 3

1 - 3 1 - 5
1 - 2 1 - 8
1 - 4 1 - 5
1 - 4 1 - 7

1993

1994

1994

* for example, the highest sales turnover in a fishing trip of Medium purse seiner n° I was 5 times more than the lowest

in years 1993-1994, while its highest crew's shares income was 7 times more.

The differential results of boats within a same class confirm observations that suggest that the best
crews are assigned to the most productive units, especially the large of the new generation (35 meters
with holds having a capacity of about 100 tons).

There is a very good positive correlation between the value of individual boats' catches and the
income of their fishermen (Fig.I). It invalidates assertions according to which the standard of life of
crew members is somehow independent of their boat's production. Indeed, they all have a vested interest
in contributing to the boat's output rather than in fishing on their own.
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b) Skills and duties of the crew

Traditional models continue to account for the distribution of shares. Skippers (nakhoda) receive
three or four shares as a reward for their numerous duties. Chief motorists are entitled to a slightly
smaller number of shares. Finally, skilled crew members (specialists of currents, fish aggregating devices
and lighting, etc.)2 get a little more than unskilled sailors (ABK)3 who receive only one single share.

" r----------------------,

20

"

Number of trips

10 15

Boat (Millions Rp)
20 25

Figure 1 : Example of incomes for given purse seiner.
Top: boat's (dark line) and crew's (broken line) incomes;
Bottom: regression of crew income vs. boat income (~=O.93)

Contoh berbagai pendapatan untuk pukat cincin tertentu.
Alas: perulapalan pemilik kapal (garis hilam) dan awak kapal (garis pulus puluS);
Bawah: regresi pendapalan awak kapal dan pemilik kapal (,2=0.93)

c) Status of entrepreneurs and professionalisation of managers

Forming at first a homogeneous class, boat owners come from distinct socio-cultural horizons.
Often "ethnic Chinese,,4, the owners of larger fleets who benefit usually from the support of financial
holdings, adapt fast to the new scenery. They minimise their risks by diversifying the gears they use
(purse seiners, gill nets and long lines), by engaging in activities related to fisheries or to other sectors,
by attracting the most qualified workers, and by adopting innovations concerning navigational and
lighting devices, the quality of holds, etc.

The future of small and medium sized businesses, usually Indonesian owned, remains uncertain.
Some of these owners originate from within, after having been initially simple crew. Others have
accumulated their capital by being successful in another sector. In so far as some of them lack the
appropriate technical knowledge, they are often assisted by a former skipper who manages their fleet.

There remains a composite group of newcomers. Operating in absentia, they are keen to get their
share of the benefits accruing to the purse seiner's fishery. Yet, their results are so erratic that it is difficult
to make long term predictions about their survival.

2 jum art/s, juru rumpon, jum lampu, ...
3 ABK (Indonesian) : anak buah kapal.
4 The term, as used in the Indonesian census, refers to all individuals with Chinese ascendants, regardless of the amount

of time spent in Indonesia. In certain cases, families with this "label" have been settled in Indonesia over hundred years.
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In short, there is a growing differentiation of these owners. The situation provides individual crew
with opportunities for higher incomes, it generates also new uncertainties.

• Personal fishing

Both tradition and current conditions of fishing in the Java Sea (notably the amount of time
necessary for concentrating schools) give crew free time to fish on their own. Except for skippers and
chief motorists, they are allowed to use lines to catch highly valued species that they sell on their own. In
Juwana, Pekalongan and Tegal, 64 per cent of ABK use this opportunity to obtain an additional income
that represents about 26 per cent of their overall earnings. Personal fishing is most frequent on smaller
boats, due to the way they operate.

• Participation in profits

The traditional model of payment includes a variety of incentives contingent on the overall results
of the trips. The lawuhan of the Javanese (or the lauk pauk of the Indonesian), that is the dish served to
accompany rice, represents about 2 per cent of gross results. However, it is not disbursed whenever
results remain below a minimal threshold. Even though it figures on the books of boat owners, its
payment often fosters tensions with their crew. Some owners only pay the total amount in cash,
particularly those who are the most productive.

A productivity based incentives also granted whenever the gross result of the boat exceeds a
critical threshold (15 million rupiahs by trip for a large seiner). In this case, some owners offer a
premium representing one per cent of each additional million of rupiahs obtained.

• Incentives specific to skippers

Skippers enjoy a special status. Besides the various earnings already identified, they are entitled to
an incentive representing roughly 5 per cent of the gross results of their boats. This additional earning
may exceed 10 millions rupiahs per year. As a result, many skippers are part of the local elite, their daily
expenses being almost three times greater than those of their crew at large.

In short, they enjoy many opportunities for upward social mobility. Usually between 30 and 40
years of age, they often act as intermediaries between owners and crews. The currently high growth
enables them to enhance their bargaining power. For example, they occasionally manipulate the date of
departure of their boats to negotiate a better financial deal for them as well as for the crew.

• Advances and gifts

A boat owner must comply with obligations stemming from the traditions specific to fishermen's
communities. Thus, he must enable crew and their families to survive periods of low season and
compensate them for the lack of social insurance programs. This array of gifts in cash or in kind ranges
from the barbecue (sate) offered after successful trips to the financing of domestic and community
ceremonials, to aim at gaining the loyalty of the crew.

• KUD related savings

Cooperatives, called KUD (Koperasi Unit Desa), play a critical role in the fishery. They manage
auction places and saving programs for the fishermen themselves, that are financed by 2 per cent of the
taxes levied on the auction turnovers. For example, the KUD of Pekalongan manages half of the results of
the entire area. All together, the saving funds of this KUD reached one milliard rupiahs in 1993,
representing roughly 500,000 per capita for the fishermen of the city. Yet, fishermen belonging to KUD
meet difficulties in cashing the benefits owed to them, due to various forms of mismanagement.

Fishing income of purse seine fishermen

A first approximation of the central tendencies and the variations of the income distributions of the
purse seiners' fisheries (Tab. 2) show:
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- the large range of disparities between as well as within occupational categories, including among
ASK themselves. This range should get even wider as a result of shifts in the hierarchy of
owners;

- the instability of incomes throughout the year.

Yet, the paternalistic behaviour of owners reduces the risks incurred by their crews; so do
persisting forms of solidarity within this community, from cooperating at sea to assisting fishermen's
families in case of emergency.

Table 2: Yearly average per capita income of purse seiners' fishermen (thousand rupiahs)
Rata-rata pendapatan per capita per tahun nelayan pukat cincin (ribuan rupiah)

Total

Skill level Sources Shares Personal Incentives estimated by self-
(1) fishing number of trips reported

Unskilled crew member a 640 140 520 1300 1000

b 865 n.a. n.a. n.a.

c 1030 n.a. 480 1500

Chief motorist a 1010 650 1660 2000

Skipper a 1 830 5880 7710 7500

c 3760 14400 18260

n.a. : non available
(I) : a, survey of 155 fishermen, embarked in 1993 on 56 boats, averaging length 27 meters

b. accounts of three medium purse seiners (20 meters long). over a total of 52 trips in 1993
c, accounts of twelve large purse seiners (30-37 meters long), over a total of 115 trips in 1994

Other sources of income

• Income of subsidiary occupations

Working on large seiners is a full time occupation. In 1993, their crews spent an average of 200
days per year at sea. Yet, during the low season or even between two trips, those fishermen who live in a
rural environment can assist relatives growing rice or farming shrimps. Even though their participation
remains modest, it represents a sometimes significant additional source of income. Thus, 15 per cent of
the fishermen interviewed were engaged in an activity other than fishing, which brought them an
additional income of 32,600 rupiahs a head in 1993.

• Familial income

It is important to identify the variety of structures of fishermen's households and to assess the
characteristics of their gainfully employed members. Some households benefit from the presence of
several crews, others from the variety of jobs held by their residents, notably by women.

The diversity of individual contributions to the welfare of the entire domestic groups confirms the
Javanese exceptional advantages, notably those coming from:

- the co-existence in coastal areas of various rural activities (rice growing, aquaculture, processing
of sea salt, etc.), as well as urban activities stemming from the development of large cities;

- the high density and the ensuing development of a huge market;
- the creation of sea related jobs with a low capital component in which most inputs have a local origin;
- the high value added to the products of fisheries.
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CONCLUSION

Javanese purse seiners' fisheries are characterised by the following features:

- the marked instability of fishermen income,
- the coexistence of traditional and modern patterns and the growing differentiation of individual
strategies both among crewmen and entrepreneurs,
- the increase in the range of incomes according to skills and occupational roles,
- the accentuation of disparities between the income of the boat as a whole and the earnings of
fishermen, even though this phenomenon is masked by the sustained rhythm of the current growth.

In short, the emerging dimensions of the purse seiners' fisheries (Tab. 3) indeed facilitate the
upward social mobility of the current generation of fishermen and the higher participation of their
children in educational institutions.

Table 3: Yearly average per capita income: fishermen and other s (thousand rupiahs)
Rata-rata pendapatan per capita per tahun : nelayan dan lainnya (ribuan rupiah)

• Unskilled crew member of large seiner

• Javanese farmer (l)

paddy

maize

cassava

sweet potatoes

peanuts

soya bean

Synthetic assessment

• All Population

Gross National Product

Gross Regional Domestic Product

National Income

Yearly income

Indonesia Java

1 000-1 500

909

487
837
913

807
659

500-900

1 524

1 045 (2)
1 335

Year

1993-1994

1992

1993

1992

1993

(1) Net income of a farmer cultivating one hectare (value of production at farm gate minus production costs)
Source: Statistical yearbook of Indonesia, Project PELFISH

(2) Province of Central Java only

On the negative side, this development has not been accompanied by a more equitable sharing of
the profits. As of yet, fishermen do not enjoy fully either the benefits of their cooperatives. Finally, there
is a lack of collective investments, notably for ensuring the safety of crews at sea or the protection of
their health both at sea and ashore. All the indicators suggest that it is possible to improve the welfare of
fishermen without jeopardising the social balance of the community at large.
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ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCE AND IMPLICATION OF THE CHANGE
IN DISEMBARKATION PLACES OF THE JAVA SEA FISHING FLEET

V.P.H. NIKIJULUW

ABSTRACT
There has been steadily changes in the pattern of the Java Sea fishing fleet disembarkation. Purse seiners

officially registered in a particular harbour may not unload their catch in their home base but bring the catch
to other places. This circumstance was discussed for the fish landing places in Tegal, PemaJang, Pekalongan,
Batang, and Juwana. Reasons for the current pattern of disembarkation were not comprehensively examined.
However, its economic consequence and implication were elaborated with special reference to the harbours
of Pekalongan and Juwana. The paper concludes that in order to attract more boats, which would generate
more income, regencial or municipal government should improve harbour services and facilities.
KEYWORDS: fish landing place, economic consequence

AB STRA K
Telah terjadi perubahan pola pendaratan hasil tangkapan nelayan pulau Iawa. Pukat cincin yang

secara resmi terdaftar di suatu tempat dapat saja tidak mendaratkan hasilnya di daerahnya sendiri tapi di
pelabuhan lain. Akibat dan implikasi ekonomi pola pendaratan hasil nelayan ini dibahas untuk kaSltS di
Iawa Tengah yang mencakup TPl di Tegal, Pemalang, Pekalongan,dan Iuwana. Pembahasan yang lebih
rinci dilakukan untuk TPl Pekalongan dan Iuwana. Demi meningkatkan jumlah pendaratan yang berarti
meningkatkan jumlah pendapatan daerah, pemerintah kabupaten atau katamadya per/u memperbaiki
pelayanan dan fasilitas di setiap pelabuhan yang dimilikinya.
KATA KUNCI : tempat pendaratan ikan, konsekuensi ekonomi.
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In the north coast of Java, a fishing harbour is commonly equipped with auction market (tempat
pelelangan ikan, TPl), where fishermen sell their catch. In this place, fishermen can also get services and
provisions needed for fishing operation. Facilities provided at TPJ are apparently the factors deciding
where the fishermen should land their boats. A TPJ close to places where fishermen can get relax after
tighten duties, be entertained could be more attractive. Hence, fishermen decision to land their boats in a
certain harbour is determined by many factors (Chong, 1995).

The seiners of the Java Sea not only unload their fish in the harbour where they are registered.
They can land elsewhere than in their home base. As the size of boats increases, farther fishing grounds
are reached, fishing trips get longer and, as a consequence, more fish need to be timely unloaded to
prevent further deterioration. Under this circumstance, a TPJ near the fishing ground could be chosen.
However, radio communication enable now the fishermen to contact at any time the boat owner, who
usually chooses the TPJ for disembarkation, mostly depending on the prevailing price (Nikijuluw, 1994).

This paper elaborates the pattern of the Java Sea purse seine catch disembarkation. Special
reference is given to TPJ of Pekalongan and Juwana as the biggest fishing harbours in the area.
Economic consequence and implication particularly regarding income to the local government derived
from auction fee are discussed. Strategies to improve services and management of fishing harbour are
also proposed.

CATCH DlSEMBARKATION

Auction place of Tegal

Table 1 shows monthly figures of the number of boats landed in the TPJ of Tegal, by boats
registered at the port as well at other places. There was no recorded information about the exact origin of
the boats from other places. However, from interviews with key informants, it was disclosed that these
boats normally came from Pemalang, Pekalongan and Batang. A higher number of boat landings
occurred at the beginning and the end of every year, while the number was low from April to August,
considered as low season.

The number of boats unloaded in Tegal reached 742 in 1990, but the frequency was sluggish
afterward. It went down to 643 and 581 in respectively 1991 and 1992. By origin of boat, frequency of
landings showed a decreasing trend. Nevertheless, the proportion of the foreign boats seemed to go up.

Table 1: Number of boats disembarked at Tegal TPl by boat's origin, 1990-1992
Jumlah kapal yang mendarat di TPI Tegal menurut daerah asal, 1990-1992

Month 1990 1991 1992

Tegal Other places Total Tegal Other places Total Tegal Other places Total

January 52 11 63 52 13 65 47 6 53

February 55 2 57 33 13 46 41 10 51

March 67 10 77 47 5 52 47 4 51

April 72 25 97 37 14 51 23 1 24

May 23 1 24 32 5 37 34 6 40

June 49 1 50 31 5 36 22 13 35

July 56 2 58 31 8 39 23 3 26

August 46 1 47 32 2 34 49 8 57

September 58 1 59 46 3 49 38 30 68

October 64 12 76 46 31 77 44 20 64

November 53 6 59 46 29 75 27 34 61

December 62 13 75 51 31 82 30 21 51

Total 657 85 742 484 159 643 425 156 581

Source: TP! of Tegal
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Auction place of Pemalang

The TPI of Asem Doyong was taken as the sample of fish port in Pemalang. As shown in Annex 1,
the number of boats landed steadily increased in this small harbour. There were about 32 thousands
fishing trips in 1992, a 28% increase from the 25,000 trips in 1990. Unlike in Tegal, the number of boats
landed (trips) here in Pemalang was high. This was because there were more than one thousand small
boats in Pemalang that had shorter trips, which accounted for the landing frequency per boat per year.

Production in Pemalang is presented in Table 2. It can be seen that the contribution of foreign
boats was almost negligible. It was 3% in 1990 and down to 1% in 1992. Such a minimal contribution
was due to the fact that only small boats could unload their catch in Pemalang. Big boats, like the ones
found in Batang, Pekalongan, Tegal, and Juwana, could not enter the Pemalang TPI.

Table 2: Quantity (tons) and value (million rupiahs) of fish production at the TPlof
Pemalang based on the origin of boats, 1990-1992

Volume (ton) dan nilai (jutaan rupiah) produksi ikan di TPI Pemalang, menurut
daerah asal kapal, 1990-1992

From others areas

1990

1991

1992

From Pemalang

MT Rp (million)

3,058 (97) 1,139 (97)

2,826 (99) 1,258 (99)

3,420 (99) 1,277 (99)

MT

105 (3)

18 (1)

21 (1)

Rp (million)

38 (3)

8 (1)

8 (1)

Source: Pemalang Fisheries Service
Remark: in parentheses are percentages of the total

Auction place of Pekalongan

Table 3 shows that the number of boats landed in Pekalongan seemed to decrease. More than eight
thousands local and two thousands foreign boats landed in 1990, which declined slightly in 1992. Most of
these boats used purse seine. The percentage of the foreign boats was stable at about 20% per year.

Pekalongan did not classify foreign boats by origin. However, they were recorded by type of
fishing gear. Mini-purse seines dominated structure of foreign boats which dropped their anchors in
Pekalongan. Other kinds of small gears also outnumbered the large ones, especially purse seine
(Annex 2). It was reported that the small gear landed in Pekalongan originated from neighbour places.
So, while Pemalang obviously could not accept large foreign boats, its small boats could enter larger
TPls such as Pekalongan.

Although number of boat landings decreased, production was bullish. Production of local boats was
substantially higher than that of the foreign, both in quantity and value. Beside being relatively small, the
production of foreign boats was steady. One may say there was not much contribution of foreign boats in
fish production of Pekalongan. Nonetheless, one could observe that their catches seemed to be valued
higher than that of local boats. Hence, the arrival of foreign boats into Pekalongan could apparently boost
fish price.

Auction place of Batang

The frequency of boat landings at KJidang Lor (Batang) rose from 22.9 thousands in 1990 to 26.7
thousands in 1991 (Tab. 4). A year later, the number slightly went down to 25.6 thousands. As the
change was quite minimal, it could be assumed that number of landings was constant.

The percentage of foreign boats landed at Batang was about the same as that in Pekalongan and
Tegal. However, there was a minimal and steady increase in the frequency of foreign boat landings. On
the other hand, the number of local boats was gradually decreased. It can be observed that the frequency
of the boats landed did not vary so much that it was hard to detect peak and lean seasons on the activities.
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Table 3: Number of boats landed and fish production at the TPI of Pekalongan by the
origin of boats, 1990-1992
]umlah kapal yang mendarat dan produksi ikan di TPI Pekalongan menurut daerah
asal, 1990-1992

Number of boats Production

Year Local Other places Local Other places

MT Rp (million) MT Rp (million)

1990 8,159 2,337 60,771 32,971 3,099 1,990

1991 8,399 1,958 78,200 44,657 3,394 2,130

1992 7,965 1,689 83,998 46,747 2,783 1,891

Source: Annexes 2 and 3

Table 4: Number of boats unloaded at the TPI of Batang, 1990-1992
]umlah kapalyang mendaratkan hasil tangkapan di TPI Batang, 1990-1992

Year Local

Number Per cent

Others Total number

Number Per cent

1990

1991

1992

18,689

21,916

20,4212

83

82

79

4,191

4,742

5,212

17

18

21

22,880

26,658

25,633

Source: Annex 4.

Auction place of Juwana

The number of landings at Juwana gradually increased (Tab. 5). It reached 3.3 thousands in 1992,
a 40% augmentation from 1990 2.3 thousands or 19% from 2.8 thousands in 1991. The number of local
boats slightly raised from 704 in 1990 to 930 in 1992. The number of the boats from Pekalongan
tremendously jumped from 1.2 thousands in 1990 up to 2.3 thousands in 1992. In contrast, boats from
other places sharply diminished from 420 in 1990 to only 58 in 1992. The contribution of local boats was
about constant at 30%. Pekalongan contribution increased from 50% in 1990 to almost 70% in 1991, the
percentage of boats from other places gradually declining and becoming almost negligible in 1992.

The domination of Pekalongan fishermen in Juwana occurred throughout the years (Fig. 1). The
trajectory of Pekalongan boats was clearly above those of Juwana and of all the other places. The
trajectory of the total boats landed was very much affected by that of Pekalongan. So the increase in
landings of Pekalongan boats at Juwana could be the reason of a lower frequency of Pekalongan boats
landed at Pekalongan. One could assess that activity of Juwana were affected by that of Pekalongan, or at
least a relationship of influence between the two places.

Another interesting phenomenon in Juwana was the distribution of places of origin of the foreign
boats, coming as far as from Jakarta and from several points of East Java. Except for Pemalang that only
appeared in the 1992 records, boats came from Tegal, Pekalongan, and Batang. The number of places of
origin, however, constantly decreased. foreign boats came from 15 places in 1990, to decrease to 8 places
in 1991 and 7 places in 1992. This decline might be a reason why the number of landings for other places
than Pekalongan fell down. While boats from other places decreased, those from Pekalongan increased.

Table 5: Number of boats landed at the TPI of Juwana by origin of boats, 1990-1992
]umlah kapal yang mendarat di TPI ]uwana menurut daerah asal, 1990-1992
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Year

1990

1991

1992

From Juwana

704

841

930

From Pekalongan

1,227

1,763

2,313

From other places

420

198

58

Total

2,351

2,802

3,301



ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES

Desertion of fishermen in disembarking their boats from the place where they are registered to
other harbours brought about economic consequences. In total, this change increased the number of fish
landing in the foreign harbours and in turn decreased that in the native harbours. However, this
circumstance affected activities of traders, fishermen cooperative, harbour authorities, and other
institutes or individual involved in the process of unloading and marketing of fish.

Every fisherman who sold his fish in any auction market in the Central Java Province officially
was imposed a 5% levy, while the buyer was taxed at 3% of the value of transaction. That fact implies
that the fisherman was paid 5% lower than transaction value and the buyer had to pay 3% higher than
what he offered. Essentially, not all the 8% levy meant extra costs that should be burdened, as it was
supposed to be managed and returned to the fisherman in other forms. This deduction of value of fish
was one of the economic consequences arising from landing of fishing boats in certain place.

The management of the 8% levy was as follows (Nikijuluw, 1994) :

1% for provincial income,
1% for regencialJmunicipal income,
0.3% for fishermen insurance,
0.7% for social concerns of fishermen,
2% for fishermen's saving,
0.5% for funds redistributed to fishermen during slack season,
2.5% for operational and administration costs at TPI.

With this setting of management, it can be said that a total of 2% was set aside as government
income embracing 1% to the regencial or municipal government and another 1% to the provincial
government. So, with the desertion of fishermen in bringing their catch into other TP!, a lot of rupiahs
was transferred to other regencies or provinces. Since the achievement of officials of the TPI and the
municipal fisheries service as well as the performance of the fisheries sector was partly determined by
how big the sector contribution was to the regional income, this income transfer should not have been
neglected.

Table 6 shows income of the regencial government derived from 1% deduction of value of fish
landings. The income could be underestimated as other items of deduction might go to the government.
According to Table 6, the regency of Pati, where the port of Juwana is located, derived only about
Rp. 82 millions in 1992 from the local boats, while the incomes given by the landings of boats from
Pekalongan and other areas respectively were Rp. 217 millions and Rp. 6 millions. Therefore,
contribution of foreign boats to the local economy could be regarded higher than the one provided by the
locally registered boats.

Income derived by the municipal government of Pekalongan was Rp. 467 millions and
Rp. 19 millions, respectively from the landings of the locally registered and foreign boats. It implies that
contribution of the foreign fishermen to the local economy was outnumbered by the municipal boats.

Fishermen were supposed to receive 3.5% as part of the 8% levy in the TP!. However, it seemed
that the money was not all returned to proper persons. Take for instance, the 2% saving. As a rule,
fishermen could withdraw the saving once every three months. In reality, it took longer than three
months. The saving itself was not totally returned to fishermen. In Tegal, for example, it was only 75%
of that amount. The remaining 25% became property of the fishermen's cooperative. Again, inasmuch as
fishermen came from other places, that implies that they certainly were not members of the local
cooperative and they indeed could not derive membership benefit from the local cooperative. Then it
could be said that the transfer of income from one place to another due to fishermen's mobility became
bigger. The same condition was also true for the 0.3% tax for fishermen insurance, 0.7% tax for social
funds, and 0.5% tax for the slack season funds. These kinds of fund relocation could not or difficult to be
claimed by the foreign fishermen as the uses of funds sometimes were applied to the local fishermen
only.
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Table 6: Income received by local government in 1992 due to desertion of fishermen in
landing their boats (million rupiahs)
Pendapatan pemerintah daerah yang berasal dari pemungutan biaya dari nelayan
yang mendaratan kapal mereka tahun 1992 (dalamjutaan rupiah)

Local harbour

Juwaoa

Pekalongan

Place of origin

Juwana

Peka)ongan

Others

Pekalongan

Others

Regencial/government income

87
217

6

467
19

IMPLICATIONS

Desertion of fishermen in bringing their catch to unload in the ports where they are oot registered
is a fact that cannot be hindered. Decision to do so seems to be affected by many factors, among which
are fish price, location of fishing ground, and facilities and services provided by each harbour. In other
words the place of boat registration and the residence fishermen are not the only factor that attract
fishermen to unload their catch.

Impact of this boat disembarkation pattern to the local government was big enough, considering
income which can be derived from deduction of fish value. The pattern of disembarkation, therefore, will
benefit to the visited harbours, but, in contrast, will suffer the abandoned ones. From the local
government stand point, determinant factor that can be controlled by which frequency of boat landings
can be increased is that development of facilities and management of the harbour.

Large fishing harbours are overused, overcrowded, congested and filthy, because there is no
alternative for fishermen to land their boats. On the other hand, small landing places tend to be in state of
disrepair, characterised by rundown and congested condition. Both the large and small landing places
often suffer from silting up so that the boats are difficult to land (Kompas, 1995).

The local government suppose to pay special attention to the deve\opment of fishing port in their
respective areas. Income derived from fisheries may be ploughed back to improve harbour
administration and management, not only for regular repair, operations and maintenance but also for
upgrading and modernising the facilities and infrastructure. For almost the all harbours, priority should
be given to the management of waste disposal, development of running fresh water, and sanitation of
floor used for unloading and reloading the fish. Development of supporting facilities is indeed important
especially those which can entertain boat crews.
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ANNEXES

Annex 1: Number of boats landings at the TPI of Asem Doyong, Pemalang
Jumlah kapal yang mendarat di TPI Asem Doyong, Pemalang

Month

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Total

1990

1,750
2,210

2,382

1,750

2,000

1,850

2,800

2,031

2,500

1,510

1,491

3,200

25,474

1991

2,700

1,850

2,601

2,780

3,090

2,496

2,590

2,700

2,680

2,250

2,300

2,750

30,787

1992

2,950

3,050

2,950

2,550

2,555

2,950

2,650

2,700

2,650

2,500

2,550

2,546

32,601

Source: TPI Asem Doyong, Pemalang

Annex 2: Number of boats landings at the TPI of Pekalongan, 1990-1992
Jumlah kapal yang mendarat di TPI Pekalongan, 1990-1992

1990 1991 1992
Month Local Others Local Others Local Others

January 534 17 671 21 725 36
February 663 133 455 13 634 24
March 599 150 814 143 753 123
April 595 244 386 240 368 180
May 362 47 601 340 595 334
June 619 288 540 350 426 230
July 614 266 722 114 559 33
August 622 316 746 37 776 43
September 691 311 826 212 849 121
October 1,041 314 885 195 828 268
November 918 229 869 239 757 246
December 901 22 884 54 695 51
Total 8,159 2,337 8,399 1,958 7,965 1,689

Source: TPI Pekalongan
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Annex 3: Production and value of fish auctioned at Pekalongan, 1990-1992
Produksi dan nilai produksi ikan yang dilelang di Pekalongan, 1990-1992

1990 1991 1992

Month (ton) (million rupiahs) (ton) (million rupiahs) (ton) (million rupiahs)

January 3,343 2,010 6,076 3,883 7,924 4,214

February 4,890 3,081 4,219 3,137 6,598 3,512

March 3,014 2,263 7,913 4,852 6,809 3,885

April 2,737 2,039 3,337 2,058 2,606 2,030

May 2,169 1,276 3,854 3,039 6,054 4,023

June 4,278 2,492 4,233 2,708 3,153 2,059

July 4,260 2,735 6,493 3,987 5,522 4,122

August 4,839 3,185 7,783 4,763 9,530 5,087

September 6,986 3,774 9,067 5,020 9,883 4,232

October 9,822 3,767 9,740 4,948 10,246 5,015

November 9,267 4,197 9,946 4,344 9,577 5,021

December 8,265 4,142 8,933 4,048 8,879 5,438

Total 63,870 34,961 81,594 46,787 86,781 48,638

Source: TPlbf Pekalongan

Annex 4: Number of boat disembarked at TPI of Batang, 1990-1992
]umlah kapal yang mendarat di TPI Batang, 1990-1992

Month 1990 1991 1992

January 1,942 2,742 2,460

February 1,934 2,581 2,016

March 2,507 2,082 2,594

April 1,991 2,377 2,015

May 2,848 2,814 2,847

June 2,137 2,182 2,041

July 1,632 1,934 2,306

August 1,536 1,616 1,760

September 1,414 2,104 1,541

October 1,626 2,114 1,872

November 1,738 1,994 1,965

December 1,575 2,118 2,216

Total 22,880 26,658 25,633

Source: TPI Klidang Lor
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THE ECONOMICS OF GILLNET AND SEINE FISHING IN THE
PHILIPPINES

M.C. TARROSA-PESTANO, AJ. FERRER and l.A. JUSAYAN

ABSTRACT

The economic perfonnances of gillnets and seines operating in Guimaras Strait, Philippines, are
compared. Investment and cost structures are presented and other economic indicators like operating and
financial profits, ratios of profit to variable cost and total cost, rates of return on total cost and investment,
and economic rents are also computed. Data are based on the actual operations of 121 gillnets and 58 seines
monitored in the small pelagic research of Padilla et al. (1990). Results show that seines are more profiTable
than gillnets. Economic rent from fishing is unequally distributed, while seine owners obtained positive
pure, the shares of the seine crew, gillnet owners and crew are negative.
KEYWORDS: economic performance, gillnet, seines, Guimaras strait, Philippines.

ABSTRAK

Makalah ini membahas dan membandingkan kinerja ekonomi dari jaring insang dan pukat yang
beroperasi di Selat Guimara, salah satu daerah penangkapan ikan yang paling produktij di Filipina.
Pembahasan dilakukan terhadap struktur investasi dan biaya serta indikator ekonomi lainnya, seperti
operasi dan keuntungan finansial, rasio keuntungan terhadap biaya variabel dan biaya total, laju
pengembelian biaya total dan investasi, serla biaya-biaya lainnya. Analisis didasarkan aras data yang
diperoleh dari pemantauan terhadap operasi 121 jaring insang dan 58 pukat yang dilakukan oleh
penelitian ikan pelagis kecil pada tahun 1990 (Padilla et aI., 1990). lndikator ekonomi menunjukan bahwa
pukat lebih menguntungkan daripada jaring insang. Biaya ekonomi dalam kegiatan penangkapan tidaklah
dibagi secara merata. Pemilik pukat mendapatkan keuntungan bersih positif. Sedangkan bagian unluk awak
kapal pukat, serta pamilik jaring insang dan awak kapalnya dari biaya sewa adalah negatif.
KATA KUNCI : keberhasilan ekonomi, jaring insang, pukat cincin, teluk Guimaras, Filipina.
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Fish production of the Philippines in 1994 was 2.7 million tons, of which 38% by municipal
fisheries, 33% by commercial fisheries and 29% by aquaculture (Bureau of Agricultural Statistics, 1995).

Municipal fishing refers to boats of less than 3 gross tons capacity and likewise includes all fishing
gears without fishing boats. Commercial fishing includes boats of more than 3 gross tons capacity.
Among the top three commercial fishing gears are purse seines, which accounts for 60% of commercial
fish production, followed by trawls (12%) and ringnet (12%) (DA, 1993).

Commercial fish production from the study site was estimated at 3,782 tons. Several studies
(Posadas et al., 1987; Tayo et aI., 1988; Padilla et aI., 1990), however showed that municipal fishermen
also operate in Guimaras Strait (Fig. I). They were applying high rate of extraction on the fish stock.
Studies suggest economic over-fishing, with indicators like negligible economic profit and negative
coefficients of the own-price elasticity of fish supply (Tanosa-Pestafio and Subade, 1993)

This study compares the economic performance of gillnet and seine fishing in Guimaras Strait.
Economic indicators like investment requirements, cost structures, revenues, financial profits and rates of
return were computed and compared.

This study made use of the data from the research of Padilla et al. (1990). Six fishing towns along
Guimaras Strait, in the central Philippines, were chosen as study sites. Three towns along Iloilo coast
(Banate, Estancia and Guimbal) and three towns along Negros Occidental (Silay, Himamaylan and
Cadiz) were surveyed. The monitored costs and earnings of 121 gillnets and 58 seines were used for this
study. The types of seines considered were beach seine, purse seine, modified Danish seine, modified
baby purse seine and baby purse seine, while types of gillnet were drift, bottom and encircling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Investment Requirements

The fishing assets include boat, engine and motor, nets, containers and other (Tab. I). Nets are
highly valued investment as well for seine (42%) as for gillnet (50%). The boat respectively accounts for
37% and 26% of the investment. Engine and motor ranked third in the investment cost.

Entry into seine fishing is more restrictive because initial investment is nine times higher than in
gillnet fishing. It can be attributed to the fact that seiners use bigger boats, higher engine horsepower and
wider nets. Seines are mostly commercial and operate in deep waters, while gill nets are municipal gears,
fishing in relatively shallow waters.

Table 1: Investment requirements (in pesos) in seine and gillnet fishing in Guimaras Strait
and adjacent waters, 1988-89
Keperluan investasi (dalam pesos) untuk perikanan pukat danjaring ingsang di
Selat Guimaras dan sekitarnya, 1988 - 1989

Investment item All seines All gillnets

Value % Value %

Boat 67,837.68 37.46 5,569.42 26.17

Engine and motor 34,925.49 19.28 4,756.25 22.34

Nets 76,450.23 42.21 10,585.87 49.74

Containers 1,338.87 00.74 61.23 0.29

Others* 556.57 00.31 309.92 1.46

Total 181,108.84 100,00 21,282.69 100.00

* Including pails. cooking utensils, flashlights. etc.
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Cost Structure

The financial costs of a fishing operation were categorized into fixed and variable. Variable costs,
which depend on activity averaged at 86% for seiners and 80% for gillnets (Tab. 2).

Variable costs

Labour, the most important input, accounts respectively for 47% and 44% of variable costs for seine
and gillnet fishing. Both are more dependent on labour than on fuel. This may be due to the worsening
employment problem, which forced labourers to enter into the fishery. Another reason may be the limited
skills of the fishermen which may have no other choice than engaging fishing. Labour cost for seines was
much higher than for gill nets, because crew size respectively averaged at 13.66 and 3.27 members.

Maintenance refers to the regular care of the fishing assets, while repair refers to putting into good
condition again the boat or engine, after a breakdown or damage. Expenditures on maintenance and repair
were lumped as one for simplicity. As expected, seines incurred higher maintenance and repair costs.

Food, ice and other expenses for the crew are likewise much higher for seine than for gillnet.

Shore-based expenses which include broker's commission and landing fees, are again higher for
seiners. Due to big volumes of catch, they use the services of brokers in fish marketing, while gillnet
catch was mostly unloaded on shore where the buyers waited without the need for brokers' services.

Fixed costs

They include licenses and permit fees and depreciation. Seine fishers incurred higher total fixed
costs because of higher investment values. Moreover, they paid more for licenses and permits which
depend directly on the boat's gross tonnage.

The total financial cost per fishing boat per fishing trip (Tab. 2) was much higher for seiner
(2,306 pesos) than for gillnet (201 pesos). This is explained by the fact that seiners had bigger size and
are mostly motorised, with farther distance travelled and longer duration of fishing trip.

Table 2: Cost structure (pesos) of seine and giJJnet fishing, per boat and per trip, in
Guimaras Strait and adjacent waters, 1988-89
Struktur biaya (pesos) per kapal per trip dari perikanan pukat dan jaring ingsang di
Selat Guimaras dan sekitarnya, 1988 - 1989

Seine Gillnet

value % value %

• Variable costs:

Labour cost 952.17 46.76 87.93 43.80

Fuel, oil and kerosene 320.28 15.73 29.70 14.79

Food, ice and other miscellaneous 204.81 10.06 10.02 4.99

Brokers' commission, landing fees 110.42 5.42 8.81 4.39
and other shore expenses

Repairs and maintenance 156.41 7.68 23.94 11.92

Total variable costs 1,744.09 85.66 160.40 79.89

• Fixed costs

Licences and permits 153.44 7.54 0.27 0.13

Depreciation on investment 138.56 6.81 40.11 19.98

Total fixed cost 292.00 14.34 40.38 20.11

• Total costs 2,036.09 100.00 200.78 100.00

" Other miscellaneous costs include salt, charcoal, cigarettes and other provisions.
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Catch, profit and rates of return

Fish catch in seines (238 kg) was more than fifteen times greater than in gillnets (19 kg) (Tab. 3).
Seines were more productive, because they are better equipped to fish in more distant and probably
productive fishing areas. Revenue was obtained by multiplying fish catch by the price per kilo. Since gill net
and seine fisning are multi-species, the weighted average price of fish was used to obtain the revenue. As
expected, revenue from seine was higher than from gillnet, because of its higher yield or catch.

Operating profit was obtained by deducting variable costs from the total revenue, while financial
profit refers to revenue net of financial costs. Operating profit can be used to determine the close-down
point of a firm in the short run. As long as variable costs are recovered, the fishing unit can continue
operating in the short run until either the situation improves or fixed assets can be liquidated (Panayotou.,
1985). Financial profit, on the other hand, indicates the long run profitability of various fishing gears.

The rate of return on investment shows how much of the initial investment can be recovered and
how soon. Rates of return on investment for seines and gill nets were 1.20 and 0.45, while payback
periods respectively were 0.8 and 2.2 years. This implies that seiners would be able to recover their
investment sooner than gillnets. This short payback period can explain why new entrants in the fishery
may be attracted to seine fishing despite the high investment requirement and high running expenses.

Table 3: Catch and economic indicators in seine and gillnet fishing per boat and per trip
in Guimaras Strait and adjacent waters, 1988-1989
Basil tangkapan dan beberapa indikator ekonomi per kapal per trip dari perikanan

pukat danjaring ingsang di Selat Guimaras dan sekitarnya, 1988-1989

Catch (kg)

Revenue

Variable costs (P)

Financial costs

Operating profit (a)

Financial profit (b)

Annual financial profit (c)

Financial profit to variable costs ratio (d)

Financial profit to total revenue ratio (e)

Rate of return on total financial costs (f)

Pay back period of financial costs (years) (g)

Rate of return on investment (h)

Pay back period of investment (years) (i)

seine

238.43

3,142.21

1,744.09

2,036.09

1,398.1 I

1,106.12

217,706.35

0.63

0.35

0.54

1.84

1.20

0.83

gillnet

18.70

237.11

160.40

200.78

76.71

36.33

9,564.12

0.23

0.15

0.18

5.53

0.45

2.22

(a) Total revenue less total variable costs; (b) Total revenue less total financial costs;
(c) Financial profit multiplied by the number of fishing trips per year; (d) Financial profit/total variable cost;
(e) Financial profit/total revenue; (l) Financial profit/total financial cost; (g) Total financial cost/financial profit
(h) Annual financial profit/total investment; (i) Total investment/annual financial profit

The rate of return on financial cost shows how much of the total financial cost can be recovered
and how soon. Results showed that for seine and gillnet fishing, 0.54 and 0.18 of financial cost were
respectively accounted for by profit. Pay back periods respectively are 1.84 and 5.53 years.

The ratio of financial profit to variable costs refers to the peso net income that can be realised for
every peso of variable cost spent in an average fishing trip. The closer this ratio to one means that tne
fisherman is more capable to finance the next fishing trip, all things constant. Results showed that seines
are relatively more capable of financing the next trip than the gillnets (0.63 vs. 0.23).

Another indicator of profitability is the ratio of financial profit to total revenue which measures
how much of revenue is accounted for by profit. Table 3 shows that for seine, 0.35 of revenue is
accounted for by profit while for gillnet 0.15 of revenue goes to profit.
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Pure profits (or losses)

To determine pure economic profit from the fishery resource, opportunity costs were deducted
from the incomes earned by the owners and the crew. For this study, the owner's pure profit and the
crew's pure profit respectively. represent returns to capital and to labour. Together, these returns
represent the estimated resource rent from the fishing unit.

Sharing Arrangement

Running expenses were deducted from the total revenue to obtain the divisible earnings.
Depending on the sharing system, the divisible earnings were divided between boat owners and crew
members. This implies that payment of the costs are shared by crew and owner. Figures 2 and 3 show
seines boat owners and gill net boat owners received respectively 70% and 55% of its divisible earnings.

Total revenue
or

catch value
P 3142.21..

Less:
Running expenses

P525.10
(16.71%)

~
Net revenue

or
divisible earning

P2,617.11
(83.29%)

~
+ •Boat owner's share Crew's share

P 1,842.80 P774,3l
(70.41%) (29.59%)

.. +
Less: Plus:
Boat owner's f. costs fixed salary

Others: Fixed salary
P 177.86

P.558.83 to crew +
(21.35%) P 177.86 Total income of crew

P 952.17
(36.38%)

+
Residual return
to boat owner Average income

P. 1106.11 for each crew

(42.26%) P 69.70
(2.66%)

Figure 2 : Sharing arrangement in seine fishing
Pengaturan bagi-hasil dalam perikanan pukat
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Total revenue
or

catch value
P 237.11

..
Less:

Running expenses
P 39.72

(16.75%)

~
Net revenue

or
divisible earning

P 197.39
(83.25%)

~
+ ~

Boat owner's share Crew's share
P 109.46 P 87.93
(55.45%) (44.55%)

+ ~
Less: Average earning for each

Boat owner's fix costs crew

P 73.13 P 29.87

(37.05%) (13.62%)

+
Residual return to boat owner

P.36.33
(18.40%)

Figure 3: Sharing arrangement in gillnet fishing

Pengaturan bagi-hasil dalam perikananjaring ingsang

Some fishing costs are solely paid by the boat owner himself. These include repair and
maintenance, fixed salaries, landing fees, broker's commission and other shore expenses. The residual
return to owner's capital, labour and management is obtained by deducting owner's cost from the
owner's share of income. Residual return to owners are respectively 1,106 and 36 pesos for seine and
for gillnet (Fig. 2 and 3). This residual represents the returns to the ownser's capital, labour, management
and risk.
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Returns to capital and management

The opportun.ity cost of capital represents the income forgone by boat owners who invest in fishing
rather than in loans. It was estimated at 17%, the prevalent interest rate in 1988-1989. The opportunity cost
of owner's labour is the income forgone (estimated at 102.35 pesos per man/day, the minimum wage rate
for an industrial worker) by managing his fishing gear instead of working in an other job. After the
opportunity costs of the owner's capital and own-labour were deducted from the residual value, a pure
profit of 847.34 pesos accrued to seine owners while gillnet owners suffered a pure loss of 64.32 pesos
(Table 4)

Table 4: Returns to owner's capital and management in seine and gillnet fishing, per boat
and per trip, in Guimaras strait and adjacent waters, 1988-1989

Pendapatan terhadap pemilik modal dan pengelolaan per kapal per trip
penangkapan di Selat Guimaras dan sekitarnya, 1988-1989

Residual return to owner

less: Opportunity costs

Capital (a)

Owner's labour (b)

equal: Owner's pure profit

seine

1,106.12

258.78

156.43

102.35

847.34

gillnet

36.33

100.65

13.75

86.90

-64.32

(a) based on landing rate of J7% per year
(b) based on minimum daily wage rate for agriculture and industry

Returns to labour

A fishing unit is run by a boat "maestro" (leader) and share workers. The income of the crew is the
part of the divisible earnings after deduction of the owner's share. The income of the seiners' crew derived
from three sources: share payments, fixed salaries and others which includes fish given as gift, brought
home or consumed on board. The income of the gilJnet boat's crew derived only from share payments and
others. On average, crew respectively earned 952 pesos and 88 pesos for seines and gillnets The
contribution of labour to pure profits is obtained by comparing the income of the crew with their
opportunity cost (amount that they would get if they work outside the fishery, estimated on the minimum
daily wage of an agricultural worker). Labour's pure profit per crew member amounted to a loss of 17 pesos
for seine and 60 pesos for gill net. Per fishing unit, pure loss respectively was 234 and 196 pesos (Table. 5).

Table 5: Returns to labour per boat and fishing trip in Guimaras strait and adjacent
waters, 1988-1989
Pendapatan nelayan perikanan pukat danjaring ingsang per kapat per trip
penangkapan di Setat Guimaras dan sekitarnya, 1988 - 1989

Number of crew members

Income of crew members(a)

Share payments

Fixed salaries

Others (b)

less: opportunity cost of labour (c)

equal: labour's pure profit

Average income per crew member

Labour's pure profit per crew member

seine

13.66

952.17

770.64

177.86

3.67

1186.63

(-234.46)

69.70

(-17.17)

gillnet

3.27

87.93

82.48

00.00

5.45

284.21

(-196.28)

29.87

(-60.01)

(a) part of the divisible earnings that goes to the crews; besides share payments, some crews receive fixed salaries;
(b) includes values of the catch given as gift, brought home and consumed on board;
(c) based on the minimum daily wage rate for agriculture multiplied by the number of hired labour per crew
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Resource rents from fishing

The economic or resource rent was estimated by summing the boat owner's and labour's pure
profits. The economic rents were 613 pesos for seines and -261 pesos for gillnets (Tab. 6).

Table 6: Resources rents per boat and fishing trip in Guimaras strait and adjacent waters,
1988-1989

Keuntungan bersih datam perikanan pukal danjaring ingsang per kapal per trip di
setal Guimaras dan sekilarnya, 1988-1989

Owner's pure profit

add: Labour's pure profit

equal: Resource rent

seine

847.34

-234.46

612.87

gillnet

-64.32

-196.28

-260.60

CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

From all economic indicators, fishing by seine is more profiTable than by gillnet. Estimation of
pure profits showed that the contribution of seine was positive while that of gillnet was negative. The
pure profit of seine owner (847 pesos) offset the pure loss of the seine crew (-234 pesos), yielding a
positive profit of 613 pesos per unit. On the other hand, gill net fishing made a negative result, both from
the owners and from crew.

This reflects that resource rent from fishing is unequally distributed between seines and gillnets.
While seine owners are reaping positive pure profit, the shares of seine crew, gillnet owners and gillnet
crew were all negative. This implies that seine owners have more control over the resource, because of
their more sophisticated fishing gears, which resulted to their higher catch and share of profit.

The continuation of the activities by gillnet owners despite a negative owner's pure profit can be
explained by the immobility of capital in the fishery. The gill net owners cannot just sell their boats,
engines and other fishing paraphernalia without incurring undue losses.

Owner's and crew's opportunity cost of labour was estimated from the minimum agricultural wage.
This study therefore assumes that if the fishermen are pulled out of the fishery, the agricultural industry has
employment opportunities for them. However, if there are no alternative employment for them outside the
fishery, the residual return of 36.33 pesos for gillnet owners and the average incomes of respectively 69.70
and 29.87 pesos per crew member for seines and gillnets will force them to continue fishing.

According to Panayotou (1985), the lack of occupational mobility among fishermen can also be
attributed to long isolation, low formal education, advanced age and even preference for a particular way
of life. This suggests that if the government does not provide alternative sources of income for the
fishennen, they may continue to fish in the area and new fishermen may still join the industry.

For seines, the owner's pure profit of 847.34 pesos may attract new entrants into the fishery. It
should be noted, however, that this amountaccrues to the present fleet. New entrants would incur higher
investment cost and thus a higher opportunity cost for their capital. Therefore, there is no evidence that
there would be a rush to this type of fishing. Work on seines is more arduous and the fishing trips longer
than in gillnet. Finally, the per fishing trip operating capital requirement in seine fishing is very high.

The negative contributions of seine crew, gillnet owners and crew to resource rent is an indication
of economic over-exploitation of Guimaras Strait and adjacent waters. New entrants must be discouraged
and existing gears must be regulated. One way to do this is to raise license fees paid by seine owners
considering that in their cost structure, license fee is minimal (PIS3. 44). Lastly, alternative employment
opportunities must be provided by the government for the success of regulating fishing in the area.
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THE PROFIT SHARING SYSTEM AND CREW OPTIMUM EFFORT:
AN APPLICATION OF AGENCY THEORY

C. T. CHUANG

ABSTRACT
Crew labour is one of the most important inputs for fishing operations, Previous studies indicate that the

structures of sharing system for crew's payment have more of an effect on crew's optimum effort. Using the
agency theory approach, this paper analyses factors which influence the fishing crew's optimum effort and
profit-sharing rate. It incorporates the crew's performance and fishing volume unpredictability as variables
into the traditional profit-sharing modeL The comparative static results predict (i) the crew's optimum effort
level increase as the price of the product, degree of risk tolerance and job satisfaction level increase (ii) the
crew's optimum profit-sharing rate increase as the degree of risk tolerance and job satisfaction level
increase, while levels of uncertainty decreases, (iii) under current compensation system, salary plus bonus
defined in the profit-sharing system is an incentive to increase crew's willingness to join fishing labour
force, (iv) human capital accumulation is affected by facility available in the fishing vessel and external
factors, such as increasing fishing cost and wages offered by non-fishery industry. Finally, the empirical
result on far-sea fisheries in Taiwan, can serve as a reference to the fishery industry in determining the rate
of profit-sharing between crew and ship owner.
KEYWORDS: agency theory, incentive-compatibility, individual-rationality, profit-sharing rate,
value maximisation principle.

ABSTRAK
Anak buah kapal merupakan salah satu input terpenting da/am kegiatan penangkapan. Beberapa studi

menyebutkan bahwa struktur sistem pembagian upah awak kapal mempunyai dampak yang nyata terhadap
usaha optimum awak kapal. Studi ini menganalisis faktor-faktor yang mempengaruhi usaha optimum awak
kapal dan tingkat pembagian keuntungan dengan menggunakan pendekatan teori agen. Variabel yang
digunakan adalah kinerja awak kapal dan volume tangkapan yang tak dapat diduga. yang kemudian
dimasukkan ke dalam model tradisional pembagian keuntungan. Komparatif statis yang dihasilkan dari
studi ini menduga bahwa : (J) upaya optimum awak kapal meningkat seiring dengan peningkatan harga
produk, derajat toleransi resiko dan tingkat kepuasan koja; (2) tingkat pembagian keuntungan optimum
awak kapal meningkat seiring dengan peningkatan derajat toleransi resiko dan tingkat kepuasan kerja,
serta penurunan tingkat ketidakpastian; (3) I/pah dan bonus yang didefinisikan dalam sistem pembagian
keuntungan adalah insentif untllk meningkatkan kesediaan awak kapal mengikllti kegiatan penangkapan;
dan (4) akumulasi modal tenaga kerja dipengaruhi oleh fasilitas yang terdapat di kapal dan faktor-faktor
ekstemal seperti peningkatan biaya penangkapan dan gaji yang dirawarkan oleh industri non perikanan.
Hasil empiris dari perikanan tangkap di Taiwan dapat dijadikan sebagai acuan untllk industri perikanan
dalam menentllkan ringkar pembagian keunrungan antara anak buah kapal dan pemilik kapal.
KATA KUNCI: teori agen, kompatibilitas-insentif, rasionalitas-individual, tingkat pembagian
keuntungan, prinsip maksimisasi nilai.
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Taiwanese fishermen harvest abundance of fishery products which are categorised into marine
(far-sea, offshore and coastal) and aquaculture fishery. According to the Taiwan FisheIies Bureau, the
marine fishery in 1994, accounted for 77 % of the total catch of 1.255 million tons and accounted for 63
% of the total catch value of 89.2 billion. Besides food supply, the fishery industry is a major source of
employment. In 1994, the fishing industry employed about 303,044 fishermen (about 5.3% of total
labour force), of whom 133,537 were crew member. In recent years, rapid economic growth has created
more job opportunities in the non fishing industries workers receive higher wages in other industries as
compared to the fishery industry. In addition to higher risk among major industries perception, the
crew's earnings have decreased relative to other industries; in 1983, fisheries monthly earning is about
average among the major industries, but in 1993, fisheries receives the lowest salary which discourage
the general labour force entering the fishing industry (Tab. 1).

This study focuses on crew's optimum effort and profit-sharing rate, it incorporates the crew's
performance and fishing volume unpredictabiJity as variables into the traditional profit-sharing model.
Using incentive contracts and value maximisation principle, we determine the equilibrium between
fishing effort and profIt-sharing rate and conduct a simple empirical analysis. The result of our study can
serve as a reference to the fishing association and governmental sector in the area of improving the
payment structure to crews to attract high calibre people into the fishing industry. This paper organised
as follows. In section II, the theoretical model is set up. The model is then used to analyse the steady
state impacts of various factors and applied in fishery industry, in Section Ill. The last section summarises
the major findings.

Table 1: Average monthly earnings and rate of injury by industry in Taiwan
Pendapatan rata-rata per bulan dan jumlah kecelakaan menurutjenis industri di Taiwan

Industry Number of people(IIl,OOO person) Monthly earnings (New Taiwan $*)

Injury Disability Death Total 1983 1989 1993
or illness

Mining and quarrying 16.53 1.86 0.43 18.82 14,821 21,454 32,667

Manufacturing 3.76 1.04 0.07 4.88 11,150 19,541 29,004

Electricity, gas,and water 1.35 0.18 0.06 1.60 19,500 40,023 62,392

Construction 5.18 0.43 0.23 5.84 12,799 21,369 33,727

Commerce 0.96 0.22 0.04 1.22 11,889 20,009 29,591

Transport, storage and communication 1.83 0.25 0.14 2.22 14,636 25,683 39,729
Financing, insurance and real estate 0.12 0.03 0.01 0.17 20,091 37,065 50,332

Business services 0.43 0.08 0.03 0.55 18,409 28,556 43,092

Community, social and personal services 0.34 0.08 0.03 0.45 11,566 20,043 30,016

Fisheries 0.86 0.29 0.56 1.70 12,150 16,020 20,070

Average 2.40 0.52 0.10 3.02 12,176 211,176 32,009

* I US $ = '" 27 NT $
Sources: Fisheries Yearbook in Taiwan Areas; Monthly bulletin of Labour Statistics in Taiwan Areas, 1995;

Statistical Data for Taiwan-Fukien Labour Insurance. 1995;
Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan. Monthly report of Earning and
Productivity Statistics in Taiwan Areas (various issues).

MATERlAL AND METHOD

Rigid crew's salary structure is the primary stumbling block which discourages the labour force
from joining the crew labour force (Chen and Hwang, 1990; Lee and Chuang, 1993; Chen and Wu,
1993). Among the limited literature on optimum effort and profit-sharing system, Sutinen (1979) and
Anderson (1982, 1986) assumed crew's effort is observable and fishing volume is predicTable. They
explained how ship owner determined the most appropriate bonus rate for crews. Under competitive
condition, Chen and Hwang (1990) analysed a more reasonable profit-sharing rate by way of economic
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analysis. Major difficultiesof their study is to quantify crew's effort and that fishing volume is neither
directly associated with crew's effort nor does it maintain a constant ratio. In reality, fishing volume is
unpredicTable and varies with external factors, such as the captain's ability, weather condition, facilities
available, etc.

There are three types of payments for crew: fixed salary, minimum guaranteed wages plus bonus and
pure bonus. In general local crews receive a fixed plus a bonus under the current compensation system.
Assume ship owner is unable to directly observe crew's effort (E), instead, he receives an indicator (W) as a
standard measurement of their effort. For simplicity, the crew's effort indicator is assumed as:

W=E+A (1)

In equation 1, A represents characteristic of individual crew, in terms of skills, capability, and
health. It will be directly affected by competency of captain, type of fishing equipment, and facility
within the fishing boat. In other words, it implies the uncertainty of crew's performance for ship owner.

Here we assume A as a normal random variable with mean A and variance is cri. Generally speaking,
the crew's effort and fishing volume do not have a constant relationship due to fluctuation in catches.
The oscillation of fishing volume provides an imperfect indictor to the ship owner of the crew's effort.
Thus we assume fishing volume (X) is the sum of the crew's effort indicator (W) and exogenous random
variable (£) :

X=W+£

X=E+A+£ (2)

In equation 2, £ represents any other external factor which affects the fishing volume. These
external factors include weather conditions, availability of resources, captain's experience, the condition
of the boat etc. Here, we assume £ is normal random variable with mean is 0 and variance is (J~.

According to Chen and Hwang (1990) and Chen and Wu (1993), the reward for a local crew is constant
salaries plus some bonus incentive system, thus, crew's salary can be represented as :

S=ex+ ~(PX- KX-8PX-ex) (3)

In equation 3, ex represents fixed salaries of crews; ~ represents profit-sharing r~te or intensity of
incentives; P is market price for fish product and PX being total revenue of fishing products; KX is share
of total cost and is assumed to be proportional to fishing volume, where K is marginal cost for each
fishing trip and K>O. The 8 represents profit-sharing rate received by captain, assumed to be proportional
to fishing volume and 0<8<1. From equation 3, the ship owner's profit can be represented as:

H = (1-~)(PX-KX-8PX-ex) (4)

In addition, we assume that crews are risk adverse and ship owner is risk neutral. If the utility
function for crews and ship owner's income is a negative exponential, then following Milgrom and
Roberts (1992: 217), the crew's and ship owner's Certainty Equivalent (CE) is:

CES = ex+ ~{[P(I-8) - K]( E+ A) - ex}- U(E)

-yj32[PU-8)- Kr(J~ +~)

CEH = (1- ~*P(1- 8) - K]( E + A) - ex}

(5)

(6)

In equation 5, y represents the crew's absolute risk aversion coefficient, 1/r is the degree of risk
and y>O. Value ofydepends on crew's tolerance level for risk, the greater the value ofy, the smaller risk
tolerance and vice versa. U(E) represents the disutility function for crew's effort. For simplicity, assume

Ehb' b represents parameter for the degree of job perception. In this context, the smaller the value of b,

the greater incentive for crews to search for ways to improve the fish volume, and the more innovative
they are to improve on quality of their work, and vice versa. In other word, the value of b represents the
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effort put forth by crews arising from the expected profit-sharing rates. Based on the value maximisation
principle (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992), any effective contract must maximise the sum of certainty
equivalents for both crew and ship owners, i.e. :

(7)

In equation 7, under the incentive contract structure, ship owner must select the more appropriate
profit-sharing rate, b, to maintain an equilibrium between risk-sharing and incentive reward. In the next
section, we will deduce the most appropriate level of crew labour effort and the profit-sharing rate from
the incentive-compatibility constraint.

Setting the first derivative of equation 5 with respect to E, produces:

(8)E

~= b[P(1-8)-K]

In the incentive contract model, equation 8 is termed the Incentive-Compatibility constraint. It
indicates that any contract which satisfies equation 8 can obtain an increased level of crew's effort. To
obtain, equation 9 first substitute equation 8 into equation 7 and then differentiating with respect to E.
Finally, set the derivative equal to zero, and we get:

(9)

From equation 9, we understand that the level of effort put forth by crew is determined by :

o price for fish stock, P,
o captain's profit sharing-rate, 8,
o marginal cost, K,
o the level of job perception, b,
o the tolerance level for risk, yand
o the accuracy on tracking crew members' effort (O'~ +O'~).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We derive the following comparative static results based on equation 9 and find:

aE * aE * aE * aE *
ap >0'a8<0, aK < O'----ab> 0,

aE * aE * aE *
~<O'-a2 <O'-a2 <0,

v r 0'A 0'£

(l0)

Based on equation 10, assume other factors remain unchanged, we conclude with the following results:

o The higher price for fish, the greater the incentive is for crew to put forth effort, and vice versa.
o The higher profit-sharing rate for captain, the lower the incentive is for crew to put forth effort.
o The higher the marginal cost, the lower is the crew's willingness to work.
o The greater intensity of job satisfaction, the more willing for crew to work.
o The higher risk tolerance level, the greater is the crew's willingness to work.
o The more uncertain the tracking of crew's effort, the lower is the crew's willingness to work.

Next, substitute equation 9 back to equation 8 and we get:

(11)
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From equation 11, we understand that the optimal profit-sharing rate is determined by :

• the degree of job perception, b,
• the tolerance level for risk 'Yand
• the accuracy on tracking crew members' effort, (cri +cr;).

We derive the following comparative static results based on equation 11 and find:

a~ * a~ * a~ * a~ *
->0->0-<0-<0
ab '(}y , acr~ , acr;

(12)

Based on equation 10, we conclude with the following results:

• the higher job satisfaction of crew, the higher profit-sharing rate;
• the higher the level of risk tolerance of crew, the greater rate for profit-sharing;
• the more uncertain the tracking on crew's effort, the lower profit-sharing rate for crew;
• the more unpredicTable the fishing volume, the lower profit-sharing rate for crew.

The formulation developed in the preceding section is applied to prescribe the optimum effort and
profit-sharing rate based on survey data from 74 tuna long lines and 30 squid jigging fishing vessels. We
considered a cross section study of crew's optimum profit and profit-sharing rate of 247 effective crew's
response. Using the previous specification, alternative variables were included in the optimum effort and
profit-sharing rate response equations 9 and 10. In the study of optimum effort, the logit model was used to
study the crew's willingness to work. The degree of responses to the survey provided the empirical model
as follows:

(13)

where:
Pi =probability that crew will choose to put in more effort
RAT =weighted fishing profit ratio (price/cost) per ton
SHA =the profit-sharing rate for captain
JOB =age and education are used as a proxy for crew'sjob perception
RIS =working environment and experience are used as a proxy for crew's risk tolerance level
IND =fishing volume variability

The profit-sharing rate equation is :

Si =~l + ~2JOB +~3 RIS + ~4IND + ~5DUM (14)

where:
Si == crew's profit-sharing rate
JOB== age and education are used as a proxy for crew's job perception
RIS = working environment and experience are used as a proxy for crew's risk tolerance level
LND= fishing volume variability
DUM =dummy variable, with a 1 assigned to basic crew and a 0 to higher level crew (skipper,

1SI and 2nd engineer)

These response equations were estimated using a maximum-likelihood estimation procedure and
ordinary least squares with the results presented in Tables 2 and 3 (t statistics in parentheses). The
regression results for crew's optimum effort (equation 13), with respect to sign and statistical
significance were quite encouraged. The probability of willingness to work increased with the higher
ratio of fish price and cost, greater intensity of job perception, and higher level of risk tolerance. The
probability of willingness to work decreased with the higher profit-sharing rate for captain and higher
variance of fishing volume. The profit-sharing rate response (equation 14) results showed the expected
signs and statistic significance for IND and DUM explanatory variables. The higher the level of job
perception and risk tolerance, the higher the rate for profit-sharing rate. While the more unpredicTable
the fishing volume, the lower profit-sharing rate for crew. Finally, there is a higher (significant) of profit
sharing rate for higher level crew than basic crew. In short, because of survey data limitation, the above
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formulated model provides only a simplistic but informative overview on crew's optimum effort and
profit-sharing rate. A more comprehensive survey and specified variables may improve the estimation
results.

Table 2: Estimation results of crew's optimum effort equation (* = significant at 5% level)

Perkiraan hasH persamaan upaya optimum awak kapal (* =lIyata pada tillgkat 5%)

Variable Coefficient t statistic X2

Constant -0.235 -0.243 42.7

RAT 1.085 0.65*

SHA -0.63 1.92*

JOB 0.78 2.65*

RlS 0.17 0.790

!ND -0.44 -1.72

Note : estimation method: maximum-likelihood estimation.

Table 3: Estimation results of crew's profit-sharing rate equation (* =significant at 5% level)

Perkiraan hasil dari persamaan jumlah pembagian keuntungan awak kapal
(* = lIyata pada tillgkat 5%)

Variable Coefficient t. stati stic

Constant 0.418 1.280

JOB 0.324 0.934

RlS 0.106 0.344

IND -0.529 -1.815*

DUM 0.824 2.362*

0.69

Note: Estimation method: Ordinary Least Squares.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Today, crew labour shortage is endangering the survival of fishery industry in Taiwan, notably for
far-sea fishery which dropped from 98,153 in 1985 to 29,138 in 1994. Due to the unquantifiable crew's
effort and unpredicTable fish volume, this study applied the concept of incentive contracts to determine
the most appropriate crew's effort and profit-sharing rate. Theoretically, we discovered that when fish
volume is less dependent of factors such as crew's skill, captain's experience, resource stock, and
weather condition, crew effort and profit-sharing rate have more of an effect on fish volume. In addition,
for crew whose risk tolerance level is relatively high, the profit-sharing rate is higher. Also, increased job
perception and price of fish product will help raise crew's fishing effort. The empirical results of our
research also indicated that weak incentive structure and harsh working environment are factors which
cause shortages of crew labour supply. Thus, the compensation system and the working environment
need to be improved to attract the crews necessary for the survival of fisheries industry in Taiwan.
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A NOTE ON THE DEMOGRAPHIC, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
STRUCTURES OF FISHERMEN HOUSEHOLDS

J. ROCH, N. LUONG and R. CLlGNET

ABSTRACT
The management of risks attached to fishing involves specific residential strategies. Some fishermen

minimise these risks by living with relatives who are engaged in other activities, but others prefer to live
with other fishermen, providing that they are at least as successful as themselves. The strategies chosen are
conditioned by the status occupied by the individuals studied in the fisherman's hierarchy. The higher the
status, the larger the household, but also the less significant the participation of its female members in the
labour market and the importance of their contribution to familial resources. Indeed, the management of
risks attached to fishing involves also long term strategies. The higher one is in the hierarchy of fishermen,
the more one invest in the long term by both having more children and providing each of them with a post
primary form of schooling.
KEYWORDS: pluriactivity, household composition, formal schooling, skill level.

ABSTRAK
Respon terhadap manajemen atas berbagai resiko yang dihadapi pada kegiatan penangkapan

mengakibatkan terbentuknya strategi tempat tinggal yang spesijik. Beberapa nelayan mengurangi resiko
yang ada dengan cara tinggal bersama kaum-kerabat yang mempunyai aktijitas selain penangkapan.
Terdapat pula nelayan yang lebih menyukai hidup dengan sesama nelayan yang tingkat keberhasilan
penangkapannya setara. Strategi yang dipilih tergantung pada status yang dipunyai oleh individu nelayan
dalam hirarki masyarakat nelayan. Semakin tinggi stalllS tersebut, semakin besar rumah tangganya, tetapi
juga semakin tidak nyata partisipasi anggota wanitanya dalam pasar tenaga kerja dan dalam sumbangan
mereka bagi kebutuhan keluarga. Tentu saja, manajemen resiko dalam penangkapan meliputi pula berbagai
strategi jangka panjang. Semakin tinggi seseorang dalam hirarki nelayan, dia akan harus melakukan
investasi jangka panjang sehubungan dengan jumlah anak yang lebih banyak dan harus membekali mereka
dengan pendidikan lebih lanjut.
KATA KUNCI: aktivitas beragam, komposisi rumah tangga, pendidikan formal, tingkat
keterampi lan.
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All around the world the pluriactivity of fishermen represents a particular strategy designed to
cope with the risks that accompany their activities. Yet, these risks are not necessary experienced
uniformly. Individual responses to risks are likely to vary with skill levels as well as with incomes and
familial needs.

Correspondingly, the purpose of this note is to sketch the variety of strategies that fishermen use to
manage risks. This involves an examination of the demographic and economical profile of the
households to which 155 fishermen living in three villages located around Tegal, Pekalongan and
Juwana, the three major harbours of Central Java, are attached.

A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE:

PLURIACTIVlTY AS AN INDIVIDUAL STRATEGY

In individual terms, the concept of pluriactivity refers to the fact that, for reasons ranging from
personal preferences to exogenous constraints (notably the free time associated with the repair or the
maintenance of the boats used), fishing is not a full time activity. Fishermen use the free time resulting
from the fewer trips undertaken during the low fishing season to participate in another occupation. To be
accessible to fishermen, the tasks that form the "other" activity must have a time structure consistent
with the schedules prevailing among fisheries. Further, the skills required must be sufficiently limited to
enable actors to substitute one another.

As these two requirements are often stringent, only 15 per cent of the Javanese fishermen studied
here have a subsidiary occupation. As the current increase in the size of purse seiners implies longer
trips, fishermen meet more difficulties in moving across economic sectors. In addition, the number and
the nature of alternative opportunities open to them depend on the environment. Fishermen may assist
some relatives in cultivating rice or farming shrimps. Alternatively, chances to find a secondary source
of income in an urban environment are more modest. It is more difficult to control the channels
facilitating access to the jobs that are furthermore characterised by the demanding nature of their
schedules.

In short, the contribution of pluriactivity in this regard is limited. It is more typical of those
fishermen living in the rural area of Juwana than of their counterparts living in Tegal or in Pekalongan,
because the management of the risks associated with fishing varies with the opportunities of the
economic environment.

A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE:

PLURIACTIVlTY AS A COLLECTIVE STRATEGY

Strategies to cope with the risks of fishing are also collective as they reflect the domestic
arrangements of individual fishermen. As observed in other cultural contexts, one particular way to cope
with the uncertainties characterising the means of production on which individuals rely consists in being
as mobile as possible and hence, in having as few dependants as possible (Winch and Blumberg, 1968).
Briefly, whenever and wherever means of production involve high risks, prevail nuclear families with
few minor children, because such groups move easily across territories as well as across jobs I. To avoid
breaking eggs, the best solution is to have as few of them in as small a basket as possible.

In other cultural contexts, conversely, the most appropriate way to cope with economic
uncertainties consists in participating in large households, as the adults that belong to the group are likely
to pool their resources. The underlying notion is that one minimises individual risks by transferring them
at the collective level.

Yet the strategy does not necessarily yield comparable results whenever the productive members
of such households are all involved in the same sector (which enhances their inter-personal relations

I In this sense, the consequences of an economy based on hunting and gathering (including fishing) are like those of a
modern industrial economy. In both cases, chances of survival are maximised by lowering the needs of collective units.
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since they all share the same perspective) and whenever such members participate in distinct enterprises.
In this later case, households are likely to have more sTable resources but that domestic and occupational
cultures evolve in diverging directions may jeopardise the cohesiveness of the individuals concerned. In
other words, the risks resulting from putting eggs in the same basket depend on the nature of the eggs.
Their similarity or their contrasts create distinct risks. Any assessment of the relevant collective
strategies requires, therefore, evaluating the numbers of the gainfully employed members of the
households to which fishermen are attached, but also identifying the variety of sources of income tapped
by such individuals and assessing the regularity and the amount of the resources secured.

Insofar as survival strategies depend also on the position of the individual in his own life cycle, it
is also necessary to introduce an implicit or explicit time dimension in the analysis of the households
studied. Younger individuals may lower the risks generated by their means of production by pledging
allegiance to the head of an already existing house. In contrast, older and more experienced individuals
seek to achieve the same result by creating their own network of subordinates. Briefly, the risks of
breaking a basket full of eggs depends on the age of the specimens considered.

In the long term, collective chances of survival depend also on the extent to which household
members take advantage of the opportunities generated by formal education. As the function of
schooling is to widen the range of occupations to which individuals have access within the same sector
and across sectors, it enlarges the amount as well as the regularity of the income that may be tapped by
the group. In short, the risks of breaking eggs vary with the duration of the trip to which they are
subjected.

THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF JA VANESE FISHERMEN HOUSEHOLDS

Even though the subsequent analysis is inspired by the preceding framework, it is partially at odds
with the logic used to collect the relevant data. As noted, the primary purpose of the study of the three
villages was to retrace the social and occupational trajectories of individual fishermen and identify the
components of their incomes. Analyses of contrasts in the profiles of their respective households or
contrasts between these households and other domestic structures are but fringe benefits to the main
analysis. As such, the results observed here should be considered as indicative rather than definitive. Due
to a limited external validity, they are but stones marking the way toward more systematic surveys.

The 155 individuals interviewed belong to 134 households. Most of them are household heads, the
remainders are mere rank and file members. Males represent an overwhelming majority of these
household heads (the fishermen belonging to a household headed by a woman in only 5 per cent of the
casesf The dominance of men in this regard reflects two factors. First, the traditional Javanese society,
including communities of fishermen, is characterised by patriarchal orientationsJ

. Secondly, the visibility
of the patriarchal model is probably accentuated by the age distribution of the fishermen sampled. Many
respondents are still sufficiently young to occupy a subordinate position in a male headed households.

The majority of male household heads (83 per cent) are fishermen, the others being engaged in
other jobs. Among the heads of the dominant occupational group, one third is composed of unskilled
fishermen (anak buah kapal : ASK), 37 per cent are specialists (assistant skippers and motorists, juru
arus, juru lampu, etc.), 12 per cent are chief motorists, and 18 per cent are skippers.

The distribution makes it possible to make two-way comparisons. We may initially contrast the
profile of households headed by fishermen and by individuals engaged in other sectors, before focusing
on the influence that occupational status exerts on domestic life styles, for the population of household
heads who are fishermen.

2 The limited number of female household heads (there are only 7) prevents from a systematic comparative analysis of
the profile of their groups in relation to the remaining units examined here.

3 All the same, it is important to acknowledge the fact that the frequent and long term absence of fishermen gives a
matrifocal structure to their households.
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Our first concern is to evaluate the overall resources of the various types of groups examined
here4

• The average household income of the groups headed by the seven women included in the sample
(Rp. 1,800 per day) is lower than that of their male counterparts. Among men, it is higher in the case of
households headed by fishermen (regardless of skill) than in the case of other professional groups
(Rp. 4,850 versus Rp. 3,929 if we use the first method). As we could expect, however, the distribution of
income within the first occupational group has a quite large standard deviation. This results from the big
differences in the incomes of the various categories of fishermen (Tab. 1). Indeed, households of
skippers enjoy an income which is about six times larger than that enjoyed by unskilled deck hands, and
three times larger than that claimed by motorists. In short, the hierarchical rank ordering of roles on a
fishing boat entails a sharp parallel differentiation of the incomes accessible to the relevant familial
groups. However, these average differences should not mask differences within the profiles of the
households' income distributions typical of each occupational category. The figures obtained in the case
of the unskilled fishermen are more homogeneous than those obtained in the case of skippers5

. Put
differently, the range of household incomes is much greater for the ARK than for the skippers.

Table 1 : Indicators of the demographic, economic and social structures of fishermen
households
Beberapa indikator struktur-struktur demograji, ekonomi dan sosial dari sejumlah
rumah-tangga nelayan

ARK Specialists Motorists Skippers All Others
(1) fishermen (2)

Daily income (Rp) 2,694 3,929 4,554 14,743 4,850 3,929

Ratio fishermen/gainfully employed 0.61 0.61 0.67 0.85 0.64 0.45
% of daily income earned by fishermen 0.70 0.63 0.76 0.99 0.79 0.50
Ratio gainfully employed women 0.28 0.34 0.10 0.04 0.23 0.38
% of daily income earned by women 0.26 0.29 0.08 0.01 0.16 0.19
Household size 4.97 5.23 6.50 6.16 5.45 5.21
% dependents (under 14 and over 60) 0.31 0.33 0.45 0.43 0.35 0.14
Post primary enrolments (3) 0.23 0.37 0.50 0.88 0.49 0.22
Daily income per capita 1,053 1,502 1,518 2,898 1,622 1,743

Number 36 39 12 19 106 18

(I) Includes jurtl artls, jurtl lampu, wakil motorists, wakil nahkoda
(2) Includes all household heads in a sector other than fishing
(3) Measured by the ratio number of individuals between 12 and 20 years of age who allend school over total number of
individuals in this age category

To identify the daily amount of money on which various familial groups can rely is one thing, to
identify the source of these sums, another. On the whole, and due to the main focus of our study, way
over one half of the daily income enjoyed by households originates from the earnings of the fishermen
themselves. The corresponding ratio ranges between an expected maximal value of 79 per cent for those
households headed by a fisherman to a minimal ratio of 50 per cent for the households headed by
indi viduals engaged in other sectors, regardless of their gender. As shown in Table 1, 99% of the daily
income of the households headed by skippers comes from fishermen's earnings, in contrast to 61 per cent
in the case of skilled seamen (wakil nahkoda or motorists and the various types of jUTU).

4 Two methods may be used. The first one consists in dividing the sum of the daily incomes earned by all the individuals
placed in the occupational group of their heads by their number. The second one consists in doing the same thing at the level of
each household, to add the averages so obtained for each occupational group and divide the number obtained by the number of
households. The two methods yield comparable results, but the figures produced by the second one are systematically, albeit
marginally, higher.

5 The standard deviation of the distribution of daily incomes is Rp. 1,491 for ABK and Rp. 8,053 for skippers.
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This contrast reflects disparities in the relative importance of the place occupied by fishennen in
relation to that of other members of the same households who pmticipate in other economic sectors. Two
thirds of individuals gainfully employed are fishennen in households headed by fishennen against only
47 per cent in residential units headed by male or female persons attached to another sector. Within the
first group, this ratio varies between a maximum of 0.85 for the households of skippers to a minimum of
0.61 for unskilled deck hands and for the group of specialists. In other words, ASK tend probably to
reduce the risks faced by their domestic groups by having their relatives participating in sectors other than
fisheries, which minimises the variability of collective resources.

Yet, familial incomes may also be generated by the participation of women in the labour force.
There are differences in this regard not only between the domestic units headed by fishermen and by
other gainfully employed individuals (23 per cent versus 38 per cent), but also within the first of these
two populations. One third of the women attached to the households of skilled crewmen work against
only 4 per cent of those who belong to the households of skippers. There are also variations in the size of
female contributions to the overall domestic resources. While these contributions are alike for the two
major occupational categories, they vary sharply within the population of fishermen themselves, from a
minimum of 1 per cent in the case of skippers to a maximum of 29 per cent for the population headed by
specialists.

Two conclusions may be derived from the preceding remarks. First, as expected, division of labour
among sex lines varies with the occupational status of the household head. The very fact that the wives,
daughters or sisters of skippers contribute less to the familial budget than their counterparts related to
crewmen with a lower status suggests parallel contrasts in their respective domestic conditions. In the
first case, women act primarily as agents of socialisation, as spenders, and as substitutes for their
husbands when the latter are at sea. In the second one, they may perform the same functions, but their
gainful employment tends also to minimise the risks resulting from the very activity of the heads to
which they are attached.

Secondly, the management of risks is contingent on the position occupied by household heads in
the social hierarchy. Risks differ depending on whether these heads are men or women, whether they live
on the income derived from fisheries or from other branches of activity, and whether they are skippers,
motorists or at the bottom of the hierarchy of the occupation. This is because of contrasts both in the
average earnings enjoyed by domestic groups and in their variability.

THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF JAVANESE FISHERMEN HOUSEHOLDS

As suggested earlier, the management of the risks fostered by any economic activity does not
depend exclusively on immediate economic factors. Contingent on the loyalties generated by household
heads, variations in this management highlight the role played by the number of dependants. While the
households headed by fishennen and those headed by other individuals have the same size, there are
significant disparities in the size of the households headed by fishermen themselves. There is an average
of 6,5 persons living with motorists against 5 in the case of ASK. Further, in this later case, the
variability of household size is greater (2,14) than in the case of skippers 0,60), which suggests that the
higher one climbs in the hierarchy, the more homogeneous the functions served by domestic groups.

In effect, other indicators suggest that domestic solidarity is more effective among the households
of fishennen than of males engaged in other sectors or of all women regardless of their occupational
status (30 per cent of the individuals attached to fishermen' households are either below 14 years of age
or over 60). Similarly, the hierarchical ranking of occupations within fishennen's communities is
associated with a differentiation of this particular form of solidarity. No less than 44 per cent of
individuals sheltered in the households of skippers' dependants against only 33 per cent in the case
households of those headed by ASK.

Among dependants, the younger ones represent long term investments. It is not surprising that
post-primary enrolments rates are significantly higher for the children of fishermen than among those
attached to the remaining segments of the household head population. These rates drop from 49 per cent
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for the group of fishermen to 22 per cent for the heads engaged in other economic sectors and 17 per cent
for female heads. The corresponding contrasts are even sharper among fishermen themselves. No less
than 88 per cent of the children between 12 and 20 years of age who are attached to the household of a
skipper attend a post-primary institution against half of those attached to the household of a motorist and
only less than one fourth of those present in ABK households. In short, the young dependants of
fishermen and especially of skippers have more opportunities to move ahead both in this sector and away
from it. The underlying opportunities may alter the current economic profile of existing households, but
they may also help them to maintain their identity.

Finally, as the management of risks in economic and social terms may involve dimensions that are
mutually exclusive, it is necessary to compare the average daily income per capita of the households
present in our sample. The income available to the individual members of fishermen's household is
perhaps lower than that available to individuals attached to a head present in another economic sector,
but the former are still better off than their counterparts attached to a female headed domestic unit who
enjoys an income of only approximately Rp. 1,200 per day.

Within the fishermen's environment itself, there is a perfect relationship between the resources
available to household members and the status of the head. The income per capita is over twice as large
for individuals sheltered by skippers than for their counterparts living under the authority of an ABK. In
other words, the greater size of the households headed by skippers and the larger number of their
dependants does not prevent their residents from still enjoying higher more comforTable living
conditions than the remaining parts of the population.

Enjoying higher resources, they spend effectively more. When we consider the population of
fishermen regardless of the households to which they are attached, we can observe that skippers spend an
average Rp. 5,530 per day as opposed to only Rp. 2,220 for ABK and Rp. 1,780 for skilled fishermen
(juru). Not only this, if we evaluate these expenses in relation to the number of children of the various
categories, skippers spend more for their children (Rp. 1,500 per day and per child) than any other
category (for the ABK, the corresponding figure drops to Rp. 960).

In short, skippers are able to pursue two distinct strategies for the survival of their domestic
groupS6. On the one hand, they continue to play, even in a "modern" environment, the so called
"traditional" game for which the group's chances to survive increase as a direct function of its size. Since
in such a context, economic success is often viewed as comparable to a lottery, parents continue to have
as many children as they can afford in the hope that one of them will hit the jackpot (Caldwell, 1982). On
the other hand, the perpetuation of such a traditional model does not prevent the same individuals from
mobilising the necessary resources for enabling their children to move upward in the social hierarchy by
acquiring an appropriate amount of formal schooling.

CONCLUSION

The management of the risks fostered by fishing involves a variety of dilemmas. In demographic
terms, the dilemma is to determine whether to remain alone, to remain attached to a fisherman's
household, or to move to a unit headed by a person engaged in another branch of activity. In economic
terms, the dilemma is to increase the sources of income either in the same or in different economic
sectors and to heighten the participation of all members of the household in the labour force or to
introduce gender based distinctions in this regard. Finally, in social terms, the underlying dilemma is to
identify the ideal household size and to generate long term opportunities by raising the educational level
of the next generation and facilitating inter generation mobility within and out of fisheries.

6 Many theorists of social change would like tastes for a large family and aspirations for the schooling of children to be
mutually exclusive. Yet in Java as in Africa, the two strategies coexist for those individuals who can play two games
simultaneously. This is because material means and symbolic aspirations do not evolve at the same pace in the same direction
(Sween and Clignet, 1974).
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Responses to such dilemmas are not uniform. It is in this sense that there are various ways to avoid
breaking the eggs, that is, the resources needed in order to survive. With the emergence of larger boats
and their coexistence with smaller and more traditional production units, patterns of stratification should
become wider and more differentiated.
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THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN FISHING HOUSEHOLD
IN JUWANA, PATY REGENCY, CENTRAL JAVA, INDONESIA

1. SUSILOWAT!

ABSTRACT

The study determines some factors affected to the working participation of wife and/or women fisher to
help their family live in luwana sub-district. Logit model is employed to analyse data. The results showed
that occupation and position of husband, number of family members, and role of respondent in decision
making process are statistically significantly influent to the working participation of wife/women to have
additional income.
KEYWORDS: role, participation, women, fishing, family, Juwana.

ABSTRAK
Sludi ini berlujuan unluk menenlUkan beberapa jaklor yang berpengaruh pada parlisipasi kerja iSleri

dan/alau wanila nelayan unluk menghidupi keluarga mereka di Kecamatn Juwana. Model logil
dipergunakan unluk menganalisis data. Hasil yang diperoleh menunjukkan bahwa pekerjaan dan posisi
suami, jumlah anggota keluarga, dan peranan responden dalam proses pengambilan kepulusan, adalah
nyala secara slQlislik dalam mempengaruhi panisipasi kerja iSleri/wanilQ dalam menambah pendapalan.
KATA KlINCl : peranan, partisipasi, wanita, penangkapan, keluarga, Juwana.
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Following global world progress, industries and services in Indonesia have been fantastically
growing. Land available for agricultural sector also gets smaller and smaller. As a result, employment in
agriculture ought to gradually decrease, in favour of industry and services sectors. The closest economic
sector possibly testifying this shift in employment is fishery sub-sector, as it has been happening in
Indonesia.

Fishery is usually considered as a field of common property resources with open access to anyone.
This type of resource is 'friendly' to everyone that is willing to enter. Moreover, property right is hardly
imposed to the fisheries' resources especially for the countries that are archipelagos such as Indonesia.

Moreover here, as some areas are densely populated and employment pressure is pregnant,
fisheries have been broadly favoured to cope with such problems. Hence, fisherman's income is
sometimes not enough to make their family's ends meet, especially during the low season. Then is the
role of the housewife and/or fishermen's women critical to face financial doldrums.

Fishermen in Indonesia are classified into two groups, that are large scale and small scale
fishermen. Moreover, Smith (1979) mentioned that most of the population directly and/or indirectly
involved in fishery activities are the small-scale fishermen with traditional characteristics.

Many traditional fishermen's families live below the poverty line. Thus, in order to sustain their
household expenditure, spouse and family members usually have to work to earn additional income. They
usually are aware to participate in earning some income due to some sense of belonging and
responsibility to support their family live. They can work with and/or without monetary payment.

Juwana is considered as a prosperous fishing community in Central Java: many boats over and
fishing masters lived there. However, this community also includes some poor fishing groups. It
therefore becomes a unique problem to see how those poor fishing groups survi've among these rich ones.
Hence, the research problems can be simplified as follows:

• how do fishermen's wife and women cope with the financial limitation for their families;
• what is the role of wife and women when making decision for the household;
• what are the income and expenditure patterns of fishermen's households in the study area;
• what are the social and economic activities of fishermen's spouse and women in this society.

In overall, the objective of the study is to determine the factors influencing the participation of
fishermen's spouse and women in sustaining their household economy. As such, the specific objectives
of the study are shown below:

• to investigate the factors affecting to women's work for sustaining their household economy,
• to assess the role of wife and women in decision making process inside fishing family,
• to identify the income and expenditure patterns for small-scale fishermen,
• to describe women's activities in Juwana fishing society.

Previous studies were carried out by Nugroho and Susilowati (1994) and Jahara Yahaya (1993),
who are considered as the most relevant studies for this research. Moreover, the refinement technique of
the Logit model to capture the work participation levels of respondent in the study area have been taken
from Gujarati (1988), White et al. (1990) and Viswanathan (1993).

METHODOLOGY

Research area

Interviews were carried out in the fishing society compound of Bendar and Bajamulyo villages in
Juwana Sub-district, Pati Regency in August 1995. Reasons explaining the selection of the research area
are that Juwana fulfil the requirement features stipulated for this study such as :

• The Juwana river and its estuaries' bank pass through the fishing villages of Bajomulyo and
Bendar. The area has fish auction, shipyard places as well as a fishing Cooperative.

• The research area has a unique issue of women's participation in fishing household.
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Method of sampling

Quoted Stratified Random Sampling was applied to select a sample of 100 respondents. The
sample covered 49 respondents of self-employed peoples, while 51 respondents are for paid-employed.
The stratum criterion is viewed by type of work payment: when the respondents work for a salary, they
are included into PARTPAID classification. Whereas when the respondents work on their own or to help
a husband or family without monetary payment then they are considered as PARTS ELF. Furthennore, to
plug the data in Logit model as the estimation technique then PARTPAID and PARTSELF respondents
were coded by numeric variable of 1 and 0, respectively and then these variables are stored under the
name of PART.

Method of analysis

There are two methods of analysis elaborated for this study, namely:

o descriptive statistics: to calculate social-economic indicators such as profile of respondents
(age, family members, education level, etc.) and contribution of income and expenditure patterns
(average income and expenditure; percentage of income by sources; and percentage of
expenditure by items, etc.), and so on.

o parametric statistics: the Logit model is applied to analyse some parameters posed by the study
as explain in the following paragraph.

The following relationship will be analysed:

PART = f (EDUC, HUSOCC, HUSPOS, RESPOS, RESGAUL, NOFAM, FREQCITY, DECPAR,
DECROLE, RESINC, HUSINC, HHSAVING, Cat par).

where:
EDUC : level of education background
HUSPOS : position of respondent's husband in the society
HUSOCC : occupation of respondent's husband
RESTPOS : position of respondent in the society
RESGAUL : intensity of social activities done by respondent in the village (kampung)
NOFAM : size of family under the responsibility of respondent
FREQCITY : frequency to go to the cities or urban places
DECPAR : participation of respondent in making household's decision
DECROLE: role of respondent in making household's decision
RESINC : income shared by respondent
HUSINC : income shared by husband
HHSAVING : household saving

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Factors influence to working participation

To answer one of the objectives posed by the study, the Logit model is employed. There are two
"scenarios" outlined by the study to find out the best fit model, that is :

o Scenario 1 consists of 12 independent variables, namely: Educ, Husocc, Huspos, Respos,
Resgaul, Nofam, Freqcity, Decpar, Decrole, Resinc, Husinc, and HHsaving.

o Scenario 2 consists of 5 independent variables, namely: Educ, Husocc, Huspos, Nofam, and
Decrole.

Then, the two scenarios are estimated using SHAZAM computer package; the summary of the
printout is shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
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Table 1: Estimation result of scenario 1
Perkiraan hasil dari skenario 1

Variable name

EDUC

HUSPOS

HUSOCC

RESTPOS

RESGAUL

NOFAM

FREQCITY

DECPAR

DECROLE

RESINC

HUSINC

HHSAVING

CONSTANT

Estimated coefficient

-0.51999

-0.42043

-1.6713

-0.34244E-Ol

0.46381

-0.34422

-0.23741

-0.39519

0.76882

0.98181E-02

0.46892E-0 1

0.81654E-02

5.7770

Standard error

0.30385

0.13591

0.86554

1.4499

0.48928

0.15128

0.15910

0.62966

0.42666

0.32856E-OI

0.32583E-02

0.82145E-02

4.9457

T-ratio

-1.7113

-3.0935

-1.9310

-0.23618E-Ol

0.94794

-2.2754

-1.4922

-0.62763

1.8020

0.29883

1.4392

0.99403

1.1681

Significance level*

NS

S 1%

SlO%

NS

NS

S5%

NS

NS

S 10%

NS

NS

NS

NS

* : t-table with a 5%; N=lOO; 2 tails is 1.984; NS t-table with a 5%; N=lOO; 2 tails is 2.626; S: Significant;
NS : not significant

Table 2: Estimation result of scenario 2
Perkiraan hasil dari skenario 2

Variable name

EDUC

HUSOCC

HUSPOS

NOFAM

DECROLE

CONSTANT

Estimated coefficient

-0.37277

-0.35781

-1.5793

-0.2758

1.1847

6.7407

Standard error

0.25122

0.11209

0.80426

0.11396

0.35938

3.3015

T-ratio

-1.4839

-3.1921

-1.9637

-2.1726

3.2965

2.0417

Significance level*

NS

S 1%

S5%(-)

S5%

S 1%

S5%

'" t-table with a 5%; N=IOO; 2 tails is 1.984; NS t-table with a 5%; N=lOO; 2 tails is 2.626; S: Significant;
NS : not significant

Scenario # 2 is most statistically viable than Scenario # 1. Therefore, Scenario # 2 is considered as
the best fit model in this study. Later, only the results of the best fit model will be described in depth.

The result of Logit model outlined in Scenario I indicated that 4 of 12 variables are statistically
significant to explain the motive of working participation (PART), namely HUSOCC 0 %), NOFAM
(5%), HUSPOS (10%) and DECROLE 00%). The significant variables found from Scenario 1
(including EDUC) have to be restated to determine the best result. Eventually, the later scenario gives a
good statistical result. Hence 4 out of 5 independent variables are significant and only EDUC is not
significant. Moreover, the level of significance of the model in Scenario 2 is improved. It can be
concluded that the variables influencing the motive of working participation (PART) for getting
additional income to sustain their household are: HUSOCC, HUSPOS, NOFAM and DECROLE. Some
of the reasons may be due to the proxy and/or data form taken to approach the respective variables are
not properly fit.

Head of household's or husband's occupation could sometime influence the type and intensity of
working participation for his family, including the spouse. This practice is commonly believed by the
lower education background society, although it is not rare through the higher social ranks, or for better
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educated people. In other words, the position of husband in formal and/or informal society environment
could influence the working participation intensity of their family members.

Working participation (PART) as dependent variable is hypothesised to be influenced by
education background (EDUC), husband occupation (HUSOCC), husband position (HUSPOS), number
of family members (NOFAM) and role in decision making (DECROLE) as quoted in Scenario # 2.
Thereafter, it was found that HUSOCC, HUSPOS and NOFAM variables have negatively relationships to
its dependent variable of PART. Meanwhile, DECROLE variable shows positive relationship to PART
variable.

• Occupation of husband

The negative sign of husband occupation variable in the model implies that working participation
of respondent to get additional income for their family become less intensive when their husband or head
of household holds a good economic prospect in occupation. This maybe due to husband or to the house
head belief that their job is sufficient to fulfil the family's needs. Actually, some of them are proud of
being capable to feed all the household whatever the expenditures be, that without receiving any
contribution from any other family member. Therefore, variable HUSOCC is significantly influent to
PART variable at the I % level. This phenomenon is in line with the common practice in the study area.

• Position of husband in society

As mentioned earlier, position of husband more or less influence the working participation level of
the family members, particularly in the study area. This phenomenon is attested, as the position of the
husband (HUSPOS) is negatively connected with the working participation level of respondents. This
means that if the husband or head of household has a valued position in the society, he is likely not to
encourage respondents to search for additional family income. The reason of that phenomenon may be
due to the prestige bestowed to the husband and/or head of household. The influence of HUSPOS
variable to PART variable is significantly confirmed at close to 5%.

• Size of the family

Estimation results indicate that size of family (NOFAM) as independent variable is statistically
influent on the involvement of respondent to get additional income, this at a 99% level. NOFAM variable
is negatively correlated to the PART variable as it is with HUSSOC and HUSPOS variables. So that, it
can be interpreted that a large family will consume more time for respondents, time that cannot then be
allocated to other work. Spouses or women in the study area will usually get a good chance to work or to
do other non-economic activities when they have a small number of dependent family members.

• Role in household's decisions

Specific quotations for the part of women in the household bring along two meanings, namely:

- role in decision making, which will be explained in farther section,
- role in contributing to income from working to sustain their family live.

Tables 1 and 2 show that DECROLE is statistically satisfying to explain that the participation of
respondent in doing economic activity is to earn some money at 99% level of significance. At the same
time, DECROLE can be considered as the most important factor to affect the working participation level
(PART) of respondents in the study area. This conclusion is approved by uplifting the significance level
from 90% (Scenario I) to 99% (Scenario 2). Such an increase in the level of significance is not
happening for the other significant variables HUSOCC, HUSPOS and NOFAM.

Role of women in fishing family

Role of women in fishing families is more or less similar to the role of women in other
communities, particularly in agriculture. Sometimes the head of the household acts liberally and gives
chance to his family member(s) to participate in making household's decision. However, it is not seldom
found that the head of the household dictates to the family member(s) any of his decisions. It can be
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noted that even educated family later case can probably happen. The involvement of respondents In

decision making can be explained by Table 3.

Table 3: Participation of respondent in decision making in the study area
Partisipasi responden dalam pengambilan keputusan di lapangan

Intensity Frequency Percentage

Yes, always

Yes, sometimes or yes, very seldom

Never

Total

Source: Primary data, 1995

56

43

I

100

56

43

1
100

Only 1% of the respondents never participate in decision process. On the other hand, most of them
(56%) always participate to household's decision There are 43% respondents who participate moderately
in making household decision. This situation, therefore, indicates that fishing household in the research
area is a bit democratic compared to the corrunon situation in agricultural society.

The role of women for the research is classified into three categories (Tab. 4), namely determinant
(penentu), affirming (penguar) and compliment (pelengkap).

Table 4: Role of the respondent in the household decision making
Peranan responden dalam pengambilan keputusan di rumah tangga

Role

Determining

Affirming

Complimenting

Total

Source: primary data, 1995

Frequency

28

37

34

100

Percentage

28

37

34

100

As shown in Table 3, 56% respondents always participate to household's decision making and
43% of them sometimes participate for it. However, only 28% of them have a determinant role as shown
in Table 4, whereas 37% has got an affirming role and the rest only counts complement persons.
Thereby, the role of women in decision making in the study area of Juwana is still slightly hardly
significant compared to the men's leadership.

Income and expenditure patterns.

As shown in Table 5, food is the biggest part of all expenditures (47.3% from the total); then
transportation (11.7%); communication (8.1%); recreation (6.6%); health (4.2%); housing (3.5%) and
clothing (0.05%), and finally miscellaneous (18.4%).

Since the fishing households observed live in and/or below the poverty line, it is no wonder that
food expense is the first priority. Respondents assess that clothing and other expenditures are of lesser
priority once secured the primary needs. In addition, some respondents do not reserve for recreation
expenditure (78 persons), health (38 persons) and transportation (23 persons). They may think that those
types of expenses are considered as luxurious expenditures.

In overall, household income is shared by husband (54.3%); spouse (44.1 %) and working family
members (2.4%). Spouses contribute to income less than husbands. Moreover, husbands share more than
half of the total household income. Of course, the main source of household income is still held by
husband as the head of fami ly, while the share of working family members is very small in amount.

In average, sources of income from the husband, spouse and family members are earned from a
primary work (70 %), secondary work (20 %) and from other work (l0 %)
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Table 5: Household's expenses
Pengeluaran rumah tangga

Item Amount (Rp) % No allocation %

(number of persons)

Clothes 130 0.05 4 4

Food 114,822 47.34 0 0

Housing 8,582 3.54 3 3

Transportation 28,437 11.72 23 23

Health 10,088 4.16 38 38

Recreation 16,050 6.62 78 78
Communication 19,705 8.12 1 1

Others 44,736 18.44 46 46

Source: primary data, J995

Activities of Women Society in the Study Area

All women's activities from the village to the province level in Indonesia are co-ordinated by the
"Wife and Home Affairs Government Authority" in the respective area under the organisation of
Pembinaan Kesejahteraan Keluarga (PKK), which is widely famous and familiar throughout Indonesia.

Women's activities in the research area are always co-ordinated by PKK as routine and for
schedules. The kinds of women's activities in the study area are various and the relevant ones to enhance
the household incomes are listed below:

- Extension and education to use house-yard for economic purposes,
- Cooking demonstration for snack and dish,
- Campaign on saving-loan scheme for household income generation,
- Extension for diversifying and getting additional income,
- Extension for increasing skill of women to generate income,
- Allocating roU-over capital of Rp 50,000 to Rp 500,000 for generating some income and/or value added.

Based on the survey, it was noted that social activities of the respondents are among others
religious gathering (53%), PKK (45%) and other activities (2%).

CONCLUSION

The principal factors influencing the level of working participation of respondents in the study area
are husband occupation and position in the society, number of family members, and role of respondents
in decision making process.

The patterns of household expenditures and incomes owned by respondents are mostly similar to
the pattern in agriculture. Many efforts have been done to increase and diversify the fishing household's
income in the study area. Thereby, it really needs deep awareness and participation among the societies,
authorities, and business partners' integrity.
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SETTING THE SEINE: A MATTER OF LUCK
KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEFS OF PURSE SEINE CAPTAINS IN JUWANA

I. ANTUNES

ABSTRACT
Setting the seine closely depends on the weather, the direction and strength of the winds and currents

and on the position of the FADs or rumpon. The Java Sea offers a fishing ground governed by a typical
monsoon climate marked by a complete reversal of the wind regime which directly affects the setting of the
currents.

Within twenty years, the pelagic fishery on the north coast of Central Java has experienced a rapid
evolution and development. The masters of the purse seine fishing strategy have been forced to learn,
innovate, adapt and discover new fishing grounds to meet the new production demand. If today, a large
number of captains have become real experts, successful purse seine fishing remains for many of them a
gamble which is a matter of luck and of fate.

KEYWORDS: purse seine, fishing strategy, knowledge, fishing grounds, perception of the sea,
beliefs.

ABSTRAK
Kegialan "/awur" sangal lergantung pada cuaca, arah dan kekualan angin serla posisi "rumpon".

Laur Jawa memiliki daerah penangkapan yang dipengaruhi olah musim yang dilandai olah angin yang
berlawanan yang mempengaruhi sifal arah arus.

Dalam 20 lahun, perikanan pelagis di urara Jawa Tengah mengalami evolusi dan perkembangan yang
cepal. Nakhoda kapal "purse seine" dipaksa belajar, berinovasi, beradaplasi dan menemukan daerah
daerah penangkapan bam, agar dapal memenuhi perminlaan akan produksi ikan. Bila saar ini, sejl/mlah
besar nakhoda lelah menjadi benar- benar ahli, namun penangkapan yang berhasil, bagi semenlera
mereka, masih merupakan sualu unlung-un/ltngan.
KATA KUNCl : strategi penangkapan, pukat cincin, pengetahuan, daerah penangkapan, persepsi
terhadap laut, kepercayaan.
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The introduction of new technology such as GPS, radio (SSB), echo-sounders, lamps and bigger
size boats and nets raised hopes among captains that purse seine fistting would be easier. To some extent,
these hopes were met in thal ~he crews can communicate with each other, they can look for a position,
record good fishing grounds, avoid dangers and change their fishing tactics (potier and Petit, 1995). Yet
they are still facing a major problem to them : the results of a set of purse seine during a trip remain
uncertain no matter the season or the boat. For most captains, there seems to be no set rules and little
guaranties to successful catches apart perhaps from the help of the dukun, the wise man and the rituals in
favour of protection and chance.

After describing the purse seine fishing strategies and the fishing grounds, we shall discuss the
reaction of the captains and the fishermen from Juwana in relation to their perception of the sea.

The research was conducted from April till December 1995 on 20 purse seiners based in Juwana and
their captains, through the medium of log books, interviews, visits on board and a three week trip in the
Java Sea on board two large seiners of 32 and 37 meters long, Margo Wibowo and Margo Waluyo.

ACTIVITY ON THE FISHING GROUNDS

Purse seine fishing

• General strategy and tactics

Most purse seiners prefer to sail in groups or to move individually from one group to another
depending on radio information which relate course, position, species of fish as well as size, school of
fish, direction of the wind and of currents, the size of the waves, the colour of the water.

Radio information does condition the choice of moorage for the majority of captains who as soon
as they learn about a good ground set for it and anchor. Others prefer to find grounds alone ljj which case
they will soon be rejoined by others if they find fish and let others know about it. Fewer will be in
contact with local fishermen with who they will exchange fish for information.

Once a ground has been reached, captains generally look at the sea in search for the signs that will
predict fish. According to fishermen, the colour of the water is important because it should neither be too
blurred nor too crystal clear. The strength of the surface current should not be too strong in wttich case the
setting of the seine woul.d be difficult. The captain also examines all around the boat to see if there are little
bubbles coming up from the bottom to the surface which are a sign there are fishes below the boat.

After anchoring the boat, the captain usually throws a line full of small fishing hooks to see if
there are fishes and what are the species. Then he will throw a line of about 50 meters long which has a
tiny sinker to check the direction of the surface and bottom currents. The captain holding the line in his
hand can feel the change of direction and therefore knows the direction of currents which he will straight
away check on the compass. This information will condition the way he will set the net.

The evolution of the purse seiners in the Java Sea has been described by Potier and Sadhotomo
(1995a). Purse seine fishermen combine the use of electric lamps and paraffin pressure lamps and of Fish
Aggregating Devices (FAD or rumpon) to catch the fish. The rumpon is a fish aggregating device made
up of a line along which coconut leafs are tied. It is maintained on the surface by a piece of polyethylene.
Electric lamps are permanently set both in the stem of the boat and around the wheel house on supporting
framework which can be lowered and directed to give light down to the water. Paraffin pressure lamps
are usd on a raft which is tied to the rumpon just before the boat is about to set the seine to concentrate
the fish and prevent it from going away (Fig. 1). Although today the use of lamps plays a major role in
the fishing, the rumpon keeps all its importance as show the observations on board the boats as well as
the interviews with the 56 captains based in Juwana in 1995. At the beginning of the fishery the rumpon
were permanent and spread around in the sea (potier, 1995). They are now mobile and attached to the
side of the boat wherever the boat anchors.
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Figure 1: Purse seine fishing: setting the seine
Perikanan pukat cincin : menebarjaring

Two types of rumpon used by the captains in Juwana were noticed:

• type A is a rumpon of about 50 to 60 meters long maintained in the water by two stones, one at
the end of the line, the other at about a third of its length (Fig. 2, type A);

• type B is two rumpon, one of 50 to 60 meters long and another of about a third of the length of
the first one. Each of them is maintained in the water by a stone (Fig. 2, type B).

We notice that in the case of type A, the rumpon is located in the centre of the boat whereas in
type B, they have added a smaller rumpon at the rear of the boat. In 1995, 54 captains out of the 56
registered at the time in the Juwana harbour use the rumpon type B. The other two prefer to use type A
rumpon. Type B is a more recent version of type A.

According to the fishermen, the rumpon type B is better for two reasons. The first one is that fish
can gather under two poles. They can move from one to another and concentrate under the rumpon
located at the rear when the one located on the centre is brought on board again. The second reason is
that it is more convenient to have two rumpon rather than putting a third of its length back to the sea as it
is the case of the rumpon type A. The two captains using the rumpon type A say it does not really make a
difference and that it is just as quick to throw back a third of its length in the sea before all the rumpon is
brought up on board so that the fish do not go away than to have another shorter rumpon at the back.
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• Setting the seine

Every time a boat decides to anchor, she will straight away put the rumpon in the water. The
rumpon will be secured with a 5-meters-long rope to the boat (either at the centre or at the centre and at
the rear depending on the type of rumpon) as soon as she has chosen a suitable moorage and has
anchored. At 5:30 p.m., the boat lights up all its projectors/lamps set on supporting framework which are
lowered and directed to give light down to the water until the next morning. At 3 a.m., the captain wakes
up his crew to get ready for the setting of the seine. Apart from the captain, the crew is made up of a first
man, sometimes a second, a mechanic and an assistant mechanic and of seamen which depending on the
size of the boat gathers between 35 to 50 men. Some of the seamen are permanently responsible for
specific tasks. We shall list here only the main ones on which depend he success of a set of purse seine:
two men are in charge of the paraffin pressure lamps. They are known under the name of juru lampu.
One fisherman is called the juru arus. He is responsible for the rumpon and his job is to tell the captain if
the fish is concentrated or not under the rumpon and to tell the direction of the current. Finally, another
crew member is responsible for holding the gavel of the seine in the water while the boat is going around
the raft. He is called the percelan.

The juru lampu start the paraffin pressure lamps and put them on a steel-framed floating
polyethylene raft. In the mean time, the rest of the crew brings in the rumpon on board (type B brings in
the longest rumpon). In the case of type A, a third of the length of the rumpon will be put back in the
water and tied again to the side of the boat. When ready, the paraffin pressure lamps raft is put in the
water and carefully tied to the rumpon. The boat then starts up the engine and cautiously turns off the
projectors on board one by one every minute not to scare the fish away and giving it time to concentrate
under the rumpon and the pressure lamps raft. Before leaving the moorage, the captain checks again the
direction of the currents as the way he will set the net closely depends on the direction both of the winds
and of the currents.

The juru antS and juru lampu are at post floating in the water with an inflated inner tube to look
after the lamps and the rumpon and make sure that they do not go anywhere. At 3:45 a.m., the purse
seine weighs anchor. The raft and the rumpon are untied from the boat. The purse seine sets away to
prepare encircling the rumpon with the seine finding the best position depending on the direction of the
wind and of the current. In the meantime, the juru lampu watches out that the lamps do not die in which
case all the fish would go away and they would not set the seine while the juru arus looks below the
rumpon to see if there is fish. The juru arus will always position himself in relation to the rumpon and
lamp raft agreeing with the surface CUlTent. A way to remind the captain of the direction of the current
and not to be caught between the raft and the net and to prevent the raft from going anywhere. At the
stern of the boat, the percelan waits for the signal to jump in the water with an inflated inner tube and
holding in his hands an electric torch and the gavel of the seine. Once in the water, he will act as a
marker buoy. The captain keeps his eyes on the raft and waits for the juru antS signal which will tell him
if the fish is concentrated or not under the rumpon by throwing pitches of water in the air. At 4 a.m., the
net is set in circle around the rumpon and the lamp raft. It takes about three to five minutes to meet the
percelan (Fig. 3).

The latter undoes the purse line tied up to the gavel so as to let the other crew members bring it
quickly to the centre of the boat. The first man directs the operations until the purse rings are on board
which will then definitely close the purse and imprison the fish. In the meantime, the juru lampu and
jura antS ties up the rumpon and the lamp raft to the centre of the float line so as to concentrate the fish
away from the purse line thus preventing it from escaping until the purse is closed (Fig. 3, steps 2 and 3).
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Figure 2: Fishing aggregating devices and location of the fish house (omah iwak)
Alat pengumpul ikan dan lokasi dari rumah ikan (omah iwak)

Once the purse is closed, the juru antS goes back on board while the juru lampu ties the rumpon
outside the net leaving only the lamp raft tied on the float line (Fig. 3, step 4). This operation lasts
between 20 to 40 minutes depending on the size of the net.

Six seamen, three sitting at the front of the boat and three sitting at the rear will always make sure to
carefully bring in the float line so as to make sure that it does not go under the hull or that the net is not
caught in the propeller. In the meantime, all other fishermen bring in the main body of the seine on board.
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• Utility of rumpon

The rumpon and the lamps help to concentrate the fish in a certain place and to move the fish
from one place to another so that they do not escape. According to fishermen, it is impossible to
catch fish without the rumpon. First they believe that fish need a place to gather and to play around.
They insist on the fact they if they used lamps only, fish would be attracted by the light but that
they would not stay under or around the boat especially when the boat is about to set the net.
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Secondly, they say that the rumpon is an indicator of the localisation of the fish in relation to the
current. Thus the shoals are always localised upstream the direction of the bottom current (Fig. 4). This
information to the captain is very valuable. The captain must take into consideration the localisation of
the fish, where and how the purse line will fall and anticipate the shape of the float line after setting the
seine. It is the combination of both the strength and direction of the wind and currents together with the
speed and the route of the boat while encircling that will influence on the success of the catch.

Mostly, captains would set the seine and anchor to the wind trying to combine with the currents to catch
fish. In ideal conditions, the surface current will maintain in place the float line while the bottom current
would nicely fall and capture the shoal facing up its direction under the rumpon. The wind would keep the
boat away from the net (Fig. 5) whereas in figure 6, the seine has been set too close thus catching only part of
the shoal.

direction of surface current

I"II~

Sea bottom

-

Sea level

- 50 to 60 m long

..................... ...
- - - - - ~nrll-- -- --- - - - direction of bottom current----

Figure 4: Location of fish under the FADS or rumpon before setting the seine
Lokasi ikan dibawah FADS atau rumpon sebelum menebarjaring
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Figure 5 : Ideal wind and currents conditions
Keadaan ideal angin dan kondisi arus
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Posisi salah dari cincin kantong hubungannya dengan posisi rumpon dan arah arus

Fishing grounds

Information was collected from purse seine captains in Juwana. It shows that all the fishing
grounds for 1995 are located on the eastern part of the Java Sea. Fishermen choose their fishing grounds
according to the climate cycle, that is a typical monsoon climate characterised by the complete reversal of
wind from west to east which was described by Durand and Petit (1995).

With the arrival of west winds in December and January, the purse seiners sail to the Makassar
strait in search for shelter on the leeward of Kalimantan. Fishermen operate there during the raining
season which last until march. Fishermen call this season musim sepi or the low season. A transition
period follows the west season bringing along a more temperate climate and a northerly wind. The sea is
usually calm. Fishermen say that this is the mating season both because the fish they catch are full of eggs
and that it is difficult to catch fish because the fish would rather stay at the bottom of the sea to lay their
eggs.

The months of July, August and sometimes September see the arrival of very strong easterly winds
with very formed seas. Fishermen sail between the islands of Masalembo, Bawean up to Sembirgelang
and Sembirgelap. During those months and at these positions, they catch small size fish, not yet mature.
Finally, the high fishing season begins in September right through till November and sometimes
December. It is a transition period marked by north-westerly winds and light seas. Purse seiners sail
around the islands of Madura, Masalembo and Matasiri until December. As soon as the west season
arrives, all the vessels go back to former fishing grounds located north-east.
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Fishing efficiency

Setting the seine does not necessarily guarantee successful fishing nor the quantities of fish caught.
We shall present here two types of daily catch report taken randomly in November, that is towards the
end of the high season. The first type shows the progression of the catch during a trip for a particular
boat. The second one shows the quantity of fish caught on a particular day by various boats fishing in
same area.

We choose the example of five boats who left at the same time Juwana or were at sea during the
same period. The data come from log books and from everyday radio monitoring recording. We should
mention that it is likely that some of the radio information be distorted due to the fact that some captains
want to keep for themselves good fishing grounds before informing their colleagues.

All reports show the irregularity of the catch and the probability of not catching any fish regardless
of the boat or the position. When several boats are on the same position, some catch fish, some do not.

Potier and Sadhotomo (l995b) mentioned that the full moon could have an effect on the catches.
Fishermen agree that the chances to catch fish are smaller during that time, but some captains are still
able to catch up to three holes. There seem to be no set rules. Many reasons could explain such
irregularities:

• the size of the boat, the engine horse power and the number of lamps on board;
• the weather;
• the frequency of movements of the ship;
• the absence of fish;
• technical incidents such as for example the paraffin pressure lamps raft which die just when the

boat is about the set the seine, the rumpon which disappears, because the setting was done much
too wide in wltich case the crew has to use a rope to bring the pilot on board again, thus giving a
chance to the fish to escape as the purse rings are not quickly brought back on board;

• the accidents;
• the number of boats fishing on the same ground;
• the combination direction and strength of wind and currents.

The length of the trip varies according to the season (Potier and Sadhotomo, 1995b) so there is no
doubt that they are affected by the weather and by the currents. Thus, from the end of December till June
the boats may stay up to 45 days at sea. During the high season from September till November, it will
sometimes take only 10 days to fill up 12 holes. Some of the log books frequently mention the difficulty
to set the seine because the currents constantly change or are much too strong to work. The fishermen's
description shows that the west monsoon and its following transition period present some currents which
either constantly change of run too fast.

Strangely enough for the fishermen, the low season corresponds to the time when the currents
constantly change. Inversely, the high season corresponds to the time where the currents are not too
strong and rather stable. The example below illustrates a situation that does present a problem where the
wind and the surface current come from the west whereas the bottom current comes from the opposite
direction (Fig. 7). In such conditions, it will be difficult to set and succeed in catching fishes because the
strength of the wind and surface current being much stronger then the bottom current will move the float
line too close to the side of the boat before the purse ring can actually be brought on board which gives
all the chance to the fish to escape.
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BELIEFS AND RITUALS TO INCREASE THE FISHING EFFICIENCY

As we just have seen, the results of a set of seine cannot be predicted. It presents irregularities
which are perceived by the fishermen as a question of luck and of fate. If not why would some catch fish
and others not? This brings us to the question how do the fishermen react to the success or the failure of
setting the seine? How do such reactions translate their perception of the sea and its resources?

The most popular reaction is to visit one or several dukun for advice on where the fish are but also
to change their fate. The dukun is a wise old man who can get in contact with the spirits and the gods of
the sea, thus acting as a mediator between men and higher forces to ask their help or be pleasant to them.

For the fishermen from Juwana, the sea is a huge empty space without any boundaries nor resting
place. It is a mysterious and unpredictable space inhabited by demons and evil and beneficent spirits. It is
also the home of the prophet Kidir, warden of the Java Sea, the prophet Sulaiman, warden of animals and
fishes and of Sutombono, son of the King Sutoyo, angel protector of all fishermen from Jepara till
Rembang in Central Java, thus including Juwana. The sea is a dangerous place for two reasons. The first
one is that it is invisible and dark bellow the surface, thus hiding currents, reefs and rocks. The second is
that spirits and ghosts can constantly disturb or distract fishermen and have an effect in the success of
their catch.

Thus, in order to face up these dangers, fishermen and captains of boats observe rituals for
protection and the chance before going at sea. Three of the most common practices will be described
here.

larum emas or gold needle

Before a captain from Juwana take the command for the first time of a boat, he will buy two
needles in 24 carat gold, one of 1,5 or 2 grams and a second one of I gram which he will bring to the
dukun of the village for him to put them on the boat.

The ceremony pasang jarum emas or the setting of god needles usually takes place around 7
o'clock at night. The dukun puts one gold needle right at the stem of the boat and another at the helm. To
do so, he will first prepare the hole with a steel nail and a hammer. When the hole is ready, he takes a
piece of banana pisang emas and puts some of it around the gold needle and in the hole. He then
whispers some magic formulas and prayers as he enters the needle in its hole. When asking either the
captains or the dukun on the meaning of the ritual, they say that the needle at the stem is there so that the
boat shines, that is appears clear and bright as it sails the seas. The one placed on the stirring wheel has
for function to go in the right direction and when meeting trouble or spirits to be quickly able to stir
away from them.

Rajah or magic formulas

Rajah are written magic formulas in favour of protection and chance. The writing is both Javanese
and Arab(Appendix 3). They translate various requests to the gods of the sea. Paron oil drops will be put
on each rajah to be effective: some examples are given here.

a) to address the prophet Kidir :
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b) to address the King prophet Sulaiman :

With such symbols so that both kings show them where to look for fish and enable them to catch a
lot. For the search of luck and chance, four symbols have to figure in the rajah (Fig. 8a).

8a

8b

8c

Figure 8 : Rajah

Finally, to keep away from any trouble or spirit, the dukun uses the following symbols (Fig. 8b).

According to the dukun, there are of lot of turbulence in the sea like accidents due to the
appearance of ghosts. Other time captains may not see fishes even though there are plenty because some
ghosts are disturbing and making captains see other things. This is one reason that explains that they do
not catch fish. Thus those formulas are used to clear away any kind of ghost.
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Special formulas are used so that the fish be attracted to the boat and decide to play and stay under
the rumpon (Fig. 8c).

Rajah are wrapped up in a thin plastic. In some cases, they may also be wrapped again in a white
linen. They may be specific for one purpose or for several in which case few formulas will be combined.
At least three or more rajah are found on the boat, usually nailed at the stern and at the bow of the vessel,
above the stirring wheel and in the engine room.

On board each boat, one, sometimes two rajah are tied to the stone which maintains the rumpon in
the water (Fig. 2). The stone is called the omah iwak or fish home in Javanese. Fishermen believe that the
rumpon is a shelter for the fish, a house to stop by during the long run across the bare world. The stone, the
anchor is the foundation of that house. Thus, rajah are placed here both to push away any ghosts that would
want to live in that house, preventing the fish to stop by and as an attraction calling the shoals.

Selamatan or ceremonial meals

Before each trip, fishermen observe two types of selamatan :

• The selamatan directed by the modin or Muslim priest called in Javanese manakipan, a prayer in
Arab asking god to protect the fishermen. The prayer is followed by a communal meal made of rice,
different Javanese dishes, chicken and bananas. The meal is shared among the crew. By doing so, they
ask god for a safe trip and that luck be with them.

• The selamatan directed by the dukun who dictates the meal that has to be prepared depending on
the boat, the date and the situation. This selamatan is a way to ask the God of the sea the permission to
catch fish before leaving. To be pleasant to the gods, they offer meals they like eating best. Thus, a pyramid
of rice will be a gift to the god Kidir, yellow rice for the god Sulaiman, chicken eggs to please the god
Sutombondo. Even if one of these offerings was not to please as long as some of them were right, fishermen
could still get fish. A plate is offered at the bow of the boat and the rest is shared among the crew. This
selamatan generally takes place on the way to the river mouth or at the river mouth before entering the sea.

This selamatan is usually followed by another ritual called siraman. The dukun gives to the
captain a bowl of water in which he has thrown flowers while whispering the usuals. The captain is told
to pour the mixture starting from the front of the boat going toward the stern on both right and left sides
as well as on the net. Fishermen believe that there are one or several invisible good guardians protecting
the boat. Thus, before leaving for the sea, they wash the invisible guardians so that the boat feels clean
and clear, ready to go. They often appear as crazy people to the captains in their dreams if the boat was
not watered with flowers or as nice persons for those who have observed the ritual.

If after following all these rituals and ceremonials, the captain still does not catch any fish, he will
first contact his manager by radio if he is at sea to ask his wife to go and see the dukun and make a
selamatan. Depending on the date, the boat and the captain, the dukun will call for a number of offerings
to be prepared so that the captain is able to catch fish. On his return from the sea, the captain will look for
other dukuns in order to put all his chances on his side. Each will advise him on the choice of fishing
grounds, new rituals to observe and give him things to carry at all times for protection and chance.

No matter the captain, whether he is young or senior in the profession, he will consult one or more
than one dukun before going at sea. Some will also ask the dukun which is the best day for him to leave.
Even the most performing captains keep up with the tradition afraid to see the wind of luck change. So
much so that the less performing ones believe that there are dukun more powerful than others and so they
are always on the hunt at for a new wise man.

To compare their reactions to the success and failure of setting the seine with their reaction at sea
when confronted to a particular situation, we organised a test with 20 of the 56 captains registered in
Juwana in mid 1995. Each situation presented specific wind and currents' directions as well as their
strength. From this information, the captain was to draw how he would set the seine in such a situation.

The results presented here present two aspects. The first is that the majority of captains set the
seine to the wind no matter the direction of the currents and their strength. The second thing we observe
is that a minority is setting the seine trying to adapt to each particular situation in order to maximise the
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catch which means that some of them associate their failure with the situation they are confronted to
while setting at that particular moment. Thus, they will set the net with the wind in the back or on the
side. Because of the minority aspect, we tend to think that they are still at an experimenting stage. This
idea is confirmed by looking at the log book which keeps record of the evolution of setting the seine
during a trip.

CONCLUSION

For the purse seine fishermen from Juwana, the Java Sea is a hostile and an unknown world. On
the one hand, they perceive the resource as unlimited. On the other hand, they need to refer to some
known elements to explain the probability of catching fish. It is a sign of a culture that has not yet
appropriated its environment, thus the rituals in favour of protection and chance. Their activity can be
compared in relation to day and night. Some known element such as a projector informing on the dark,
and at the same time denying it and protecting, acting as a barrier between men and the unknown.

However, even if fishermen are still attached to traditional value, some of them are innovating,
trying and learning the sea. It would interesting in further studies to compare their tacit knowledge with
formal scientific research on the current pattern of the Java Sea.
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THE MOBILITY OF ANDHON FISHERMEN IN EAST JAVA

E. SUSILO and ISMADI

ABSTRACT

Andhon is a name for the geographical mobility of fishermen in East Java, where fishermen from the
northern coast move to southern coast every year. The study on andhon was aimed to find out mechanisms
to decrease its negative impacts and find out sustainable fisheries resources management. There are two
types of andhon :

- fishermen from Madura Islands (Sapeken and Kangean Islands) who move in November - January to
fish reef fishes;

- fishermen from Pasuruan or Banyuwangi who move in July - October to fish pelagic fishes by using
payang and purse seine.

Positive impacts resulted from the andhon are: the diffusion of fishing technology, the increase of job
generation and the increase of local income.

Several negative impacts, however, are : social conflicts, the resources destruction and unsuitable
scenery for tourism areas. It seems that andhon fishermen are innovators for exploiting fisheries resources.
However, the technologies used tend to destruct the resources, especially reef resources. And their arrival
has the contlict potential.
KEYWORDS: andhon, social conflict, diffusion of technology, job generation, resources

destruction, management of andhon fishermen.

ABSTRAK
Nelayan 'andhon' adalah sua/u mobilitas geograji a/au mobili/as sirkuler. Nelayan dari pantoi V/ara

pindah sementara ke pan/ai Selaton setiap tahun. Studi ini dirancang untuk menemukan mekanisme untuk
mengurangi dampak negatij yang ditimbulkan oleh mobili/as nelayan 'andon', dan pengelolaan
sumberdaya perikanan yang berkelanju/an.

Terdapat dua tipe nelayan 'andhon', pertama, adalah nelayan dari pulau-pulau di sekitar Madura
(Sapeken dan Kangenan) yang da/ang pada bulan November - Januari untuk menangkap ikan-ikan terumbu
karang. Kedua, nelayan dari Pasuruan atau Banyuwangi yang datang pada bulan Juli - Ok/ober un/uk
menangkap ikan-ikan pelagis dengan menggunakan alat tongkap 'payallg' dan purse seine.

Di satu sisi, nelayan 'andhon' menimbulkan bebarapa dampak positif, yaitu : dijL/si teknologi
penangkapan ikan, meningkatkan peluang berusaha/bekerja dan meningka/kan pendapatan. Di lain pihak,
nelayan 'andhon' juga menyebabkan dampak negatif, misalnya : konflik sosial, kerusakan sumberdaya dan
menimbulkan kesan kumuh sebagai daerah wisata. Pada dasarnya nelayan 'andhon' adalah agen pembaru
dalam eksploitosi sumberdaya perikanan, tetapi kedatangannya berpo/ensi menimbulkan konflik dan
sebagian /eknologi yang digunakannya merusak sumberdaya, khususnya terumbu karang.
KATA KUNCI: 'andhon'(mobilitas sirkuler), konflik sosial, difusi teknologi, peluang ekonorni,

kerusakan sumberdaya, pengelolaan nelayan 'andhon'.
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In their study of occupational and geographical mobility in and out of Thai fisheries, Panayotou
and Panayotou (1986) indicate that the two forms of mobility require new opportunities to be not only at
least as profitable as fishing, but also to be located in the vicinity of the fishing communities (especially
for Muslim fishermen) and to entail a partially similar way of life and working style. In the long run,
broader occupational and geographical mobility should be encouraged especially for areas with poor
resources.

Several researchers have studied geographic mobility in Indonesia. They focused on
industrialisation as on haul migrations, i.e. urbanisation and commuting (Wiyono, 1994a, 1994b;
Priono, 1994; Ananta, 1994; Mantra, 1994; Alatas, 1993; Kanto, 1992; Spaan, 1990 and Chotib, 1994).

However, fishermen's migrations have been left aside, although they represent a socially
significant phenomenon. Yet, Ismadi et al. (1993, 1996) in East Java, Nazarudin (1988) in South
Sulawesi and Mubyarto et al. (1984) in Central Java have sought to fill the gap concerning the relevant
issues. Indeed, circular migrations (the andhon fishermen) can be observed among Indonesian fishing
communities, e.g. in Pelabuhan Ratu to the South China Sea to catch the pelagic fishes (Susilo, 1990),
from Indramayu to the South Kalimantan to catch sharks (Suzuki, pers. comm.), from Lamongan to the
West Java or Jakarta (Susilo, 1992); and from East Java to Central Java, West Java and Lampung Bay, or
from Central Java to West Java, especially among fishermen who use mini purse seine (Wijopriono
et al., 1996).

This analysis addresses successively the problems raised by the push and pull factors underlying
the andhon phenomenon, the social conflicts these migrations generate, the management or these
conflicts, the impact on local resources and the pollution it entails in some areas devoted to tourism. The
activities of andhon fishermen in East Java seem to be difficult to stop. In the long run, this study seeks
to identify the mechanisms likely to eliminate the negative impact caused by the mobility of andhon
fishermen and to ensure the sustainable nature of the resources' exploitation.

THE ANDHON FISHERMEN

The reasons underlying these migrations are primarily economic. People move toward richer
places (Lucas et aI., 1982). Here, however, pushing factors primarily concern differences of fishing
seasons between North and South and the more complex technology used by north coast fishermen
notably with regard to the boats used and their operation systems (KEPAS, 1987).

Fish migrate for several reasons. They move to breeding places; they move also to get food and
finally, they move to avoid predators. Andhon fishermen respond to all these factors, especially to the
feeding habits of the species in which they are interested (cf. Mubyarto et al., 1984; Susilo, 1991).

There are two types of andhon. First, those who come in the rainy season (November - January),
dive to get fish on coral reefs (lobster, Epinephelus). They originate from Sapeken and Kangean islands,
located on the archipelago of Madura. Second, others migrate during the dry season (July - October).
They are equipped with payang and purse seines to get pelagic species. They originate from Pasuruan
and Banyuwangi and sometimes from Sendang Biru (Malang) in the Prigi Bay (Fig. 1).

According to Susilo (1987), the arrival of andhon fishermen impoverishes the local community,
even though there is not enough empirical data to support his contention. Nevertheless, Susilo (1991)
makes later on a number of significant observations:

• andhon fishermen often marry local woman,
• local fishermen who have smaller boats tend to rent-in andhon fishermen's fishing units

for their own activities,
• local people work as crew members on the boats of andhon fishermen,
• local people rent out their houses to these andhon fishermen.
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Figure 1: The andhon migration (Ismadi et al., 1995, modified)
Perpindahan nelayan andhon (lsmadi et aI., 1995, modijikasi)

Dahlan and Kismanto (1986) used the notion of "non-social conflict" (social balance) to suggest
that social tension arise when the quality of life is not good enough for Indonesian people. While
development implies planned change, with public authorities being a major actor in the process, there are
also unplanned changes, affecting the demographic, technological, cultural and environmental aspects of
the communities affected. The indicators most often used to evaluate social or "non social" conflicts are
generally based on the views of the relevant communities. Indeed, each group has a set of norms used as
references for assessing interactions among its members, for example with regard to mutual assistance or
participation in ceremonial events. Deviations from such norms should be avoided (Soekanto, 1987).

Local peoples hold negative perceptions andhon temporary migrations because of their negative
impact on the environment. The impact is social. Fishermen's circular migrations are doomed to
jeopardise the social life of the communities toward which they move. At first, andhon bring their boat
and equipment by rented truck. At present, they sail along coastal waters from Pasuruan to Prigi Bay.
When the fishing season is over, they leave their boats and equipment in Prigi Bay, to be used again the
following year.

Contrasts in the evolution of andhon and local fishermen's activities are summarised in Table 1.

SOME CONSEQUENCES OF ANDHON MIGRAnONS

Regardless of the local peoples' perceptions, the consequences of andhon migrations are twofold.

The positive impact

• The diffusion of new fishing technology: the fishing gears brought by andhon enable local
fishermen to widen the fishing ground they use for capturing pelagic fishes and to get fish on coral reefs.
Andhon have promoted the use of mini long-line and gillnet in integrated operations.

• Increases of economic opportunities: andhon presence fosters new opportunities easily available
to locals: employment, rentals of living accommodations, etc. There is also new investments.
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• Increases in the resources of the harbour and local authorities: taxes, retribution fees and rent-out
of handling facilities (ice, basket, transport, etc.) yield a notable augmentation of the income of fish
harbour and local government. The fish harbour's income varies significantly in function of the number
of andhon. The total income increased from Rp. 26,122,000 in 1993 to Rp. 42,856,600 in 1994. The
retribution of fish in fish auctions climbed from Rp. 62,559,426 in 1993 to Rp. 9::; ,300,327 in 1994
(Harbour Report, 1995). The tax levied on one unit fishing of andhon using the payang is Rp. 15,000.

• Increases in the earnings of andhon : migrations of andhon toward South coastal areas represent
sources of profitable investments.

Table 1: Contrast in the equipment of andhon and local fishermen (Prigi Fish Harbour)
Perbedaan peralatan yang dimiliki oleh nelayan andhon dan nelayan lokal
(pelabuhan perikanan Prigi)

Fishing gear 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Purse seine

local 74 64 63 63 68

andhon *
Gillnet

local 38 35 12 18 20

andhon 16 17 14 2 15

Payang

local 12 12 12 15 15

andhon 19 20 15 60 30

Mini long line

local 10 10 10 16 16

andhon 15 17 14 21 21

Total number of gears **
local 134 121 97 112 119

andhon 50 54 43 83 66

Total number of fishermen

local 2,413 3,023 3,168 3,206 3,278

andhon 365 385 295 910 948

* We found purse seines from Sendang Biru (Malang) in Prigi Bay.
** Does not include Bagan Apung, beach seines and hand lines, which are exclusively owned by local fishermen.

The negative impact

• The operations of andhon are sources of potential conflict. Local and andhon may operate
simultaneously in the same fishing ground. This causes frequent damages in their respective
boats and gears. Local fishermen are envious of the greater quantity and higher quality of the
fish caught by andhon. The ensuing jealousy is enhanced by the fact that the boats of andhon
often use a less sizeable crew.
Investments in diving equipment by local entrepreneurs contribute also to fuel conflicts between
the two communities, since local authorities have banned the use of compressors.
Finally, andhon are frequently accused of sexual misconduct concerning the wives, daughters or
sisters of local people.

• The destruction of resources, especially around the reef: paradoxically, while local authorities
have banned the use of diving-compressors, they have done nothing to prevent the use of poison
(the poison, pUlas, that is potassium cyanide, used by some fishermen who refer to it as the
'candy'). This poison can extensively destroy the coral reef.
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o Pollution in tourism areas: the look and the behaviour of andhon in areas devoted to tourism are
sources of inconvenience. Instead of using the waste disposals installed at convenient locations,
andhon fishermen throw their garbage all over the place. Crew members of andhon boats are
often scantily clad and sleep outside under the trees. All of these turn tourism areas into slums.

THE MANAGEMENT OF ANDHON FlSHERMEN

To be able to migrate, andhon fishermen must have access to money as to labour and secure an
admission letter. This letter is obtained from the chief of the village and approved by the chief of sub
district, the police and the military authority in the sub-district. A visa must also be issued by the
fisheries' agency in Pasuruan and approved by the local fishermen cooperative (KUD Mina). The letter
should be given to the local Fisheries Officer. This later brings the letter to the chief of the local
fisheries' service in Trenggalek, who will issue the so called recommendation letter, which officially
entitles the andhon to operate for three or four months. The guardians at the sub-district level are allowed
to expel andhon who do not have such a document.

The local government has built special houses ('barracks') to provide andhon with
accommodations, but they do not want to use it. They prefer to rent rooms in the houses of local people,
because it is a cheaper arrangement.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

There are two categories of andhon. First, fishermen from Islands of Madura (Sapeken Island or
Kangean Island) moving between November and January, to catch fish on coral reefs. Second, fishermen
from Pasuruan or Banyuwangi, move from July to October to catch pelagic species by using payang and
purse seine.

These andhon have a positive impact on the place they visit such as :

o the diffusion of new fishing capture technologies,
o the increase of economic opportunities,
o the increase of the harbour and local government income and
o the amount of remittances.

Alternatively, andhon cause a variety of social conflicts generated by their competition with local
people, because of the damages they cause to the environment and the threats they constitute for the
development of tourism.

To conclude, some suggestions are made to alleviate the consequences of these negative impacts:

• Local authorities should prepare a cheap and adequate residential facility. The taxes levied on
fishing activities should cover the costs of the room and board of andhon.

o The payang should be the only equipment allowed for the fishing operations of fishermen, since
local fishermen themselves have a limited number of this type of gear.

o Local authorities should regulate the maximum number of persons allowed to stay in a house.
Sometimes, no less than thirty persons live under the same roof.

o To lower the damages caused to local resources, local authorities should ban the use of poison to
catch fish on the reef and fishing should be done by night.
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THE PROCESSING, DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING OF SMALL
PELAGIC FISH FROM THREE FISHING PORTS

IN CENTRAL JAVA, INDONESIA

I.J. CLUCAS and J. BASMAL

ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of a series of censuses conducted at the three main fish landings for small

pelagic fish in Central Java. The censuses aimed to gather infonnation on all small pelagic fish leaving the
landing on the census day and to build up a picture of the processing and marketing of fish from the
landings. A total of 22 censuses were made, 6 at Tegal and 8 each at Juwana and Pekalongan and a great
deal of information gathered.

Landings at Tegal are relatively small and the processing industry is dominated by producers of
dried/salted fish sending fish to distant markets not only in Java but into Sumatra.

The landing at Juwana averages over 100 tons per day with a roughly 60% : 40% split between fresh and
salted at sea fish. The processing activities are dominated by the production of pindang besek produced from
the medium quality fresh fish. The good quality fresh fish may be sold to fresh fish traders who sell into the
lucrative Jakarta market. It appears that all the salted at sea fish is destined for drying.

The Pekalongan fish landing is probably the biggest in terms of weight of fish landed in Indonesia.
Landing can reach over 350 to 400 tons per day. The landings are split roughly 70% : 30% between fresh
and salted fish at sea. Processing is dominated by traders producing dried fish for distant markets (including
exports) from the salted fish, but there is also a very large industry for the production of pindang besek and
many traders involved in fresh fish distribution to distant markets as well.

Pindang besek from all three landings is particularly popular in Central and East Java whereas the other
types of more heavily salted pindang are distributed further west. Jakarta seems to act as a magnet for good
quality fresh fish and dried/salted fish is distributed mainly inland and to the most distant markets.

KEYWORDS: pelagic fish, distribution, marketing, processing, salted/dried, fresh, pindang.

ABSTRAK
Makalah ini menyajikan hasil serangkaian sensus yang dilakukan pada liga lempal pendaratan ikan

utama (TPI) unluk ikan pelagis kecil di Jawa Tengah. Sensus-sensus lersebul berlujuan unluk
mengumpulkan informasi lentang semua ikan pelagis kecil yang lerjual di TPl pada hari sensus dan untuk
mendapalkan gambaran lenlang pengolahan dan pemasaran ikan dari TPl. Sebanyak 22 sensus lelah
dilakukan yang lerdiri alas 6 sensus di Tegal, 8 sensus di Juwana dan 8 sensus di Pekalongan. Informasi
yang diperoleh dari sensus di liga TPl lersebw menunujukkan bahwa : (1) pendaralan ikan di Tegal relalif
sedikil dan induSlri pengolahan ikan didominasi oleh penghasil ikan kering/asin yang menjualnya sampai
ke Sumatra; (2) pendaratan ikan di Juwana rata-rata lebih dari 100 IOn per hari dengan perbandingan ikan
segar: ikan yang lelah diasin = 60% : 400/0. Kegiatan pengolahan ikan didominasi oleh produksi pindang
besek ynag terbual dari ikan segar berkualilas sedang. lkan segar berkualitas baik, dijual kepada pedagang
ikan segar yang menjualnya ke pasar-pasar yang lebih mengulllungkan di Jakarta. Sedang semua ikan yang
diasin selama penangkapan lebih diutamakan ullluk dikeringkan; (3) lempat pendaratan ikan di
Pekalongan mungkin merupakan yang lerbesar di Indonesia dalam arti berat ikan yang didaralkan. Dalam
sa17.1 hari, ikan yang didaratkan dapat mencapai lebih dari 350 sampai 400 ton dan TPI terseblll sangat
akJij. Perbandingan ikan segar: ikan yang diasin di kapal adalah 70% : 30%. Pengolahan ikan didominasi
oleh pedagang yang memproduksi ikan kering/asin unulk pasar-pasar yang jal/h (Iermasuk ekspor).
Terdapat pula industri yang sangat besar ullll/k pindang besek. Selain itu banyak pula pedagang yang
lerlibat dalam distribusi ikan segar ke pasar-pasar yang jal/h. Pindang besek dari ketiga TPI lersebul
terkenal terulama di Jawa Tengah dan Timur, sedang pindang yang lebih asin dijual ke Jawa Barat.
Jakarta tampaknya mempunyai daya larik bagi pemasaran ikan segar berkl/alilas baik. lkan kering/asin
dijuallerulama di Jawa dan ke pasar-pasar yang jal/h.
KATA KUNCI : ikan pelagis, distribusi, pemasaran, pengolahan, kering/asin, segar, pindang.
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The purpose of the Java Sea Pelagic Fisheries Assessment Project is to achieve a better
understanding of the fishery for small pelagic species operating in the Java Sea. In addition to biological
studies of the fish stocks, seasonality and fishing methodologies used, work under this programme has
also been focused on the landward side of the small pelagic fisheries of the Java Sea.

To better understand the onward movement of fish a series of surveys were conducted at the three
main landings between April 1992 and March 1993. The data collected during these surveys is presented
here in an attempt to make the information available to a wider audience. This could be used for the
planning of suitable interventions by government and those involved in the fish trade in order to ascertain
the most appropriate locations for the introduction of new technologies.

BACKGROUND

The purse seining vessels are the major catchers of small pelagics from the Java Sea and land their
fish into the three main ports of Pekalongan, Juwana and Tegal. Once the fish has been landed, it is sold
by auction to the various traders for processing and/or distribution and marketing.

The survey work concentrated on small pelagic fish originating from purse seiners with inboard
engines, thus excluding large pelagic fish, demersal fish or small pelagics from other types of craft.

The purse seine fleet operating from the North Coast of Java in the Java Sea involves two types of
vessels. These are large and small (or mini) purse seiners. Their size affects their operational patterns. As
far as the fish disposition is concerned, the major difference between the two types of vessel concerns the
way in which the fish is stored on board. Large seiners need to catch up to 80 tons of fish to fill their
holds. To achieve this, they spend up to 40 days (typically 30 days) at sea. The fish they catch are fast
spoiling and will not remain in acceptable condition as in ice for more than 12 to 14 days.To preserve
fish over the 30 to 40 days trip time, therefore, the large seiners use salt as preservative for the first
caught fish. Typically the vessel uses salt for at least 50% of the catch and ice for the rest. This means
that large seiners land fish of two types for two different markets. The small seiners on the other hand are
able, because of their shorter trip times, to preserve all their catch in ice and land it as "fresh" fish.

METHOD OF OATA COLLECTION

In order to build up a picture of the way in which fish is processed and marketed from Tegal,
Pekalongan and Juwana, it was planned to collect data on one day per month over a year. In practice,
however this was not possible and an uneven distribution of censuses was undertaken making seasonal
interpretation of the data impossible.

Information to be collected consisted of :

• buyer,
• species,
• quantity,
• storage conditions on board (fresh in ice or salted),
• type of container and transport used from market.

Process used eventually market data. This data was collected in two ways:

• The information on markets and processing methods employed by the large fish processors in
each of the landings was obtained by interviews with the owners of those enterprises .

• The other information was collected by conducting a complete census of all fish leaving the
landing on the particular day of the survey.

At the census site, data was entered onto a form recording the ownership, species, quality, weight
(number of containers), type of transport and container for each batch of fish leaving the landing.
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RESULTS

Situation at Tegal

The fish landing in Tegal for purse seiners is separate from the landing used by smaller boats and
boats catching demersal fish. Although there are some 49 purse seiners registered in Tegal
(1990 figures), not all of them land their catches here and consequently small pelagics fish landings are
erratic. Most of the purse seiners landing into Tegal are large using both salt and ice for preservation. It
is often the case that only one vessel is landing per day. It is usual for large purse seiners to unload their
catches over two or more days and often they will only unload salt fish or iced fish on a particular day.
This means that when only one boat is unloading, there may be only salted fish or only iced fish for sale
at the auction.

Table I below indicates the quantity landed on each census day.

Table 1: Landings (in kilograms) at TegaJ on census days
Basil tangkapan yang didaratkan di Tegal selama sensus (dalam kilogram)

281 1.0 28,536 99.0

126,481 97.1 3,839 2.9

0 0.0 22,511 100.0

14,141 23.1 47,209 76.9

3,591 6.3 53,349 93.7

157,512 50.2 156,232 49.8

Date

01/05/92

20/05/92

05/07/92

28/07/92

26/08/92

30/09/92

02/12/92

10/03/93

Total

Fresh

13,018

%

94.3

Salted

788

%

5.7

Total

13,806

No landing

No landing

28,817

130,320

22,511

61,350

56,940

313,744

It can be seen that on most days the auction was dominated by salt fish, although overall the
amount of fresh fish and salted fish landed on the sum of the census days was roughly equal. The type of
fish landed obviously influences the way in which the fish is subsequently processed. Table 2 below
summarises the information gathered during the censuses on the eventual processing of the fish.
Whenever the majority of fish landed was previously salted on board, as would be expected most of the
fish was processed into dried/salted fish. Even on the day of major fresh fish landings (26/8/92) 82% of
the fish was sold to traders involved in dried fish production. The fisheries economy of Tegal is therefore
dominated by dried fish processing.

Other factors that will influence the proportions going to different processes will be the quality of
the fresh fish landed and the quantities landed. On the ISi of May for example, only 13 tons of fish were
landed, most of it (94%) fresh on ice. None of that fish was used for drying but was sold for fresh fish
distribution and for production of smoked fish and pindang. It appears therefore that there is a small
demand for fresh fish in Tegal, but this is not sufficiently strong to absorb the large quantities of fresh
fish that might be landed there occasionally. This probably explains why there are a number of Tegal
registered vessels that do not land into the port on a regular basis.

Maps in Figures I to 4 (Annexes) show that distribution of fish products from Tegal is mainly
towards the west.
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Table 2: Disposition of fish from Tegallanding to types of processors
Disposisi ikan yang didaratkan di Tegal berdasarkan jenis pengolah

Date FreshlIced Dry/Salted Pindang Pindang Smoked Others
besek kuali

Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg %

01/05/92 10,70 77.5 788 5.7 0 0 367 2.6 1,951 14.1 0 0

20/05/92 - - - - - - - - - - - -

05/07/92 - - - - - - - - - - - -

28/07/92 0,280 1.0 28,538 99.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

26/08/92 16,960 13.0 106,870 82.0 2,060 1.6 179 0.1 2,491 1.9 1,722 1.3

30/09/92 0 0 21,733 96.5 0 0 788 3.5 0 0 0 0

02/12/92 5,314 8.7 47,450 77.3 2,222 3.6 3,101 5.1 1,727 2.8 1,536 2.5

10/03/93 1,763 3.1 51,460 9004 0 0 517 0.9 0,963 1.7 2,237 3.9

Total 35,021 1l.2 256,846 81.9 4,282 lA 4,952 1.6 7,132 2.3 5,495 1.7

Others includes: Pindang other than besek and kuali, bait fish and purchases by small scale traders who produce
a variety of end products if their first attempts at selling fresh are unsuccessful.

Dried salted fish which on the days of our surveys made up over 80% of the products is distributed
to the most distant markets and further inland than other products. As is commonly suggested, dried fish
is sent to markets which are too difficult to reach with regular fresh fish shipments. The stable nature of
dried fish makes it possible to transport without specialised transport as far as Medan in North Sumatera
and in-land Java as far as Bandung and Rangkasbitung in West Java.

Fresh fish distribution from Tegal is of minor importance compared with dried/salted fish but,
even so, fish from TegaJ is sent as far as Jakarta and Palembang in South Sumatera for sale. Surprisingly,
the data collected showed small scale purchasers of pelagics sending fish to Jakarta for sale. These
purchasers would also be buying quantities of other species of fish (mainly demersal species) from other
landings close to Tegal to make up a truck load or part truck load of mixed species for transport to
Jakarta.

Smoked fish production in Tegal is practised by a relatively large number of smaJl scale
processors, selling into local markets. Many of the small traders who produce smoked fish also sell fish
fresh, produce pindang of various sorts or salted dried products.

Pindang producers in Tegal are generally small-scale and are not dominated by one particular
type. There are producers of pindang kuali, besek and paso in the town and some producers make more
than one type. Distribution as shown in Figure 4 is over relatively short distances.

Situation at Juwana

The fish landing at Juwana is one of the largest in Java with a large number of purse seiners based
at the port. Many of the vessels landing at Juwana are large purse seiners resulting in a mix of fresh and
salted fish being landed. Table 3 below indicates the quantity of the two types landed on each census day.

On the whole, more fresh than salted fish is landed, which influences the way in which fish is
processed and marketed. Table 4 shows the major processing methods used for the fish and it can be seen
that, as would be expected the fish salted at sea is used almost exclusively for production of dry/salted
fish, a major industry in Juwana.

The fresh fish landed by the fleet is processed in a variety of ways but predominantly into pindang
besek. Pindang besek from Juwana is widely distributed from Juwana into Central and East Java. There is
a major wholesale market for pindang besek in Surabaya from where fish is distributed to many other
parts of East Java.
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Table 3: Landings (in kilogram) at Juwana on census days
Basil tangkapan yang didaratkan di Juwana selama sensus (dalam kilogram)

Date Fresh % Salted % Total

02/05/92 57,838 90.1 6,336 9.9 64,174

05/06/92 58,587 57.8 42,689 42.2 101,276

30/07/92 59,937 51.2 57,026 48.8 116,963

10/07/92 62,511 58.9 43,586 41.1 106,097

29/08/92 79,881 63.0 46,913 37.0 126,794

15/10/92 89,448 54.1 75,995 45.9 165,443

06/12/92 98,298 58.9 68,731 41.1 167,030

12/03/93 79,339 62.1 48,419 37.9 127,758

Total 585,839 60.1 389,695 39.9 975,534

Other types of pindang are also produced in Juwana but on a much smaller scale. Pindang naya,
kuali and paso are distributed and marketed on a more local basis than pindang besek as is illustrated by
comparison of the maps in figures 5 and 6. The more heavily salted pindang produced by cooking fish in
salt in layers in clay or metal containers have longer shelf lives (several weeks) and are distributed into
the western parts of Java.

Table 4: Disposition of fish from Juwana landing to types of processors
Disposisi ikan yang didaratkan di Juwana berdasarkan jenis pengolah

Date FreshJIced Dry/Salted Pindang besek Pindang kuali Smoked Others

Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg %

02/05/92 15,370 23.9 5,028 7.8 36,241 56.5 2,382 3.7 5,047 7.9 106 0.2

05/06/92 13,615 13.4 42,689 42.6 44,972 44.4 0 0 0 0 0 0

30/07/92 15,558 14.7 43,586 41.1 40,360 38.0 2,316 2.2 0 0 4,277 4.0

10/07/92 4,471 3.8 57,026 48.8 48,688 41.6 6,693 5.7 0 0 78 0.1

29/08/92 3,520 2.8 61,210 48.3 43,745 34.5 18,321 14.4 0 0 0 0

15/10/92 7,575 4.6 67,703 40.9 74,841 45.2 7,514 4.6 7,632 4.6 179 0.1

06/12/92 13,162 7.9 65,358 39.1 68,032 40.7 13,326 8.0 7,063 4.3 89 0.1

12/03/93 23,457 18.4 41,826 32.7 46,694 36.5 8,928 7.0 4,855 3.8 2,000 1.6

Total 96,728 9.9 384,426 39.4 403,573 41.4 59,480 6.1 24,597 2.5 6,729 0.7

Others includes: purchases by small scale traders who produce a variety of end products if their first attempts at
selling fresh are unsuccessful.

The good quality fresh fish is purchased by traders specialising in fresh fish distribution and
marketing. These traders buy a variety of species, not only small pelagics, and make up a bulk lot to send
to markets on the day of purchase. These markets are as far away as Jakarta, Bandung in West Java and
into Palembang in Sumatera (Fig. 7). Jakarta fresh fish marketing from Juwana is dependent on the time
that fish will arrive there. Unless fish can leave the North Java landings early in the morning, it will
reach the primary wholesale market at Muara Baru too late and will need to be sold on the market at
Pasar lkan where prices are, apparently, less attractive.

The large volumes of already salted at sea fish landed from the large purse seine fleet into Juwana
has given rise to a thriving dried/salt fish industry. From Juwana the dried fish is distributed to many
parts of Indonesia as shown in Figure 8. The final destinations include Sumatera and Kalimantan as well
as many inland towns of East, Central and West Java.
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Situation at Pekalongan

The fish landing in Pekalongan is probably one of the largest in terms of weight of fish landed in
South East Asia. It is certainly the largest in Central Java and accounts for a high percentage of all fish
landing in the province. The landing is dominated by the purse seine fleet for small pelagics (both large
and mini) but there is also a thriving trade in higher value demersal products such as red snappers etc.
The landings at Pekalongan are regularly between 100 and 200 tons per day and during the peak season
can rise as high a 400 tons of which a high proportion are small pelagic species from the purse seine fleet.

Both salted and fresh small pelagic fish are landed here. The large number of mini purse seiners at
the landing produce only iced fish and, since they are often at sea for only a few days, the quality of the
fish that they land is generally of better quality than fresh fish from the large vessels. The thriving and
competitive trade in good quality fresh fish for the Jakarta and other large urban markets in West Java
means that this good quality fish is in great demand and there are positive preferences amongst fresh fish
purchasers for fish from the mini seiners. The distribution of fresh fish is illustrated in Figure 9. Table 5
below indicates the quantity of the two types landed on each census day in Pekalongan.

Table 5: Landings (in kilogram) at Pekalongan on census days
Basil tangkapan yang didaratkan di Pekalongan selama sensus (dalam kilogram)

Date Fresh % Salted % Total

29/04/92 93,954 73.3 34,175 26.7 128,129

21/05/92 82,565 70.9 33,800 29.1 116,365

07/07/92 70,082 66.7 35,021 33.3 105,103

29/07/92 16,999 77.4 4,972 22.6 21,971

28/08/92 216,983 72.5 78,231 26.5 295,215

04/10/92 245,637 67.8 116,441 32.2 362,078
04/12/92 105,223 53.7 90,608 46.3 195,831

09/03/93 138,845 69.5 60,949 30.5 199,794

Total 970,288 68.1 454,197 31.9 1,424,486

Roughly one third of the landing is of fish that has been salted at sea. This provides the raw
material for a number of large scale dried/-salted fish producers. These traders rarely, if ever, buy fresh
fish and salt it themselves, finding it more convenient and economical to purchase the already partially
processed product from the vessel. The end product, being ambient self stable can be transported long
distances to distribution centres in various parts of Sumatera and to Pontianak in Kalimantan (Fig. 10). It
also figures as an export commodity from Indonesia as at least one of the dried fish producers in
Pekalongan sends fish to Pontianak via Jakarta and this is then taken by truck into Sarawak (East
Malaysia).

Pindang besek is another major product of Pekalongan fish landings accounting for about 18% of
the fish landed on the census days. In addition there are a number of large scale fish purchasers who
market their best quality fish fresh and select out second grade fish for production of pindang besek.
Usually these larger companies own their own trucks and ship both fresh fish and pindang into the larger
towns of West Java particularly Jakarta, but also Bandung, Cirebon and Karawang (Fig. 11 and 12).

Marketing of fresh fish and pindang besek accounts for nearly 75% of the fresh fish landings. The
remaining 25% is made into a variety of products by small scale traders. This includes other types of
pindang, smoked fish and small batches purchased by small scale processors who make a variety of
products and market locally. Some is also used as bait for the red snapper fishery. The badly spoilt fish
and that damaged by poor handling on board is purchased by a number of traders who then sell it on to a
fish meal producer in Batang (l0 km from Pekalongan).
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Table 6: Disposition of fish from Pekalongan landing to types of processors
Disposisi ikan yang didaratkan di Pekalongan berdasarkanjenis pengolah

Date Fresh/lced Dry/Salted Pindang besek Fresh and Pindang Others
pindang besek others

Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg %

29/04/92 63,115 49.3 47,577 37.1 9,216 7.2 0 0 5,811 4.5 2,412 1.9

21/05/92 43,193 37.1 36,838 31.7 30,522 26.2 0 0 4,468 3.8 1,344 1.2

07/07/92 33,977 32.3 34,685 33.0 21,913 20.8 4,500 4.3 5,755 5.5 4,271 4.1

29/07/92 5,036 22.9 4,972 22.6 6,177 28.1 2,994 13.6 2,342 10.7 450 2.0

28/08/92 73,437 24.9 126,999 43.0 66,905 22.7 17,102 5.8 4,099 1.4 6,673 2.3

04/10/92 84,061 23.2 118, III 32.6 50,968 14.1 17,891 4.9 46,520 12.8 44,530 12.3

04/12/92 19,142 9.8 79,659 40.7 41,840 21.4 19,971 10.2 15,833 8.1 19,385 9.9

09/03/93 25,663 12.8 62,467 31.3 29,768 14.9 58,422 29.2 9,089 4.5 14,385 7.2

Total 347,624 24.4 511,308 35.9 257,309 18.1 120,880 8.5 93,917 6.6 93,450 6.6

Others includes: Pindang other than besek" bait fish and purchases by small scale traders who produce a variety of end
products if their first attempts at selling fresh are unsuccessful.

DISCUSSION

This paper has made a prelimjnary attempt to extract information from a mass of data collected by
the censuses undertaken by PELFISH. It has not been the intention to make an exhaustive analysis but to
present the data in various forms so that it can be studied and used by other people for what ever purpose.
This might be for planning purposes by government or by the fishing industry and market traders looking
for sources of supply. The full raw data is available also from the project.
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Figure 1 : Trading channels for dried/salted fish from Tegal

Figure 2 : Trading channels for fresh fish from Tegal

Figure 3 : Trading channels for smoked fish from Tegal
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Figure 4 : Trading channels for ikan kulilikan besek from Tegal



Figure 5 : Trading channels for ikan besek from Juwana

Figure 6: Trading channels for fresh fish from Juwana

Figure 7 : Trading channels for ikan pindang other than besek from Juwana

Figure 8 : Trading channels for salted/dried fish from Juwana
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Figure 9 : Trading channels for fresh fish from Pekalongan

Figure 10 : Trading channels for dried/salted fish from Pekalongan
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Figure 11 : Trading channels for ikan pindang from Pekalongan
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Figure 12 : Trading channels for ikan besek and fresh fish from Pekalongan



THE MARKETING AND PROCESSING OF PELAGIC SPECIES
ON THE MAIN FISH AUCTIONS OF CENTRAL JAVA

J.Y. WEIGEL, V. VUICHARD and J. ROCH

ABSTRACT
Java Sea fisheries have been developed remarkably for these last twenty years, leading to tremendous

increase of the landings. The auctions that drain most of the Java Sea pelagic landings have considerably
modified the modalities of fish marketing. They are supposed to improve the flow and the transparency of
the commercial transactions as well as the fish evacuation and therefore supply of the markets downstream.

Through the characterisation of the commercial networks, it was tried to find out the constraints to
which both the dealers and the transformers are submitted. Focus was put on constraints of profitability or of
markets' distance on some processing activities that can lead these operators into a huge concentration and
for some of them to a dominating position

The aim was to emphasise the explanatory factors of the price variations on which one could intervene,
as well as the price structure with the distribution of the costs and the margins. This work allowed to get the
modalities of the supply and demand adjustment and the bias on it, particularly the dominating position of
the auction. Hence was estimated the integration of the trade at the first stage of the marketing.

This study has benefited of Nikijuluw's (data of 1990-1992), of Manurung's and Syukur's (1988), and
Clucas's (1993) works. The PELFISH Project completed those works on three auctions in Central
Java: Tegal, PekaJongan and Juwana. Particularly, it was first made an exhaustive census by monographs on
the traders and processors (359 surveys) and secondly a daily tracking of a sample composed of thirty
operators during three months (1,747 surveys). The other sources of information came from the harbour's
administration (Pekalongan), the auction places (Tegal and Juwana) and the National Bureau of Statistics.
KEYWORDS: Java Sea, marketing, processing, pelagic fish.

ABSTRAK
Perikanan di Laut Jawa berkembang pesal pada dua puluh lahun lerakhir. membawa peningkalan yang

besar dari ikan yang didaralkan. TPl yang menampung sebagian besar ikan yang didaralkan lelah
mempengaruhi perubahan model pemasaran ikan. Sebagai lilik awal dari pemasaran. mereka diharapkan
memperbaiki alur dan Iransparansi lransaksi perdagangan seperti halnya pengangkwan ikan untuk
memenuhi pasar pada seklor hilir.

Melalui identijikasi dan karaklerisasi pelaksanaan pelelangan dan jaringan perdagangan, dicoba
mencari hambatan dimana agen dan pengolah dipenemukan. Penekanan lerutama pada hambatan
rentabilitas atau hambalan geografis (jarak pasar) pada beberapa kegialan lransjonnasi yang dapat
mempengaruhi pelaksana pada konsentrasi yang linggi di mana beberapa dianlaranya menduduki posisi
penling.

Melalui analisis pembenlukan harga, tujuan kila adalah menekankan pada satu sisi yang menerangkan
variasi harga yang dapal berpengaruh, sedangkan di sisi lain menekankan slruktur harga yang
leridenlijikasi dan "reperlision" biaya dan margin. Pekerjaan ini menghasilkan penyesuaian model
penawaran dan perminlaan serta penyimpangannya, khususnya kuatnya kedudukan pelelangan. Hal ini
menghasilkan pula dugaan inlegrasi perdagangan pada tahap awal pemasaran.

Studi ini sebagai hasil dari pekerjaan Nikijuluw (1994), Manurung dan Syukur (1989), dan Clucas
(/993). Proyek PELFlSH bennaksud melengkapi dan memperbaharui pekerjaan lersebut pada liga TP/ di
Jawa Tengah yailu koramadya Tegal, Pekalongan dan Juwana. Khususnya, pekerjaan di lapangan dimulai
dengan "exhauslive census" diserlai oleh monograjik pedagang dan pengolah (359 survey), dan kedua
dengan pelacakan sampel komposisi harian dari 30 pelaksana selama 3 bulan (tersedia J,747 survey).
Sumber injormasi lain dalang dari PPN Pekalongan, TP/ Tegal dan Juwana serla Biro Pusal Slalislik.
KATA KUNCI : Laut Jawa, pemasaran, pengolahan, perikanan pelagis.
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The last twenty years have seen the impressive development of the fisheries of the Java Sea.
Considering the main fish auction places on the northern coast of Central Java, landings jumped from
100,000 to 176,000 tons over ten years. This development ties in with the appropriation of the fishing
grounds and a policy of building harbour facilities and auction places.

It throve with such a background of steady growth that prompted accelerated urbanisation,
improvements in standards of living and, hence, changing patterns of food consumption, for example an
increased demand for animal proteins. By looking at the consumer price index alongside that of fish
prices, it can be seen the demand-driven pressure reflected in a relatively greater increase of prices of
meat and fish compared to other goods.

This work brought out the constraints of the traders and processors in terms of profitability
(economies of scale) or location (distance from consumer markets). Such constraints may result in the
marked concentration among operators and the emergence of market leaders.

In analysing price fonnation, we wanted to highlight first the price variation factors and the price
structure with the identification of costs and margins. This work allowed us to understand the intricacies
of supply and demand adjustment and the forces influencing that adjustment, one particular example
being the prevailing position of fish auctions. It also enabled us to form an opinion of the market's
integration at the first stage of the marketing chain.

The study benefited from the works of Nikujuluw (994), Manurung and Syukur (1989), not
forgetting Clucas' survey (1993). Although another methodology was used, the PELFISH project gave us
the means to round off and update the marketing situation for the three main auctions: Tegal kotamadya,
Pekalongan and Juwana. A census of the traders was carried out, plus interviews of 359 operators. A
three-month daily survey using as a sample thirty traders and processors' 0,747 questionnaires) was then
carried out.

Other data came from the harbour's administration (Pekalongan), the auction places (Tegal and
Juwana) and the National Bureau of Statistics (BPS).

The study used a methodology perfected by ORSTOM (Weigel, 1989).

MATERIALS AND METHOD

The wide-ranging diversity of fish packaging and processing means it needs to choose a criterion to
identify the fish auction operators. Clear divisions of labour made them easier to categorise. A product
type was chosen (fresh fish, salted, chilled, boiled or smoked fish) as our classification criterion. Some
traders sell fresh or salted on board fish as it is, even if it undergoes some form of processing further
down the chain. Meanwhile, others do package or process fish bought at auction (chilling, salting and
drying, boiling or smoking).

To classify the operators, figures per specialisation at the three main fish auctions (TegaJ kotamadya,
Pekalongan and Juwana) were established, thanks to the general survey. To add to that, the findings of our
three-month daily survey told the quantities bought by each type of trader. As a result, it was managed to
build up a picture of how the quantities of landed fish are used and distIibuted through the various
marketing channels. Finally, this classification turned to sketching the profile of the fish auction operators.

I Taken randomJy among buyers on auction places.
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RESULTS

1. Characteristic features of the traders

Classification of fish auction traders

Census took in all the three main fish auction operators, including processing traders2 (Tab. 1).
Most of them were highly specialised, since only 12% claimed to work as both traders and processors.

Furthermore there were seasonal influences on trading operations. Although very apparent, it is far
less so when the number of fish auction operators only fluctuates slightly between high and low season. It
confirms the professionalism of the traders and processors.

The third observation refers to the relative specialisation of each fish auction as shown by the
quantities bought daily by each type of trader. Regarding salted fish, the traders processing the largest
amounts are the ones from Tegal kotamadya (almost two and a half tons a day during high season). For
boiled fish, the biggest processors are the ones from Juwana (more than three and a half tons a day during
high season). Meanwhile, the global quantities auctioned at Pekalongan are four times higher than at Tegal
kotamadya and just under twice as much as at Juwana. The largest amounts there were bought by the traders
of chilled fish (more than three tons per day) and salted fish (more than two tons per day). The breakdown
of traders per auction place confirms the superior position of Pekalongan. More than half of the total
operators work there during the high season (a third in Juwana and just a tenth in Tegal kotamadya).

Table 1: Number of traders and fish quantity bought per day and trader, by type of trader,
season and auction place (sample of 359 traders)

Jumlah pedagang dan kuantitas ikan yang dibeli per hari dan per pedagang, menurut
tipe pedagang, musim dan tempat pelelangan (jumlah sampel : 359 pedagang)

High season Low season

Tegal Pekalongan Juwana Tegal Pekalongan Juwana

Fresh fish

Number of traders 22 58 38 20 55 35

Quantity per day and per trader (kg) 934 568 807 453 245 350

Salted fish

Number of traders 18 36 33 15 33 29

Quantity per day and per trader (kg) 2,460 2,130 J,950 640 1020 570

Chilled fish

Number of traders 6 31 28 4 29 24

Quantity per day and per trader (kg) 1,333 2,913 1,187 383 824 400

Boiled fish

Number of traders 1 26 23 1 25 20

Quantity per day and per trader (kg) 1,167 2,387 3,517 500 1,045 1,070

Smoked fish

Number of traders 1 35 3 1 34 2

Quantity per day and per trader (kg) 200 102 263 80 220 100

Source: field survey (December 1994-February 1995)

2 75%, 65% and 85% of the landings were registered (by TPI and PPN) for Juwana, Pekalongan and Tegal kotamadya
respectively. Why not the full 100%') Possibly due to errors relating to the quantities at auction or the omission of a few traders.
We therefore had to readjustments using TPI or PPN figures.
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The specialisation of the auction places relates to the final uses of the fish: preponderance of salted
fish at Tegal, chilled fish at Pekalongan and boiled fish at Juwana.

According to the quantities of fish traded, emerges a distribution of an opposite order, depending
on the type considered: fresh or chilled fish on the one hand, processed fish on the other (Tab. 2).

Table 2: Number of traders by daily quantity bought and by type of fish
(high season 1994-1995; 359 traders)
Jumlah pedagang menurutjumlah danjenis ikan yang dibeli per hari
(musim ikan 1994-1995; 359 pedagang)

Chilled Salted Boiled Smoked

0-200 kg 42 16 13 29
200-500 kg II 18 4 3
500-1000 kg 6 13 8 7
1000-2000 kg 0 20 6 0
>2000 kg 6 20 19 0

Total 65 87 50 39

Source: field survey (December 1994-February 1995)

Seventy five percents of chilled fish traders and 60% of fresh fish traders handled less than 500 kg
per day. So fresh and chilled fish are generally dealt with small scale operators; a fact that contributes to
providing steadily supply and demand. Conversely, processed fish, apart from the fringe case of smoked
fish, is the domain of large scale operators, which could lead to oligopolistic behaviour in the long run.

The Gini curves show strong indices for dried-salted and boiled fish, despite an appreciable
difference between the two forms of processing: 10% of the largest processing traders of dried-salted fish
market 45% of the annual quantities, against 30% of annual quantities in the case of boiled fish.

The number of suppliers and customers in an indicator of market structure (Tab. 3)

Table 3: Number of suppliers and customers per trader during the high season with the daily
quantity bought and by type of trader (Tegal, Pekalongan and Juwana, 153 traders)
Jumlah pemasok dan pelanggan per pedagang selama puncak musim dalam
kaitannya denganjumlah yang dibeli dan denganjenis pedagang
(Tegal, Pekalongan dan Juwana, 153 pedagang)

0-200 kg 200-1000kg 1000-2000 kg
Nb~ Nb~ Nb~ Nb~ Nb~ Nb~

suppliers customers suppliers customers suppliers customers

>2000 kg
NtJ of Nb of

suppliers customers

Fresh 1,1 1,3 2,4 6,3 3,1 7,6 3,2 5,4
Chilled 3,5 4,0 3,0 10,0 0,0 n. a. 2,0 7,0

Salted n.a. n.a. 6,4 3,4 8,5 3,7 15,4 4,2

Boiled 2,3 3,7 4,7 4,6 12,0 12,0 13,3 6,4

Smoked n.a. n.a. 1,7 4,0 n.a. n.a. n.a. 4,0

Source: field survey (December 1994-February 1995)

The greater is the increase in quantities traded, the greater the rise in the number of suppliers from
several vessels. As for the number of customers, any growth that may occur does so in proportions that
depend on whether the fish has been processed or not. With processed fish, the greater the increase in
quantity, the more the ratio between number of customers and number of suppliers will diminish. This
phenomenon could be analysed as showing greater mutual dependence between the large scale operators
and their customers. Large scale operators are subjected to a captive market where they are dependent on
the wholesalers commanding export flows out of the provinces, yet nonetheless occupying a domjnant
position over the whole chain. The market constraints relating to dried-salted or boiled fish are that
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explain this fact: little segmented, long distance marketing channels. This phenomenon confirms the
difference in market structuring for fresh or chilled fish on the one hand and, processed fish on the other.

Profile of traders and processors

Marketing and processing are dominated by the men, with only one third of operators being
women. Nevertheless, the women represent almost half of the operators in fresh fish marketing. Their
role decreases when the processing is linked to an increase in the quantities traded (Tab. 4 and 5).

Table 4: Percentage of traders by gender and type of trader (359 traders)
Persentase pedagang menurutjenis kelamin danjenis pedagang (359 pedagang)

Fresh
Chilled

Salted
Boiled
Smoked

Men (%)

50

70
74

79
72

Women (%)

50

30
26
21

28

Source: field survey (December I994-February 1995)

Table 5: Percentage of traders by gender and quantity bought per day (359 traders)
Persentase pedagang menumtjenis kelamin dan jumlah yang dibeli per hari
(359 pedagang)

Men
Women

0-500 kg

53
47

500-2000 kg

73

27

>2000 kg

86
14

Total

64
36

Source: field survey (December 1994-February 1995)

Education levels clearly mark the differences according to the gender and professionalism of the
operators. One third of them has completed secondary school or university, while 70% and 60% of fresh
and chilled fish traders (with the highest proportion of women) have not gone beyond primary school
(Tab. 6 and 7). Knowing the relationship between specialisation and quantities traded, it appears that the
greater the quantities are handled, the higher is the level of education.

In view of the fathers' employment, it seems that a fifth of traders and the processors have
benefited from a family training, rising to a third if we consider the largest of them. Three criteria add
weight to this impression of professionalism: length of professional service (12 years on average),
average age (43 years), low rates of multiactivity that only applies for 12% of the operators.

Table 6: Level of education (%) by type of trader (359 traders)
Tingkat pendidikan (%) menurutjenis pedagang (359 pedagang)

Fresh Salted Chilled Boiled Smoked Total

No school 7 1 0 0 11 4
Lower primary 32 19 26 17 36 28
Upper primary 42 28 32 46 44 40
Lower secondary 13 39 37 17 8 19
Upper secondary 5 13 5 17 0 8
University 1 0 0 2 0 I

Source: field survey (December 1994-February 1995)
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Table 7: Level of education (%) and quantity of fish bought per day (359 traders)
Tingkat pendidikan (%) dan kwantitas ikan yang dibeli per hari (359 pedagang)

No schooling

Lower primary

Upper primary

Lower secondary

Upper secondary

University

0-500 kg

8

37

31

19

5

o

500-2000 kg

o
24
55

13

6

1

>2000 kg

o
7

41

30

20

2

Total

4

28
40

19

8

1

Source: field survey (December 1994-February 1995)

2. Price formation on the fish auctions

Price formation combines factors explaining price variations on the fish auctions with the analysis
of price structure.

In the first case, price variations can be explained through a whole set of factors, both quantitative
(fish supply, substitutability) and qualitative (the product's physical characteristics, seasonal variations,
trader and processor profiles). Given the influence of the products' physical characteristics, our daily
survey had to account for size and level of freshness. To study the influence of supply, we first observed
the effects of monthly price variations that had taken place over a number of years previously.

The second step was to examine the relationship between price and quantities landed, focusing on
the main species, to a daily or monthly time scale. To determine the substitutability, we calculated the
daily price elasticity of two species. In all likelihood, the profile of the trader or processor has an
influence over the price level, and this should be taken into account in future model-building.

The price structure combines marketing costs and commercial margins that are added to the
landing price. Thanks to our two surveys, the first involving all the fish auction traders as a whole and the
second, a sample of traders surveyed daily, we were able to quantify the costs and margins.

The interviews of traders and processors (359), the daily surveys (1,747) and data from the
harbour's administration of Pekalongan and from the auction places represent our main sources.

Explanatory variables of the price level

• Physical characteristics (species, state of freshness, size)

The highest prices of fresh pelagic fishes are Euthynnus affinis (tongkol), while Sardinella gibbosa
(juwi or tanjan), Amblygaster sirm and Decapterus spp. (layang) are the lowest. As for the salted fish,
Euthynnus affinis and Rastrelliger kanagurta fetch the best prices. However, the selection reveals
significant differences according to the auctions. Regarding the fresh fish, Tegal kotamadya offers the
most attractive prices due to its relative proximity of Jakarta. The average price per kilo was Rp. 1,070 in
Tegal against Rp. 740 in Pekalongan and Juwana. As for fish salted aboard the vessels, the three auctions
offer similar prices, although Pekalongan is the place where this kind of fish is valued higher (Rp. 550
per kilo against Rp. 430 in Juwana and Tegal kotamadya). The privileged situation of Pekalongan could
be explained by its better drying-salting facilities.

Our first grading of freshness took in the methods of stocking the fish aboard the fishing vessels
(either salted or not). On a large vessel, the first catches are salted. This criterion produces the first
difference in prices: the price of fish salted on board is almost 60% lower than that of fresh fish.

A second grading of the level of freshness turned on the quality of fish. As far as fresh fish is
concerned, the price per kilo is almost four times higher for superior than for inferior quality. The ratio
for fish salted on board is over three.
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The observations on price differences according to the stocking method (salted or not) and the fish
qualities bring out how much could be improved (Tab. 8).

Table 8: Average prices of fish by auction place and by quality
(December 1994-February 1995 : 1,747 transactions) (rupiahs/kg)
Rata-rata harga/kg menurut tempat pelelangan dan kualitas ikan
(Desember 1994-Februari 1995 : 1,747 transaksi) (Rupiah/kg)

High Medium Poor

Tegal

Fresh fish 1,250 750 220

Salted fish 600 450 160

Pekalongan

Fresh fish 1,050 690 350

Salted fish 660 570 270

Juwana

Fresh fish 740 490 300

Salted fish 470 400 ISO

Another physical characteristic likely to affect the price is the size of the fish. As far as pelagics are
concerned, the differences in size among the smaller fishes are so minimal (Sadhotomo et al., 1995) that
this criterion has little influence over the prices. The findings of a survey conducted in June 1995 at
Pekalongan suggest that the price differences between the largest size and the smallest do not exceed 15%
(Tab. 9). However, these findings need to be checked on a bigger scale.

Table 9: Relation between size and price of main pelagic species
(fresh fish of high quality; June 1995; 134 traders)
Hubungan antara ukuran dan hargajenis ikan pelagis utama
(ikan segar/kualitas terbaik;luni 1995; 134 penjual)

Pekalongan

Decapterus spp.

Rastrelliger kanagurta

Amblygaster siI'm

Sardinella gibbosa

Selar crumenophtalmus

Euthynnus affinis

<IOcm

630

970

540

1,160

10-15 cm

650

990

570

380

550

1,210

15-20 cm

670

1,130

630

440

580

1,350

>20 cm

690

1,160

630

1,440

Average

680

1,140

610

400

590

1,360

Source: field survey (December 1994-February J995)

• Seasonal variations

Pelagic fishery activities are deeply influenced by the season depending on the monsoon. An
analysis of the monthly landings of the last seven years (1987-1994) led us to characterise seasons as
follows: low season lasts from March to July inclusive, while high season is from August to February.

If we consider the three harbours together, there is clear imbalance in the landings according to the
auction place and the species. Imbalance between species: last year's 90,000 tons of Decapterus represented
50% of total landings. Imbalance between auction places: in 1994, Pekalongan had over half of all landings,
while Tegal kotamadya posted only 10% (20,000 tons) and Juwana just a third (50,000 tons).

The comparison of the prices and seasonal supply brings out a clear relationship for every species.
This relationship is shown in a striking inversion between the landing curves and price curves (Fig. I, 2
and 3). We could interpret it as the first indicator of fluidity in supply and demand.
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Rastrelliger kanagurta prices and landings at

Juwana (April 94·March 95; in rupiah and tons)
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Figure 1: Rastrelliger kanagurta prices and landings at Juwana, (rupiahs and tons)
Harga dan jumlah ikan Rastrelliger kanagurta di Juwana;(rupiah dan ton)

Amblygaster sir prices and landings at Tegal

(April 94-March 95; in rupiah and tons)
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Figure 2: Amblygaster sirm prices and landings at Tegal, (rupiahs and tons)
Harga dan jumlah ikan Amblygaster sirm di Tegal, (rupiah dan ton)



Crumenophtalmus prices and landings at Pekalongan

(April 94·March 95; in ruplah and tons)
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Figure 3: Selar crumenophtalmus prices and landings at Pekalongan (rupiahs and tons)
Harga danjumlah ikan Selar crumenophtalmus di Pekalongan (rupiah dan ton)

By analysing the three auction places as a whole, a significant inversion relationship appears
between Decapterus landings and prices (Fig. 4). Such a relationship leads to the hypothesis of market
integration: trader behaviour is defined by the overall state of landings at aB the auctions. The traders
anticipate the demand further down the marketing and processing chain.
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Figure 4 : Deviation from the average ofDecapterus prices and landings in relation to the monthly
average (TegaJ kotamadya, PekaJongan, Juwana; in rupiahs and tons)
Rata-rata standar deviasi dari harga dan jumlah ikan dari ikan Decapterus
kaitannya dengan rata-rata per bulan (Tegal kotamadya, Pekalongan, Juwana)
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• Adjustment of supply and demand on the fish auctions

The influence of supply on the price is brought out by determining the ratio between the quantity
supplied and the price per kilo. Of course, prices fall when landings rise. Seasonal variations have already
highlighted the inversion relationship between variations in landings and variations in prices.

The adjustment in the prices compared to the quantities could be analysed as signalling the
satisfactory functioning of the auctions. It is confirmed by the data, even though the price/quantity elasticity
is not so high in the daily data because daily averages are subject to greater variation than monthly averages.
For example at Pekalongan, a 20% increase over the average landings of Decapterus was reflected in a 7%
fall below average prices. A 20% increase over the average landings at Juwana led to a 4% faH below
average prices.

However, the elasticity of prices for all species on one auction compared to the landings of all the
auctions is higher than the elasticity of prices on one auction place compared to its own landings. It could
be understood as an anticipation of the demand further down the production and marketing chain.

The prominent role of Pekalongan in the price setting at the other auction places ties in its volume
of landings (more than 50% of the landings of all three auction places in 1994). Indeed, for most species,
the elasticity of the prices of one place compared to the landings of all three turn on the price/quantity
elasticity at Pekalongan.

• Substitutability among the species

In what measure will the trader report purchases of a substitute species if his favoured species is
too expensive (due, for instance, to circumstantial scarcity)? We began with an empirical pinpointing of
species of roughly the same price level. Through breakdown analysis of the Pekalongan prices, we ended
up grouping together two low-priced species (5. gibbosa and A. sinn) and two species with a higher price
(R. kanagurta and 5. crumenophtalmus).

Showing inter-species substitutability therefore needs the daily comparison of the prices of similar
species. To study it, we used again the calculation of price/quantity elasticity. The elasticity of prices for
R. kanagurta and 5. crumenophtalmus, compared to the prices of A. sirm and 5. gibbosa showed a very
strong substitutability in both cases. For low as for high priced species, the elasticity coefficients were 0,9
and 0,8 respectively. The substitutability analysis might be improved if categories of size are accounted
for, because inter-species substitution can occur according to size classes rather than species. Its
improvement might induce a test of the elasticity of the small pelagic compared to Decapterus. In
diminishing the tension caused by the temporary scarcity of certain species, such substitutability confirms
the fluidity of supply and demand as already seen about the adjustment of prices and quantities.

Price structure

The price at which the auction traders sell the fish includes marketing and processing costs and a
margin. The 359 interviews of all the traders and the three-month daily fol1ow-up of a sample of thirty
operators (1,747 questionnaires) allowed us to quantify the costs and margins.

• Marketing costs

These costs differ depending on whether they integrate processing or not. Every type has its
specific costs according to the expense of the handling, stocking, packaging, transport and taxes. The
marketing costs are obviously higher when the product is processed or chilled. Processing (fuel, labour)
and packaging (ice, salt) respectively represents roughly half and a quarter of the costs.

The processing entails high handling costs, which puts a strain on the overall cost of the product.
However, these costs are not homogeneous since it costs almost twice as much to process boiled or
smoked fish as dried-salted fish. Two other factors also work to increase costs. At first, by stockpiling
practices, traders try to protect themselves against fluctuations in price or supply (mainly in low season).
Second, mainly in the case of chilled or boiled fish, the packaging is costly. Processing and packaging
entail high transportation costs because the favoured marketing sites are remote from the auction places.
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• Commercial margins

Classification of the various operators confirms the existence of two types of traders depending on
whether the fish is processed or conditioned. So quantities obviously affect the margin, accentuated by
the economies of scale when there is processing or packaging. This accentuation is highlighted by the
relationship between the net margins per kilo and the quantities traded. For chilled or processed fish, the
paying off the fixed costs is lighter when the volumes increase. When this intermediate stage does not
exist, the economies of scale are not significant.

Classification of the traders according to the level of the margin shows very differing results
depending on the specialisation. Small scale operators (daily margin under Rp. 10,000) represent half of
the traders of smoked fish. They are absent of the trade or processing of dried-salted fish with its very
high proportion of large scale operators (daily margin over Rp. 50,000). These observations corroborate
the relationship between margins and quantities traded: the small scale operators are edged out of the
packaging and processing activities.

3. The marketing channels

The study concerned only the first step of the chain, that are the auction places. This option led to
an overestimation of the quantities marketed in Central Java. A large share (in particular fresh and salted
fish) will be locally processed into dried-salted or boiled fish and then exported out of the province.

Concerning the fish auctions studied, the following observations can be made. First, there is to be
considered the vitality of the long distance channels to other provinces and even abroad. Furthermore, it
exists a relative specialisation of each auction, with a very leading position of Pekalongan, as for the
landings as for the processing capacities. It accounts for its greater share of the export market than the
other auctions (60% during the high season).

However, one must remember the above-mentioned probable underestimation of the exports from
Central Java. Cargoes exported from Juwana to West Java represent a particular case, because a
significant amount is simply passing through Pekalongan before being forwarded to West Java. Such a
phenomenon confirms the attraction force of Pekalongan.

The location-specific specialisation testifies to a commercial tradition. The operators of Tegal have
developed dried-salted fish marketing channels toward West Java and Sumatra, but they are not
significantly present on the export markets or those supplying East Java. At the opposite, the traders of
Juwana have succeeded in developing marketing channels to West Java and even East Java, that absorb
almost a quarter of its production during the high season. While Tegal and Pekalongan are oriented to
West Java (respectively 42 and 55% of the selling), Juwana is oriented to East Java.

The impressive development of the chilled fish marketing channels takes in all three auction
places. This vitality is particularly evident in Pekalongan (ll ,000 tons dispatched, 7,400 tons of which to
West Java during the high season). West Java is also the favoured destination of the chilled fish
despatched from Juwana or Tegal. The Juwana traders of Juwana have opened up to the East (5,600 tons
of boiled fish and 1,350 tons of salted fish during the high season).

However, if we look at the destinations, we observe that, for every type of processing, the biggest
traders are the ones sending the fish out of Central Java. The small operators do not reach the more
remote markets, because of the relatively heavy costs involved. They would have to struggle to satisfy
these markets with regular supply and quality. These observations tie in with the ones made about the
concentration of processors and the oligopolistic temptations that some of them may have.
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CONCLUSION

Although the fish market has benefited from constant demand, the fluidity and transparency of the
transactions are a credit to the auction sites.

Business strategies, drawn up by the whole operators anticipating a global demand, provide
indications of auctions' interconnection and lack of segmentation, as already noted by some authors
(Bailey et al., 1987). Catch information can help in the choice of landing port and purchase price levels.
Such information may even lead ship owners to eventually support the prices (Potier, personal
communication.)

The price elasticity of Decapterus (the main species) on one fish auction, compared to the whole
landings at all the auctions, shows how integrated the market is. This integration is enhanced by the great
substitutability among species that can ease tensions due to the temporary scarcity of a particular species
and increase the fluidity of supply and demand.

New marketing methods provide a satisfactory means of channelling fish onto both neighbouring
and more remote markets. The pelagic fishes passing through auctions of Tegal, Pekalongan and Juwana
are distributed throughout the island of Java and beyond.

We have observed how difficult small scale operators can reach remote markets. Downstream
contractors seek secure supplies, guaranteed quality and competitive prices, even if it contributes to pools
of working capital and investment. Dictated by the downstream links of the marketing chain, these
constraints explain a high concentration of processors (of mainly dried-salted and boiled fish). The
biggest of them can capitalise on the processing level economies of scale and have a comparative
advantage over the small scale traders. Such a concentration of operators could open the way to
oJigopolistic deals reinforced by strategic ties held by the downstream wholesalers. Improved structuring
of the little traders would create healthy sales conditions within the marketing chain.

The analysis of price formation shows a significant adjustment of prices with the quantities. It also
brings out the dominant role played by some operators (Pekalongan), that could entail the secondary
auctions to become satellites to the bigger ones, as already observed by Nikijuluw (1994). The process
could be halted by modernising the oldest auction places (such as Tegal), by improving port
infrastructures and expanding storage and packaging facilities.

The explanatory variables explaining prices raise the freshness of the fish to the level of a
determining variable. The difference in price between high and low quality is very great, considering for
example that the ratio for Decapterus was as high as 2.5. Overall, a major depreciation in the value of
landings draws attention to the benefits of better preservation on board and during landing.

This study shows two avenues of research on marketing and processing of pelagic fish. The first
concerns the commercial strategies all the way down the chain. The second would consist in building a
model of explanatory variables for price levels.

The first programme should focus on pinpointing the linkages between the various segments of the
processing and marketing chain (from the fish auctions to the retail markets). A preliminary step could be
to describe the relationships between the actors able to artificially manipulate supply and demand.

The second programme would build a model of the explanatory variables of price levels. It would
link the price of a given product to its qualitative and quantitative components, such as those concerning
the social or spatial organisation of the marketing channels. Multiple classification, or multiple regression
using categorical predictors, is the appropriate technique for buiding such a model. It allows the study of
relationships between several explanatory variables and the organisation into a hierarchy of the
percentage of the total value explained by each predictor (Andrews et at., 1973).
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PELAGIC FISH PRICES IN REJOMULYO FISH MARKET,
SEMARANG (INDONESIA)!

1. SUSILOWA11 and MUDIANTONO

ABSTRACT
As an archipelago country, Indonesia has a high potential in fishery resources, especially from capture in

multi species.
This study will focus on pelagic fish. Fishes observed in this study are layang (scad mackerel), kembung

(striped mackerel), banyar (striped mackerel), lemuru (sardine), juwi (fringescale sardine), selar (yellow
stripe trevally), ben/ong (yellow stripe trevally), /ongkol (skipjack). The main objectives of this study are to
describe the profiles of wholesalers and retailers, the fluctuation of the wholesale and retail prices, and to
calculate the profit margin. The data are based on the daily price observation during one month (July 6 to
August 5, 1995) in Rejomulyo fish market of Semarang.
KEYWORDS: fish market, pelagic fish, daily prices.

ABSTRAK
Sebagai negara kepulauan, Indonesia mempunyai po/ensi yang besar di dalam sumberdaya perikanan

mul/ispecies.
Ikan yang diama/i di dalam peneli/ian ini adalah jenis layang. kembung, banyar, lemuru, juwi//anjan.

selar, selar/ben/ong dan /ongkol. Jenis-jenis ikan /ersebu/ /ernya/a mempunyai harga yang berfiukluasi dari
wak/u ke wakJu sesuai dengan musimnya. Untuk i/u, jluklUasi harga ini menarik unluk diamali. Tujuan
u/ama penelilian ini adalah memperoleh profil umum dari pedagang besar dan pedagang kecil yang lerliba/
di dalam perdagangan ikan pelagis lerutama yang /erle/ak di Pasar Ikan Rejomulyo, Semarang.
KATA KUNCI : pasar, ikan pelagis, harga harian.

1 This presentation is summarised from the paper given by the authors.
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As an archipelago country, Indonesia has a high potential in fishery resources, especially from
multi species captures. This study focuses on pelagic fish. The fishes selected for the study include
layang (scad mackerel), kembung (striped mackerel), banyar (striped mackerel), lemuru (sardine), juwi
(fringescale sardine), selar (yellow stripe trevally), bentong (yellow stripe trevally) and tongkol
(skipjack). Most of those species are usually caught by purse seiners.

Each kind of pelagic fish has a distinct price, conditioned by the taste, size of the specimens and
their availability on the markets. Their prices vary from time to time. Differences between selling and
buying prices to which costs are added constitute the profit margin, that we will present in this study.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study are :

• to describe the features of wholesalers and retailers,
• to describe the fluctuations of the wholesale and retail prices and
• to calculate the profit margin.

METHODOLOGY

The data are based on the daily price observations during one month (July 6 to August 5, 1995) in
the Rejomulyo fish market of Semarang. Ten retailers and six wholesalers were interviewed every day.
Wholesalers included traders of fresh fish, traders of processed fish and traders of salted fish. Observation
did not necessarily concern the same traders. Altogether 300 retailers and 180 wholesalers have been
observed.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The profiles of wholesalers and retailers

Wholesalers usually buy the fish in fish auction places around Semarang and sell to local markets
and fish peddlers, processors and restaurants. According to wholesalers, most of fish is sold at Rejomulyo
fish market, while the rest are brought to other places. The number of their buyers ranks from 100 to
200 persons.

Retailers usually buy fish from wholesalers in the Rejomulyo fish market. They indicate that the
final destination of fish is not easy to identify. They only sell a small amount of their fish directly to the
consumers. Most of their fish is brought to other places and they also sell to retailers in other places.

Wholesalers have capacities that vary with the capital they own. Almost half of the total quantity
sold goes (Tab. 1) goes through wholesalers who sell from 751 to 1,500 kg per day.

Table 1: Fish quantity sold by the wholesalers per day
Jumlah ikan terjual oleh pedagang besar per hari

Quantity

Less than 750 kg

751-1,500 kg

1,501-2,250 kg

2,250-3,000 kg

More than 3,000 kg

Total

Percentage

22

48

17

9

4

100

Source: primary data, 1995

For retailers, one third of the fish sold goes through those who sell more than 80 kg. Roughly
another third is sold by those who sell from 41 to 60 kg (Tab. 2).
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Table 2: Fish quantity sold by the retailers per day
lumlah ikan terjual aleh pedagang kecil per hari

Quantity Percentage

Less than 20 kg 13.0
21-40 kg 16.0
41-60kg 29.0
61-80 kg 8.5
More than 80 kg 33.5
Total 100.0

Source: primary data, 1995

Most of wholesalers (57%) use bamboo baskets. One third use plastic drums and ten per cent
plastic baskets. They usually transfer fish from auction places to the Rejomulyo fish market by truck
(98%). Only 2% use becak (tricycle) to transfer their fjsh from the auction place to the market. For the
retailers, the plastic basket is most popular (44%). It is followed by bamboo basket (22%) and plastic
drum (34%). Half of the retajlers who transfer the fish from Rejomulyo fish market to their customers use
becak, because of the flexibility of the vehicle. Cars (pick ups) are used by 24% of the retilllers, and the
rest use the public transportation. Those who have clients close by, bring fish by foot.

For wholesalers and retailers, operating costs include ice, labour, handling, loading/unloading,
packjng and other costs for retributions. Costs for ice vary with the amount of fish traded or stored. Three
quarters of wholesalers spend less than Rp. 15,000 per day, while half of the retailers spend less than
Rp. 1,000. Only 4% of the wholesalers spend more than Rp. 60,000 for ice. In contrast, almost one third
of the retailers spend the highest amount of more than Rp. 4,000 for ice (Tables 3 and 4).

Table 3: Cost for ice spent by wholesalers per day
Biaya untuk pembelian es yang dikeluarkan aleh pedagang besar per hari

Cost (Rp)

Less than 15,000

15,001-30,000

30,001-45,000

45,001-60,000

More than 60,000

Total

Source: primary data, 1995

Percentage

13

14

7

2
44

100

Table 4: Cost for ice spent by retailers per day
Biaya untuk pembelian es yang dikeluarkan aleh pedagang kecil per hari

Cost (Rp)

Less than 1,000

1,001-2,000

2,001-3,000

3,001-4,000

More than 4,000

Total

Source: primary data, 1995

Percentage

53

4

4

8
31

100

Most of the wholesalers have to spend up to Rp. 30,000 per day for labour costs. Only 2% of them
spend more than Rp. 60,000 per day (Tab. 5). Only a few retilllers hire labour for their business. If they
need help, the salaries they offer look like tips. Only 10% of retailers spend more than Rp. 10,000 per day
(Tab. 6).
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Table 5: Cost for labour spent by wholesalers per day
Biaya untuk pembayaran upah pekerja yang dikeluarkan oleh pedagang besar per hari

Cost (Rp)

Less than 15,000

15,001-30,000

30,001-45,000

45,001-60,000

More than 60,000

Total

Source: primary data, 1995

Percentage

47

46

2

3

2

100

Handling costs for wholesalers, which include the cost loading and unloading, depend on the
quantity. Wholesalers in the Rejomulyo fish market usually have a special employee to do the job. This
cost can be considered as quite high. Most of them spend more than Rp. 600,000 per day for loading and
unloading. Only 2% of wholesalers spend less than Rp. 150,000 per day.

Table 6: Cost for labour spent by retailers per day
Biaya untuk pembayaran upah pekerja yang dikeluarkan oleh pedagang kecil per hari

Cost (Rp)

Less than 2,500
2,501-5,000
5,001-7,500
7501-10,000
More than 10,000

Total

Source: primary data, 1995

Percentage

3
27
19
35
16

100

Handling costs for retailers are much smaller. Most of them spend less than Rp. 10,000 per day for
handling. Only 5% of them spend more than Rp. 40,000 per day for handling.

In the Rejomulyo fish market, fish is usually not stored before being transported to other places.
Indeed fish is sold every morning. Thus there is no cost for storage.

The wholesalers directly receive fish and sell them at their place. Most of retailers have costs of
transportation at about Rp. 5,000 per day.

Retribution costs for fish traders depend on the size of place that they use. Most of wholesalers
spend between about Rp. 3,000 to Rp. 5,000 per day, while the retailers spend about Rp. 2,000 per day.

By evaluating price fluctuations during the month of observations, the profit margin of the
wholesalers and retailers can be calculated. The formula can be written as :

Profit Margin =[(Ps - Pb) *Q] - TC

where: Ps = selling price
Pb =buying price
Q =quantity
TC = total cost

During the month observed, wholesalers in the Rejomulyo fish market had profit margin ranging
from Rp. 31,000 to Rp. 1,046,000. There was a day when the wholesalers had the highest profit margin
with about seven million rupiah (Fig. 1). Since this happened in one day during one month, so it is not
taken into account. This may be happened by chance.

Retailers had profit margin ranging from Rp. 15,000 to Rp. 80,000 (Fig. 2). There was a break
observed on July 18, 1995. Since it was also happened one single day, it was not included in calculation.
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The calculation of profit margin is not easy to be applied to each species. Operation costs cannot be
specified by species. Thus, we only calculate the difference between selling price and buying price.
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Figure 2: The profit margin of retailers
Marjin keuntungan pedagang kecil

The marketing margin at the wholesale level remains relatively stable during one month
observation. When we rank this profit margin in terms of its stability, layang comes first, followed by
banyar, juwi, kembung, bentong, selar, miscellaneous and tongkol. For retailers, the rank is rather
different. Tongkol comes first, foJlowed by miscellaneous, kembung, lemuru, layang, juwi, banyar, selar
and bentong.

The overview by fish species

• Layang (scad mackerel)

Two thirds of wholesalers selllayang. Most of this species is sold in processed and salted fish and
all of them have good quality. However, about 12% is bought by retailers in fresh fish.

About one third of retailers selllayang. According to them, the quality can be considered as high.
Most of them also have processed and salted fish.

In terms of quantity, almost half of the wholesalers have less than 200 kg per day of layang in their
business. This is followed by the wholesalers who have 201 to 400 kg per day (15%), 401 to 600 kg
(24%),601 to 800 kg per day (10%) and more than 800 kg per day (1 %).
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• Kembung (striped mackerel)

One third of the wholesalers sold kembung during the period of observation. One fourth of retailers
have kembung in their business. The fish condition can be considered as good.

Almost 90% of this species marketed by wholesalers are processed and salted/dried fish.
Consequently, retailers also buy and sell kembung in the same forms. However, about 20% of retailers
also sell kembung in fresh form.

Two thirds of wholesalers have less than 200 kg per day in their business. Only 2% marketed more
than 800 kg per day.

For the retailers, most of them (69%) have less than 20 kg of kembung per day in their business.
There are only 1% who have more than 80 kg per day for their operation.

• Banyar (striped mackerel)

More than 80% of the wholesalers buy and sell banyar in Rejomulyo fish market. According to
them, their fish is in good condition. Those species are sold in processed (37%), salted (36%) and fresh
(27%). Two thirds of them have less than 200 kg of banyar per day in their operation. 22% have 201 to
400 kg per day and 61 % 401 to 600 kg. Only 2% of the wholesalers have more than 600 kg of banyar per
day. Banyar is the species that most of the wholesalers buy and sell, followed by layang.

Almost half of the retailers have banyar in their business, usually in good quality. Most of them
sell products in processed and salted fish. Banyar is also the species that most of the retailers sell.
However, most of them (75%) sell less than 20 kg per day.

• Lemuru (sardine)

About 40% of wholesalers buy and sell lemuru, of which most are sold in salted (65%) and fresh
(34%). No lemuru is sold in processed fish. Most of the wholesalers (90%) sell less than 200 kg per day.

Only 10% of retailers buy and sell lemuru. This species is sold in salted (52%) and fresh (48%).
Most of the retailer (90%) sell less than 200 kg per day.

• Juwi (fringescale sardine)

Half of the wholesalers sell juwi. Half of this species is sold in fresh form and another in processed
form. Most of them (71 %) sell less than 100 kg.

Only 20% of retailers sell juwi. About three quarters of them sell in fresh form. Three quarters have
less than 20 kg per day (75%) in their operations.

• Selar (yellow stripe trevally)

37% of the wholesalers observed, sell selar of good quality. About half of the fish is sold in salted
and another half in fresh. Most of the wholesalers (80%) sell less than 100 kg per day.

About 10% of the retailers sell this species. Most of them (80%) sell in fresh, the rest in salted
(20%).90% ofretailers sell for less than 20 kg per day and 10% 21 to 40 kg per day.

• Bentong (yellow stripe trevally)

A third of the wholesalers sold bentong during the observation period. Half of the fish is sold in
fresh. The other forms are salted (42%) and processed (4%). 71 % of the wholesalers have this species for
less than 100 kg per day in their operations. About 20% have 101 to 200 kg per day. The maximum
quantity that they have (8% of them) is 301 to 400 kg per day.

10% of the retailers have this species in their business. Most of them (80%) also sell this species in
fresh form. The rest (20%) is sold as salted fish. During the inquiry, the quantity sold by the retailers
(80% of them) was less than 20 kg per day
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• Tongkol (skipjack)

Sold by 35% of the wholesalers, most of the fish are fresh (88%), the rest being sold in processed
form. This species is traded by wholesalers for less than 100 kg per day (45%), 101 to 200 kg per day
(14%),201 to 300 kg (11 %),301 to 400 kg (5%) and more than 400 kg (26%).

This species is also sold by a third of retailers. About 90% of them sell in fresh. Most of them
(77%) sell for less than 20 kg per day. About 8% of retailers sell for more than 80 kg per day .

• Miscellaneous

58% of wholesalers trade miscellaneous fish, while there are 41 % of retailers. Usually, the fish
traders that have miscellaneous fish are those selling fresh fish. When they have processed and salted
fish, the quality is not good.

CONCLUSION

The profit margins of the wholesalers are more stable than marketing margin per species. It means
that the prices of fish in Rejomulyo fish market are fluctuating. The fish traders can get more stable profit
margin because they control their fish quantity and costs.

The price fluctuations in the wholesale and retail markets are different. The rank in the wholesale
market is layang, banyar, juwi/tanjan, kembung, selar/bentong, lemuru, selar, miscellaneous and tongkol,
while in the retail market the rank is tongkol, miscellaneous, kembung, lemuru, layang, selar and
selar/bentong.
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FISH COMMERCIALIZAnON THROUGH THE GENDONG SYSTEM

N. LUONG

ABSTRACT

Fish landings by gendong supply about one third of fish commercialized along the year in Brondong.
They can be defined as commercialization units, operating straight or at least quite close to fishing areas.
They buy the fish caught mainly by mini purse seiners or small fishing boats originating from islands in the
East and the center part of the Java Sea, so to sell in Brondong.

Be the selling scheme any similar for each gendong, very different purchase strategies can be noticed.
The main ones are : target species strategy, relationship strategy and strategy on an ad hoc basis. For quite
all the transactions, prices mainly follow the rule of the supply and demand, that can be observed through a
special spatial repartition.
KEYWORDS: gendong, fish, commercialisation, conveying, transhipment.

ABSTRAK

Gendong yang mensuplai sepertiga dari total ikan yang diperdagangkan setiap tahun di Brondong,
dapat didefinisikan sebagai unit perdagangan yang beroperasi langsung di atau dekat dengan daerah
penangkapan. Pengelola gendong membeli ikan yang ditangkap, terutama oleh kapal pengguna pukat mini
atau o!eh nelayan penqguna kapal kecil yang berasal dari pulau-pulau di timur dan tengah Laut Jawa. [kan
yang dibe]i tersebut, kemudian dijual ke Brondong.

Bila situasi penjualan relatif sama bagi semua gendong, maka diterapkan strategi pembelian yang
berbeda. Strategi pembelian yang terutama diterapkan adalah: strategi spesis ikan yang ditargetkan,
strategi hubungan baik, dan strategi berdasarkan lujuan lerlenlll. Pada hampir semua transaksi, harga
yang diterapkan mengikuti aturan penawaran dan perminlaan, yang dapat dipantau melalui beberapa
bagian terpisah.
KATA KONCI: kapal gendong, ikan, komersialisasi, pengangkutan, pemindahan dari kapal ke
kapal.
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This study is a part of the monography of Brondong, a fish harbour located on the north-east of the
Java coast, that appears as an outstanding example of modemisation in different ways.

First, on the early 80's, Brondong rose to the status of "archipelago fish harbour" (Pelabuhan
Perikanan Nusantara), by which a complete set of facilities were built up. These infrastructures have
given Brondong a real asset compared to the neighbouring harbours. Boats preferentially dock here,
hence customers come because of a large panel for both quality and quantity of available fish.

Second, coexistence of different commercial methods attests of flexibility in behaviours. Thus, on
the auction place do work along three complementary supplying channels for fish: landings by fishing
boats, commercialisation by gendong and additional amounts by trucks coming from nearby little landing
places.

One of the features of fish commercialisation there consists in completing the traditional auction
market by gendong. Initiated in 1982 by some boat owners, this kind of commercialisation relies on
directly buying fish on the fishing grounds from fishermen operating or living close to the islands in the
middle of Java sea. Boats performing such works are called gendong.

Following an introduction to the historical background of gendong, the study:

- describes the system itself and give an interpretation for its success;
- assesses its economical weight;

- analyses the strategies of commercialisation and payroll system for gendong.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Information come from a field enquiry realised by the author during ten months in Brondong, from
July 1995 to April 1996. Particularly, a daily enquiry was realised in 1995, which involved registering all
the landings of gendong with information relative to the day, name of the boat and weight landed for each
species. Completing these data, our presence at Brondong has facilitated the conduct of interviews with
key people of the local fisheries, as well officials as fishermen and traders of various status.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: THE NGADANG BOATS

The gendong system as described hereafter comes from a system used for a long time by the
Madurese people, the ngadang system. This one implies buying fish during the high fishing season of
layang (scads, Decapterus spp.) from local fishermen living on the islands on the east part of the Java
Sea. It had been quite developed until the middle of the sixties and was mainly run by Indonesians of
Chinese ascendants J.

During the main fishing season as layang are caught in abundance, fishermen of Bawean and
Masalembo islands as well as some Madurese people fishing close to these islands, used to give their
catches to ngadang boats, which came near the fishing grounds. These ngadang boats had a capacity to
carry up to 2 tons, and the fish were boiled straight on board in little baskets (ikan pindang) on their way
back to the north coast of Madura (Jordan and Niehof, 1980). Part of the money of the sales was kept
aside in order to pay the fishermen at the next meeting. Boiled fish were used for local consumption or
brought to Surabaya and other places in the east part of Java. During the main fishing season, ngadang
fishermen were also trolling on their way to and from the fishing boat at sea, that was in fact their first
activity along with hand-line fishing during the off-season period.

At the end of the sixties a governmental regulation forbade investment from any Chinese people at
a city level lower than regency (kabupaten), and most of the ngadang disappeared. During the following
decades, ngadang remained present without being able to come back to its former level.

I This term as used in Indonesian census refers to descents of Chinese-born people, regardless of the amount of time
spent in Indonesia. Some families complying with this very label have been established in Indonesia for over hundred of years.
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At the beginning of the eighties, a system inspired from ngadang was developed in Brondong by
replacing fishing equipment on board with fish-boxes. These new boats were called gendong ("to carry
on the back"), referring to their purpose to convey ashore fish collected directly on the fishing ground.

GENDONG SYSTEM

Gendong boats

Fishermen call them gendong to distinguish them from the fishing boats pukat hitam that are easily
turned into gendong. Modifications mainly consist of removing the fishing gears and in replacing them
with fish boxes. This has facilitated the foothold of such a system in Brondong and has furthermore
allowed to quickly increase their number (Fig. 1)

Fish box Engine

9-14 m

Rudder

3-4 m

Figure 1: Design of a gendong boat, upside view and side view
Desain gendong, dilihat dari atas dan samping

They usually count 5 to 8 crewmen, and remain at sea up to 30 days. Gendong usually carry
between 8 and 10 fish boxes, each one with a capacity between half to one ton each (fish and ice). These
boxes cover the main part of the deck and fishermen use to live and to sleep on them. Only the stem is
free for the engines and the driver, and prow for cooking.

Activity of gendong

As already seen the gendong system is mainly based on the purchase of fish during the main
fishing season, from local fishermen living on the eastern islands of the Java Sea. It could be considered
as a seasonal activity with an intensive period of work from July to December, and an off-period from
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January to June. During the main fishing season the gendong boats leave Brondong with fish boxes full
of ice blocks. They reach one of the five main fishing grounds corresponding to an island or to a group of
island located in the east part of Java Sea: Bawean, Masalembo, Kramean, Matasiri and Marabatua
Islands (Fig. 2).

BORNEO I. - province of Kalimantan

JAVA
SEA

Brondong

JAVA

o Purchase area of the Gendong

> Most common landing place

Figure 2: Working area of gendong
Daerah-daerah operasi dari gendong

~-
-~

Kangean 1.

They buy any kind of fish from the local fishermen, and in the particular case of Bawean they also
buy catches of some mini purse seiners operating here during the main fishing season. The transaction
can occur either on the beach or at sea on the way back of the fishing boats.

When a fishing boat meets a gendong, fish price is bargained based on the quantity, the species and
the quality of catches. If they reach an agreement, fish is transshipped from one to the other, put into fish
boxes mixed with salt and ice previously broken in small pieces. As a fish box get filled, a little quantity
of peroxide of hydrogen is added to slow down the fish degradation and to keep a white-colored of the
skin. Buyer directly pays the fishermen at the end of the transshipment. The gendong repeats this
operation until fish boxes are full or the ice stock is nearly finished.
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The quantity sold each time corresponds to the totality of the catches realized by the fishermen,
that is very variable. This quantity usually range between 200 kilograms and 2 tons, but can exceptionally
reach more than 5 tons in the case of a mini purse seiners:This means time spent at sea is very fluctuating
from three days to two weeks.

The main reasons for a fast development

The fast development of gendong could be explained through several points. This activity allows
insular fishermen to sell the totality of their catches during the main fishing season, as capacity of the
local market is too small and local fishing boats are not strong and fast enough to reach Java. The
complementarity of the gendong with mini purse seiners of Brondong harbor is also important. Two
typical situations are found which lead mini purse seine units to sell their catches to gendong :

- During the high fishing season, as catches of layang (Decapterus spp.) are important, the fishing units
and mainly mini purse seiners can reach their maximum storage capacity in less than two or three days.
The possibility to transship their catches to a gendong allows them to remain fishing on the site, that
means to increase their fishing effort.

- Owing to the moon cycle, mini purse seiners catches are sometimes not enough to make the trip
profitable, on a short lap. Rather than keeping fish on board for a few more days, they prefer to sell fish
still fresh, so to stay on the fishing ground.

Others reasons of a fast development could be found such as :

- Gendong landings in Brondong show better fish quality than that of mini seiners. Gendong usually stay
near to islands where the sea is less rough, thus stored fish are not heavily shaken and damaged.
- The ease to turn pukat hitam into a gendong by simple customization.

- The easiness of working on a gendong rather than on fishing vessels. A quick survey near the fishing
site of Bawean showed that during 24 hours the gendong sailors had been working for only 6 hours
during which most of all spent waiting for fishermen to come.

Economic weight in Brondong

With 8,594 tons landed in 1995, gendong were one of the main fish suppliers in Brondong,
accounting for nearly the third (30%) of the total landings (Table 1) and up to 38% during the main
fishing season. During the low fishing season of layang, landings from gendong boats are much lower,
with only 15% of the total.

Table 1: Gendong landings in 1995 (tons)
Pendaratan Gendong 1995 (ton)

Gendong landings

Other landings

Total landings

Gendong / total

Total

8,594

19,687

28,281

30%

Off fishing season

(January - June)

1,431

7,952

9,383

15%

Main fishing season

(July - December)

7,163 (83%)

11,735 (60%)

18,898 (67%)

38%

Source: PPN Brondong and Pelfish Project

Gendong activity is a seasonal one with 83% of its yearly landings realized between July and
December, reaching a maximum in October. This seasonality is linked to the seasonality of the species
caught (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Monthly landing from gendong in 1995
Pendaratan blllanan dari gendollg pada tahlln 1995

The composition by species landed by gendong is largely dominated by layang (scad), that
represent nearly half of the total calTied by gendong.

About 95% of layang and tongkol (eastern little tuna, Euthynnus affinis, Auxis spp.) carried by
gendong are landed between July and December, 70% of selar and siro during this same period.

These four species constitute more than 85% of the total fish carried by gendong between July and
December. But dming the rest of the year more than 50% of the fish carried belong to others species
(Fig. 4). The seasonality of gendong leads numerous gendong crews to work during the layang season
petforming 10 daily landings. From January to June this average landings decrease with only 2 or 3
gendong landings a day (Fig, 5). This decline of activity leads most of the gendong to stop working
during this period and the remaining ones slow down their activity as the average weight per trip dwindle
from an average 4 tons between July and December 1995, to 3 tons during the rest of the year.
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Figure 4: Monthly landings by species from gendong in 1995
Pendaratall blllanan per jenis ikan dari gendong pada tahun 1995
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COMMERCIALISATION AND STRATEGIES

Characteristics of the market

To study the characteristics of the market, an inquiry was set up among 10 gendong between
August and November 1995 during the peak season of landings. Each of these gendong crews registered
their transactions with information about the date, the place, the species, the weight purchased, the
average size of the fish relatively to three classes: small, medium and big.

For the layang, that constitutes nearly half the total fish carried by gendong, most of the
transactions during this period concern the area of Bawean island which is the closest to Brondong. The
purchase price for the layang in the area of Bawean presents very important variations either from one
day another, or from one boat to another.

The purchase price evolution of each transaction between August 1995 and November 1995
(Fig. 6) shows cyclic variations with the highest prices during the full moon, when the levels of catches
are the lowest, and the lowest prices during the new moon when the levels of catches are the highest.
These observations remain true for each size of layang with the highest purchase price recorded at the
same time either for the small, the medium or the big layang.

The purchase prices never exceeded a maximum value of Rp 3,000 per basket from one moon
cycle to the other, and even decreased slowly from Rp 3,000 to Rp 2,500 per basket from August 1995 to
November 1995.

The purchase price of small fish always remained lower those of medium fish which itself
remained lower than those of big fish. The evolution was that in August no big layang were caught and
the maximum price of the medium and smalllayang were respectively around Rp 2,900 and Rp 2,200 per
basket. In September the first big layang caught were sold at a maximum price of Rp 2,900 per basket
while the maximum purchase price for the medium and the small layang were respectively no more than
Rp 2, I00 and Rp I, I00 per basket. In October when the layang catches were the highest and mostly
constituted by medium and big fishes, the maximum purchase price of the medium layang kept
decreasing to Rp 1,800 per basket.
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Figure 6: Purchase price (Rp per basket) of layang in Bawean area
Harga pembelian (Rp/keranjang) ikan layang di daerah Bawean

The first tongkol were purchased near Kramean in the middle of August between Rp 600 and
Rp 1,000 per kilogram (Fig. 7). In the beginning of September the tongkol were also purchased in the
area of Bawean and Masalembo which are the closest islands from Brondong (less than one day at sea).
The purchase prices in the area of Bawean and Masalembo between September 1995 and November 1995
increased from Rp 700 to Rp 1,000 per kilo.
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Figure 7: Purchase price (Rp/basket) of tongkol in the east Java sea area in 1995
Harga pembelian (Rp/keranjang) tongkol di daerah laut Java bagian timurpada 1995

In the area of Marabatua the first tongkol were purchased in October. This area is the remotest one
from Brondong with more than two days at sea to reach it. This could explain the relatively low prices
registered there from Rp 500/kg to Rp 700/kg.
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Strategies developed

Considering the important number of gendong operating, owners have run different strategies to
maximize their profit or at least to break even.

The first strategy is to buy regardless to the quality and the species. In this case, gendong arrive in
the purchase area buying as much as possible, trying to fill their tanks as fast they can. Most of the time
they do not bargain the price too much.

The second strategy consists in having regular providers and leads owners of gendong to bring
gifts with them, to propose a fair price for the fish, and to provide fishermen with any supplies and
fishing equipment they need without benefits. Some of the gendong owners even propose interest-free
loans to fishermen who need to change their engine.

The third strategy is to purchase only given species of fish, mainly according to their market price.
Such owners have developed relations with one or few retailers and are sure to sell fish at a fair price.

At last, a geographical strategy is used according to the number of gendong and fishing boats
present in each area. Where there is a great fishing capacity, it is possible to fill a gendong in one, two or
three days, but most of the time there are many other gendong and the purchase price is relatively high.
Where there is little fishing capacity, there are fewer gendong and the purchase price can be well
bargained, but boats have to stay longer to fill their tanks. By the way, purchasing fish far from Brondong
tends to lower that price due to the deterioration of the fish during transportation.

THE CASE OF BAWEAN ISLAND

It is interesting to focus on Bawean island, where more than half of the gendong do usually purchase.

The physical context of the Bawean island leads to a specific distribution of the fishing area
regarding to the fishing gears used. As the north of Bawean presents a chaotic seabed, unfavorable to any
kind of seine nets, only long liners usually work in this area. Elsewhere, the seabed is homogeneous
enough, which allows fishermen to use seines, thus most of them go to the South and the West. The south
is closer from Brondong. To the West the sea is well protected by the island during the main fishing
season, that is the east monsoon ; thus it is easier for sailors to settle their fishing-aggregating devices and
seines. The few purse seiners originated from Bawean are all located on the west coast of Bawean while
in the east part can be found many small fishing units - especially in the small Gili island - which operate
in the east part of Bawean. The differences of fishing capacities between the eastern, southern and
western part of Bawean lead to a much more important offer of fish, and so to very different purchase
strategies from gendong skippers.

To the east part of Bawean, only small fishing units work and the quantities of fish sold during one
transaction are quite low, usually from one quintal up to a ton, and so only few gendong boats work there,
generally less than 10 units a day. These gendong boats have to stay there longer to fill their fish boxes
and most of them have developed friendly relations with fishermen and even sometimes non-official
agreement. Therefore the concurrence between gendong is not harsh and all of them usually waits for
fishing boats close to Gili island without getting closer to the fishing grounds.

When a fishing ship comes back from its catchment ground, it usually goes directly to the gendong
whom the skippers are used to dealing with, sell fish and transship them. Only very few times do the
fishing boats move to another gendong boat because no agreement on the selling price has been reached.

On the western and southern part of Bawean most of the fishing units are mini purse seiners with
an usual average catch level around 1 ton a day. As mini purse seiners fish there during the layang season,
gendong fill their fish boxes very fast even in one day, and so do not need to stay very long. Given the
condition that either the catch capacity of fish or the number of gendong can be high, the concurrence is
harsh and only the rules of supply and demand fix trading prices.
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Two typical cases can be met corresponding to extreme situations:

• A high level of catch and few gendong. In this case the gendong are sure to fill all their fish boxes
quickly and so they wait for fishing boats close to Bawean and offer them very low price.

• A low level of catch and numerous gendong. In this case gendong are not sure to buy enough fish
and most of the time they go far from the coast towards the fishing sites three hours away from
Bawean, to quickly encounter boats. They have to offer a high price because they know each
fishing boat can easily find other gendong. An advantage for the fishing boats to quickly sell their
capture is to store it out so to remain as close as possible to the fishing area.

SHARING OF BENEFITS AND LOSSES

The way benefits and losses of gendong units are shared depends on a peculiar system where a
certain number of shares are attributed per task, equipment or miscellaneous assignment. One person can
accumulate shares: a sailor (1 share) who is also a helmsman (1 share) and who also deals prices
(1/2 share) owns 2.5 shares (Tab. 2 and Fig. 8).

Table 2: The sharing system
Sistem pembagian

Attribution of shares Shares per capita Number of shares Total

Crew members 1 10 10

Captain 1 5 5

Cook 0.25 4 1

Mechanic 1 1 1

Boat cleaner 1 6 6

Price bargainer 0.5 4 2

Broker for selling the fish 0.5 2 1

Capital provider 3 2 6

Financial guarantor 4 1 4

Boat owner 2.5 2 5

Engine owner 5 (per engine) 2 10

Fish box owner 0.75 (per box) 9 6.75

Miscellaneous 1 I 1

Total number of shares 58.75

The income of a crew member corresponds to the net profit of the boat divided by the total number
of shares and multiplied by the number of shares he has.

For example, if the total shares are 58.75 and a fisherman get 2.5 shares, his income for a net profit
of Rp 1,000,000 will be 2.5x(1,000,000/58.75), i.e. Rp 42,553. The net income used to calculate benefits
or losses comes from the total collected returns from selIing, from which the initial amount provided for
purchasing fish, the running costs and possible losses got during previous trips have to be removed .If the
result is negative, the financial guarantor takes care of it until the next benefit. If the result is positive but
less than half a million Rupiah, the benefit is equally parted between everybody.
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(Total returns from sellings)

(Amount paid for fish
purchasing)

Running costs

(Loss suffered during
previous trips)

Net profit:

NP = T - (A+R+L)

The financial guarantor takes
losses in charge until next

benefits

Source: Pelfish Project

Benefits are parted in equal
shares

Benefits are paned according to
shares of the following table.

A bonus of Rp 10,000 is given
each Rp 1,000000 of benefits

Figure 8: Sharing of benefits and losses
Pembagian keuntungan dan kerugian
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CONCLUSION

The gendong boats are not fishing boats but have a commercial purpose, allowing first to valorize
the fishing effort which exist on the different islands in the East part of the Java Sea (Bawean,
Masalembo, Kramean) and secondly to intensify the fishing effort of the fishing boats of Brondong.

On the one hand, numerous small fishing boats coming from the islands to the East part of the Java
Sea operate all along the year near to their islands, and the development of the gendong boats, which buy
most of their catches, lead to an increase of the total fish landed in Brondong.

On the other hand, the fishing boats, especially the ones which use seine nets, increased their
fishing effort while remaining longer on the fishing ground during the high fishing season by selling their
catch directly at sea to gendong.
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THE CREDIT BY PENGAMBA TO SMALL SCALE FISHERIES
AT LEKOK AND MUNCAR, EAST JAVA

ISMADI, SURJATIN and ABDUL QOLD

ABSTRACT

The objective of the research is to analyse the role of pengamba (money lenders) within the fishing
community. Fishermen need to borrow from the pengamba because of their restricted access to bank.
Besides, fishermen also get insurance to sell their catches. Although money lenders take a large part of these
catches, fishermen do not realise of being exploited, because they benefit of security in the supply of capital
and in fish marketing.

KEYWORDS: money lender, informal sector, fishermen, small scale fisheries.

ABSTRAK
Pene/ilian berlujuan mendiskripsikan peranan "pengamba" da/am masyarakal ne/ayan. Pene/ilian

di/akukan dengan leknik survey, data dikumpulkan mela/ui wawancara. Kecenderungan ne/ayan meminjam
kepada "pengamba" karena adanya kelerbalasan permoda/an yang dimi/iki dan kemudahan sata
pelayanan yang seliap saal diberikan pengamba. Walaupun da/am aspek ekonomi "pengamba" mengambil
porsi keunlungan yang besar dari hasil tangkapan nelayan, namun dari aspek hubungan sosial nelayan
lidak merasa dirugikan, karena mendapalkanjaminan ("rasa aman") dalam penyediaan permodalan dan
pemasaran.
KATA KUNCI : pengamba, sektor informal, nelayan, usaha perikanan skala kecil.
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The word pengamba comes from Madura's language (watchman), as a person always waiting for
fishermen's activity at sea. The people often qualify pengamba as usurer (lintah darat), who should be
deleted. According to Bailey (1983), this opinion needs to be reconsidered, especially because people
generally think that non formal credit system is more profitable than governmental institutions.

Our purpose is to describe the credit system through pengamba, to analyse the characteristics of
their activity and to highlight the job's profitability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Lekok-Pasuruan and Muncar-Banyuwangi were the field enquiry selected considering the
important role of pengamba in these dense fishers' areas.

Several pengamba as well as ambaans were extensively interviewed by mean of semi-structured
guide of interview. Key-informants were also involved in specific separate interviews.

The collected data was interpreted in descriptive-analytical manner to the emergence of pengamba
loan schemes and their function in the rural coastal community. The study also tried to examine the rural
credit programs especially in the coastal area.

RESULTS

Frame of activity of pengamba (money lenders)

Pengamba is the term used in Madura for designating money lenders to the fishermen. The loan
concerns investment in boat, fishing gear and equipment as well as other needs and is granted under the
condition that the borrower sell his fish to the lender. People have a negative appraisal about pengamba,
often called lintah darat (usurer), who exploits poor fishermen. The latest government policy focuses on
the improvement of the institutional credit to break the pengamba system; but in fact, most of the
borrowers can not pay back. The same phenomenon was observed among rice farmers (Kern, 1987).

Despite the lack of deep investigation on the question, we know that pengamba does not always act
arbitrarily (Bailey, 1983). Referring to the carried out investigation, the explanation maybe lies in
competing among pengamba or in the pressure of the fishing coastal communities. Although the
pengamba cut the prices offered to buy fish, the opportunity costs have to be compared with the risks
taken. Furthermore, pengamba willing to grant funds in the low fishing season (paceklik), gain the respect
of fishermen, who still reinforce their relation with pengamba.

According to Nessa (1981), the price received by fishermen in Tanete Riatang district, Southern
Sulawesi, has been cut by pengamba by 10% from the normal market price. It is used to pay the interest,
but the burden of the debt is difficult to be completely assessed because the payment occurs only while
good fishing. If the catch is too little for paying the interests, fishermen only use it to covering their needs
and next operating costs. Eventually, they could ask pengamba to loan again, as often observed during
the low fishing season.

The majority of boat owners (juragan) always face the same problem dealing with stood-capital,
because of the lack of money to manage their fishing activities. So it is not surprising that money-lenders
are playing a significant role in such a situation. By them, the so called pengamba are offering loans
based on informal arrangements with the fishermen. The contract relies on good personal relationship
between the two parts, without any exigency of formal procedures nor collateral securities. Loans of this
type have been operated for a long time, since there exists strong indication that current pengamba were
fish traders in the past. This job has been well established in the inquired area and is perceived as
generating good income opportunities. It can be also inherited by the sons or daughters of pengamba.

The village cooperative (Koperasi Unit Desa : KUD) of Lekok states that 15 pengamba have
exercised since 1990, each of them serving 2 to 12 boat owners. The amount of loans varies between
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0.5 million to 1.5 millions rupiahs per borrower. The total credit distributed by these fifteen pengamba
amounts to around 60 million rupiahs, that is to say an average of 4 million rupiahs for each lender.

Loans are used to invest in fishing equipment, such as boat, engines, and other gears (36-52% of
the loans), to pay the fixed charges (21-54%) and to get cash for running costs (8-10%). Additionally, a
part goes to the crews of the boat (16-36%) corresponding to the contract-fee (uang pengikat).

• Loan schemes in Muncar,

Four forms have been identified, as following:

1. The loan covers the spending of the borrower complementing the investment for fishing
equipment. The amount of this loan normally varies between 10 millions to 30 million rupiahs.

2. The loan serves to cover the running costs of fishing trips. The amount varies between
1.5 million to 3 million rupiahs.

3. The loan is granted by fish-canning and fish-milling factories The amount varies between
10 millions to 20 million rupiahs. No interests are applied, nor collateral securities fulfilled by
the creditors. Nevertheless, the borrowers have to sell their fish to the factory on the market
price basis. This scheme has been widely known as system bapak angkat (adoptive father).

4. The loans to the crews (pendega), varying between 1.5 million to 3 million rupiahs.

The loans through schemes 1,2 and 3 are given to the purse-seines. Scheme 4 is solely given to the
Danish seines (payang) insofar as pengamba prefer to lent to fishing units that enrol many crews than to
small units, because of a supposed higher profitability

• The linkage between loan and fish trade

The fish catch of the borrower has to be exclusively sold to pengamba. The so-called fish market
price appears to be pre-detennined by the lobbies of pengamba. Under these conditions, it is not surprising
that the price is well far below the standard. Besides that, a specific bonus (potongan) is accorded as a
reward (imbalan jasa) from selling to pengamba. In Lekok, the bonus of 25 rupiahs to 100 rupiahs per
kilogram of fresh fish represents 10% from the selling price. The same proportion is observed in Muncar.

The loan has usually to be paid back at once, as agreed by the parties. This way contributes to
maintain the dependency linkage between fisherman and money lender. The 10% bonus is applied as long
as the debt is not fully paid back.

The status of the parties (lender and borrower)

In Lekok, two patterns can be distinguished into:

1. pengamba who possess their own funds;
2. pengamba who do not have money, but have financial access to the main money lenders and

reconvey the loans to the fishermen.

In Muncar, four types of situations can be identified :

I. The position of juragan is extremely weak, and they completely depend on pengamba,
especially because of the bonus that burdens them. Efforts to avoid the complete dependency to
pengamba have been made, though unsuccessfully until now.

2. The position of juragan is better than compared to the scheme 1, because of the type of
relationship that they have with the fish-canning or fish-milling entrepreneurs.

3. The juragan has two kinds of relations, i.e. one relation with factories and another with pengamba.
4. The dependency of juragan on pengamba is not so strong, because pengamba does not have

any intervention in the fish selling. So, the fisherman holds the capacity to bargain the price.

The profitability of the pengamba loan scheme.

Established for a long time, this credit scheme can only be found in the rural-coastal communities.
Susilowati (1983) viewed that the dependency of the fishermen in the fish-business had begun since the
trade of fish exists.
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The pattern of relationship between fishermen and pengamba seems to be functional. The
pengamba can reap more benefits if they also act as fish-traders or entrepreneurs in canning or fish
milling. The supply of fresh-fish from fisherman can be sustained as long as they are kept in the debt.

The case of Lekok shows that money lending is a highly profitable activity. The amount of money
that can be received back is around 123% exceeding the total amount of the loan. The profit is even
much higher in Muncar, where Scheme 1 can give 192 % exceeding the total amount of loan; while
scheme 2 can provide 57%. This calculation is far beyond the interest rate from the formal financing
institution such as Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI).

CONCLUSIONS

There are three main reasons that underlay the tendency of juragan to be involved in the
pengamba loan arrangement :

- the juragan do not fully possess or control any mean of production especially stood-capital,
- the availability of money-borrowing from pengamba and
- the availability of fresh fish marketing opportunities through pengamba.

The major part of the loan is allocated to buy equipment, to cover the running costs of fishing trips
and to grant down payment to the crews of fishing boats.

The mutual-self-help between money lenders, boat owners and crews is believed to be maintained
in the rural-coastal community, so that it is necessary to get a better insight about the relationship
between actors involved, both formal as non-formal. The loan arrangement accompanied by share
holding and repayment system (sistem bapak-angkat), and the reinforcement of local fishermen's
organisation should help to break the current exploitation relations.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE GENDER DIFFERENCES:
JAVANESE FISH TRADERS AND PROCESSORS

L. VUICHARD, J. ROCH and R. CLIGNET

ABSTRACT
The world of trading and processing fish continues to be differentiated along gender lines. While women

present in the sector originate from a narrower and more specific social environment than their male
counterparts, their educational level is also lower. Correspondingly, the size and the scale of their enterprises
are smaller and their profits more limited. Yet, contrasts between men and women in this regard vary both
across seasons and in function of the specific profile of the trading or the processing (drying, smoking,
salting) activities considered. Conversely to what one might believe, women do not always suffer from the
shortcomings attached to the low season.
KEyWORDS: gender, social origin, formal schooling, seasonal variations, turnover and income.

ABSTRAK
Sektor pemasaran {km pengolahan ikan tems menerus mengalami perubahan dalam hal perbandingan

pria dan wanita yang terlibat. Wanita yang terlibat dalam seklOr tersebUl berasal dari lingkungan sosial
yang lebih sempit dan lebih spesijik, bila dibandingkan dengan rekan prianya. Di samping itu tingkat
pendidikan wanita juga lebih rendah dari pada tingkat pendidikan rekan prianya. Akibatnya, jumlah dan
skala usaha wanitapun lebih kecil dan keuntungannya lebih terbatas. Perbedoon antara wanita dan pria
dalam hal ini bervariasi, tergantung pada musim danfungsi masing-masing dalam kegiatan pemasaran dan
pengolahan ikan yang dilakukan (pengeringan, pengasapan, pengasinan). Ternyata pada soot bukan musim
penangkapan, wanita tidak selalu merugi akibat tangkapan ikan yang rendah.
KATA KUNCI : jenis kelamin, asal usul sosial, pendidikan formal, variasi musiman, raman usaha
dan pendapatan.
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A commercial culture becomes full-fledged when it removes the spatial, temporal and functional
constraints that weigh initially on the relevant economic transactions. Indeed, as such exchanges link
partners that are increasingly remote from one another, they involve a growing number of go between. In
addition, loans and credits facilitate the use of a broader time frame and the use of time as money.
Finally, transactions are increasingly independent of the goods or services involved as well as of the
specific status of the participants.

Participation in the most advanced forms of commercial culture is initially a male privilege. The
rules that govern traditional patterns of division of labour and authority along sex lines in most human
societies restrict the geographic mobility of women (Moscovici, 1968). The trips they are entitled to take
usually cover a shorter physical distance are of a shorter duration and have to be exclusively undertaken
for familial reasons.

The restrictions imposed on women in this regard have a macro social origin and are rooted in
religious traditions which probably reflect the quasi universal dominance of men as well as the
differential value of the tasks initially assigned to the two genders. In many societies, notably in Africa,
those women who transgress the underlying taboos are often accused of witchery (LeVine, 1961)1. But
the differential socialisation patterns of young males and females helps also reinforce these restrictions at
each inter-generation level.

As women are expected to bear and rear young children, they are prescribed to stay around the
homes of their mothers and later on, of their husbands. Further, independently of these familial
constraints, the discrimination exerted against women with regard to their access to the skills
commanding occupational success discourages many of them from participating in the labour force in
general, most particularly in those economic sectors that are traditional male enclaves as a result of the
greater rewards they offer.

In the light of this array of remarks, the purpose of this paper is to compare the profile of male and
female fish traders operating on the northern shoreline of Java. Even though female participation in this
branch of activity is often unexpectedly high in view of its marginal and hence tradition-oriented
character, one cannot infer that the two genders enjoy parallel modes of access to their current
occupational roles. Indeed, the reproductive patterns at work in the recruitment of the two populations of
traders differ. Women traders originate from narrower segment of the population and are more likely to
enter the same sea related occupations as their parents. To the extent that their economic achievement is
the exclusive result of familial rather than individual choices, their educational level is also lower than
that of their male counterparts.

Yet, contrasts in the social and occupational trajectories of the two genders do not say anything
about their respective achievements. While the social marginality of women may limit their success, it
may also enable them to entertain the same aspirations as their male counterparts and impose the same
demands on their customers or on their suppliers. We will show in this regard that the first hypothesis is
more valid than the second one. Female traders have fewer suppliers, clients, or employees. Further, the
sensitivity of their level of activity to seasonal variations differs from that which characterises their male
counterparts. In view of this array of contrasts, the two populations enjoy distinct levels of income and
the determinants of their respective earnings are not alike either.

These general trends being highlighted, we will in the conclusion outline the additional research
questions that can be inferred from the analysis before assessing the long term significance of the
findings, notably as far as policy issues are concerned.

I The major merit of LeVine is to show that whenever women are disproportionately more often suspected of witchraft
than men, the disproportionate incidence of charges of witchery levelled against the former cannot be only a by-product of the
disparity between their actual independence and the legal or informal constraints to which they are subjected. Indeed, suspicions
of witchery result also from the psychological consequences of the child rearing practices specific to independent women.
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DATA AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS

The data are collected from responses to a questionnaire administered at the three major TPI of
Tegal, Pekalongan and Juwana between December 1994 and February 1995 to the traders registered at
either one of the three auction places. Under such conditions, these responses represent either an
exhaustive catalogue of the population under study, or as a minimal, a representative sample. The
findings are extracted from cross tabulations and when relevant, from regression analysis.

THE SOCIAL ORIGIN OF MALE AND FEMALE JAYANESE TRADERS

Male traders are almost twice as numerous as their female counterparts (211 versus 177). Yet, the
level of participation of women in the trade varies not only by auction place (they are most numerous in
Pekalongan), but also across sub-sectors. Thus, women represent a little over one third of all traders, but
only about 25 per cent of all salted and boiled processors, which probably results from the higher
investments required by this form of processing2

•

Although the majority of traders live in their birthplace, which helps them develop appropriately
particularistic network, men have been, as expected, more often geographically mobile than their female
counterparts. No less than 19 per cent of men have a current place of residence which differs from their
birthplace against only 9 per cent of the women engaged in the same activity. One may infer that the
networks of male traders or processors cover a wider territory. Yet, the differential mobility of the two
genders is also a function of the auction place (Tab. 1). Tegal attracts the same proportion of male (73 per
cent) and female (82 per cent) local traders or processors. At Pekalongan, over three quarters of female
owned enterprises are local against only 44 per cent of their male counterparts. In Juwana, the contrast is
even more striking, the first percentage climbing to 86 per cent, the second one falling to 23 per cent. In
short, the "local" orientations of male and female traders or processors vary with the overall alternative
opportunities offered by the larger communities in which they operate.

In the same vein, the differential mobility of the two genders is also partly a function of the types
of trade or of processing examined. The sub-sectors with the most egalitarian gender distributions are also
those for which men and women are the most stable. At one end of the continuum, male processors of
salted fish are both numerous and more mobile (28 per cent) than the women involved in the same
activity (18 per cent of which are born elsewhere). At the opposite end, the male and female processors of
smoked fish tend uniformly to work in their birth place (only 5 per cent of whom have changed residence
at least once during their lives).

In addition, the familial circumstances of male and female traders are not alike. No less than 37 per
cent of all women included in the sample originate from a family of fishermen as opposed to only 7 per
cent of their male counterparts. Alternatively, men are twice as likely as women to have fathers engaged
in various commercial activities, including those pertaining to fish (29 per cent against only 13 per cent).
In other words, the two populations are socialised into their current occupational roles through distinct
channels and by varying methods. To learn about fishes is not the same thing as to learn about trading.
Finally, trading fish does probably not represent the same channels of social mobility for the two genders,
since are twice as numerous as their female counterparts the male traders and processors who come from
a farming family (36 versus 17 per cent). However, the corresponding contrasts vary with the special
branch of activity under study. As an example, women who process salted fish (22%) are twice less likely
to come from a family of fishermen than the whole set of female traders or processors, in contrast to their
male counterparts with this particular background who are twice as numerous in this particular activity
(16 per cent) as in the remaining other sectors.

Yet, to concentrate exclusively our attention on the nature of paternal occupation provides us only
with a distorted view of the reproductive processes at work here. Indeed, female traders are more likely
than their male counterparts to learn their trade from their mothers. No less than 23 per cent of the

2 This reinforces the need to document further the empirical components of the distinctions established among distinct
types of fish trading or processing.
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former have mothers who have been doing or continue to do the same trading or processing activity as
opposed to only 6 per cent of the men (Tab. 2). In short, the inter-generation transfer of sources of income
probably continues to be segregated along sex lines.

Table 1 : Geographic origin of male and female traders and processors (in percentage)
Asal geografis pria dan wanita pedagang dan pengolah (dalam persen)

Birth place Male Female Total

Juwana Batur 1.2 0.0 0.8

Demak 15.1 0.0 10.7

Jepara 25.5 0.0 18.2
Juwana 10.5 31.3 16.5

Kudus 2.3 2.9 2.5

Madiun 2.3 0.0 1.7

Pati 12.7 54.3 24.8

Rembang 23.3 8.6 19.0
Semarang 1.2 2.9 1.7
Tayu 1.2 0.0 0.8
Tuban 3.5 0.0 2.5
Wedari-Jaksa 1.2 0.0 0.8

N 86 35 121

Pekalongan Batang 11.1 13.3 12.2
Demak 4.8 0.0 2.4
Karawang 1.6 0.0 0.8
Kendal 12.7 0.0 6.5
Lamongan 0.0 1.7 0.8
Pekalongan 44.4 76.6 60.3
Pemalang 22.2 6.7 14.6
no answer 3.2 1.7 2.4

N 63 60 123

Tegal Bandung 0.0 4.6 1.2
Batang 1.6 0.0 1.2
Brebes 11.3 0.0 8.2
Cirebon 3.2 0.0 2.4

Demak 1.6 0.0 1.2
Medan 1.6 0.0 1.2

Pemalang 0.0 9.1 2.4
Pekalongan 3.2 0.0 2.4

Semarang 1.6 0.0 1.2

Solo 1.6 0.0 1.2

Tegal 72.7 81.7 75.0

no answer 1.6 4.6 2.4

N 62 22 84
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Table 2: Maternal occupation by type of trading or processing and by gender (%)
Pekerjaan orang tuanya (perempuan) menurutjenis perdagangan atau pengolahan

dan menurutjenis kelamin (%)

Trader Processor Other Transport Farmers Other No answer Total
(fish) (fish) traders

Men
Trader fresh 5.3 1.1 7.5 2.1 22.3 23.4 38.3 94

Trader salted 3.9 0.0 7.7 0.0 23.1 30.8 34.6 26

Process. fresh 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 0.0 33.3 33.3 3

Process. salted 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 56.3 37.5 32

Process. boiled 10.5 0.0 2.6 0.0 15.8 31.6 39.5 38

Process. smoked 5.6 0.0 5.6 0.0 11.1 0.0 77.8 18

Total 5.7 0.5 5.2 1.4 17.1 28.9 41.2 211

Women
Trader fresh 17.2 8.6 3.5 0.0 27.6 43.1 58

Trader salted 13.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.3 53.3 15

Process. fresh 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0 2

Process. salted 9.1 9.1 9.1 0.0 9.1 63.6 11

Process. boiled 7.1 21.4 0.0 7.1 14.3 50.0 14

Process. smoked 17.7 5.9 5.9 0.0 0.0 70.6 17

Total 14.5 8.6 3.4 0.9 21.4 51.3 117

Finally, the men and women studied here have not the same educational background. Since trading
fish often departs from the activity prevailing in the familial environment of the men included in the
sample, men enjoy a level of formal schooling which is significantly higher than that of their female
counterparts (Tab. 3). One third of male traders have attended a post primary institution as opposed to 18
per cent of the corresponding female population. Alternatively, no less than 56 per cent of the latter have
not completed their primary education or have not even begun this particular cycle of studies as opposed
to only 18 per cent of the former. Once more, however, differences between the two genders vary by sub
sectors. Less mobile than other segments of the population studied here, female processors of smoked
fish are also significantly more likely to stand at the lower end of the educational continuum, whereas the
female processors of salted fish have reached a higher level of forming schooling than the men engaged
in the same speciality (33 versus 24 per cent).

To conclude this first part, the avenues providing access to the fish trading business are
significantly narrower for women than for men. Women learn more often their trade from their family
than from schools, which should reduce proportionately their chances to upgrade their skills and
experience the same economic success as their male competitors. At the same time, distinct categories of
traders and processors do not attract or retain the same kinds of men and women, probably because both
of the varying amounts of capital required and their distinct time-tables3

. In short, despite the limited size
of the samples examined here, it looks as if the marginality experienced by women is not uniform across
various professional environments. The question remains to ascertain whether variations in their relative
marginality are associated with corresponding variations in the economic opportunities they enjoy.

3 One can only deplore retrospectively the lack of any question on the matrimonial status of male and female traders or
processors. Truly enough, this absence is due to the fact that [he data collected sought primarily to identify the structure of the
networks used by traders. Yet, impressionistic observations suggest that women engaged in fish trading or processing are often
divorced, separated or widowed. As such, they may have less stringent time schedules than their married counterparts but they
have also additional needs and must tap distinct sources of capital.
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Table 3: Levels of schooling by type of trading or processing and by gender (% )
Tingkat pendidikan menurut perdagangan atau pengolahan dan menurut jenis
kelamin (%)

No schooling Some Primary 1st cycle 2nd cycle University Total
primary completed

Men
- Trading

fresh 3.2 17.0 54.3 19.2 5.3 1.1 94

salted 0.0 7.7 19.2 57.7 15.4 0.0 26

- Processing

fresh 33.3 33.3 0.0 0.0 33.3 0.0 3

salted 0.0 40.6 31.3 25 3.1 0.0 32

boiled 0.0 10.5 60.5 7.9 18.4 2.6 38

smoked 0.0 5.6 61.1 16.7 16.7 0.0 18

Total 2.0 17.5 47.4 22.3 10.0 1.0 211

Women
- Trading

fresh 3.5 43.1 34.5 13.8 5.2 58

salted 0.0 33.3 40.0 20.0 6.7 15

- Processing

fresh 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2

salted 9.1 54.6 9.1 18.9 9.1 11

boiled 21.4 42.9 21.4 14.3 0.0 14

smoked 23.5 70.6 0.0 5.9 0.0 17

Total 8.6 47.9 25.6 13.7 4.3 117

THE OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE OF MALE AND FEMALE TRADERS

Contrasts in the social trajectories of male and female traders should make a difference on their
current occupational status. Yet, both men and women are about 4 I years of age and the variance of the
relevant distribution is the same for the two sub-populations.

However, the relative occupational stability one can infer from the age of our respondents is only
partially confirmed by the examination of their occupational histories. On the whole, few traders or
processors have been involved in other activities. But, as suggested by our general argument regarding
the universalistic character of trading activities, men have performed a somewhat larger number of
occupations than women (0.7 versus 0.53) and the very fact that the standard deviation of the
corresponding distribution is more limited in the fIrst than the second case (0.45 versus 0.50) suggests
that the phenomenon tends to be general.

An inspection of the differential seniority of the two genders confIrms that the alternative
opportunities available to women are fewer. As an average, all female traders and processors have spent
more time in the occupation (13.1 year versus 11.8), even though the standard deviation is greater in the
first case (9.3 versus 7.3) (Tab. 4). Yet, this contrast is not uniform across the sub-sectors examined here,
and to give an example, male traders or processors of salted fish have dug deeper roots in their
environment than their female counterparts.
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Table 4: Occupational seniority by type of trading or processing and gender (number. of years)
Senioritas pekerjaan menurut perdagangan atau pengolahan dan jenis kelamin
(jumlah tahun)

- Trading

fresh fish

salted fish

- Processing
chilled fish

salted fish

boiled fish

smoked fish

Overall Mean
Overall Standard Deviation

N

Men Women

Mean 12.3 12.3

Standard Deviation 8.0 8.8

N 94 58

Mean 10.5 9.6

Standard Deviation 3.5 5.6

N 26 15

Mean 8.7 19.0

Standard Deviation 10.7 1.4
N 3 2

Mean 12.2 12.7

Standard Deviation 7.8 6.7
N 32 11
Mean 11.5 11.1

Standard Deviation 6.1 10.6

N 38 14

Mean 12.6 20.1
Standard Deviation 8.7 11.2
N 18 17

11.9 13.1
7.3 9.3

211 117

Trading fish seems to absorb most of the working time available to respondents, as the
overwhelming majority of them do not indicate any secondary activity. Yet, as expected, access to the
labour market continuos to be highly differentiated along sex lines, and the male traders who do have a
secondary job are more widely scattered among a greater number of sectors than their female
counterparts. The former are found in 8 occupations as contrasted with 4 in the case of the latter. Not only
this, but 43 per cent of the male traders with a secondary activity are engaged in sea related jobs (such as
aquaculture and fishing) against only 12 per cent of their female counterparts. In other words, the general
rules underlying division of labour along gender lines operate also in this particular universe.

In the trading sector itself, men are likely to specify more often than women the species of fish they
are buying and selling. No less than 83 per cent of male traders do so against only 54 per cent of women4

.

Further, the information offered by men is more differentiated (they refer to 10 species, women to only
7). Among those who specify the species they deal with, layang is more a male than female choice
(56 per cent of men trade layang against 46 per cent of women).

Finally, our expectations regarding the impact that the differential domestic liabilities of the two
genders may have on their respective involvement around auction places are not validated. The
overwhelming majority (95 per cent) of male and female traders or processors operate on a routine basis
and work systematically throughout the year. Further, both adopt comparable strategies to counterbalance

4 This difference can be interpreted in two distinct ways. It may reflect the lower significance attached by interviewers to
the activities of women, but it can also be regarded as a valid indicator of the undifferentiated nature of the operations
undertaken by female traders and more specifically, of their propensity to be less regarding of the type of fish they buy and sell.
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the impact of seasonal peaks and troughs in their respective markets. There are hardly any contrasts in the
relative numbers of men and women who shut their activities any month during the year.

THE DISTINCT PROFILES OF MALE AND FEMALE OWNED BUSINESS

Yet, the networks used by male and female traders differ in size. On the whole, the first population
relies on a significantly greater number of suppliers (Tab. 5).

Table 5: Number of suppliers by type of trading or processing and gender
Jumlah pemasok menurut perdagangan atau pengolahan dan jenis kelamin

High season Low season
(August to March) (April to July)
Men Women Men Women

- Trading

fresh fish Mean 4.2 2.6 2.3 1.7
Standard Deviation 5.9 2.8 2.1 1.5
N 94 58 94 58

salted fish Mean 5.2 2.9 4.4 2.7
Standard Deviation 4.2 2.0 3.2 2.1
N 26 15 26 15

- Processing
chilled fish Mean 1.7 2.0 0.7 1.0

Standard Deviation 1.2 1.4 0.6 0.0
N 3 2 3 2

salted fish Mean 4.6 3.7 1.7 1.7
Standard Deviation 5.0 5.5 1.3 2.1
N 32 11 32 11

boiled fish Mean 5.7 5.4 3.1 2.6
Standard Deviation 7.2 8.1 2.5 3.1
N 38 14 38 14

smoked fish Mean 7.2 1.0 3.2 0.9
Standard Deviation 9.7 0.0 3.1 0.2
N 18 17 18 17

Overall Mean 4.9 2.8 2.7 1.8
Overall Standard Deviation 6.2 4.0 2.4 1.9
N 211 117 211 117

Processors of salted fish represent an exception to this general trend. Regardless of the season,
women of this sub-sector use broader networks, while suppliers' networks are more sensitive to the peaks
and troughs of the market in the case of men. The average number of suppliers for men varies between a
maximum of 4.9 and a minimum of 2.7. The corresponding range for female traders and processors is
nan-ower (the figures are 2.9 and 1.8). Not only this, but the logic of intra-gender competition is also
season-specific. The supplying networks of men are more differentiated during the high season, those of
female traders during the low season. The standard deviations of the distributions evolve between a
maximum of 6.2 during the peak and a minimum of 2.4 during the low season as far as men are concerned,
while they range between 4.0 and 1.9 for the corresponding period in the case of their female counterparts.

Thus, while the competition which opposes male traders to one another seems to be most evident
whenever the market is in full swing, the differentiation of their female counterparts appears relatively
speaking to be most visible during the periods of scarcity, even though the logic at work for the two
populations vary across sub-sectors.
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At the opposite end of the commercial process, the networks of buyers respond to distinct dynamic
forces. On the whole, men have a larger number of buyers. Yet, contrasts between the two genders tend
to vary in function of the peaks and trough of the market and are uniformly minimal for the low season
(3.6 for men against 3.3 for women). Further, during the same low season, the differentiation of female
traders or processors in this regard tend to be proportionately greater than that of men (the standard
deviations of the relevant distribution are 3.8 and 3.1 respectively). Finally, as we could also expect,
gender differences differ also across sub-sectors. To give an illustration, the average number of buyers
served by male processors of salted fish drops sharply from 4.0 to 1.9 between the high and the low
season. In contrast, the relevant figure for their female counterparts ranges less dramatically between a
maximal of 3.8 and a minimal of 2.8.

Last, the size of the businesses themselves, as measured by the number of employees, is usually
larger for the population of male traders and processors, especially in the processing sector. This number
varies between a maximal of 16.6 and a minimal of 14.5 in the case of men, while the corresponding
figures for women drop from 12.0 to lOA. Not only this, but while a situation of scarcity tends to be
associated with a proportional accentuation of the contrast between the most and least successful male
operators, the reverse is true as far as the female population is concerned. The standard deviation of the
pertinent distribution drops minimally from 23.9 to 22.8 for men but more significantly from 22.1 to 15.7
for women. Further, once more, the effects of seasonal variations differ across sectors. Even though the
female processors of salted fish use systematically a larger number of wage earners than their male
colleagues, gender differences in this regard are sharper during the high than the low season.

It remains necessarily to ascertain whether the three indicators of size used here are interrelated. In
contrast to variations in the sizes of suppliers' and buyers' networks which are independent of one
another, the size of the businesses themselves, as measured by the average number of individuals
employed by the respondents, is more closely related to the size of the suppliers' than of buyers'
networks. Variation in suppliers' networks account for 15 per cent of the variance of the distribution of
the number of employees of male traders and processors, and for 20 per cent of the parallel distribution in
the case of their female counterparts5

.

Yet, differences in the size of male and female owned businesses are only partially associated with
corresponding contrasts in their operating styles. To be sure, independently of gender, most of the
transactions between our respondents and their suppliers or their clients are paid in cash, which confirms
the characteristic at work in this entire branch of activity (Tab. 6).

But while we expected that contrasts in the social status or in the relative position that men and
women occupy in the market would be associated with parallel differences in the way they treat their
clients or are treated by their suppliers, the smaller scale of the activities owned by women does not
oblige all of them to rely more systematically on cash. In effect, the use of cash depends simultaneously
on the gender and the sub-sectors of the individuals considered. The proportion of male traders of fresh
fish relying on cash is significantly greater than among their counterparts specialising in the trade of
salted fish (95 per cent against 35 per cent). In contrast the corresponding figures for women are a little
less than three quarters for both activities.

5 It would remain important to ascertain whether differences in the size of the networks used by the two populations are
associated with parallel contrasts in their geographic structures. Whereas the general line of our argument would lead us to
assume that the trading and processing activities of women are more local in nature, the data available do not enable us to test
this specific hypothesis.
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Table 6: Forms of transaction between traders or processors, their suppliers and clients by
gender (in percentage)
Bentuk-bentuk transaksi antara pedagang atau pengolah, pemasok dan pelanggan
mereka menurutjenis kelamin (dalam persen)

Credit Cash Other and Total

no answer

• Between men and clients
- Trading

fresh 7.5 92.6 0 100
salted 65.4 34.6 0 100

- Processing
fresh 0 100.0 0 100
salted 0 90.6 9.4 100
boiled 26.3 71.0 2.6 100
smoked 5.6 94.4 0 100

Total 16.6 81.5 1.9 100
N 35 171 4 211

• Between men and suppliers
- Trading

fresh 5.3 94.7 0 100
salted 65.4 34.6 0 100

- Processing
fresh 0 100.0 0 100
salted 3.1 93.8 3.1 100
boiled 23.7 76.3 0 100
smoked 0 100.0 0 100

Total 15.2 84.4 0.5 100
N 32 178 1 211

• Between women and clients
- Trading

fresh 24.1 75.9 0 100
salted 26.7 73.3 0 100

- Processing
fresh 0 100.0 0 100
salted 9.1 81.8 9.1 100
boiled 0 100.0 0 100
smoked 0 100.0 0 100

Total 16.2 82.9 0.9 100
N 19 97 I 117

• Between women and suppliers
- Trading

fresh 24.1 74.1 1.7 100
salted 26.7 73.3 0 100

- Processing
fresh 0 100.0 0 100
salted 9.1 90.9 0 100
boiled 0 100.0 0 100
smoked 0 100.0 0 100

Total 16.2 82.9 0.9 100
N 19 97 I 117
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THE INCOME OF MALE AND FEMALE TRADERS: OVERALL PROFILE AND DETERMINANTS

Comparing the income earned by male and female traders or processors requires the introduction of
appropriate controls and notably the importance of the quantity of fish sold or processed during the
"high" and "low" periods of activity (Tab. 7)

Table 7: Daily net income of traders or processor by gender, season and volume (rupiah)
Pendapatan bersih harian dari pedagang atau pengolah menurutjenis kelamin,
musim dan volume (rupiah)

Production (kg/day)

<500

500 to 2000

>2000

Total

High season Low season
(August to March) (April to July)

Men Women Men Women

Mean 21,906 12,072 19,051 9,408

Standard Deviation 23,041 11,637 23,816 9,810

N 94 84 94 84

Mean 33,143 22,230 16,746 13,872

Standard Deviation 28,051 12,389 12,964 9,314

N 68 25 68 25

Mean 208,664 365,000 100,101 104,750

Standard Deviation 187,323 672,027 104,312 130,910

N 47 8 47 8

Mean 67,560 38,374 36,527 16,881

Standard Deviation 118,687 87,873 62,396 41,180

N 209 117 209 117

Regardless of the season, men earn more money than women. Yet, intra-gender contrasts as
measured by standard deviations are greater in the case of female than male traders or processors during
the high season. Most significant, while women fare poorly at the bottom of the hierarchy, they are more
successful than the men when they exchange or process more than 2,000 kgs of fish per day.

It remains necessary to ascertain whether the determinants of economic success are alike for the
two populations studied here. First, the differential income between the two genders does not seem to
result from their relative participation in the various sectors. As numerous as men to process smoked fish,
women earn significantly less than their male counterparts. Conversely, the more limited participation of
woman in processing salted fish does not prevent them from doing better than their male competitors. In
effect, the sex ratio of the various forms of trading and processing present here is hardly correlated with
the direction as well as the extent of the differential net income by gender.

Secondly, a multivariate analysis accounts roughly for the same amount of variance in the income
distributions of the two genders. But while schooling improves the economic results of all traders and
processors, its influence is significantly greater on women than on men (Tab. 8). As women attending
school are few, they are more likely to benefit fully from the rewards attached to their academic
experiences. In contrast, the benefits that the men derive from such experiences are modified by other
factors. To originate from a family where the fathers are engaged in fish trading or processing enhances
the earnings of male respondents. Alternatively, these earnings decline whenever the mothers of traders
or processors are engaged in fish trading or processing. The effects of social reproduction are relative and
follow gender generation lines. This relativity can be imputed to male dominance or to the marginal
matrimonial status of the proceeding generation of female traders and processors. The fact remains that
social reproduction does not operate in the case of women. Independently of the social background, age
(and seniority) exerts a positive influence on income, but. it is more marked in the case of men.
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Table 8: Multiple regressions of income by gender
Regresi ganda dari pendapatan menurutjenis kelamin

Men: Included observations: 208 after adjusting end points
Convergence achieved after 4 iterations
Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors and covariance

Variable Coefficient Std. Error T-Statistic

EDUC 0.1074 0.0299 3.5873

C 8.6832 0.4828 17.9853

AGE 0.0203 0.0073 2.7887

PERCOM* 0.5148 0.1643 3.1335

PROFMER** -0.5104 0.2450 -2.0832

AR(l) 0.2978 0.0922 3.2305

AR(2) 0.3161 0.0883 3.5808

R-squared 0.3792 Mean dependent var.

Adjusted R-squared 0.3607 S.D. dependent var

S.E. of regression 0.8733 Akaike info criterion

Sum squared resid 153.3009 Schwartz criterion

Log likelihood -263.4051 F-statistic

Durbin-Watson stat 1.5747 Prob (F-statistic)

Prob.

0.0004

0.0000

0.0058

0.0020

0.0385

0.0014

0.0004

10.1521

1.0922

-0.2378

-0.1255

20.4633

0.0000

* PERCOM is coded as a dichotomous variable, fathers traders or processors being coded as I, others as O.
** PROFMER is coded as a dichotomous variable, mothers traders or processors being coded as J, others as O.

Women: Included observations: 115 after adjusting end points
Convergence achieved after 3 iterations
Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors and covariance

Variable Coefficient Std. Error T-S tatistic Prob.

C 7.7350 0.3968 19.4943 0.0000

EDUC 0.1998 0.0290 6.8882 0.0000

AGE 0.0124 0.0076 1.6151 0.1092

AR(l) 0.2098 0.0935 2.2427 0.0269

AR(2) 0.1237 0.0693 1.7847 0.0771

R-squared 0.5156 Mean dependent var. 9.2782

Adjusted R-squared 0.4980 S.D. dependent var 0.8986

S.E. of regression 0.6367 Akaike info criterion -0.8604

Sum squared resid 44.5913 Schwartz criterion -0.7411

Log likelihood -108.7028 F-statistic 29.2734

Durbin-Watson stat 1.1967 Prob (F-statistic) 0.0000

NB. The AR (I) and (2) are introduced here as auto-regressive corrections. Even though auto-correlations may primarily after
time series, they may also occur in the case of crossection data (1. Johnston, 199 J).

The results of this multivariate analysis suggest that the more precarious the participation of a
particular population (in this case, women) in a specific activity, the more closely the success of its
individual representatives reflects a limited number of universalistic and achievement related forces.
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CONCLUSIONS

The analyses conducted here generate simultaneously methodological and theoretical lessons. In
methodological terms, we have shown that in order to avoid falling prey to the fallacy of reification, one
must satisfy two requirements. On the one hand, one must compare the detenninants of the modes of
access and success of the two genders, since one cannot be sure that the "bad lot" imposed on women
does not characterise as well some segments of the male population. On the other hand, one must also
compare the forms and the determinants of differentiation within each gender in order to ascertain the
relative significance of the differential forms of solidarity enjoyed by the male and female segments of
the particular social milieus in which we are interested.

In theoretical terms, we have established that female traders and processors are less cosmopolitan
than their male competitors insofar as they are less mobile, less educated and depend more narrowly on
the direct or indirect assistance of their familial groups. But while the ensuing handicaps should limit
their economic success, the corresponding contrasts differ between trading per se and processing as well
as across the various types of processing. Finally, this contrast is contingent on the quantity of fish sold or
processed. The relativity of gender contrasts is not only a by-product of the distinct amounts and forms of
investments required by each speciality. Indeed, it also results from the differential sensitivity of male
and female traders to the seasonal variations of the market. This is also undoubtedly related to the specific
way in which the emerging culture attached to each type of trading and each type of processing interacts
with the general Javanese culture and with the catalogue of prescriptions and proscriptions the latter
generates regarding the role of women both at home and in the society at large. Indeed, such an
interaction introduces a marked individualisation of survival strategies.

Clearly, the strong dynamics operating in the entire sector of Javanese fisheries is likely to modify
the extent and the form of the competition opposing the two genders in the world of trade and processing
activities. With the growing stratification processes at work among fishermen, familial relations should
become more diversified. The accentuated gap between skippers and unskilled deck hands should be
paralleled by sharper contrasts in the number and the nature of the occupational opportunities enjoyed by
their daughters, their sisters, or their wives. These contrasts should appear, early on, during the childhood
of young women since the accentuated patterns of male stratification should be accompanied by a
corresponding differentiation of familial strategies toward the formal schooling of male and female
children. They should persist, later on, since changes in the structures of fisheries should be associated
with changes in the status assigned to women within and without domestic groups. Thus, further research
should be devoted by an evaluation of the dynamics governing the evolution of trading and processing on
the one hand, and of the status assigned to women, on the other. The issue is to ascertain the extent to
which this particular branch will become "unisex", access to trading or processing and economic success
within each one of the relevant sectors becoming more and more independent of gender. While this may
be the case, it may also be that the current specialisation of the Javanese labour force by gender will
become increasingly visible, men and women living in two separate worlds.
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LADIES RUN A GOLD MINE IN JUWANA'S FISH AUCTION MARKET

I. ANTUNES

ABSTRACT

For the past twelve years, the river of Juwana has seen many changes. The harbour has been updated
and accommodates a larger number of boats, namely the big Javanese purse seiners. Fishing activities
expand towards a semi-industrial fishery exclusi vely reserved to men. The production of fish increases
considerably and gives rise to numerous new activities directly connected to this fishery.

Within this new context, women seized new opportunities. Their gold jewellery provides a secure capital
to run their enterprise. Today, part of the distribution of fish is mainly in the hand of those ladies. Over the
years, some of them have become real entrepreneurs and play an acti ve role in Juwana's fish auction market.
Whether from the formal or the informal sector, women from Bendar occupy a central position in their
community: some supply the market with informal fish production from the purse seine boats while others
supply the fish processing home industry both at formal and informal level.
KEYWORDS: women in fishing economy, formal sector, informal sector, development.

ABSTRAK

Selama dua puluh lahun lerakhir, banyak perubahan yang terjadi di Sungai Juwana. Pelabuhan sudah
diperbaiki dan dopat menampung lebih banyak perahu, yai/U pukar cincin besar Laul Jawa. Kegialan
penangkapan berkembang menjadi semi-induSlri, yang lerulama melibalkan kaum pria. Produksi ikan
meningkal pesal sebagai akibal munculnya berbagai kegialan bam yang langsung berhubungan dengan
penangkapan. Dalam kegialkan baru inilah kaum wanita membangun usahanya. Dewasa ini eksploilasi
ikan terulama ditangani oleh kaum wanita. Selama ilu, beberapa wanita lelah menjadi pengusaha yang
sesungguhnya dan memegang penman aklif pada pasar lelang ikan di Juwana. Apakah berasal dari sektor
formal maupun informal, wanila Bendar mellduduki posisi penling dalam masyarakalnya. Kaum wanila
inilah yang mengeksploilasi sumber daya dan mengolah hasif langkapall memegang adminislrasi,
mendorOllg penangkapan, dan menyumbang pendapalan ullluk keluarga.
KATA KUNCI : wanita dalam perekonomian tangkap, sektor formal, sektor informal, pengembangan.
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According to the fish auction market's (TP!) statistics, out of all the registered fish traders or bakul
ikan, in Indonesia, 70% are men and 30% are women. Their geographic origins (Fig. 1) show that few
come from East Java and that most of them come from neighbouring villages or towns from all over
Central Java with a high percentage of female traders originated from Bendar, the fishing village located
right across the TPI (Fig. 2).

Although the pelagic fishery is a relatively new subject and the fishery in itself starts to be well
known in terms of biology and exploitation (Potier and Sadhotomo, 1995) this is not the case for the
description of economic or human activities, which remains an area where little information is available.
This paper deals with the women trading activities in the Juwana fish auction market.

JUWANA : A FISHING HARBOUR

Harbour infrastructures permanently stand along the riverside: a cooperative (KUD) which offers a
recognised status to its members as well as savings and loans services and all working facilities such as a
spare parts garage, dry docks to lift the boats and ships handlers who supply with equipment, fuel, ice,
salt and food before vessels go at sea. It has a fish auction market divided in two parts. One for the
pelagic production and the other part for demersal fishes (Fig. 2).

The harbour of Juwana accommodates for three different kinds of fishing boats:

• the medium and large purse seineI' employing between 40 to 50 men and going at sea between 15
tiJl 40 days depending on the season. This type of boat lands a production of pelagic fishes
(Potier and Sadhotomo, 1995);

• the mini long liner employing 5 to 6 fishermen and going at sea between 15 till 40 days. Most of
the time for 20 days. The mini long line land demersal fishes;

• the traditional boat that goes at sea in the morning and comes back late afternoon. Depending on
the net on board, fishermen may bring coastal fishes, crabs, squids and shrimps.

In 1995, some 56 purse seiners were registered in Juwana as well as nearly 200 mini long liners.
Still, the proximity with the fishing grounds encourages purse seiners usually based in Pekalongan and
Tegal (Fig. 1) to land their catch in Juwana. Over 1995, the harbour has recorded a turnover of some
1 381 purse seiners' landings.

The smaJl-scale fishery remains an informal activity and the TPI does not record its production. It
is therefore very difficult to refer to that type of fishing or to report on this type of fishery from a formal
point of view. The present paper will deal with the activity at the TPI and will mainly focuses on the
purse seine fishery.

In term of production landed in 1995, the total pelagic catches at the TPI amounted to a total of
54,888 tons with a value of 39.9 milliard rupiahs.
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Figure 1 : Geographical origin of fish traders operating from the Juwana fish auction market (Central Java)
Daerah asal pedagang ikan yang beroperasi dari pasar lelang ikan dari Juwana (Jawa Tengah)
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PRESENTATION OF THE DATA COLLECTED

Data come from two main sources: formal and informal questionnaires, surveys, interviews with
the women, observations on board boats and at the fish auction market as well as statistical data from the
TPI that are still being collected. For this reason, we limit our argument to women officially involved in
the fishery.

The sampling has recorded approximately four days with reference date the 5, 10, 20 and 30th for
each month for the year 1995 except for the month of May as data were not available. A total of some
7,000 surveys were distributed over 42 days. This sample involved 287 fish buyers approximately one
third of which are women. If two thirds of the women are originated from the area, only 15% of male
traders live in the villages bordering of Juwana. Those 7,000 surveys correspond to a volume of some
5,700 tons of fish with an economical value estimated a little over 4 milliards rupiahs. Compared to the
1994 production figures, it represents about 10% of the production that passes through the Juwana fish
auction market.

THE FISH DISTRlBUnON NETWORK

The observation on the field both at the TPI and on board the boats, together with the various
censuses that were done and the statistics collected at the TPI enabled to present an average system that
may be subject to changes depending on situations.

Five different networks of fish distribution were identified:

• from the ocean to the bakul (fish trader),
• from ocean to the bakul; from the bakul to the TPI,
• from the ocean to the TPI,
• from the TPI to the bakullfish process,
• from the TPI to the bangkellfish process.

Figure 3 shows the fishermen personal handline fishing production directly sold to the bakul seret,
the local name given to fish traders, mostly women. In some cases, the bakul seret also buy the end and
bit leftover in fish holes (in Indonesian curasan) after the purse seiner has landed its catches. Then, they
bring their fish to the market or they sell it directly to the fish traders.

There are five types of bakul seret in Juwana grouping together 2 to 25 persons:

• bakul seret muara wait for the boats directly at the river mouth from 7:00 till 16:00 every day;
• bakul seret darat purse seine operate from the pelagic TPI;
• bakul seret darat mini long line operate from the demersal TPI;
• bakul seret boat owner work like the bakul seret darat buying fish from their crews and from

other bakul seret;
• bakul seret malam operate directly from the river mouth at night.

Once the production of fish is directly landed in the TPI with respect to species, it is redistributed
between the bakul and the bangkel, the official fish traders who get cards from the TPl a]Jowing them to
buy and pay fish at the auction market. According to regulations, anybody offering solid guaranty and in
the case of large quantities bought is able to deposit cash prior the auction is entitled to that card or is just
given the authorisation to go ahead with the auction. In exchange, each fish trader wi]J be taxed 3% on
the total price of their buy and will be charged a commission for the use of baskets. The card holder may
apply for fish credit, a loan that enables her/him to pay for her/him buy if the initial funds are not enough.
This loan is given to established fish traders on the decision of the fish auction place's directors.

Bakul ikan refers to fish traders who directly buy fish and either sell it to a particular customer in
Jakarta or other towns or process the production locally. They can be large, medium or small fish traders
depending on the quantity of fish they buy each day.
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Bangkel refers to fish traders who dispose of an important capital and therefore buy fish for a serial
of customers who do not have initial funds. Some of these customers may take part in the auction
themselves if they are registered at the fish market. Their buy will be paid by the bangkel. For those who
do not have the card, the bangkel wiJI auction as well as buy the fish on their behalf. Depending on the
bangkel, on the price of the fish and the relationship between the bangkel and the customer, the latter will
be charged an interest rate per day or'between Rp 1,000 to Rp 2,000 on top of the current fish price per
basket bought. In exchange, the bangkel offer payment facilities to their customers who have up to one
week to reimburse them.

Once fish is bought from the TPI, it is usually redistributed on the local or national market either
fresh or processed. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the production according to its qualities after its
first transaction from the TPI. The good fresh pelagic and demersal fish quality is sent to Jakarta or to
other towns. The rest of the production whether it be medium or poor quality fresh and salted is
processed. The pelagic production is either dried (ikan kering) or boiled (ikan pindang) whereas the
medium and poor quality fresh demersal production is smoked and used for making krupuk ikan, a kind
of crisp flavoured rice bread made from different fishes. We shall briefly describe some of the
transformation pinpointed in Juwana and the bordering villages:

lkan kering : two types of product from pelagic fish, one is fresh at the start, salted overnight then
washed and dried under the sun: ikan lawar. The other has been salted on board the boat. It is then simply
washed and dried for a day: ikan asin. The taste of the ikan lawar is less salty than the ikan asin. In both
cases all the production that is not good to be consumed goes to animal food.

lkan pindang : fresh pelagic fish and good salted fish are first washed, then layered in a little
bamboo tray that is dipped into hot boiling water for about ten minutes. Another technique used in the
home industry consists in layering fish in a terracotta bowl. The bowl is then recovered and brought to the
fire for about IS minutes. The women also sometimes wrap up about 8 little fishes in a banana leaf before
putting it in the bowl and cook it the same way.

lkan panggang : demersal fish cut into little pieces, first grilled then smoked.

It is important to mention that the TPI official statistics only record the fish traders either bakul or
bangkel if they actually pay for the fish; they do not take in consideration the traders who actually auction
the fish themselves because they have been given the right to do so but do not pay it.

The data related to the formal sector presented in this paper, that are all the activities/transactions
which are made from the TPI wiJI include both the traders who auction and pay (bakul bayar) and the
traders who auction but do not pay and entrust a bakul bayar to pay for them (bakul lilip). These
functions often vary depending on the situation in which case a trader who auctions but cannot pay
himself one day can maybe do so the next day. We were able to isolate the case of each bakul bayar and
to trace each bakul tilip they paid for. We gathered information concerning their geographical origin, the
quantity of fish they auctioned and their specificity.

According to the survey conducted on the study of bayar/lilip, out of the 287 traders, 202 are bakul
bayar and all of them bakullilip at some stage, which implies that the remaining 85 traders are found to
be bakullilip only. They represent 30% of all the participants. Their operations account for only 6% of all
the samples. Men and women are in equal proportion in the role of bakul bayar.

Three examples illustrate the role of bakul bayar in the redistribution of fish:

• Yaten, male fish trader originated from BajomulyolJuwana is specialised in exporting fresh fish
to Jakarta: out of the 129 operations recorded under bakul bayar, 90% of the buy have been
auctioned under his own name against 10% on behalf of other fish traders (bakul lilip) who
auctioned themselves. The case of H. Yaten is a typical example of a fish trader who buy for
himself in order to sell it again later to Jakarta.

• Jujuk, female fish trader originated from BendarlJuwana is registered under the speciality of
bangkel : out of the 418 operations recorded under bakul bayar, we notice that two thirds of the
fish is paid for fish traders bakul lilip and that one third of the fish is paid for herself in which
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case ,she is both bakul bayar and bakul titip, Observation on the field and interviews explained
that the fish she bought and paid for herself was then to be redistributed among informal fish
traders/processors who could not auction the fish themselves at the TPJ.

• Kasmi, female fish trader originated from BendarlJuwana is registered under the speciality of
bangkel: her example is similar to the case of Jujuk. Out of the 766 operations recorded, in 90%
of the case she has paid for other fish traders bakul titip. Only 10% of the fish paid for was
auctioned by herself.

Table 1 : Repartition of fish traders according to their speciality and geographic origin
Pembagian pedagang ikan menurut spesialisasi mereka dan daerah asal

Address Speciality

Asin Bangkel Export Panggang Panggang Pindang Unknown Total
/pindang

Bajomulyo 4 1 2 1 0 5 2 15

Banggi 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Bangsri 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2

Banyuwoto 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2

Batur 0 1 1 0 0 4 0 6

Bendar 5 14 4 6 0 0 0 29

Caanga'an 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 3

Demak 0 2 0 4 3 13 1 23

Jepara 0 0 0 4 5 15 3 27

Kajen 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3

Karang Anyar 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 3

Kedangparang 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Ketalit 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 9

Ketip 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1

Kudus 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 4

Madium 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3

Manjang 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4

Ngantru 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 6

Pati 0 0 2 2 0 4 0 8

Ponduhan 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Raci 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Rembang 16 1 0 0 0 3 1 21

Semarang 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

Tuban 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 5

unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0 108 108

Total 29 23 15 34 9 61 116 287

We will add that women are more involved in the following activities in order of importance:
panggang, bangkel, asin, pindang and export. Men seem to be involved in the processing industry: 40%
of them are pindang, 16% asin and 13% panggang/pindang. The remaining is specialised in export.

In relation to this fish distribution system, we shall try to see how the case-study of women's
activities in Bendar fits in.
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BENDAR AND WOMEN FISHING ACTIVITIES

Located along the Juwana river between fish ponds and rice field, the village of Bendar has the
pretension of a small town: solid houses, cars, shops, cars, television, parabola and telephone, tell both
the prosperity and the new lifestyle, and reflect a recent social organisation modelled on the crew
hierarchy, from the owner, the captain to the simple fisherman.

Bendar has a population of nearly 2,400 people. Ninety per cent of the people are involved in the
fishery. The men active population counts three large purse seine owners, the majority of captains and
first mates employed on the purse seine registered in Juwana (50 out of the 56 captains registered in
1995), as well as motorists or simple deck hands on purse seine and mini long line boats, traditional
fishermen, TPI and KUD employees. Working women represent 60% of the female population in age of
working. Most of them are directly involved in fishing activities. Women buy, sell, preserve, transform
and sell again the catches. They also make and repair fishing nets to help their fathers, brothers or
husbands. In some cases, they supply boats with food before they leave for a trip. Some of them work
officially, others only occasionally and non-officially. According to the census they are 107. This number
does not include young girls and wives helping their husband or their relatives. Nor does it include
marginal activities like supplying boats for example.

In former time, fishing activities represented only pal1 of their calendar and were mostly reserved
to men. Until the end of the seventies in Bendar, men were both fishermen and fish traders while women
occasionally helped or simply stayed at home. Along with the development of the purse seine fishery,
women began to play an active role. Women do not go at sea mainly because the sea is perceived as a
dangerous and unpleasant place, thus reserved to men. Women therefore do not directly take part in the
fishing itself but in the selling and the processing of the catches.

Women working within the fish distribution are between 20 and 60 years old. Eighty five percents
of them are married or have been married to fishermen or to men involved in the fishery. Some of the
women now work with their husband who manages from a distance his wife's business. The marital status
seems to be a key that enables women to work within the fishery. Very few single girls work and when
they do, they closely help their mother.

Women work all year round, more or less depending on the arrival of fish and excepted during
Lebaran, the public holiday which marks the end of Ramadan. This is usually followed by a low fishing
season until July. Nevertheless, it is clear that in Bendar, even if some men help their spouses, the
exploitation of fish is in the hands of women.

Table 2 shows the distribution of women according to their specialities and whether or not they
have TPI cards, that is our point of reference to the formal sector. Any other activity that does not directly
starts from the TPI will be referred to as the informal sector.

We notice that on 107 women working, only 28 are officially known to the TPI. Their activity can
be divided in three main categories: fish trading, fish processing and bakul seret. All the women working
under the fish trading category are formal buyers against only half of the fish processors which are
officially registered. The informal sector is clearly represented by the bakul seret except for two
participants who have TPI cards. Their case is particular because they sometimes work under the label of
export. So clearly, the formal sector gathers the women with capital be they fish traders or fish processor,
in which case the formal character will imply that they al'e dealing with large quantities of fish. The
informal sector gathers home industry fish processor and the bakul seret, whose activity is to land fish to
the TPI and not to buy from it. This brings us to the question on what are the elements that determine the
function of the woman. Two major aspects will be described here. The first one is the money issue, the
constitution of capital without which it would be difficult to start any activity. The second aspect is the
question of family situation and kinship.
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Table 2: Distribution of women fish traders according to their speciality and formal or
informal characteristics

Pembagian pedagang ikan wanita menurut spesialisasi berdasarkan karakteristik
formal dan non formal

Speciality Without TPI card With TPI card Total

Export 0 I 1
Bangkel 0 7 7
Exportlbangkel and process 0 3 3
Bangkel and process 0 6 6
Asin 5 4 9
Panggang 2 5 7
Pindang 1 0 I
Bakul seret darat 27 0 27
Bakul seret muara 18 0 18
Bakul seret MII. 2 2 24
Bakul traditional 4 0 4

Total 79 28 107

The constitution of a capital

Women have used various ways to build up a capital. The example of Bendar shows for the
majority of them, money comes from three main sources: the gold jewellery, the gathering of women and
the clientele.

Gold jewellery was used and is still used as a start-up money. Fish-traders sold their gold according
to its normal price less 8 till 10% of its value to the Chinese gold shops in Juwana. Each time a woman
has little money, she straight away buy new jewels in the same shop to invest her capital and create a
special relationship with the jeweller. Gold jewellery slowly became the informal source of financing for
the traders. As time went by, they came to leave their jewel as a deposit and were able to borrow the sum
of money equivalent to the price of their ring or necklace less 10%. In exchange they were to pay back by
the gold shop 4 to 5% interest rate per month.

To keep close link with the shop, women keep on buying gold and investing their profits so to be
sure to have enough cash when the high fishing season arrives.

Just as they operate with gold shops through some kind of implicit relationships based on
dependency, traders operate with fishermen in the case of the baklll seret, and with fish processors in the
case of the bangkel. The strategy is to slowly build up a clientele based on mutual dependency. The
example of bakul seret is striking.

Bakul seret have established a special relationship with the fishermen whether it be at a personal
level or on the level of a boat. In both cases they invest to be sure that the production is sold to them. To
crews originate from Juwana, they lend money to the fishermen and to their family before they go at sea.
In exchange, the fishermen sell their catch when they return from the sea and the money they have
borrowed will be deducted from the selling of their catch. In most cases, fishermen keep on borrowing.
Often, they will give the catches first to the bakul seret and wait until she has sold it again before getting
their money. With the crews from Pekalongan, bakul seret invest in the fishermen through a system
called sango. It means that the baklll seret darat give Rp. 5 000 to each fisherman who agrees to sell his
catches exclusively to her. This system is not always to the profit of the bakul seret who sometimes never
see the fishermen again or wait many months before the purse seines she has invested in land their
catches again in Juwana.

The case of the baklll seret muara is a little different in that they operate as a group of 26 persons
and that they do not get involved with the fishermen. They merely buy the fish. The advantage is that
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fishermen get a little bit of cash before landing. Fishermen owe nothing to this type of traders but because
of the agreement they have made with the bakul seret darat to whom they are conunitted, they usually
keep on selling part of their catch to maintain their special relationship based on the long term.

The bakul seret can operate that way because each woman brings in her money, even small
amounts but because of the number of them, it quickly builds up quite a significant capital which they can
straight away invest in fish.

When buying, the bakul seret usually offer a whole price for each fisherman for all his individual
catch. If the fish is a very big fish like a shark for example, they will buy it separately. In some cases,
bakul seret will not made a profit as they perhaps misjudge the price of the fish that particular day.

The bakul seret boat owners function the same way than the other bakul seret. Still, they directly
buy the fish from their own crews and the crews from other mini long lines. They also buy the production
gathered by other bakul seret who only have small quantities. They will then land the informal
production together with the production of her boat.

The example of the bangkel is another. Just like bakul seret cannot maintain their activity without
the fishermen, and vice versa, bangkel would not either if they did not have customers, mainly fish
processors, the same way that the fish processors would not be able to work if the bangkel would not
bring the capital in the first place.

The example of a small smoked fish home industry in Bendar illustrates this point.

Let say that in this particular case, the woman buys each day 150 kg of demersal fish which
represent about 40 fish depending on the size for about Rp 200,000. Four parts are sold in a fish: the
meat, the head, the soft roe and the liver, all sold at different prices. The head is sold at Rp 1,000 a piece;
the liver is sold at Rp 100; a kilo of soft roe cost Rp 17,000; the meat is cut into small pieces which are
then sold at Rp 100 each.

A fish counts an average of 50 pieces so 40 fishes represent an approximate total of 2,000 pieces.
Knowing the price of the different parts which are sold we can estimate the receipts as follows:

Meat : Rp 200000
Heads : Rp 40000

Soft roe : Rp 20000
Liver : Rp 2000
Total : Rp 262000

The daily expenses include transport, employees, market stand, they amount to Rp 20,000 per day
which would leave a profit of Rp 42,000. In reality, the fish processor does not get the money from her
sell the same day. She has, just like other fish traders, established a clientele to whom she offers payment
facilities. So she sells the fish first but the customers pay her back when they have sold it again. In that
case, the fish processor either has enough cash herself which means that she can buy more fishes to
maintain her activity or has to buy the fish through the bangkel who have the capital. From that moment,
they will be caught in the system of borrowing, lending, paying back interest rate which in the case of the
bangkel is either directly added on the price of fish per basket or calculated as a percentage of 4 or 5% on
top of the auction price for that particular q,uantity bought that day. If the processor also borrows money
from the gold shop, she also has to pay interest rate corresponding to 4 to 5% per month.

The family situation: the driving force behind the function of the women and the networks

The results from the census done among the women in Bendar show that the quality of the marital
status as well as the kinship among the participants clearly determine the function of those women in the
fish distribution network. In 50% of the cases, fish traders from the formal sector are married to men
who are owners of mini long lines. They usually look after their boats and help their spouses in the
trading business. The remaining 50% are married to men who have a high position either on board the
boat as captain or first man, in the administration such as the cooperative, in a private office or are self
employed businessman.
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Two thirds of informal fish traders are married to fishermen working either as crew on the big
boats or involved in the traditional small-scale fishery, thus earning a low income.

Women who have built up a capital are married to men ensuring a regular income. Thus, they were
able to reinvest their profits in their fund to buy larger quantities of fish which then gave them greater
profits they invested in mini long line which in turn gave them production to sell. Most of the time, as the
women succeeded in their business, men stopped their former activities, mostly former captains or first
mates onboard the boats, to help their wife. It is the case of most women who are boat owners. Just as
women married to men working for the KUD would have access to all the facilities including loans.

Inversely, women involved in fish processing home industry are either widows, divorced or
married to simple fishermen or men who help them in their enterprise. The majority of the bakul seret
who are not boat's owners are issued from the lower class and married to crew members. The number of
children also plays an important role. The family expenses are greater when a woman has four or five
children. If the man's income is too low, the women's share in household income will serve to make ends
meet and will not be reinvested to expand her activity.

Apart from the family situation, kinship is a very important aspect. Since the arrival of the big
purse seine in Juwana, the society is modelled on the crew organisation, from the captain of a boat, to the
second, the motorist and the simple fisherman. Furthermore, many people from Bendar work in the TPI
or at the cooperative, that is to be taken into consideration in the function of the women. The function of
other members of the family may influence the function of the women in giving her opportunities.

The family members' jobs determine the social class to which they belong and therefore condition
the function of the women and their success or, on the contrary, limit their evolution if both their family
situation and their relatives are issued from poor social class.

The quality of family situation can ensure itself the function of the woman and offer her a privilege
and official status. Secondly, it seems that in some case, the husband has supported his wife's activity to a
successful point and has then left his former job to help her in the trading business. These examples also
show that most of the relatives come from privileged social class.

Then, women with relatives working at the TPl or at the cooperative seem to enjoy a privilege
status and hold several activities at the time. They are mainly involved in the salt and dried fish industry
working in parallel with relatives also involved in the same business. Their strong capital also enables
them to take in the role of bangkel at the TPI.

Finally, it seems very difficult for a woman to have an official and recognised status if their
activities serve to meet their family needs together with the fact that she comes from low social class.
Conversely, we observe that some of the official fish traders who were not originally issued from an
upper class family can in turn give their relatives working activities within the fishery because their new
status enables them to do so. The example of a bangkel who has succeeded because of the quality of her
family situation and without the support of male relative working in the fishery shows that she is the one
giving her sister the opportunity to work in the pindang home industry.

THE fMPORTANCE OF WOMEN FROM BENDAR WITHIN THE GENERAL ACTIVITY

OF THE PURSE SEINE FISH AUCTION MARKET

Table 3 shows that the majority of bangkel and almost all the bakul seret with the exception of the
bakul seret malam who are men participants, come from Bendar. Their activity represents 28% of all the
operations.

They do more operations (l,938 tons against 1,507) and buy larger quantities of fish (l,170 tons
against 1,026 tons) than the export who represent 22% of the number of operations. Compared to other
bangkel, those from Bendar buy larger quantities but at an average lower price than the bangkel non
originated from Bendar who seem in fact to be closer to the category export (men and women).
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Table 3: The activity of the bangkel from Bendar in the Juwana TPI
Kegiatan bangkel dari Bendar di TPI Juwana

All bakul bayar Export bayar Bangkelbayar Bangkel bayar
from Bendar

Number of operations 6967 1507 2318 1938

Number of traders surveyed 202 15 23 14

Quantity (tons) 5770 1026 1370 1170

Value (milliard rupiahs) 4.0 0.9 1.1 0.7

Average price (rupiahs) 698 962 834 593

Number of species bought 100 54 70 60

1SI species in quantity mandel 39% mandel26% mandel 26% mandel 39%
in value mandel30% banyar 29% banbangan 26% mandel41 %

2nd species in quantity sero 11% banyar 22% sero 13% sero 15%
in value banyar 14% mandell5% mandel26% loneo 16%

3rd species in quantity banyar 9% loneo 11 % juwi 9% juwi 10%
in value loneo 10% loneo 9% loneo 10% sero 7%

4th species in quantity loneo 8% sero 7% loneo 8% loneo 8%
in value bambangan bambangan 7% remang 7% ricik 7%

9%

5th species in quantity rieik 7% rieik 6% bambangan 6% rieik 6%
in value sero 6% remang 6% sero 5% banyar 7%

Looking at two main groups among all the bakul bayar the one that emphasises on buying
expensive species or quality (banyar, bambangan) and the other that deal with greater, cheaper quantities.
When the species are the same, we presume that the difference in price corresponds to different qualities.
In that case, women from Bendar are bangkel who buy species and quality with an inferior economic
value per kilo (juwi, sero, mandel) but in greater quantities.

The question is to know how is the fish redistributed. Table 4 shows the number of bakul titip
working with the bangkel from Bendar according to their speciality, their origin (in distance from the
TPJ) and the number of operation they represent.

Table 4: Distribution of bakul titip working with the bangkel from Bendar according to
speciality, origin (in distance from the TPI) and number of operations

Pembagian dari bakul titip yang bekerja dengan bangkel dari Bendar menurut
spesialisasi mereka, daerah asal (jarak dari TPI) dan jumlah operasi

Export Bangkel Asin Panggang Pindang Unknown

% of persons 13 11 13 22 33 9
% of operations 3 52 10 2 23 8
% Origin: from 0 to 10 km 4 4 5 4 9
% Origin: from 10 to 20 km 4 4 0 7 7
% Origin: from 20 to 30 km 0 2 5 0 4
% Origin: from 30 to 50 km 0 0 2 2 2

% Origin: from 50 km and over 5 2 0 9 11

Figures show that 52% go to the bangkel in which case the fish either goes to the informal home
industry sector or is bought other formal fish traders who cannot attend the auction. Forty percents
directly goes to fish processing activities and to export. The remaining 8% is unknown.
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We observe some differences when comparing the percentage of person against the percentage of
operations. For example, 11 % of bangkel for 52% of operation against 13% of asin for 10% of operation
or 22% of panggang for 2% of operation. In one case few persons buy great quantity which in the case of
bangkel is quite logic as it typifies her/his activity. On the other hand fish processors are more important
in number but they buy little quantities each.

Regarding the geographical dispatching of the bakul titip, it does not differ from the map of
location of origin of bakul working at the TPI (Fig. 1). However, we can say that 47% of the bakul titip
live within 20 kilometres from the TPI and that 27% live within a range of 50 kilometres or more than the
TPI.

The majority of export and bangkel come from vjJJages or towns located near the TPI but where as
10% bangkel live within a range of 30 kilometres and 2% within 50 kilometres and above, 8% of the
export titip live within a range of 20 kilometres and 5% within a range of 50 kilometres and above.

Regarding fish processors, we see that the majority are originated from the local area apart for the
speciality panggang where the figures show the same percentage of people living either near or far from
the TPI.

The example of the bangkel from Bendar shows their importance not only in term of volume and
value against the general activity of the TPI, but also the importance of their function within the fishing
processing sector, both formal and informal, thus giving the possibility to a large number of traders with
no initial capital to have or to maintain an activity. They also play a role in distributing low quality fish in
the area.

The bakul seret's role is just as important but at the upstream level of the fish distribution network.
They supply the TPI with an informal production, which will then be partly redistributed to the informal
sector by the bangkel. In doing so not only can they contribute themselves to their family income but they
increase the fishermen income and spur up their activity.

CONCLUSION

Their proximity to the TPI, the fact that they are married to fishermen or that they have relatives
working or managing the fishery contribute to assert the role and importance of the women from Bendar
at the Juwana fish auction market.

From the TPI landscape to the socio-economic organisation, women from Bendar are the driving
force behind the fishing activity and the family income because they bring the capital both as client
(purse seine formal and informal production) and as investors in mini long line fishing boats.

Over the years, the river has become the theatre between these two prosperous riversides both
turned towards sea fishing: Bendar is the home of most purse seine's captains, of their association and of
fish traders. Juwana accommodates the harbour, the fishermen cooperative, the fish auction market, the
majority of purse seine owners and of boat crews. One represents the participants, the other the
production, the structure, the distribution and the investment. This pole Bendar - Juwana centred on the
river nowadays drains people from surrounding villages because it has been able to manage its functions
and work as an entity.

The women and the TPI illustrate the capitalist relationships in process as purse seine development
goes on in the Juwana harbour within the village of Bendar but also in relation to other village in its area.
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FISH CONSUMPTION PATTERNS
IN SELECTED MAJOR CITIES OF JAVA

R. BASUKl and V.H.P NIKlJULUW

ABSTRACT

Fish consumption in Java seems to be influenced by fondness and preferences, as well as by the
products' availability. The results of a survey in four major cities show that processed marine fish products
are consumed by the majority of people. In Surabaya and Bandung fresh fish and salted boiled fish became
favourite foods, while in Semarang pressure-cooked fish and salted fish became the most favourite ones. In
Yogyakarta, almost all respondents prefer to consume fresh, salted and salted boiled fish. Generally, the
consumer complained about the quality of products, especially for salted and salted boiled fish. More than
60% of respondents in Surabaya did not satisfy with salted and salted boiled fish qualities. In Sernarang,
consumer dissatisfaction reached more than 20% for salted fish and more than 50% for salted boiled fish. In
Bandung, fermented fish and salted fish were admitted as low quality products. Regarcling the consumer
budget, the more they earned, the more fish they consumed. Compared with the total expenses, the fish
consumption reached 10 to 14%. Finally, the improvement of the quality and the products' diversification
apparently would increase the demand.
KEYWORDS : availability, preference, taste, fish consumption, Java.

ABSTRAK

Kebiasaan mengkonsumsi ikan pada masyarakat Jawa umumnya dipengaruhi oleh selera dan
preferensi, selain kemudahan dalam memperolehnya. Hasil penelitian pada empat kota besar di Jawa
menunjukkan jenis produk ikan laut olahan merupakan produk yang disukai sebagai bahan makanan. Di
Surabaya dan Bandung ikan laut segar dan pindang merupakan produk yang paling digemari. Sedangkan
ikan presto dan asin menjadi produk yang paling digemari di Semarang. Di Yogyakarta responden lebih
menyukai ikan asin dan pindang. Tingkat kepuasan konsumen terhadap mutu produk ikan olahan pada
umumnya masih kurang. Di Surabaya lebih dari 60% responden merasa tidak puas terhadap mutu produk
olahan ikan asin dan pindang. Demikian pula di Semarang, ketidakpuasan terhadap mutu ikan asin
mencapai >20% dan pindang mencapai >50%. Di Bandung, mutu ikan peda dan ikan asin dinilai masih
kurang baik. Sedangkan di Yogyakarta hanya ikan pindang saja yang dirasakan mutunya kurang bait
Persentase konsumsi ikan terhadap total pembelanjaan menunjukkan bahwa semakin tinggi tingkat
pendapatan semakin tinggi pula konsumsi ikan. Besamya konsumsi ikan berkisar antara 9.93%-13.97%
dari IOtal pembelanjaan. Akhirnya peningkatan mutu dan penganekaragaman produk ikan olahan akan
merangsang konsumen untuk meningkatkan permintaannya.
KATA KUNCI : kertersecliaan, preferensi, selera, mengkonsumsi ikan, Jawa.
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One of the government policies in food and nutrition is to secure a continuous availability of
animal proteins for all the citizens. Fish is one of the animal protein sources affordable by the people.
Fish quality protein is comparable with the ones of meat, milk and eggs (Djuwayni, 1984; Suryana et al.,
1988). The part of fish in the protein consumption is about 70%, followed by meat (24%), eggs (5%) and
milk (0.4%) (Somaatmadja, 1983).

The fish supply for millions of people in Java is a serious problem. Availability of fish was only
2.09 kg per capita in 1987 to slightly jump to 2.35 kg per capita in 1988. Bailey and Marahudin (1987)
pointed out that the local fish supply for Java was about 6.3 kg per capita in 1982. Therefore, compared
with local landings, the fish consumption would be far below the national target of 21 kg per capita and
per year. The supply of fish from other islands could appear as a solution to overcome the problem.

The Javanese demand for processed fish seems to be quite good. Wibowo and Putro (1985) stated
that 80% of salted fish consumers inhabit in Java. This preference was one of the demand determinants.
Other factors that are believed to affect the demand of fish are ethnic origin, religion, domicile, education,
and income (Bishop and Taussaint, 1958).

To understand the fish consumption patterns in Java, a survey was carried out in four main cities:
Surabaya, Semarang, Yogyakarta, and Bandung. The emphasis of the survey was to find out consumers'
criteria and perception on the quality of fish consumed as well to analyse the expenditures of fish.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The survey was conducted in December 1990-January 1991 in four major cities of Java (Tab. 1).
The sample size, however, was quite small as compared to the population. We tried to compensate the
bias resulting from a such sample size by personal and friendly approaches to the respondents so that the
data could be as accurate as possible.

Table 1: The sample size
Ukuran contoh

Location

Surabaya
Semarang
Yogyakarta
Bandung

Total

Number of respondents

62
70
63
78

273

Income-stratified random sampling technique was employed. Respondents were not only spouses
but any member of the families willing to be interviewed. Such a way allowed cross-checking in
answering the questions among the different family members.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Surabaya

Surabaya is the biggest city in East Java. This city is also the entry gate for fish products from
Ambon and Ujung Pandang, because of its port facilities and well-developed communications. Total
shipment of fish arriving in Surabaya reached 2,778 tons (metric tons) of fresh fish and 1,045 tons of
processed fish in 1990 (Anonymous, 1990).

The processed fish dominated the retail markets, where six kinds of processed fish were identified,
namely salted, boiled, smoked, fermented, canned and pressure-cooked products. Although they were
easily found by interviews among the retailers, it was disclosed that the demand of processed fish was
lower than that of the fresh one. It could result from the common view that consuming processed fish
would be less prestigious.
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About 92% of the respondents preferred marine fish, both fresh and processed (Tab. 2). According
to the respondents, the reason was that marine fish should have better nutritional value. The rest of the
respondents (8%) did not consume fish because of suffering from allergies after eating it. The processed
fish products preferred by most of the consumers were salted boiled and salted fish.

Table 2: Fish products demanded by the respondents in the major cities of Java, in 1990 (%)
Beberapa produk ikan yang diperlukan oleh sejumlah responden di beberapa kota
besar di ]awa (%)

Kind of product Surabaya Semarang* Yogyakarta Bandung

Fresh 92 93** 90

Salted 56 70 93 78

Salted boiled 68 59 73 82

Smoked 37 57 5

Pressure-cooked 38 89 87 3

Fermented 5 5 35

Canned 32 53 72

Note: * the respondents were asked about traditional processed products only
** dominated by fresh water fish

The frequency of the buyings (Tab. 3) showed that fresh and salted boiled fish were consumed
every day by respectively 34% and 26% of the respondents. The products consumed from two to four
times a week were fresh fish (24% of the respondents), salted boiled fish (11 %) and pressure-cooked fish
(10%). Fermented fish was never consumed by 95% of the respondents. Moreover, more than 60% of
them never consumed smoked, pressure-cooked or canned fish. Fresh fish tended to be consumed by all
the respondents.

Table 3: The frequency (%) of fish consumption by households in four major cities of Java, 1990
Frekuensi (dalam %) mengkonsumsi ikan oleh sejumlah rumah tangga di empat
kota besardi ]awa, 1990

J(jnd of product Every day 2 to 4 times per week Once a week

SB SM YK BD SB SM YK BD SB SM YK BD

Fresh 34 4 0 29 24 38 33 35 16 29 47 22

Salted 0 12 0 33 0 21 27 27 39 26 40 21

Salted boiled 26 6 0 33 11 11 26 27 20 40 56 19

Smoked 0 3 n.a. 3 0 17 n.a. I 11 19 n.a. 0

Pressure-cooked 0 0 0 0 10 27 0 3 8 38 13 0

Fermented 0 0 n.a. 24 0 0 n.a. 13 0 0 n.a. 4

Canned 0 n.a. 0 45 0 n.a. 0 21 11 n.a. 0 6

Kind of product I to 3 times per month Never

SB SM YK BD SB SM YK BD

Fresh 18 18 13 3 8 11 13 12

Salted 18 24 27 3 44 17 13 17

Salted boiled 10 26 5 3 32 17 14 18

Smoked 25 17 n.a. 0 63 44 - 96

Pressure-cooked 19 35 66 0 62 37 27 97

Fermented 5 5 n.a. I 95 94 - 58

Canned 21 n.a. 27 0 68 n.a. 73 28

Note: SB =Surabaya; SM =Semarang; YK =Yokyakarta; BD =Bandung; n.a =not available.
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The perception on the quality (Tab. 4) was that salted fish available in the market was not a good
one. About 70% of the respondents were not satisfied with the quality of salted boiled fish. Fresh,
pressure-cooked and smoked fish were perceived by consumers as of good quality.

Consumer's expenditure on fish is presented in Table 5. For lower income class, fish consumption
amounted to about 12% of the total expenditures. For people with middle and high income, the rate was
about 14%. The low income classes consumed more fish than meat and eggs, contrary to the high income
class. Overall, money spent for fish was lower than that spent for meat and eggs.

Table 4: Satisfaction concerning the fish quality in four major cities of Java, in 1990 (%)
Kepuasan terhadap mutu produk ikan di empat kota besar di ]awa, 1990 (%)

Kind of product Satisfied Unsatisfied No answer

SB SM YK BD SB SM YK BD SB SM YK BD

Fresh 100 n.a. 73 76 0 n.a. 27 24 0 n.a. 0 0

Salted 12 68 93 51 79 24 7 49 9 8 0 0

Salted boiled 19 48 73 60 70 52 27 40 12 0 0 0

Smoked 100 41 n.a. 100 0 20 n.a. 0 0 39 n.a. 0

Pressure-cooked 100 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fermented 0 0 n.a. 49 100 100 n.a. 51 0 0 n.a. 0

Canned 100 n.a. 100 100 0 n.a. 0 0 0 n.a. 0 0

Note: SB =Surabaya; SM =Semarang; YK =Yokyakarta; BD = Bandung; n.a =not available.

Semarang

Capital of the Central Java province, Semarang is the destination for the regional main fish landing
places, namely Pekalongan, Tegal, Kendal, Demak, Rembang and Patio Total fish supply of the city was
1,163 tons in 1990 (Anonymous, 1990), lower than the estimated demand. About 78% of its supply
consisted of processed fish. Retail markets in Semarang were Johar and Panthok. Processed products
from Semarang were also sent to Yogyakarta, Solo, Salatiga, Purwodadi and Magelang.

There were about 173 small-scale fish processors in Semarang, mostly staying in the north and
west parts of the city, who sold salted (76%), salted boiled (23%) and smoked fish (14%). Five kinds of
products identified on the markets were salted, salted boiled, smoked, pressure-cooked and fermented.

Table 5: Fish and non-fish monthly expenditures in selected cities of Java, in 1990 (%)
Pengeluaran untuk membeli ikan dan bukan ikan di beberapa kota di ]awa dalam 1990 (%)

Income level (Rp/month) Surabaya

fish non-fish

Semarang

fish non-fish

Bandung

fish non-fish

< 200,000

200,000 - 399,000

~ 400,000

Note: non-fish is eggs and meat

12.3

13.6

14.0

10.1

13.6

15.5

11.7

12.9

12.3

7.7

11.8

15.8

9.9

11.3

12.7

19.4

21.9

18.8

About 89% of the respondents consumed pressure-cooked fish. Salted fish was consumed by about
70% of the respondents, while salted boiled and smoked fish were respectively consumed by 59% and
57% of the respondents (Tab. 2). Several reasons were conceived for the demand for processed fish.
About 49% respondents propounded that the processed fish were easy to serve. About 30% said that it
contained a high nutritional value and a low ratio of cholesterol. Around 21 % said that consumption of
processed fish was just what they needed.
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Four types of processed fish products (Tab. 3) were consumed every day, namely fresh fish (by
4% of the respondents), salted fish (12%), salted-boiled fish (6%), and smoked fish (3%). Although
pressure-cooked fish was appreciated, none of the respondents consumed it every day. Its price was
apparently higher than that of the other ones. Except of the fermented fish, all the types of products were
consumed twice or four times a week. About 95% of the respondents never consumed fermented fish.

Two thirds of the respondents (Tab. 4) were satisfied with the quality of salted fish. All expressed
their satisfaction on the good quality of pressure-cooked fish. About half of the respondents were
satisfied with the quality of salted-boiled and smoked fish, while all of them criticised the poor quality of
fermented fish. They also did not appreciate the too salty products

Percentage of fish expenditure (Tab. 5) was about the same, regardless the income. On the other
hand, the percentage of the non-fish expenditures tended to increase as incomes got higher.

Yogyakarta

Local fish production of Yogyakarta was respectively 1.051 tons and 2,373 tons from marine and
fresh water fish in 1990 (Anonymous, 1990). Supply from Central and West Java provinces amounted to
2,147 tons of marine fish, 354 ton of fresh water fish, 2,859 tons of salted boiled fish, and 2,606 tons of
salted fish. Overall, the total supply consisted of 25% of marine fresh fish, 21 % of fresh water fish and
54% of processed fish. It was estimated that the availability of fish in 1990 was 4.3 kg per capita and per
year, well below the national target of 21 kg.

Respondents preferred to eat fresh and salted fish. Canned and salted boiled fish were consumed by
some people, while fermented and smoked fish were not recognised by the majority. The high preference
on salted fish was because it could become appetiser. Its availability and easy cooking preparation were
other reasons of the high demand of salted fish.

Fish was consumed interchangeably with meat and eggs. None of the respondents ate fish every
day. About a third of them ate fish twice to four times a week. Pressure-cooked fish was consumed once a
week by 13%, while canned fish was eaten by 27% once a month (Tab. 3).

The quality of pressure-cooked and canned fish were considered acceptable by all the respondents.
The majority also was satisfied with the quality of salted fish. Meanwhile, about 27% of them did not
appreciate the quality of fresh and salted boiled fish (Tab. 4).

The respondents spent about Rp 8,000 per month for fish and Rp 25.000 per month for meat and
eggs. Low demand for marine fish compared to other animal proteins might be related to the customers'
preferences and the distance of Yogyakarta from sea. Several studies found out that people in hinterland
preferred meat, eggs or fresh water fish to marine fish (Saleh et al., 1985; Noor and Saleh, 1985). Due to
this condition, campaigns for fish as nutritious food should be carried out. Moreover, local supply of
marine fish should be improved.

Bandung

Bandung is one of the biggest markets for processed fish. Retail markets in the town or outskirts
always provided especially salted and boiled fish. The products mainly came from cities of the north
coast of West Java, like Cirebon, Indramayu and Subang. From the south coast of West Java, the fish
came from Pelabuhan Ratu and Pangandaran. It was also imported from Surabaya and from Central Java.

Three hundred three (303) tons of the 988 tons monthly imported were marketed to the
neighbouring cities. The rest (685 tons) was consumed by Bandung inhabitants. Important retail markets
in Bandung were Ciroyom and Kosambi. Bandung, therefore, could be regarded as the central market for
West Java area.

Fresh, salted and salted boiled fish were demanded by 80% to 90% of the respondents. The canned
as the non-traditional processed and fermented products had also high demand. In the mean time, smoked
and pressure-cooked had a very low demand (Tab. 2).

Except for the pressure-cooked, other products were consumed every day. It should be pointed out
that canned fish were demanded every day by 45% of the respondents. A third of them consumed fresh,
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salted and boiled-salted fish twice or four times a week . Almost all stated that they never ate pressure
cooked fish. Overall, smoked and pressure-cooked fish were not so favourite to respondents (Tab. 3).
Perhaps due to the small demand or lack of concern of these products, all expressed their satisfaction on
their quality. Quality of canned fish was valued satisfying by about half of the respondents. Some persons
had reserves about the quality of salted, salted boiled and fermented fish (Tab. 4).

The respondents of Bandung spent a significantly bigger percentage of their food expenditures for
meat and eggs than for fish. The higher income spent more for fish than the other classes (Tab. 5).

CONCLUSION

From the frequency of fish consumption, it can be deduced that fish was the main protein sources
for the majority of the people. Demand for processed fish was apparently high. Salted and salted boiled
products were demanded more than other processed products. Fresh fish had high demand too. This
implies that the supply of fresh fish to meet the consumers need in Java would be a profitable business.
Government should create mechanisms whereby fresh fish can reach consumers more easily.

Majority of respondents expressed their dissatisfaction on the existing qualities of the products.
Salted fish could have hundred kinds of products, based on salt content, size and type of fish. There
should be useful to standardise the products to help the consumers to make their choices.

Part of the respondents spent more for meat and eggs than for fish. Income was strongly affecting
the fish demand. However, it was not always true that the highest is the income, the more is the quantity
of fish consumed. There are many other factors that also affect the decision of buying fish. They should
be carefully examined to increase fish consumption in Java.
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ACCOUNTING FOR TASTES IN THE DEMAND FOR FISH
AND ITS SUBSTITUTES IN MALAYSIA

R.A. NIK MUSTAPHA and B. AHMAD ZUBAlDI

ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the issues of changes in consumers' tastes in the demand for fish and meat products
in Malaysia. The habit persistent effects and change in consumers' preferences towards fish and its
substitutes are empirically examined using a time series data from 1960 and 1990 and an Almost Ideal
Demand System (AIDS) approach. In the dynamic AIDS model, it was found that there was a pervasiveness
of habit formation in the demand for fish, chicken and pork, but the amount of beef and mutton purchased
during the last period tends to lower current budget allocation on these meat products. The structural change
in consumers' preferences was tested using CUSUM and CUSUMSQ tests and it was found that there was
no structural break in the fish equation. This indicates that consumers' tastes do not change with respect to
fish, consistent with a priori expectation, but the more health-conscious population are changing their
preference away from the red meats and are currently demanding a bigger amount of white meat, which
includes fish.
KEYWORDS: fish, demand, habit formation, structural change.

ABSTRAK
Makalah ini membahas peran perubahan selera konsllmen terhadap permintaan produk ikan dan

daging di Malaysia. Pengaruh dari kebiasaan dan perubalwn struktural dalam prejerensi konsumen
terhadap ikan dan sllbstitusinya dipelajari dengan menggunakan pendekatan data runllt waktu (time series)
dari tahun 1960 dan 1990 dan pendekatan "Sistem Permintaan yang Mendekati Ideal" (Almost Ideal
Demand System/AIDS). Dalam model dinamik AIDS, ditemllkan adanya jormasi kebiasaan yang merata
dalam permintaan terhadap, ikan, daging ayam dan daging babi. Jumlah daging sapi dan daging kambing
yang dibeli selama periode terakhir cenderung dibawah alokasi anggaran yang diperunlllkkan bagi produk
produk daging ini. Perubahan struktural dari prejerensi konsllmen diuji dengan uji CUSUM dan
CUSUMSQ dan hasilnya menllnjukkan tidak adanya ''jeda struktllr" (structural break) dalam persamaan
model untuk ikan. Hal ini menunjukkan bahwa selera konsumen tidak berllbah terhadap ikan dan konsisten
dengan dugaan sebelumnya. Namun demikian, masyarakat yang telah lebih sadar akan kesehatan,
mengubah prejerensi mereka dari daging ke ikan.
KATA KUNCI : ikan, permintaan, pembentukan kebiasaan, perubahan strukturaJ.
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Malaysia is a comparatively small, multi-racial and multi-religion country in Southeast Asia.
Slightly less than half of its population are Malays, followed by Chinese, Indians and others in a much
smaller proportion. The Malays being Moslems cannot eat pork while the Indians being predominantly
Hindus are prohibited from consunting beef. Whilst meat-based protein consumption is dependent on the
racial and religious fabrics of the population, fish is basically acceptable to all irrespective of income
levels. Thus, it is only natural to expect that fish tends to dontinate over other meat consumption in this
country.

In about ntid-seventies and early eighties there was a sudden increase in the demand for seafood
world-wide. This shift in the consumption pattern was partly attributed to a very important discovery in
the medical field on the relationship between saturated fats and nutrition and health. Seafood was found
to be particularly healthy because of its Omega-3 fatty acids reduce heart disease and neurological
disorders (Lees, 1988). The event that took place world-wide has created snowball effects even on many
developing countries. This phenomenon was not an entirely new in Malaysia. Being a relatively poor
country then and maritime in nature, fish has naturally been a life line for the majority of its population.
In 1990 per capita fish consumption was 37.5 kg per annum while per capita consumption for beef,
poultry, mutton and pork were relatively lower at 3.49 kg, 20.40 kg, 0.50 kg and 10.29 kg respectively
(DVS, 1990). The high per capita consumption of fish relative to other meat products is not only a
manifestation of the health concerns but most importantly fish is the cheapest form of protein meat
available and acceptable to all races and religions in Malaysia.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the trend of per capita consumption for fish and other meats in Malaysia
for the period of 1960 to 1990. The summary of statistics of this trend is given in Table 1. The most
striking feature in these diagrams is the steady increase in the consumption of fish and chicken, both of
which are categorised as white meat, while the consumption of other red meats remain steady or even
declining. The fish consumption in particular has increased threefold since 1960 while chicken
consumption has doubled during the same period. In terms of budget share, fish captures 57% of the
consumers' total meat expenditures, pork 32.9%, chicken, 3.45% while beef and mutton account for
4.36% and 2.09% respectively. Coincidentally this consumption pattern is sintilar with other countries in
the Pacific rim region where the principal product is unequivocally fishery products (Capps et al., 1994).

year

I---+-- O1lcken -:( - Pork -- "-'!ton - Beef -+- FIsh

Figure 1: Per capita consumption for fish and meat, 1960-1990
Konsumsi per kapita ikan dan daging, 1960-1990
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Figure 2: Budget share for fish and meat, 1960-1990
Pembagian anggaran keuangan untuk ikan dan daging, 1960-1990

Table 1: Per capita consumption and budget shares for fish and meat in Malaysia, 1960-1990
Konsumsi per kapiJa dan pembagian anggaran untuk ikan dan daging di Malaysia, 1960-1990

Commodity

Fish

Chicken

Pork

Beef

Mutton

Average per capita
consumption (kg)

37.35

9.84

15.88

1.67

0.65

Average budget share
of meat products (%)

57.09

13.45

32.90

4.36

2.09

Since the introduction of the Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS) by Deaton and Muellbauer
(1980), many applications of this model have been made to analyse consumer demand for food groups.
These have included studies by Blanciforti and Green (1983), Eales and Unnevehr (1988),
Fulponi (1989), Moschini and Meilke (1989), and Chalfant et al. (1989). Several studies have also been
carried out in this region using the same model such as studies by Ahmad Zubaidi and Zainal Abidin
Mohamed (1993) and Nik Mustapha et al. (1994). Except for Blanciforti and Green (1983), all these
studies have applied the linear approximation of AIDS using Stone's index (LA/AIDS) to obtain price
and income elasticity estimates.

Most of these applications however utilised static demand model (static AIDS) in which consumers
are assumed to fully and instantaneously adjust their optimal purchase of commodities to current changes
in prices and income. One problem of the static AIDS model is that it ignores the features of persistence
in habits and the possibility of dynamic behaviour in consumer demand. It has been suggested that
inappropriate specification of the dynamic behaviour may account for the rejection of theoretically based
demand conditions (Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980). Several studies have successfully incorporated this
habit formation problem and among others were Blanciforti and Green (1983), Burton and Young (1992)
and Molina (1994).

Another important aspect of demand studies is the issue of structural change in demand for fish and
meat products. Potential structural change in Malaysian fish and meat demand is an important concern
because such changes may necessitate corresponding changes in the fish and meat industry. The
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industry's responses however should be based on sound economic modelling and economic forecast.
Models that do not explicitly account for the changing nature of fish and meat demand may be
inappropriate, and thus may suggest industry changes that are inconsistent with economic reality.
Previous studies that dealt with this issue include Martin and Porter (1985), Chalfant and Alston (1988),
Moschini and Meilke (1989), Chen and Veeman (1991), Burton and Young (1992) and Edwards (1992).

The objective of this paper is therefore twofold: the dynamics form of AIDS that incorporates a
habit effect in the consumer expenditure function will first be evaluated empirically. The purpose is to
examine whether this specification yields empirical results that are consistent with the economic theory of
consumer behaviour. The other objective is to demonstrate evidence of structural change in the demand
for fish and meat products, to assess whether or not consumers' preferences (tastes) towards fish and
other meat products have changed over the past 30 years in this country.

This paper is organised as follows. Section two discusses the model specification for dynamic
AIDS. This is followed by the description of the data used in the study and the estimation procedure. A
brief note on the testing for structural change is given in section four. Section five presents the empirical
results and discussion while the last section provides the concluding comments.

Model specification

The Almost Ideal Demand System developed by Deaton and Muellbauer (1980) as expressed in
expenditure share form is :

S, = a i + L Yij In Pj + ~i (In E -In P) (1)

where P is a price index defined by :

In P = a o + La k In Pk + 1 / 2L
k

(2)

where:
i,j = 1, ..... , n refers to meat groups,
Si = the expenditure share of the ith meat group,
Pj = prices,

E = total expenditure on all commodities in the system,
a j, 'Yij, ~i = demand parameters to be estimated.

To be consistent with the fundamental postulates of demand theory, the following conditions must
hold in terms of parameter restrictions:

Lai =l,LYij =O,L~i =0 (adding-up)
i

L Yij = 0, (homogeneity)

Yij = Yji (symmetry)

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

The standard AIDS specification in equation 1 is often described as static AIDS.

To incorporate consumption habit variables into the AIDS model, the "dynamic translating"
procedure proposed by Pollak (1970) and Pollak and Wales (1981) is adopted. Following this procedure,
the original demand function is replaced by a new system that contains translating parameters, and it is
assumed that only these parameters (a;) depend on the habit persistence variables. Applying this
procedure the AIDS model and specifying the linear dynamic translating parameter as a j =a j *+diqil-,'

where d i is the coefficient that measures the impact of previous consumption on the current expenditure
share of meat type i, the habit persistence version of the AIDS model becomes:

Sj =ai *+djqit-J + LYij InPj +~i(lnE-lnP),i,j=1. .... ,5 (3)

where:
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Equation 3 is popularly known as the dynamic AIDS.

The adding-up condition in the modified system applies if :

LUi*=I,LYij = L~j = Ldjqil-I =0 (5)

As in the case of the original AIDS model, the adding up restrictions hold only locally. The restriction

LdjqiH =0 requires that at least one of the d j is negative. While a positive sign indicates habit

persistence, a negative sign implies inventory depletion effects. The condition of homogeneity and

symmetry remain as L Yij = 0 and Yij = Yjj respectively. The habit persistence extension adds n

parameters to the static AIDS model.

THE DATA AND ESTIMATION PROCEDURES

The dynamic AIDS model will be estimated in this paper. The annual time series data from 1960
1990 on prices for fish and four other meat groups which include chicken, pork, beef and mutton, and
income were used in this study.

Consumption data were obtained from the Division Veterinary Services (DVS), while data on
prices were obtained from various Federal Agricultural Marketing Authority (FAMA) bulletins.
Population, income and consumer price index (CPI) were collected from various Malaysia Plans and
Economic Reports. All retail prices and income data were deflated by CPI (1980-100). The per capita
consumption figures were derived by dividing the total consumption for fish and meat groups with total
consuming population.

The AIDS system summarised in equation 3 is non-linear in parameters. In order to permit this
equation to be expressed in linear form equation 4 is often replaced by an index developed by Stone
(1953). The index is:

InP*= I~k 10gPk
k=1

(6)

where Wk is the mean of the budget share of the klh commodity. In this paper, the dynamic AIDS

model with homogeneity and symmetry imposed was estimated using Zellner's Seemingly Unrelated
Regression (SUR) method. This permits cross equation restrictions to be imposed and with iterative
solutions, estimates are Maximum Likelihood.

TESTING FOR STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN DEMAND FOR MEAT

There have been many developments which could have resulted in a systematic change in the
demand for meat. For example, the attitudes of some consumers to red meat appear to have changed
following the discovery of the relationship between saturated fats and health. The health concerns may
have produced a shift in meat preferences. In addition, recent developments in the fast-food industry have
introduced new forms of products to consumers and this may have affect the demand for meat.

We examined the stability of the meat demand equations using tests based on recursive residuals
introduced by Brown et al. (1975). The testing was undertaken using single equation method to avoid the
spill over of any mismatch from one equation to another. The approach does not require prior knowledge
of the shifts but tests for the presence of such occurrence over the sample period ' .

The cumulative sum (CUSUM) and cumulative sum of squares (CUSUMSQ) are based on the
one-step-ahead forecast errors derived using recursive updated parameter estimates. Accordingly, a
change in the structure overtime will result in the recursive residuals to have non-zero mean. The

I It is difficult to distinguish between the effects of true structural change and model mismatch. To overcome this
problem we examined alternative specifications such as static, dynamic and dynamic with diagonal autoregressive AIDS models.
Our investigations suggest that the dynamic AIDS specification is the preferred model based on conventional standards.
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CUSUM and CUSUMSQ of these residuals are used to test structural change. If the plot of the CUSUM
or CUSUMSQ sample path moves outside critical region (determined by the level of significance of the
test) the null hypothesis of stability overtime of the intercept and slope parameters is rejected. We only
report the CUSUMSQ since it is more powerful than the CUSUM test.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Nineteen of thirty coefficients (Tab. 2) are significantly different from zero and the minimum
budget shares, U i , are all between zero and one for each meat type, indicating satisfactory fit. The
coefficient ~i' are all negative and highly significant for each meat type except mutton. This implies that
with the exception of mutton, fish and other meat products are necessities.

The Durbin-Watson statistics are showing no evidence of strong auto-correlation in the residuals.
This suggests that the AIDS model with habit formation variable is an acceptable specification of the
demand model. The habit persistence variable, d i , are positive and significant for fish, chicken and pork
but negative and insignificant for beef and mutton. This indicates the pervasiveness of habit formation in
fish, chicken and pork but the amount of beef and mutton purchased during the last period tends to lower
budget allocation on these products. The significant coefficients on habit persistence variables suggest
that this feature has some influence on consumer's budget share allocation for fish, chicken and pork.

The above results concur with some of the previous studies in that the inclusion of consumption
habit affect improves the consistency between theory and data. While changes in relative prices, total
expenditure and consumer's habit explain some of the variation in fish and meat consumption, a
considerable portion of the observed changes in fish and meat expenditure patterns over the past thirty
years is also consistent with a structural change in consumer preferences.

Table 2: Maximum likelihood estimates of dynamic AIDS restricted for homogeneity and
symmetry (t-values with * significant at 5%)
Perkiraan kemungkinan maksimum bantuan dinamis AIDS untuk homogenitas dan
simetri (nilqi-t dengan * signifikan pada 5%)

Fish Chicken Pork Beef Mutton

YH 0.0047 (0.25)

Y21 -0.0004 (-0.090) -0.32 (-0.69)

Y31 -0.0173 (1.71) -0.0158) (-3.29)* 0.0096 (2.57)*

Y41 -0.0061 (-2.75)* -0.0060 (-2.37)* -0.0100 (-3.22) 0.0096 (2.57)*

Y51 0.0191 (0.93) -0.0254 (3.89)* 0.0034 (0.22) 0.0126 (2.31)* -0.0605

~I -0.0174 (-13.95)* -0.0165) (- -0.0323 (-12.30)* -0.0062 (-9.90)* 0.0724
18.79)*

d· 0.0016 (7.16)* 0.0009 (4.13)* 0.0011 (3.34)* -0.0001 (-0.14) -0.00351

Constant 0.5703 (18.09)* 0.1234 (21.32)* 0.2456 (14.80)* 0.0408 (8.96)* 0.0199

D.W. 1.47 1.71 1.07 1.45

R2 0.87 0.93 0.86 0.86

Log-likelihood value = 510.308

The results of the structural change test in fish and meat demand in Malaysia using CUSUMSQ
procedure are presented in Figure 3. Using a 5 percent significant level, there is no structural break in the
fish equation. This indicates that there is no structural change in consumer preferences (i.e. no change in
taste) as far as fish is concerned. Being the cheapest source of protein, fish used to be and continues to be
consumed by the vast majority of the population in this country. The favourable medical discovery
regarding health further triggers the demand for fish products, not only in Malaysia but also world-wide.
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Equation 1 : Chicken
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Equation 2 : Pork
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Equation 3 : Beef
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Equation 4 : Fish
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Figure 3: CUSUMSQ plot for fish and other meats in Malaysia, 1970-1990 (5% significance level)
CUSUMSQ plot untuk ikan dan daging lainnya di Malaysia 1960-1990
(nyatapada tingkat 5%)

Structural breaks are detected in chicken, beef and all read meat consumption. Breaks occur in the
mid-seventies and the late eighties for beef, in the late seventies for pork and in the early eighties for
chicken. These trends are consistent with those findings in Australia (Martin and Porter, 1985), the USA
(Edwards, 1992) and Great Britain (Burton and Young, 1992). Changes in fish and meat consumption
pattern are usually alleged to be associated with increasing health concerns regarding diets, as with the
changing nature of the poultry, beef and pork products and the growth of the fast food outlets.

CONCLUSION

This study addresses an important issue in the demand for fish and meat products in Malaysia.
Aspects of consumers' tastes are incorporated in the analysis of the Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS)
for fish and meat products through the inclusion of habit formation variable and test of structural change
in the demand model.

The results of the Almost Ideal Demand System with habit formation (dynamic AIDS) performed
creditably from statistical point of view. It was found that there was strong persistence in the
consumption for fish, chicken and pork but past purchases tend to lower budget share allocations for beef
and mutton during the period of 1960 to 1990. These findings are consistent with the trend observed in
the per capita consumption and budget share where fish, chicken and pork tend to dominate over beef and
mutton.

In the structural change test, it was found that there was no structural change in consumer
preferences for fish but changes in taste were observed in chicken, beef and pork consumption. This
occurrence is consistent with studies carried out elsewhere, where the health conscious population are
now consuming lesser amount of red meat products but an increasing quantity of white meat such as fish.

Both results provide a very interesting policy implication for the fishery industry. The consumers
are persistently demanding more fish and their tastes and preferences towards fish have not changed over
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the past thirty years. Fish remains the most popular food item and has acquired a very important position
in the Malaysian diet. It is therefore imperative that a continuous and stable supply of fish, at a
reasonable price, be made available to the population. Any short fall in the supply of fish will bound to
have a negative impact on the consumer's diet, nutrition and the health of Malaysian at large.
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FISH CONSUMPTION AND EVOLUTION OF THE FOOD PATTERNS
IN COTE D'IVOIRE, AFRICA

F. AKlNDES

ABSTRACT

Until now, the evolution of animal product consumption has been assessed from production statistics
and custom imports. These ones, confirmed by the budget and consumption surveys in 1979, show that fish,
long way ahead of meat, the ovine and caprine races and the poultry, represents the first animal proteins
source in Cote d'Ivoire, oot only due to its relatively lower price, but also the local food consumption habits.

Nevertheless, there are some disparities within the consumption opportunities of these animal proteins
between North and South.

Considering recent survey data, this article proposes to analyse
- the determinants of the fish consumption modes;
- the transformation modes as well as the sociocultural variables (the fish in the food and cooking
preferences) ;
- the impact of the income, of the family size and of the price on the choice of this protein.

KEYWORDS: food, pattern, fish, consumption, Cote d'Ivoire.

ABSTRAK

Hingga kini evolusi konsumsi produk hewani telah dikaji berdasarkan statistik produksi dan impor
perdagangan. Pengamatan ini yang didapatkan melalui survey pembelanjaan dan konsumsi pada tahun
/979 menunjukkan bahwa ikan berada jauh diatas daging, kambing bersaing dengan unggas,
menggambarkan sumber utama protein hewani di Pantai Gading. Hal itu terjadi tidak hanya karena harga
yang relatif rendah, tetapi karena telah merupakan kebiasaan makan setempat.

Namun demikian, terdapat banyak ragam dalam kesempatan mengkonsumsi protein hewani antara
Utara dan Selatan. Atas dasar data survey terakhir, tulisan ini setelah menunjukkan identifikasi sumber,
bertujuan untuk menganalisa model konsumsi ikan, modus transformasi, seperti juga variabel sosio-kultural
(ikan sebagai makanan dan cara masakJ, pengaruh pendapatan dan jumlah keluarga serta evolusi harga
yang mempengaruhi cara memilih protein ini.
KATA KUNCI : makanan, model, ikan, konsumsi, Cote d'Ivoire.
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According to the Survey Budget Consumption 1997 (EBC), interest for the main animal proteins,
that are fishery products and especially fish, has been thriving in Cote d'Ivoire.

Following a three-fold view of halieutic field, covering production, commercialisation and
consumption, it obviously turns out that the production is better known than the next ones. The lack of
information on consuming is even more obvious, the only useful data in Cote d'Ivoire being foreign data.

This paper deals with the providing trails, then analyses the detenninants of behaviours as well as
consumption modalities in regard of the great features of aJimentary models.

DETERJ\1INANTS OF THE BEHAVIOURS OF FISH CONSUMPTION

Three factors as being ecosystem, house income and alimentary tastes particularly influence the
consumption behaviours of animal products.

Ecosystem

At first sight, influence of ecosystem is not obvious, being often hidden by what communities
claim as belonging to their socio-cultural identity. This is up to such a point that what sometimes look as
alimentary preferences are but a culturalisation of physical constraints. Echoing this logic, it thus can be
noticed that going southward of the Cote d'Ivoire from the upper North on fish consumption dwindles.

Coastal populations have sound customs of fish consuming. Sea fishing is one of the main activity
there, even though natives of Cote d'Ivoire prefer lagoon fishing and agriculture. Such are ethnic groups
as Ebrie (Abidjan), Appolo (Grand-Bassam), Ahizi and Alladian (Jacqueville), Adioukrou (Dabou),
Avikam (Grand Lahou), Kotrohou and Neyo (Sassandra), Bakwe (San Pedro). Lagoon fishing, very
productive, shows up among other places, in the lagoon of Grand-Lahou, Ebrie and Aby.

Fish wealth accounts for the dominant part of fish consumption in those areas, to which belongs
Abidjan, the capital of Cote d'Ivoire. This one turns out to be a main outlet for local fishery, as for the
bulk of massively imported fishery products. Outstanding features according to the 1979 EBC settle the
prevalence of Abidjan, where the yearly average intake reached 30 kg per capita, versus 28 kg per capita
in other cities.

In the middle of the country, fish consumption dwindle, mainly in rural areas because of the
weakness of buying power, availability of game ("viande de brousse"), and as local fisheries fail to meet
the needs.

Annual fish consumption has been assessed to 11.7 kg per capita in the East Forest province and 10
kg per capita in the West Forest province. Only urban people, whose income is higher, can afford fish
that in this region come from hydroelectric dams I and great rivers, as are Cavally, Sassandra, Bandama
and Comoe.

In the Centre, some species (tilapias, machoirons, African threadfish) seem more prized, while
others are barely caught (catfish) because of taboo cast on them in the Baoule ethnic.

In the North, an important debt of water balance limits the possibilities of diversification of animal
resources. Although many dams have been built to compensate such deficit, the consumption of animal
products is mainly but ovine or bovine meat and game, because of their perennial availability and low
value (Idessa, 1992 : 146). This explains why the annual consumption of fish in the rural milieu of
savannah remains low with 5.6 kg per capita and why the consumption of meat is preponderant (6.3 kg in
savannah against 1.8 in East Forest and 3.7 in West Forest).

I IDESSA study noticed that 23,6% of the dams are concentrated in the Centre, which would have get most of the
agriculture oriented barrages, that means 69,6% of all the hydroelectric-agricultural of the country.
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The choices of consuming animal proteins keep being determined by environmental features.
Urbanity does not much modify those constraints. Hence, in Abidjan, shares between fresh meat and fish
orshellfish in alimentary expenses depend on the ethnic background of the household's head (surveys
1992). Whereas Krou and Akan ethnic groups commit 14% to 12.7% of alimentary budget to the fish and
9.7% and 9.9% to fresh meat, the trend gets reverse for Northern Mande, Southern Mande and Voltaic
with respectively 10.6%,9.4%, 10.2% for fresh meat against 9.7%, 10.8% and 10,1 % for fish/shellfish.

Income

Several surveys have underlined a strong correlation between the level of income and the
consumption of animal products. That relation seems more marked for the meat than for the fish. According
to EBC 79, the consumption of the latter was more equally distributed between different socio-professional
categories, particularly in Abidjan and, except for the agricultural workers, in the other towns. In rural areas,
on the contrary, the consumption is low by farmers, entrepreneurs and independent workers.

Fish consumption is more important in urban environment where incomes are higher than in rural
environment. All towns considered, EBC 79 evaluated an annual consumption of 26.9 kg per capita
versus 16.4 kg per capita in the rural areas. That disparity between the different socio-professional
categories is found within the towns. According to surveys carried out in Abidjan in 1992, families living
in cottages and apartments spend respectively 122,185 and 103,270 F CFA for fish, versus 53,922 and
51,257 F CFA for people living around common yards and cob-made houses.

Annual fresh fish consumption was high in the towns, particularly by executives (16 kg per capita),
qualified employees (14.5 kg) and traders (12.7 kg). It was rather low by entrepreneurs and independent
workers (7.5 kg) in Abidjan and by executives (6.3 kg) and traders (9.7 kg) in the other towns.

In rural areas, consumption of all types of products (fresh, dried and smoked) tends to be lower by
the farmers (respectively 1.9,0.5 and 6.8 kg per year and capita) than in other categories.

In the North of Cote d'Ivoire, studies show that demand on fishery products negatively reacts to a
variation of price (elasticity-price < 0). On the contrary, it positively reacts to a variation of income
(elasticity-income> 0). The fall of rural income, following the fall of prices of the agricultural products,
leads to the drop of the demand for fish. We also note the fall of the substitutes of fish, particularly
poultry production (Barry, 1978).

Other indicators reveal animal products consumption sensibility to the change of income. So, the
lowering of the buying power has caused the drop of the consumption of beef and offal of about 12 kg
per capita in 1986-1988 to 10 kg in 1989-1990 and to between 8 and 9 kg in 1991-1992. The degradation
of incomes and an inflation rate of 8% for the alimentary products from 1960 to 1986 has constrained the
populations to readjust their alimentary budgets. This readjustment is essentially undergone by a
reduction of meat consumption, without significant report on the fish. So, the consumption of meat has
then sensibly diminished in Cote d'Ivoire, being increasingly overtaken by fish.

Alimentary tastes

Consumers make difference between fresh water fish (lagoons, rivers), fresh sea fish and frozen
fish. Besides the price, there exists a hierarchy of preferences according to the quality, lagoon fishes
being the most appreciated. Their slightly salty taste, that gives a more appreciated savour than the flat
taste of the farming and river fishes, would be recognised from their dark colour. At glance, lagoon fishes
would be recognised according to their tail and flesh rather white and fat. Only that quality can compete
with sea fishes like groupers, African threadfishes and seabreams.

It is in frozen fishes that consumers have found the so-called "fish of the poor", or scads.

The differences of appreciation determine prices of fresh water fish and explain important
differences of price between sea mullet and lagoon mullet, the second with an equal size being sometimes
50% more expensive than the first one.
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BEHAVIOUR OF CONSUMER IN THE FISH MARKET

The demand for fish essentially concerns the households for home consuming, as well as catering
structures for collective consumption. Those two types of actors develop different supply strategies in the
markets, that themselves are quite diversified.

In all Ivorian towns, markets are the first retailers for households as well as restaurants. The
consumers of Abidjan are clearly more advantaged than those of inner towns because their markets lure
the bulk of regional production and imports. That situation has produced an intense economic activity
handling with a various panel of fresh or processed fishery products (smoked or dried fish). Retailers get
supplies either from wholesalers of landing stage2 for fresh water or smoked fishes, on the auction place
for frozen and fresh sea fishes, or directly at the smoking-devoted zone of Vridi.

Inner towns can hardly boast such diversity in supply. Most of them are supplied by trucks from
Abidjan for the fresh water, sea and frozen fishes, but the costs of transport burden the selling prices.

In the Centre, the main zones of supply are the landing places of Kossou and the markets of
Beoumi and Bouafle, points of grouping of fishes caught in the rivers. Then, these products are
transported by wholesalers to the retail markets of Daloa, Gagnoa, Bouafle, Yamoussoukro, Bouake and
sometimes to Abidjan.

Fish consumption being equally distributed among social classes, methods of supply, quality, size
and volume bought make the difference. By richer social categories (executives, liberal professions) who
generally own a freezer, supplying is monthly or weekly and rarely daily. Such a periodicity of supply
allows scale savings, thus removing those consumers from price variations due to the seasonal
availability of the products. Fish is consumed rather fresh than smoked. It is in that social category that is
noticed the largest choice, with noble fishes of sea such as grouper, croker, meagre, bluespotted
seabream, snapper, butterfish. They also prefer big fishes, the first choice being tilapias, second choice
machoirons and third choice mullet.

The first place goes to the carps, also called "minister fishes" in popular milieu, because of their
ratio quality/price as prices of machoiron are nearly prohibitive (about two times more expensive than
carps). This later is still a product of class one in the alimentary representations of consumers (Amon
Kothias, 1981).

Households of upper middle class, of which size does not exceed 5 adult-equivalents, share with
richer social layers some behaviours such as tendency to weekly purchase. Their choice concerns the
same species of fish, but of smaller size (first choice of sea or lagoon products) and fewer noble species,
the third choice being fresh water fishes.

Fish consumption by middle class households counting more than 5 adult-equivalents is close to
the consumption of backward households. It is in those two categories that scads, sompat grunts,
barracudas and sardinellas are the most consumed. The buying is done every day or every two days,
following the usual rhythm of households of popular condition.

A great quantity of fish is consumed through the informal alimentary sector. The very diversified
supplying is function of restoration or catering to which the customer devotes. We come back to that
aspect in the second part. Be just underlined here that the informal sector is the branch of consumption
specialised for species like tongue soles, scads, West African Spanish mackerels, tunas, barracudas,
herrings, mullets, carps and machoirons. The managers of those production units get their supply from the
landing sites for smoked and fresh water fishes, from retailers and part-wholesalers for the sea fresh and
frozen fishes. Direct supplying from the wholesalers of port is only done by top-seeded restaurants.

2 Formerly the lagoon station of Treichville, transferred since April 1995 towards new market of Treichville under the
flyover which separates this district from Marcory
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ALIMENTARY STYLE AND MODELS OF FISH CONSUMPTION

Louis Malassis defines the alimentary style as the way the persons organise themselves towards
consumption. That organisation depends on the unit of consumption (structure of household, alimentary
habits) of alimentary practices and particularly the buying power of consumer. To appreciate the place of
fish in the alimentary system of Cote d'lvoire, we describe here some constants of that model.

Some characteristics of alimentary models of Cote d'Ivoire

• A certain permanence

It can be seen there, again, the influence of ecosystems on the alimentary strategies. In the coastal
and lagoon areas, the consumption mainly concerns plantain, cassava and banana. The dominant products
are rice in the West Forest, banana and cassava in the Centre and in the East Forest, while in the South,
the main commodities are plantain banana and yam.

Regular supplyings of the towns with food-products and the types of urban habitat (community
habitat within the concessions, evoluting habitat) have enabled to partially reproduce the traditional
alimentary models. This explains that the urban models of Cote d'lvoire present the feature to be lashed
down to the regional ones.

Because of cosmopolitanism, Abidjan presents the particularity to have coexisting regional models
with innovations induced by urban life style, where the rice consumption takes an important place besides
plantain banana, yam and cassava.

According to EBC 79, the alimentary behaviours would be strongly determined by cultural and
socio-economic characteristics that are by order of importance: ethnic group, type of home, family size
and occupational category.

The food intake is traditionally composed of a solid meal based on cereals or starchy food and of
an accompanying sauce. In Abidjan, the foutou of banana and rice are dominant. They represent
respectively 54% and 38% of the weight of three most important plates of the urban strata (EBC 79).
Their importance is explained, first, by the situation of Abidjan in a forestry zone producing banana and
by attachment of consumers coming from the inland to starchy food, as base of their traditional diet. The
second reason is their facility of cooking well adapted to the urban life's constraints and the politics of
importation to insure the permanent availability of rice (Roch, 1988).

According to EBC 79, the "sauce graine" and "sauce aubergine" dominate with respectively 47%
and 32% of total weight of consumed sauces. The structures of meal (solid meal accompanied by a sauce)
leave their place to the animal proteins .

• Domination of fish and beef consumption

Fish and beef are the most consumed animal products in Cote d'lvoire. According to EBC 79, the
contribution of animal products comes mainly from the fish (27%) and meat (17%), with a very low part
for the dairy produces and eggs (0.35%). During the decade 80's, the apparent fish consumption of
20.9 kg per year and capita versus 12.2 kg for meat has respectively come to 19.2 kg and 11 kg
(SOLAGRAL-lRAM,1993).

Consumption of fish, particularly in urban area, has followed the inverse trend of importations of
frozen meat. It has decreased along with an enlargement of imports of low priced frozen meat and
increased with their diminution of 20% (Sarniguet, 1992). According to official estimations in 1993, the
supplying of animal proteins depends for 44% on the fish, 17% on the bovine meat, 2% on ovine and
caprine, 2% on pork and 6% on poultry (Cortese, 1994). The contribution of proteins by fish remains
higher than contribution of protein by meat.
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• Individualisation by alimentation outside households

In Abidjan, as in other towns, there has been developed an exterior alimentation supported by the
informal sector (Akindes, 1990), that mainly concerns the workers and school attendants, to take at least
one daily meal outside. Well adapted to urban life, it has also been developed as a restoration of leisure.
According to EBC 79, the exterior alimentation accounts for 10% in the alimentary budget of the
households. With the urban development, that sector has gradually reinforced its position, exceeding its
weight to 30% of the alimentary budget within the circle of workers and within the independents about
ten years after our survey (realised in 1987).

The census of meals and available products in the informal alimentary sector underlines the
diversity and the important place of the local products in the preparation of the most consumed meals, as
well as the permanence of the traditional models in the "maquis" and other food places. The menus of
those restaurants open in mid-day consist of the invariant of popular gastronomy, based on sauces and
solid meals. In the "maquis" open in the evening, the constraints of time give place to the pleasure of
meeting friends with kedjenou (cut chicken), chicken or braised fish accompanied by rice or attieke. The
domestic alimentation is then developed on a traditional base, like for exterior meal. But, within that
model, the methods of consumption of fish differ from a social category to another one. It is the same
outside home where the integration of fish is very variable from one structure of consumption to another.

Methods of consumption of fish in domestic alimentation

The fish consumption is a sign of social differentiation, perceptible through the species and
quantities consumed that we evaluated in OctoberlNovember 1993.

Popular environment3 is characterised by the consumption of scads, herrings and sardines. The fish
consumption of low category is explained here by the low income and the high size of households
(average of 10 persons). Fish is consumed rather smoked than fresh, usually associated with sub-products
of beef to give seasoning. The consumption of fish is at about 10 kg per year and capita against 9 kg of
meat. The carps and jaws are reserved for exceptional occasions as holidays and happy events.

In the lower middle class4
, of which the income per capita is pulled down because of higher size

households (more than 6 adult-equivalents), the habits of consumption are not far different from those of
popular environment with only difference that fishes of middle quality (carp, machoiron and mullet) can
be found more often. The annual consumption there accounts to 12 kg per capita with the higher meat
consumption of 13 kg per capita.

It is at the top (high class5 and higher middle class6
) that the social difference by fish consumption

seems clearer either in quality or quantity. The consumption style is diversified enough (sauce, soup,
brochette, frying, grilled, braised), as are the most consumed fishes (snapper, seabream, threadfish,
machoiron and grouper). Rarely associated in the same sauce in popular use, fish and meat are consumed
either fresh or smoked, with preference for the first. The consumption is about 23 kg per year and capita
for fish against 25 kg for meat.

Some species are consumed in popular environment as well as in higher class, but presentation and
cooking differ in the popular environment. The sole is consumed as exterior alimentation accompanied by
attieke, whereas in the higher class, it is consumed as the Europeans do for steak. The tuna is consumed
as steak after being cooked in a stove for rich people, whereas cut into slices, fried and served with

I

attieke in popular milieu.

3 Localised in the precarious and evolutionary habitats with a monthly income of 89,000 F CFA.
4 Localised mainly in the evolutionary habitats with a monthly income of 121.000 F CA.
S Dwelling in the economic habitats with a monthly income of 159,000 F CFA.
6 Localised in the residential habitats with a monthly income of 367,000 F CFA.
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Modes of consumption of fish as exterior alimentation

It concerns the meals taken outside home in establishments of informal food sector (Akindes,
1991). Those establishments include the whole activities of micro-commerce of raw food products,
imported or not, transformed in meal and not registered in the national accounts.

Restaurants submitted to registration drain a marginal part of African population, whereas informal
food places support the bulk of the increasing needs of consumption outside. It particularly concerns the
workers and school population who can not eat at home and for those who want get rid of the solitude.
Still, those constraints can not justify by themselves the growth of informal alimentary sector, especially
in little towns. In Cote d'Ivoire indeed, to go out for lunch has become a way of commitment to the
invention of an urban culture. They are "restaurants' establishments", mainly represented by "maquis" and
alimentary kiosks, "mobile tables", "space-restaurants", "spontaneous restaurants" and "travelling
restaurants" (Akindes, 1991).

The low prices explain the dynamism of informal sector. By those times of economic crisis, its
weight is not anymore measurable to the extent of exterior consumption. The survey on the social
dimension of adjustment realised in 1992 reveals that 20% of households eat outside, and 60% at home.
Exterior meals consumed at domjcile absorb 8.4% of alimentary expenses. In Abidjan, after devaluation,
almost 68% of household heads were taking at least a meal by day outside. 64% of households eat at
domicile the meals bought outside (Akjndes, 1995). The number of meals prepared and consumed at
domicile by disadvantaged households is counted by week and not more by day, the essential being
bought outside (Akindes, 1995). Most of the meals proposed outside are based on fish.

In general, the informal sector of alimentary satisfies four types of demands: those of morning,
mid day, afternoon and evening. The first two types have a utility function because of time constraints.
The two others pertain essentially to leisure.

Alimentation utility oriented

Morning restoration has been till the end of the eighties a feature of alimentary kiosks and some
"mobile tables". They serve either meals like "cafe complet" (local remake of the European breakfast), or
industrial products like noodles and sweet peas, using or not meat, conserved fish, boiled or fried eggs
according to the tastes.

One of readjustment forms within some workers lives in the limitation of daily meals to two and in
the substitution of the first or the second meal by a more consistent food. Attieke accompanying the tuna
has been chosen because the two, associated, fill up more easily the stomach. Such association is called
Garba7

.

The "maquis" of the mid-day serve sauces accompanied by rice, foutou and attieke. Meals' prices
are function of quality of the served animal product. Fish constitutes 58% of the demand versus 34% for
meat in the establishments that sell those products and bush meat. Scads and herrings are the most
consumed in "maquis" offering meals at less than F. CFA 300. Between F. CFA 300 and 1200, meals
include fishes of better quality: mullets, carps, mikhoirons and threadfish. There also is the possibility to
consume at mid-day the traditional attieke with fish, mostly mackerel or carp.

Leisure-time restoration

It is made of two styles of restoration: the restoration of afternoon and eating at the "maquis". The
restoration of afternoon (that looks like an afternoon lunch) tends to substitute in many homes the
evening meal. It is usually composed of fish accompanied of alloco (fried bananas) and fried yam. The
most prized fishes, by order of importance, are croakers, scads, mackerels, soles and carps. The prices

7 Carba is a personal name common in the countries of Sahel and particularly in Nigeria. In term of meal, it is used to
differentiate atlieke (seasoned fish with oil and pepper cut in small pieces and consumed by the men, generally of Nigerian
origins), from traditional atlieke.
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vary between F. CFA 200 and 400 by unit. Evening restoration in the "maquis" appears like one of the
most important circuits of fish consumption. Meat replaced by chicken stops to be competitor of fish,
mainly consumed in a braised way (from F. CFA 600 upwards), because of the significantly higher price
of the chicken (more than F. CFA 2,000). For braised fish, the preferences go to the carp (more than 90%
of the demand), next to lagoon machoiron or, in absence of the latter, to river fish, less available.

THE EVOLUTION OF FISH CONSUMPTION AFTER DEV ALUAnON

The alimentary models change over a long period, but some events, like the devaluation, can
generate an upheaval of habits. The measure of the impact of devaluation on the fish consumption
requires to take also into consideration the meat, that will remain the competitive protein.

Fish and meat are the two main sources of animal proteins in Cote d'Ivoire. Nonetheless national
production is characterised by constant lacks, which lead to a dependence to intemational market.
Regarding fish, the Ivorian consumption varies between 210,000 tons and 250,000 tons per year (27 kg
per capita), while the local production does not exceed 90,000 tons and only covers 40% of the needs.
Moreover, with an annual demographic growth of about 4%, one has to expect the demand should reach
about 330,000 tons by the year 2000. The deficit is compensated by important importations of frozen fish
at beginning of the seventies, the apogee of economic boom. Thus, Cote d'Ivoire imports every year
100,000 tons of fresh fishes and 150,000 tons of frozen fishes.

For the meat, Cote d'Ivoire recourses to the local breeding, importation from the Sahelian countries
and extra-African importation (essentially the European Community). Cote d'Ivoire remains unable to
balance its needs for bovine meat, since its production covered less than the half of its consumption in
1988. Although the production of meat and offal soared from 37,070 tons in 1981 to 51,300 tons in 1991
(a rise of 3.3% per year), it remains greatly insufficient. The quick urbanisation pushing to the increase of
consumption worsens the gap between the needs and the local availability.

After devaluation, the hypothesis of substitution among animal products was launched, since the
beef price increased from F. CFA 750 to 1,200 per kg and the supplying of frozen fish broke down the
day after devaluation8

. This has temporary led to a diminution of fish consumption for the advantage of
meat in all social-professional categories.

We have emitted the hypothesis of a shift of fish consumption to the meat after devaluation
(Akindes, 1995b). But by now this price flare up has fallen down, setting up the question of the balance
of meat and fish in the diet. The evolution of fish consumption in Cote d'Ivoire requires an improvement
of the production system. Measures would have to be endorsed to ameliorate the local production that
remains appreciated, but importations keep advantage of their cheaper prices. A politics of alimentary
security willing to encourage the local production should cope with the improvement of productivity that
aims to reduce the production costs.

8 After 12 January 1994, date of the devaluation of F CFA, the Government of Cote d'Ivoire has promulgated a three
months blockage of price of some products including meal. The importers, who have seen their operational cost, financial costs
(loan rate of 20% tax included) as well as the increasing price of fuel, have expressed their discontents by stopping the
importation.
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Part 4
Innovation and fish quality



PATTERNS OF ACCESS TO THE WORLD OF FISHERMEN

R. WIDIATMONO, L. VUICHARD and R. CLIGNET

ABSTRACT
Both accesses to and mobility within the world of fisheries depend on two conflicting forces. On the one

hand, one becomes fisherman and one moves ahead in the occupation because one is born in a coastal
village, one originates from a fisherman's family and one has learned the trade from within. On the other
hand, one becomes fisherman because the skills acquired at school prepare to face the various uncertainties
associated with fishing activities. The data collected here suggest that a) the first force explain the
professional trajectories of skippers, b) the second one accounts for the careers of mechanics (motoris) and
c) the two opposite forces illuminate the social diversity of unskilled sailors. With the current innovations
that affect the fleet of purse seiners and with the accentuated disparities in the growth rates of Javanese
economic and demographic structures, the contrasts opposing the patterns of mobility experienced by
skippers and their mOlOris should decline. Further, fishermen communities should Jose progressively their
specificity and their identity, fisheries becoming just another type of economic sector.
KEYWORDS: formal schooling, parental background, skill level.

ABSTRAK
Akses ke dalam maupun mobititas di dalam dunia perikanan tergantung pada dua kekuatan yang sating

berbenturan. Di satu sisi, seseorang menjadi nelayan dan lainnya melangkah maju dalam kegiatannya,
sebab seorang dilahirkan di sebuah desa pantai, seorang yang berasal dari suatu keluarga nelayan dan
seorang lainnya telah mempelajari perdagangan perikanan. Di sisi lain, seseorang menjadi nelayan sebab
berbagai keterampilan yang diperoleh di sekolah siap untuk menghadapi berbagai ketidak-pastian yang
berkaitan dengan aktivitas-aktivitas penangkapan. Data yang terkumpul menunjukkan bahwa : a) kekuatan
yang pertama menjelaskan perjalanan profesionatisme nahkoda; b) kekuatan yang kedua berkaitan dengan
karir teknisi mesin; dan c) kedua kekuatan yang berlawanan tersebut menjelaskan keragaman sosial dari
pelaut yang tidak terampil. Dengan adanya inovasi baru yang mempengaruhi armada pukat cincin, dan
dengan penekanan yang berbeda dalam laju pertumbuhan ekonomi di Pulau Jawa dan struktur demografi,
maka diharapkan pola kontras yang berlawanan dari mobilitas yang dialami oleh nahkoda dan teknisi
mesinnya dapat dikurangi. Selanjutnya, bila masyarakat nelayan secara berangsur-angsur melepaskan
spesijikasi dan identitasnya, maka perikanan hanya akan merupakan salah satu bentuk dari seklOr ekonomi.
KATA KUNCI : pendidikan formal, latar belakang keluarga, tingkat keterarnpilan.
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Managing the uncertainties generated by participation in fisheries involves two distinct strategies.
The first strategy is based on the "tacit knowledge" acquired over the years by the occupational
community, and hence, on the body of practices that are supposed to guarantee successful trips and
reassure fishermen as to the validity of their endeavours. Correspondingly, managing the uncertainties
attached to the work of fishermen should privilege tradition and the ensuing forms of on-the-job training.
As a result, individuals who reach the apex of the fishermen's hierarchy should be originated from a
fisherman's family and/or have been living long enough in a sea related environment to learn vicariously
the skills required from successful skippers. Indeed occupational success depends on the technical and
social recipes transferred across generations. The lower the pace of changes in fisheries and the more
endogenous these changes, the more heavily communities of fishermen should rely on tradition and on
various types of/on the job training in their modes of adaptation. The more likely it is, then, that
occupational success will be monopolised by the sons of fishermen and/or those individuals who have
spent all their lives on the shoreline.

Alternatively, success at sea may be a function to the extent which fishermen adapt to unexpected
situations. As both formal schooling and occupational mobility stretch farther the boundaries of
imaginary worlds and provide individuals with a sense of their relativity, they should facilitate the
acquisition of a broader and more differentiated repertoire of responses to the challenges met at sea.
Hence, those individuals reaching the apex of the hierarchy should be those with the highest levels of
educational attainment and the greatest diversity of prior occupational experiences.

The steeper the slope of the changes that affect both means of production and the distribution of the
catch, the more these communities will be induced to seek exogenous solutions to the ensuing problems
met. The more likely it is, then, that the most successful crewmen will be those who have climbed the
highest rungs of the academic ladder and have acquired the greatest diversity of occupational experiences.

Our purpose is to explore how the significant innovations which have affected the world of purse
seiners operating in the Java Sea since the last decade modify the balance that individuals and
communities establish between the two strategies of adaptation. Larger boats require more sizeable crews,
but also parallel shifts in the modes of division of labour operating aboard the new production units. In
short, larger boats mean also new rules. Further, these heavier investments require the rapid adoption of
innovations facilitating trips that last longer and are more profitable. In other words, boat owners must
seek a labour force willing and able to adapt easily to an ever changing environment. Thus, the issue is to
ascertain the processes by which owners and their wage earners retain pre-existing strategies when facing
a new situation, adopt new solutions to fit new technical and social problems, or mix old and new patterns
of responses to the risks met.

A first evaluation of the dynamics at work consists in comparing the social trajectories of
individual fishermen in function of their current position in the occupational hierarchy. Thus, we contrast
the social, educational and occupational background of unskilled deck hands (ASK) with the
corresponding characteristics of their more qualified counterparts (juru aru, juru lampu, motoris) all the
wayup to those of skippers (nahkoda).

METHODOLOGY

Our assessment of the relative stress placed on the two strategies used to cope with the
uncertainties of fisheries involves two sets of data. The first set concerns educational, residential and
social information collected from fishermen living in three villages located close to Tegal, Pekalongan,
and Juwana, the three major harbours of the Java northern coastline. The second set pertains to the
equivalent information collected from the crews of 21 large purse seiners whose home port is Juwana.
Convergence in the results obtained through these two surveys are particularly convincing since the
sampling and interviewing techniques used in both cases differ.
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SOCIAL BACKGROUND: THE IMPACT OF VARIOUS FORMS OF LOCALISM

Insofar as the attainment of fishermen reflects, at least in part, their accumulation of tacit
knowledge, individuals who are locally born, originate from the shore and above all, belong to a
fishennan's family should enjoy more chances than their counterparts coming from other social
environment to reach the top of the hierarchical ladder.

As far as the crews of the 21 boats operating from Juwana are concerned, not less than 55 per cent
of the skippers were born in Bendar, a village near the harbour, against 38 per cent of their assistants,
32 per cent of their motoris and 5 per cent of the deck hands. In short, the pressures exerted on the labour
market induce a growing number of "outsiders" to seek employment in a sector such as fisheries. The
same trends are confirmed in the three-village survey. The lack of mobility between places of birth and
current residence characterises over two thirds of the skipper but three fourths of the unskilled deck
hands. In other words, a local origin does not guarantee automatic success in the world of fisheries.
Further, as far as this particular population is concerned, the "cosmopolitan" orientations generated by
geographic mobility prevail among motoris. Not less than 59 per cent of the chief motoris have moved at
least once during their life as opposed to only 25 per cent of the ARK. The "cosmopolitan" orientations of
motoris can easily be accounted. Motoris working on purse seiners learn their trade in distinct
environments, and they transfer their skills across differing types of motors (notably, those of various
types of trucks refurbished to fit the requirements of local fishing boats).

The significance of the tacit knowledge informally transferred as a prerequisite to the occupational
success of fishennen is confirmed by the large number of skippers who are sons of fishermen themselves
(Tab. 1). Regardless to the sample considered, skippers are significantly more likely than the remainder
of the fishermen's population to have learned their trade from their fathers. Further, since skippers have
more brothers and sisters than unskilled deck hands (4.95 against 3.86), they probably originate from
wealthier families than the latter. I

Table 1: Paternal occupation of purse seiners' crewmen by current status
(results of two independent surveys)
]abatan yang bersifat turun-temurun dari bapak ke anak laki-laki dari anak buah
kapal menurut status yang ada sekarang
(hasil dari dua survey yang berbeda dan saling tidak terikat)

Percent fishermen's sons ARK Juru Wakil Motoris Wakil Nahkoda
motoris nahkoda

1) three villages 51.6 45.9 47.1 92.3 89.4

2) 21 purse seiners 35.6 32.0 43.5 54.6 52.4 70.0

NI (fishermen) 64 37 4 17 17 19

N2 (fishermen) 104 50 23 22 22 20

Of course, the additional chances of reaching the top of the hierarchy that result from growing up
in a family of fishermen contribute also to explain the higher incomes of individuals originating from
such particular circumstances. Those fishennen who are born of a father with the same occupational
status earn almost twice as much as their colleagues less immediately familiar with the sea. Yet, the very
fact that the higher mean of their earnings is accompanied by a higher standard deviation of the
corresponding distribution suggests that the influence of relevant paternal experiences is a necessary but
insufficient condition for reaping appropriate economic rewards. Indeed, these experiences also
accentuate the gap between gifted and talentless individuals (Tab. 2).

I This suggests that there is a systematic pattern of social reproduction at work in this segment of the Javanese society,
since we observe that the current generation of skippers continues to have more children than their unskilled counterparts.
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THE EFFECT OF FORMAL SCHOOLING

Insofar as formal schooling provides access to abstraction and to "thinking about thinking", it
represents a significant part of the first strategy to manage risks. In other words, it widens the repertoire
of answers stocked by the relevant categories of individuals to cope with unknown and unexpected
situations (Stinchcombe, 1986). Yet, as shown clearly by Table 3, to climb higher in the educational
hierarchy does not constitute a guaranteed passport to climb higher in the world of fishermen. Regardless
of the sample examined, skippers have a lower educational achievement than their motoris or than the
most skilled elements of their crews. Further, In the case of the 21 Juwana based purse seiners, these
skippers are less likely than motoris (25 per cent against 36 per cent) to have obtained good grades in
mathematics. Indeed, motoris and their assistants have acquired from school a narrower and more focused
range of skills.

Table 2: Income distribution by paternal occupation (in thousand rupiahs)
Distribusi pendapatan menurut jabatan yang bersifat turun-temurun dari bapak ke
anak laki-laki (dalam rwuan rupiah)

Fishermen Other sea related job Other

Overall yearly income

Mean 2,541 1,429 1,363
Standard Deviation 2,625 423 1,494

Income due to sharing system (per trip)
Mean 120 61 91
Standard Deviation 62 25 35
Range (1) 173 142 138
Standard Deviation 109 89 63

Income due to incentive (per trip)
Mean 235 26 112
Standard Deviation 281 18 209
Range (1) 262 33 99
Standard Deviation 303 28 108

Number of fishermen (2) 89 7 56

(1) Difference between best and worst individual trips.
(2) The number varies after elimination of inappropriate cases.

At the bottom of the hierarchy, a further inspection of Table 3 suggests that the influence of formal
schooling is Janus-like. As we could expect, almost half of the ASK interviewed in the three villages have
not attended primary school or at least have not completed the relevant cycle of studies.

Table 3: Formal schooling of seiners' crewmen by status in the three villages' survey (%)
Pendidikanformal menurut status anak buah kapal di survai ketiga desa i (%)

ASK Juru Wakil Motoris Wakil Nahkoda
motoris nahkoda

Less than primary 46.8 29.7 29.4 76.9 63.2

Primary 12.5 8.1 23.5 15.4 21.1

Beyond primary 39.1 62.2 47.1 7.7 15.7

Number of fishermen 64 37 4 17 13 19

In the 2 J seiners' survey, no less than one third of the m%ris completed the three years ofjunior high school against 17% of the ABK.
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The fact is also that not less than 39 per cent of these unskilled deck hands went beyond such a
cycle. This relatively high concentration of unskilled individuals with higher levels of educational
attainment reflects the quasi-universal lack of fit between educational and economic developments in
many contemporary societies. Young individuals with a relatively high level of schooling join the ranks
of unskilled deck hands because they have not yet found better opportunities in their current places of
residence. Their involvement in the fishing world reflects their hope to find more rewarding jobs in an
undetermined future, either in this very branch of activity as a result of current technological innovations,
or in another economic sector where the skills taught at school are more readily in demand. For this
reason, the effect of formal schooling on the income of unskilled deck hands is somewhat contradictory.
Among ABK, educational attainment tends to enhance the average incomes owed to the incentive system,
at least up to the completion of the primary cycle, but it has no effect on the incomes derived from the
sharing system. In short, the academic experiences of the individuals located at the bottom of the
hierarchy do not automatically provide them with proportionate financial rewards, but they enable them
to display more easily skills that are suited to the current requirements of the means of production typical
of fisheries (Tab. 4). Correspondingly, the higher the educational level of unskilled deck hands, the larger
the standard deviation of the premiums that they receive.

Table 4: Income of unskilled crewmen (ARK) by levels of formal schooling in the three
villages' survey (in thousand rupiahs)
Pendapatan anak buah kapal (ARK) tanpa keterampilan tertentu menurut tingkat

pendidikanformal di survai ketiga desa (dalam ribuan rupiah)

No schooling Some primary Primary Beyond
completed primary

Overall yearly income

Mean 864 882 863 1,082
Standard Deviation 187 213 391 365

Income due to sharing (per trip)

Mean n.a. 42 91 71
Standard Deviation n.a. 33 62 65

Income due to incentive (per trip)

Mean n.a. 76 69 73
Standard Deviation n.a. 26 30 20

Number of fishermen 7 23 8 25

To conclude, the impact of the social origin of fishermen on their occupational trajectory is far
from being unequivocal. At one end of the continuum, most skippers seem to owe their success on the
particular knowledge of the sea they have acquired through relatives and neighbours. On the other hand,
motoris capitalise both the diversity of their residential experiences and their formal schooling to move
ahead in the profession. In short, there are two distinct roads leading toward claiming competence, even
though none constitutes a sufficient condition in this regard. Further, this "snapshot" should not mask the
conflicting nature of the dynamics at work. On the one hand, as the increased size of boats requires them
to operate more systematically for longer periods of time, boat owners attach a growing importance to the
technical skills of their crews and it is most likely that these skills are acquired at school. On the other
hand, despite the high rate of change prevailing among Javanese fisheries, their dynamics remain
independent of the pace of educational development. Correspondingly, educational achievement is neither
a necessary nor a sufficient condition for moving ahead in the hierarchy. The difficulties faced by
younger cohorts of school graduates obliges them to enter any branch of activity, regardless of their
aspirations.
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THE ROLE OF THE DIVERSITY OF PRECEDING JOBS

As the particular and universal roads toward success tend to be mutually exclusive, one must seek
to ascertain whether their effects cancel one another or, should they be positive, whether they take
additive or multiplicative forms. The impact of residential, educational and familial experiences is
mitigated through the number and the diversity of past occupational experiences. To have stuck to the
same job during one's entire life is most often a characteristic of fishermen at the bottom of the hierarchy.
Given the young age of many of the unskilled deck hands, this was to be expected (Tab. 5).

Table 5: Mobility of crewmen by current status (%) in the three villages survey
and twenty one purse seiners survey
Mobilitas anak buah kapal menurut status mereka saat itu (%) di survai ketiga desa
dan dua puluh satu kapal purse seine

Less than four jobs ABK Juru Wakil Motons Wakil Nahkoda
motoris nahkoda

1 =21 boats 86.5 66 52.2 40.9 33.3 25.0

2 =3 villages 90.6 92 £ 58.8 69.2 52.6

NI 104 50 23 22 21 20

N2 64 37 4 17 13 19

Even when one controls for age, skippers and motoris have still held a greater number of jobs than
their unskilled counterparts. This indicator of prior occupational experiences, however, is not sufficient,
since it is difficult to distinguish the degree to which additional jobs are considered as symbols of a
greater reliability or alternatively, of a greater psychological unstability. To assess the role of the two
strategies used to cope with risks, we must identify the nature of the jobs successively performed.

The data collected from the crew of the 21 Juwana seiners suggest that as one moves down the
occupational ladder, individuals with a history of professional mobility have taken a chance on a greater
variety of fields. Skippers and motoris have spent most of their life in activities concerned directly or
indirectly with the sea. Alternatively, specialists and unskilled deck hands have had some experience in
agriculture or in various forms of industrial life. A comparative analysis of the jobs held initially by the
respondents of the three villages who have had several experiences in this regard when they entered the
labour market yields analogous results (Tab. 6). Those individuals whose first job involved working
aboard seiners are more likely to be currently skippers than to have remained at the bottom of the
hierarchy. Half of the nahkoda (skippers) with more than one preceding job have started their career on a
seiner as opposed to only 8% of the ABK. Alternatively, almost two thirds of the same ABK with a
comparable occupational history worked initially in a sector other than fishing, an experience which
characterises as well half of the motoris but only 6% of the nahkoda with the same occupational record.

Table 6: Nature of previous types of employment by current status in the three villages survey
Keadaan dari berbagaijenis mata pencaharian sebelumnya dibandingkan dengan
status saat ini di survai ketiga desa

ABK Juru Wakil motoris Motoris Wakil nahkoda Nahkoda

% first jobs on purse seiners 8.1 37.5 0.0 33.3 25.0 50.0

N(1) 37 24 4 12 12 18

% second jobs on purse seiners 31.6 40.0 66.7 81.8 33.3 62.5

N(2) 19 10 3 11 9 16

N(l) = included fishennen with at least two occupations
N(2) = included fishermen with at least two occupations
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Insofar as this analysis shows the advantages attached to an early access to the world of fishermen,
we have compared the nature of the second jobs held by our respondents with more than two preceding
occupations. This analysis confirms the findings derived from the first one (Tab. 6). Chief motoris and
nahkoda have joined the world of purse seiners earlier than their counterparts with lower qualifications.

Prior occupational experiences do not yield automatic rewards. The world of fisheries being
marginal, the lessons learned from irrelevant geographic or professional environments are not easily
transferable. Yet, this conclusion does not apply to motoris whose trajectories differ significantly from
those followed by skippers. Since motoris are entitled to become skippers and since the dynamics
operating require skippers to have successively performed the tasks that constitute each of the positions
aboard, the population of such skippers may be expected to become increasingly heterogeneous. The
older birth-cohorts rely on tradition to exert their authority, the younger ones being more dependent on
their skill and hence, on the "modem" components of their imagination.

THE EFFECT OF AGE

In the world of fishing as in other communities, ageing represents a Janus-like force. It is synonymous
with acquiring seniority and gaining additional opportunities for climbing higher rungs of the hierarchy.
Ageing means also getting more easily tired and adapting less easily to teclmiques that evolve constantly.

The first face of ageing is evident here in the fact that 42% of the skippers included in the three
villages' survey and 35% of those serving on the Juwana 21 fishing boats are above 40 years of age. This
first aspect of ageing is confirmed a contrario by the high incidence of unskilled sailors (ABK) who are
less than 25 years old. Thus, one third of the deck hands of the 21 Juwana boats are under 20 years of
age. The second aspect of ageing is also evident in the fact that a third of the ABK interviewed in the three
villages are over 40 years of age and have been "selected out" to remain at the bottom of the same
hierarchy. Indeed, the selection functions of age are confirmed by the relative concentration of skilled
crew (juru) in the birth cohort under 25 year of age. Half of the juru interviewed in the three villages are
under 25 years old and in the boats studied in Juwana, the corresponding percentage climbs to 58%.

Ageing is a necessary but insufficient condition for moving ahead in the hierarchy. This ambiguous
effect of age is confirmed once measured success in monetary terms. The additional income earned by
fishermen as a result of sharing of the boat's catch or of the premiums increases when one moves away
from the lower rungs of the age hierarchy, but levels off for those forties who reach forty years. Passed
this point, occupational seniority ceases to payoff automatically (Tab. 7). Correspondingly, the
dispersion of the income distribution tends to increase proportionately.

Table 7: Income distribution by age for the three villages survey (thousand rupiahs)
Distribusi pendapatan menurut umur dari ketiga desa survey (ribuan rupiah)

Less than 25 Between 25 and 39 40 and above

Overall yearly income

Mean 1,055 2,755 2,218
Standard Deviation 40S 2,ffJ2 2,~

Income due to sharing (per trip)

Mean 85 126 105
Standard Deviation 29 61 60

Income due to incentive (per trip)

Mean 104 211 184
Standard Deviation 105 271 271

Number of fishermen 49 57 46
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CONCLUSION

The analysis highlights the impact of the various aspects of the rapid transition undergone by the
fleet of seiners in the Java Sea. Thus, patterns of mobility within the profession differ between skippers
and motoris, the former getting more often their promotion as a result of the experience acquired in the
"traditional" milieu, the latter obtaining more frequently their credentials through a combination of
fonnal schooling and vocation training acquired in a more universalistic context. As boats get larger and
as their productivity requires longer trips, the status of motoris is likely to be enhanced accordingly,
which in turn should affect the homogeneity of skippers, an increasing number of them learning parts or
the totality of their trade as motoris. The transition evoked here reflects primarily significant changes in
the tools of production, these changes affecting both overall patterns of mobility within the profession at
large and the differentiation of production units themselves. From early on the transition highlights the
increasingly diverse nature of the human capital requested from fishennen and hence, the increasingly
distinct segmentation processes operating in the corresponding labour market.

The main issue is to determine whether more traditional patterns of fishing will disappear
altogether or whether this particular milieu will be ultimately characterised by the coexistence of distinct
types of boats and gears as well as of "traditional" and modern or fast evolving fishing techniques.

However, this scenario is also affected by the changes that affect the educational scene and its
interrelation with the labour market. As the individuals enrolled in post primary institutions become more
numerous, the impact of formal schooling on the occupational world becomes more differentiated.
Competition for entering the labour market as a whole is such that a larger number of school graduates
are obliged to accept whatever job they may find and to enter the lowest rungs of the hierarchy. Further,
the higher level of schooling of rank and fries can not but change prevailing rules for getting ahead in the
profession. Again, we witness the growing segmentation of specific labour markets. Indeed, the changes
that affect various institutional areas are rarely synchronised. As a result, there are divergence in the
rewards that members of successive birth-cohorts are entitled to claim as a result of their educational or
occupational experiences. Not only this, but these rewards also differ also among the members of a same
cohort, since they are not able to respond uniformly to the challenges of technological innovations. This
is because their respective employers do not adopt uniformly new tools or new techniques.
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EAST JAVA FISHERMEN'S ATTITUDES
TOWARDS NEW FISHING TECHNOLOGIES

S. MUHAMMAD and E. SUSll..n

ABSTRACT
Studies on East Java fishennen's attitudes toward new fishing technology between 1970-1995 have

been conducted by several researchers. The traditional fishennen's behaviours seemingly remain unchanged,
however they actually were able to adjust to developing conditions.
KEYWORDS: attitude, fishing technology, East Java.

ABSTRAK
Kajian tentang sikap newyan Jawa Timur terhadap inovasi tekhnologi penangkapan ikan pada tahun

1970-1995 telah dilakukan oleh para peneliti. Pada dasamya nelayan tradisional yang selama ini
nampaknya statis, temyata mampu beradaptasi dengan perubahan.
KATA KUNCI : sikap, teknologi penangkapan ikan, Jawa Timur.
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In 1967, the Indonesian Government adopted foreign and domestic investment laws. SLl!:'~~quent

investments in large-scale fisheries enterprises grew fast. During the seventies, fisheries statistics reported
the development of capital-intensive fisheries such as trawling and tuna long lines. These enterprises
were owned by domestic and foreign privates as well as other enterprises. In contrast, the fishermen's
attitudes and behaviours in small scale fisheries seemed to remain unchanged. They still use traditional
fishing techniques.

In 1971-1972, the East Java Fisheries Service reported there were only three boats using 5-7 HP
(horsepower) outboard motors. From 1975 on the Fisheries Service decided to settle a fishing technology
development plan that sought to induce fishermen to motorise and modernise their units (Soetrisno,
1984). This strategy can be summarised in the following terms:

- To develop wooden-plank sail-boats (perahu), that are still geared towards traditional fishing
capture. This category includes various types of Danish seine (payang), gill net and hook and line,
and the plan is sought to turn them into profitable enterprises;
- To turn wooden-plank sail-boats into wooden out-board motor boats (perahu motor tempe£).
These fishing units may use Danish seine, gill net or mini purse-seine as well;
- To transform wooden out-board motorboats into "in-board" motor boats (for instance to modify
5-10 GT sail-boats). These fishing units may use gill net or mini purse seine;
- To develop wooden inboard motorboats equipped with modern fishing capture technology such
as a large purse-seine with modern navigational devices and gears.

However, during the seventies, the modernisation of fishing technology in East Java was slowed
down by a variety of forces:

- During the Muncar fishermen's rebellion in ]973/1974, fishermen burned many purse-seiners,
especially those belonging to Chinese companies;
- During the period] 975-1979, violent conflicts opposed the crews of small scale and large scale
trawl fisheries.

The government responded to those incidents by issuing numerous regulations that aimed at
protecting traditional fishermen. First, in 1975, local authorities launched a purse-seine credit programme
for 30 groups of Muncar fishermen through the Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI). Second, in 1980, by
Presidential Decree Number 39/1980, the Central Government decided to ban any trawling operation in
the waters of the West Indonesian area, including the Java Sea. The decree was followed by the
development of a mass credit programme concerning purse seiners and gill nets.

In view of the violent episodes of the seventies, several researchers such as Bailey (1983)
wondered about attitudes imputed to fishennen concerning innovations in fishing technology, especially
in East Java. Is there still a traditional fishing technology? They stated that it should be studied how
fishermen respond to a modern fishing technology. Were they still to remain unchanged or not?

This paper presents some observations about East Java fishermen's attitudes toward the new
fishing technologies during the past 25 years, from 1970 to 1995. These observations are based on data of
the Fisheries Service, on empirical research and on the results reported by the scientific literature.

The paper reports three case-studies: Muncar (Emerson, 1982); Bulu and Brondong, (Muhammad,
1987; Muhammad et al., 1992, 1994; Susilo et aI., 1992); Lekok (Betke, 1989).

THE MUNCAR FlSHERMEN (BALl STRAIT)

The Bali strait is estimated to have a potential yield of around 200,000-220,000 tons per year,
consisting primarily in sardines (Sardinella longiceps : 80%).

In ]975, the BRI offered a credit for mini purse seines (length: 180 m; breadth: 30 - 40 m) to
30 groups of fishermen, after the 1973/1974 rebellion (Emerson, 1982). The programme was based on the
assumption that purse seiners had a higher productivity than payang, thus could generate greater
profits and so their number would grow faster.
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During the period 1984-1990, the number of purse seiners climbed to 190 units, as payang
remained at 58 units. Sahri Muhammad et al. (1992) have stated that the adoption of the new fishing unit
by Muncar fishermen followed a specific pattern (Tab. I).

In 1992, Muncar fishermen asked how to get a fish-finder and when this technology would be
introduced. At the onset of the present decade, the Muncar fishermen who still use traditional equipment,
are not only willing to adopt a new technology, but also to base their choice on the profits generated by
innovation.

In short, small scale fishermen in Muncar actually seem to have a favourable attitude towards
modernisation. They adopt a modern technology when the following conditions are fulfilled:

- opportunity to observe concrete examples,
- credit support from informal or formal institutions,
- profitable technology,
- regular extension and training programmes,
- availability of appropriate landing places,
- reinforcement through simple information about fishing technology.

Table 1: The Muncar fishermen's response to the introduction of fishing technology and
equipment, 1970-1990

Tanggapan nelayan Muncar terhadap pengenalan teknologi penangkapan dan
peralatan, 1970-1990

Local government 30 units purse seine credit program

Ministry of Research and Technology Insulated fish hold

Traders

Fishermen

Others

Origin Type of technology

Gear box

Boat improvement

Bigger outboat motors

Permanent fish hold (palka)

Using electric lamps

Communication equipment

Years

1970-1980 1980-1990

1975

1985-1988

1986-1990

1982-1985

1982-1985

1985-1990

1985-1990

1989-1990

Source: Sahri Muhammad et ai, 1992

THE BULU AND BRONDONG FISHERMEN

In 1968, the Marine Fisheries Research Institute (LPPL 1
) introduced the purse seine in Batang,

Central Java. Considering the results of the test, LPPL changed the construction of new nets, to make
them compatible with the rumpon2 fishing operations in Java Sea.

In 1971, LPPL reintroduced the fitting purse seine and, in 1973, two fishermen of Central Java
were recorded to use this net (Subroto, 1975). In 1971-1973, the same model was introduced in East Java
by a Chinese company. After the local authorities launched a programme in 1976/1977, some fishermen
groups in Brondong and Paciran (Lamongan Regency) operated such purse seines in the Java Sea, which
subsequently were adopted by fishermen of Bulu and Madura. By 1979, the number of purse seiners
operating from BuJu, Tuban Regency climbed up to 39 units (Muhammad, 1987).

I Lembaga Penelitian Periknnan Laut
2 Traditional fish aggregating device, rumpon consists of raft, coconut leafs as an att~actant and anchor.
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As a consequence of the 1980 trawl ban, but also because of mass-credit programmes, the number
of purse seiners in East Java grew fast as presented in table 2.

Table 2: The purse seine development in East Java in 1980-1983 (Sahri Muhammad, 1987)
Perkembangan pukat cincin di Iawa Timur dalam tahun 1980-1983

Year

area I

Amount of purse seiners in five areas of East Java (units)

area II area III area IV area V Total

1980

1981

1982

1983

327

146

213

250

100

128

281

448

20

82

58

77

173
160

205

194

56

75

89

70

676

591

846

1047

Note: I : Bulu, Brondong, Paciran, Gresik (Java Sea) II: North of Madura (Java Sea) Ill: Madura Strait
IV : Muncar, BaJi Strait V: South of East Java (Indian Ocean)

Meanwhile, some Brondong fishermen developed a winch equipment (gardan) working on the axis
of motor-wheels to pull up the Danish seine. Such an innovation accelerated investment in new Danish
seines even faster. Since 1987, the use of this gear has spread to other parts of East Java Sea, such as
North Madura and Madura Strait. By 1994, the number of Danish seine reached 433 units all over East
Java. Its use tends to grow, even in the absence of credits programmes or formal funding.

To improve the quality of fish, Brondong fishermen are currently trying to develop a suitably
insulated fish holder, in addition to fish-finders, or underwater lamps.

In short, Bulu and Brondong fishermen have also participated in the development of more efficient
fishing technologies, even though the invention process has been quite slow.

THE LEKOK FISHERMEN

Betke (1989) states that the stereotype suggesting a persistence of "primitive traditional
technology", seemingly unchanged for centuries, however, is misleading. Indigenous technology has
facilitated the development of a complex network of new fishing techniques, reflecting an adaptation of
producers to a changing environment.

The complexity characterising the current Lekok fishing has originally been induced by exogenous
factors. Thus, Betke (1989) identifies distinct boat types in the area. Each type is operating with a
combination of some thirteen distinct fishing nets. The ijo-ijo boat, one of the oldest local types, is said to
have been used in Lekok at least since the beginning of the century. The chronology relating the
introduction of new boat-types in the Lekok area is given in Table 3.

Table 3: The chronology of the introduction of various types of boats in the Lekok area
(Betke, 1989)
Kronologi pengenalan berbagaijenis perahuljukung di daerah Lekok (Betke, 1989)

Type of boat Year of introduction Type of gear Amount in 1988

(Indonesian name) (units)

ijo-ijo 1900 gill net, hook and line 88

golekfm 1945 idem 186

amparan 1955 idem 75

mayang before 1900 payang (boat seine) 9

ijo-ijo Muncar 1981 idem 32

slerek 1977-1979 purse seine 2

sekoci 1980-1981 purse seine and gillnet 0
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By 1989, only two slerek boats were left in the Lekok area. As for the sekoci, it only survives in
the memories of the Lekok fishermen, particularly the first local participants in the 1980/1981 and
1982/1983 nation-wide credit programmes of mass modernisation.

The sekoci was not sufficiently equipped with at least an auxiliary sail. Thus it was completely
dependent on an outboard motor, which was not familiar to the local fishennen and could not be easily
modified. It was only half as expensive to operate as those already used in Lekok, but they also often
remained idle since spare parts were difficult to obtain. As a result, the fishing communities of Lekok
suffered a series of bankruptcies. Some owners (juragan)) were still able to cut their losses and some
even sold their vessels to fishermen in Muncar or in other places where different environmental
conditions kept the sekoci model in high demand. The last boat of this type was seen in Lekok in 1986.

In 1987, the Danish seine of Brondong was introduced among the fishennen of Lekok. By 1990,
the number of Danish seine reached 14 units, before climbing to 35 units in 1994, despite the absence of
any credit support.

One verifies that the fishermen's acceptance of innovation reflects several factors, such as the
resources potential, the profit generated by new technologies and its availability in the local market.

CONCLUSION

Suggesting a static persistence of traditional fishing technologies seemingly unchanged is
misleading. During the last twenty-five years, many governmental programmes have been adopted to
enhance the availability of new technologies, and heighten the adaptability of fishermen to a changing
environment through the use of a modem fishing technology.

There are, however, some prerequisites to the effective adoption of this new fishing technology:

- the potential of resources,
- its demonstrative effects (through concrete examples),
- the profits they are likely to generate,
- its availability,
- its suitability to local conditions.

New fishing technologies often tend to induce monopolies at the very same time they entail
environmental destruction. Consequently, their introduction should be contingent on two conditions:
exploitation should be environment friendly and technological improvements should concern primarily
small fishing boats.

Considering that the fish resources of Java Sea are highly exploited, fishing technology
improvement should be directed toward operations off-shore and in deep sea waters.
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EVALUATION OF MICROBIAL CONTENT AND RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN SENSORY AND CHEMICAL INDICES CONTENT

OF SMALL PELAGIC FISH LANDED AT PEKALONGAN AND JUWANA

J. BASMAL and T. WIKANTA

ABSTRACT

An evaluation of levels of micro-organisms and the relationship between sensory tests, Total Volatile
Base nitrogen (TVB) and Trimethylamine (TMA) of small pelagic fish landed at Pekalongan and Juwana
were undertaken on two species of fish (Rastrelliger spp. and Decapterus spp.) from two boats. All fish
were sorted on the deck into three quality groups by fishermen, treated with chilled river water (normally
used) and chilled clean ground water (available from the fish landing), or chilled drinking water. Total
viable counts, pathogenic bacteria, TVB, TMA, and changes in temperature from unloading until marketing
were observed. Results showed that treatment with chilled clean ground water could reduce Total Viable
Counts for all quality groups but pathogenic bacteria were still present in all groups of fish after washing.
TVB, TMA, and histamine increased with reduction in quality.

KEYWORDS: Total Viable Count, pathogenic bacteria, sensory test, chemical indices.

ABSTRAK

Suatu observasi kandungan mikroorganisme dan hubungan antara uji organoleptick dan parameter kimia
(TVB dan TMA) dari ikan pelagis kecil yang telah di daratkan di Pekalongan dan Juana telah dilakukan
terhadap dua jenis ikan (Rastrelliger spp. dan Decapterus spp.) dari dua kapa!. Setiap contoh diambil dari
saLU palka pada satu kapa!. Semua ikan disortasi sejak ikan diletakkan di atas dek dalam tiga kelas kualitas
oleh nelayan dan kemuclian di beri perlakuan dengan air sungai, dan air sumur bor, dan air yang berasal dari
Perusahaan air minum daerah yang telah didinginkan. Kandungan TPC, bakteri patogen, kandungan kimia,
dan peningkatan suhu ikan sejak dibongkar hingga dipasarkan telah diamati. Hasil-hasil percobaan
menunjukkan bahwa perlakuan dengan air sumur bor, dan air minum yang didinginkan dapat menurunkan
kandungan TVC pada semua tingkatan mutu ikan, akan tetapi bakteri patogen tidak dapat dienyahkan dari
ikan. Kadar TMA, TVB and Histamine meningkat sejalan dengan penurunan kualitas ikan pelagik keci!.

KATA KUNCI : Total Viable Count, bakteri patogen, uji organoleptik, parameter kimia.
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Many scientists conclude that bacteria in fish are concentrated in the guts, gills, and on the surface
of healthy living fish (Shewan, 1977; Liston, 1980 and Reilly, 1993). In healthy living fish, the rate of
microbial growth can be controlled by the fish itself, but when fish die growth of bacteria becomes
uncontrolled.

Spoilage is the result of a whole series of complicated changes caused in the dead fish tissue by its
own enzymes, by bacteria and chemical action. The rate of spoilage depends on the temperature
environment in which fish was stored, struggling before death, condition of fish (well fed or starved),
types of fish (fatty fish or lean fish) and pH of muscles. Millions of bacteria and other micro-organism,
many of them potential spoilage organisms are present in the surface slime, on the gills and in the
intestine of living fish.

The initial population of bacteria (after fish dies) is of 102_106 bacteria/cm2 skin surface with
similar or slightly higher gill count and intestinal counts from very few to more than 108/g depending on
whether or not the fish were fed. During spoilage bacteria on the skin increase considerably
(Liston, 1980). Farther, the main microf}ora of the fish is gram negative bacteria usually identified as
Achromobacter, Flavobacterium, Pseudomonas or less frequently Vibrio or Enterobacterial genera.
However, there were a few reports of large numbers of gram positive bacteria such as Salmonella, E. coli,
Shigella, etc. grown on fish when ignoring hygiene and sanitation during handling.

A crucial factor to enhancing bacteria growth is temperature. A few degrees raise results in a
dramatic increase in growth of microbes and their spoilage activities during handling. Waste products of
bacterial metabolism such as foul smelling compounds (ammonia hydrogen, hydrogen sulphite and
thrimethylamine) will accumulate rapidly if temperatures are suitable for growth. In addition, pathogenic
bacteria, if present, can grow and multiply rapidly at ambient tropical temperature.

The aims of these observations are to study the effect of handling at the landing port on the
microbial content of fish and the correlation between fish quality and chemical indices such as TMA,
TVB and histamine.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Material

Fish used for the experiment was directly taken from Pekalongan and Juwana fish landing (Central
Java) in October 1995. The fish had been stored in ice (between 0 - 5aC) on board for 14 days in the case
of Pekalongan and less than 10 days at Juwana. Kinds of fish used were Decapterus spp. and
Rastrelliger spp. with average standard length of 12.5 cm and 17.5 cm respectively. Each kind of fish was
divided into three quality grades (I, 11 and Ill) based on the fishermen's estimation of quality.

Water used for treatment was chilled river water, chilled clean ground water available at
Pekalongan harbour while chilled clean ground water is not available in Juwana so that was replaced by
drinking water.

Method

Three quality groups of fish were directly taken from two boats at Pekalongan and Juwana (Central
Java) and then divided into two batches (rinsed by chilled clean ground water, Pekalongan; and the
drinking water, Juwana; and ,as a control, chilled river water was used to rinse fish). Total viable count
and pathogenic bacteria such as Vibrio cholerae, Salmonella and E. coli were analysed using method of
Miwa and Low Suji (1992). Trimethylamine (TMA), Total volatile base (TVB), pH and moisture content
were analysed using method of Horwitz (1980) and Histamine using method of Hardy and Smith (1976).
Measurements of internal fish temperature were also made at various points between the fish holds and
sales of the fish.
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The rate of temperature changes

The average fish temperature (in the fish hold) was found to be O°C, however fish temperature rose
to 5°C at Pekalongan and 2.5°C at Juwana fish landing when fish was unloaded on the deck. The fish
temperature then slowly rose to 8.35 to 10.95°C, during 110 minutes exposed to ambient temperature on
the auction halls. Figures 1,2,3 and 4 present the trend of rising fish temperature at in the plastic baskets.

As a result of rising temperature between unloading and marketing, it is possible for micro
organisms to multiply. Nicherson and Sinskey (1974) reported that the best temperature of fish to reduce
bacterial growth is O.6°C (33°F). It was shown in this experiment that the temperature of fish was rising
up to 10°C for all treatments because of high ambient temperatures and not enough ice used to cover fish
during auction. It is also found that the fishermen very often used a dirty ice to cool down the river water
used for cleaning fish after sorting and for chilling fish in the plastic baskets. In this case, ice is a source
of micro-organisms which are transmitted to fresh fish during handling.
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Figure 1: Changes of temperature of Decapterus spp. since unloaded until sold at Pekalongan.
Perubahan suhu ikan layang sejak diturunkan dari kapal sampai dijual di Pekalongan
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Figure 2 : Changes of temperature of Rastrelliger spp. since unloaded until sold at Pekalongan
Perubahan suhu ikan banyar sejak diturunkan dari kapal sampai dijual di Pekalongan
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Figure 3: Changes of temperature of Rastrelliger spp. since unloaded until sold at Juwana
Perubahan suhu ikan banyar sejak diturunkan dari kapal sampai dijual di Juwana
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Notes: 0 minute : fish temperature at fish hold
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5·120 minutes: fish temperature in plastic basket during auction until bought by bakul

Figure 4: Changes of temperature of Decapterus spp. since unloaded until sold at Juwana
Perubahan suhu ikan layang sejak diturunkan dari kapal sampai dijual di Juwana

Changes of total viable count (TVC) and pathogenic bacteria

The total viable count of small pelagic fish (Rastrelliger spp. and Decapterus spp.) at the time of
unloading was about 6.2 x 105 to 5.5 x 106 for fish sampled at Pekalongan and about 1.2 x 104 to 9.7 x 105

for those sampled at Juwana, depending on the quality grade.

The changes of TVC content and pathogenic bacteria in both kind fish after being rinsed by chilled
river water and chilled clean ground water or chilled drinking water was shown in Tables 1 and 2. It was
shown in the tables that there was no effect of washing with chilled river water on the TVC as well as
pathogenic bacteria of fish. It was also shown that chilled clean ground water and drinking water could
reduce the TVC content in fish but could not eliminate the pathogenic bacteria such as Salmonella and
E. coli.
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Table 1: TVC, Salmonella and E. coli content of small pelagic fish before and after washing
at Pekalongan
TVC, kandungan Salmonella dan E. coli ikan pelagis kecil sebelum dan sesudah
dilakukan pencucian di Pekalongan

Parameters/ Grade I Grade 11 Grade III

Type of fish Un Rw Cw Un Rw Cw Un Rw Cw RW

TVC
Decapterus spp. * 1.5 4.9 0.15 5.5 0.68 0.38 4.1 3.8 0.4 0.1
Rastrelliger spp. * 5.4 2.5 0.48 0.93 0.30 0.17 0.62 0.25 0.007 0.1

E. coli
Decapterus spp. <3 29 <3 <3 15 <3 23 >200 16 43
Rastrelliger spp. <3 4 <3 9 93 <3 43 4 43

Salmonella
Decapterus spp. - - + + + + - + - +
Rastrelliger spp. + + + + + + + + + +

V. cholerae
Decapterus spp. - + - + + - - - - -

Rastrelliger spp. - + - - - - ? - - -

Note: * multiply by 106
: Un : unloading; Cw : washing with chilled clean water; Rw : washing with chilled river water

Table 2: TVC, Salmonella and E. coli content of small pelagic fish before and after washing
at Juwana
TVC, kandungan Salmonella dan E. coli ikan pelagis kecil sebelum dan sesudah
dilakukan pencucian di Juwana

Parameters/ Grade I Grade 11 Grade III

Type of fish Un Rw Dw Un Rw Dw Un Rw Dw RW

IIVC
Decapterus spp. * 4.6 3.2 0.36 9.7 0.8 0.3 , 4.0 3.3 0.15 5.9
Rastrelliger spp. * 0.03 4.0 0.04 4.4 5.4 0.44 0.01 0.34 0.01 5.9

lE. coli
Decapterus spp. <3 <3 <3 <3 4 <3 <3 15 6.1 36
Rastrelliger spp. <3 <3 <3 <3 6 <23 <3 11 4 36

'salmonella
Decapterus spp. + + - + + + + - + +
Rastrelliger spp. + + - + + - + - - +

V. cholerae
Decapterus spp. * - - - + - - - - - -

Rastrelliger spp. + - - - - - ? - - -

Note: * multiply by 106
: Un: unloading; Cw : washing with chilled clean water;

Ew : washing with chilled river water; Dw : washing with chilled drinking water

It seemed that almost all fish had contained Salmonella from the beginning, and not as a result of
washing with river water, although the river waters from both places were found to contain Salmonella.
£. coli were potential to contaminate during washing into river water, however, to some extent, it could
be reduced by clean water. The incidence of V. cholerae contamination was also not related to washing
treatment. Keeping the fish on board for more than 10 days, possibly with inferior methods of handling
was the main reason for the low quality of fish when unloaded. Washing, even with clean water, seemed
not giving effect. Washing with rlver water could even lead to £. coli contamination.
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Relationship between sensory and chemical indices

Quality grading done by fishermen using sensory evaluation (Tab. 3) resulted that only 25% of fish
were considered as grade I, 75% of fish being classified as grade II and Ill, due to physical damage.

There was a correlation between quality grade (grade I, II and Ill) and chemical deterioration of
graded fish. High grades of fish (grade I) have low concentration of TMA, TVB and Histamine (Tab. 4).

Result of TVB content gave similar correlation as TMA content. However the histamine content
figures different patterns. The histamine content was not necessarily related to the quality grade of fish.

Table 3: The Sensory characteristics of small pelagic fish
Berbagai karakteristik sensor dari ikan pelagis kecil

Description

Eyes

Flesh

Colour (skin)

Gills

Odour

Physical condition

Slime

Smell

Belly cavity

Bright

Firm

Specific colour

Bright

Fresh (seaweed)

No injure

Slightly slime

Mild

Intact

Quality g'rade

II

Dull andlor present blood

Slightly soft

Fades

Fades

Neutral to slightly fishy

Less injure

Moderate

Moderate

Damage

III

Sunken

Soft

Bleach

Discoloration and slimy

Sour and fishy

More injure

Heavy

Excessive

Brust

Table 4: The relationship between sensory test and chemical indices of small pelagic fish
landed at Juwana (Ju) and Pekalongan (Pkl)

Hubungan antara uji sensor dan indek kimia dari ikan pelagis kecil yang didaratkan
di Juwana(}u) dan Pekalongan (Pkl)

Type of fish Quality Sensory test TMA TVB(mgN%) Histamine

grade (mgN%) (mg/lOOg)

Pekalongan Ju Pkl Ju Pkl Ju Pkl Ju Pkl

Decapterus spp. I 8.5 7.8 5.9 13.3 12.2 13.4 0.016 0.024

II 7.7 6.4 6,7 14.8 15.5 15.8 0.017 0.034

III 6.3 4.7 7.5 16.6 17.3 24.1 0.017 0.035

Rastrelliger spp I 9.0 8.0 4.6 10.4 17.6 0.015 0.034

II 7.9 6.3 5.9 18.4 18 0.035

III 6.2 5.1 27.7 27.7 18.6 29.5 0.017 0.036

Juwana
Decapterus spp. I 9.5 8.2 1.6 9.4 11.9 12.7 0.016 0.023

II 8.1 6.6 2.0 16.6 13.3 0.017 0.033

III 6.5 4.5 5.9 18.7 15.3 27.7 0.018 0.035

Rastrelliger spp. I 8.2 7.9 5.2 19.4 7.6 9.7 0.015 0.033

II 7.9 6.3 26.6 26.6 13 0.034

III 6.2 4.7 5.8 28.8 15.1 15.3 0.017 0.034
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CONCLUSION

The results of experiment indicated that chilled clean ground and drinking water could reduce total
viable count in small pelagic fish (Rastrelliger spp. and Decapterus spp.), however, pathogenic bacteria
are still present in fish. River waters were potential to E. coli contamination although to some extent
could be reduced by rewashing with clean water. Salmonella possible contaminated during on board
handling. Fish hold could keep temperature of fish close to ice water temperature (O°C), but after being
loaded the fish temperature may rapidly rise to lOoe, after 110-130 minutes (at marketing of fish). It was
also found that level of TMA and TVB content were correlated with sensory judged quality grade of fish,
but not the histamine content.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To keep fish temperature constant, more crushed ice has to be added during unloading activities
and during exposure of fish at the auction halls.
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STUDY ON THE PROCESSING METHOD
AND THE PRODUCT QUALITY OF DRIED-SALTED FISH PRODUCED

IN PEKALONGAN AND JUWANA

T. WIKANTA and J. BASMAL

ABSTRACT
A study on the commercial processing method and the product quality of dried-salted fish at Pekalongan

and Juwana has been carried out. The results showed that dry salting used a salt proportion about 10- J5% on
board for around three weeks. Considering organoleptic grading system the end product was commercially
classified into four grades where the lowest grade was only used for animal feed. Chemical analysis shows
that Aw values ranged between 0.60-0.75; moisture 32.00-44.24%; weight loss 25.55-37.12%; NaCI 10.79
12.57%; histamine 0.034-0.038 mg%; and TBA 96.9-246.2 mgMAJkg. Microbial analysis indicates that
halophilic bacteria predominate microflora of the product.
KEYWORDS: fish processing, salting, drying, quality.

ABSTRAK

Suatu studi tentang metoda pengolahan dan kualitas produk ikan asin kering yang diproduksi di
Pekalongan dan Juwana telah dilaksanakan. Hasil studi menunjukkan bahwa penggaramon ikan di atas
kapal menggunakan metoda penggararnan kering dengan perbandingan garam terhadap ikan 10-15%
selama sekitar tiga minggu. Secara komersial kualitas prodllk dibagi menjadi 4 kelas berdasarkan sifat
organoleptiknya dimana kelas terendah hanya dijual lIntuk pakan ternak. Hasil analisa kimia menllnjukkan
bahwa produk memiliki nilai Aw 0.60-0.75; kadar air 32.00-44.24%; kehilangan berat 25.55-37.12%;
kadar Nael 10.79-12.57%; histamine 0.034-0.038 mg%; don TBA 96.9-246.2 mgMA/kg. Analisa
mikrobiologi menllnjllkkan bakteri halojilik mendominasi mikroflora produk.
KATA KUNCI : pengolahan ikan, asin, kering, kualitas.
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Over 90% of fisheries production are consumed domestically and largely as fresh and processed
product (Naamin, 1995). Approximately, 30% of total production are dried-salted fish product.
The product is widely consumed by the middle groups (Putro, 1985).

Small pelagic fish are commonly caught by purse seine. Catches of the highest quality (excellent
grade) are sold as fresh fish, good and fair qualities are used for salted boiled fish (pindang) and the
lower quality is processed as dried-salted fish (Soegiyono, 1995).

When the fishing trips are very long, part of the catches is salted on board and later on it is
processed ashore as dried-salted fish. Most of fish salted on board has undergone deterioration as
indicated by poor organoleptic qualities such as: swollen body, off odour, soft texture, sticky/slimy,
broken giB and belly, and dirty colour (Arifudin et al., 1984)

There are three methods of dried-salted fish production: (1) drying of salted fish on board using
raw material grade 1II; (2) drying of high salted fish on board using raw material grade 1l; and (3) drying
of salted fish at processor using raw material grade 1II (Soegiyono, 1995).

Recently, this commodity is not only consumed domestically but also exported to some countries
such as Sri Langka, India, Malaysia and Brunei Darussalam. To face the challenge of competitive market,
greater attention should be paid to the improvement of product quality.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Samples used were dried-salted fish taken from traditional fish processors in Pekalongan and
Juwana. The species of fish used were layang (Decapterus spp.), banyar (Rastrelliger kanagurta),
kembung (Rastrelliger brachysoma), bentong (Selar crumenophtalmus), sirollemuru (Amblygaster sirm)
and tembang (Sardinella gibbosa). All fish were salted on board (with solar salt) over a period of three
weeks, with a ratio of salt to fish approximately from 10 to 15%.

Methods

• Chemical and micro-biological analyses

Salt (NaCI) and moisture contents were determined according to the method of A.O.A.c. (1980),
Aw value was measured by Rotronic Hygroscope BT model CH 8040. Thiobarbituric Acid value was
determined according to the method of Lemon (1975). Histamine content was determined
colorimetrically by coupling the histamine to a diazonium salt as suggested by Hardy and Smith (1976).
Mould and halophytic bacteria counts were determined according to the method of Miwa and Low
(1992) .

• Processing

Processing of dried-salted fish is carried out as follows. Salted fish were washed with water
originating from deep wells about 200 m depth. The fish were spread on raised bamboo mat or tray and
exposed to sun light for 10-14 hours. The dried fish were sorted out by hand. Then they were wrapped
with cement paper and packed into a wooden bog. Finally they were kept in cold storage at temperatures
between -10°C to -5°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Salt content

Arifudin et al. (1984) suggested that good quality of dried-salted fish on board is obtained by
using the ratio of 25% of salt to fish. Based on the appearance, smell, texture and dryness, the quality by
mixed-salting is higher than that by dry-salting (Arifudin et al., 1984; Surono et al., 1993).
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Salt contents of dried salted fish from different processing locations (Tab. 1, 2 and 3) range
between 5.70-8.07% before drying and 10.79-12.57% after drying. The relatively low salt contents of wet
salted fish indicate that microbial deterioration most probably occurred for such a prolonged salting
period. Increasing salt proportion would improve storage life of this intermediate product, although
organoleptic quality especially appearance of the final product may be reduced as observed by
Berhimpon (1993). Desalting of heavily salted fish prior to drying is much safer rather than risk of
spoilage in using small amount of salt for a long period of salting on board.

Moisture contents

Drying of wet salted fish takes about 10-14 hours (in drying season) causing reduction of moisture
contents from 54-64% after drying. The relatively raw material can reach up to 32-42% as final product.
Drying time depends on the species and size of fish in addition to atmospheric conditions. In commercial
practice the appropriate drying time is commonly determined by pressing the fish gills. When water does
not exude, the drying process is stopped. This is one way to obtain good quality product with compact
and elastic texture as well as natural bright colour and appearance as demanded by the consumers.

Drying process causes physical, chemical and organoleptic changes. Therefore extending drying
time excessively to suppress microbial and enzymatic activities may enhance deterioration on the others.
The relationships between drying time and loss of weight are shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 1: Chemical and micro-biological analysis of dried-salted fish from Pekalongan.
(Fish were salted on board, Samples taken on 06/10/1995)
Analisis kimia dan mikroba dari ikan kering asin dari Pekalongan.
(lkan diasin di atas kapal. Contoh diambil pada 06/10/1995)

Species Moisture Aw Sail Histamine TBA Mould lRed halophilic

of fish (%) (%) (mg%) (mgMAJkg) colony bacteria

(CFU/g)

Raw.mat. End prod. Raw.mat End prod Raw. mat End prod.

Layang 44.24 0.75 6.34 11.77 0.035 0.035 110.81 246.21 0 60
Banyar 41.96 0.75 6.72 12.57 0.035 0.037 120.91 135.87 I 600
Selar 37.88 0.74 8.07 10.79 0.034 0.036 80.23 96.94 0 610

Histamine content of fresh fish = 0.015-0.016 mg%

Table 2: Chemical and micro-biological analysis of dried-salted fish from Juwana
(Fish were salted on board. Samples taken on 06/1 0/1995)
Analisis kimia dan mikroba dari ikan kering asin dari Juwana
(Ikan diasin di atas kapal. Contoh diambil pada 06/10/1995)

Species Moisture Aw Salt Histamine TBA Mould lRed halophilic

of fish (%) (%) (mg%) (mgMAJkg) colony bacteria

(CFU/g)

Raw.mat. End prod. Raw.mat End prod Raw. mat End prod.

Layang 45.65 0.73 5.70 11.99 0.035 0.036 165.45 218.05 0 11.9
Banyar 51.62 0.75 6.34 11.99 0.034 0.035 61.62 140.05 1 150 68.0
Selar 53.62 0.73 7.27 11.04 0.035 0.036 80.96 196.96 0 344.0

Note: - Drying process was not finisbed yet - Histamine content of fresh fish = 0.015-0.016 mg%
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Table 3: Chemical and micro-biological analysis of dried-salted fish: export quality product
Analisa kimia dan mikrobiologi dari ikan asin kering : kualitas ekspor

Species of fish

Layang

Tembang

Kembung

Moisture (%)

42.0 - 44.0
32.0 - 40.0
37.0 - 44.0

Aw

0.6 - 0.7
0.6 - 0.7
0.6 - 0.7

Salt (%)

11.0 - 13.0
13.0 - 16.0
11.0 - 13.0

Histamine (%)

0.038
0.038

0.037

308

Histamine content of fresh fish = 0.015-0.016 mg%

Table 4: Moisture content and weight loss of salted fish during drying process in
Pekalongan (samples taken on 06/10/1995)
Kandungan uap air dan susut berat dalam proses pengeringan di Pekalongan
(contoh diambil pada 06/10/1995)

Species of fish No Time Temperature (QC) Moisture Weight loss

(hour) Air Fish (%) (%)

Layang 0 08.52 35.8 31.7 63.90 0
1 09.52 36.6 35.8 59.66 9.09
2 10.52 41.8 40.5 55.76 19.17
3 11.52 41.0 41.2 53.41 27.27
4 12.52 39.8 39.5 51.17 30.30
5 13.52 37.0 36.4 49.72 32.58
6 14.52 33.3 35.1 44.94 34.85
7 15.52 32.5 30.5 43.67 36.36

8 16.52 30.5 29.3 44.24 37.12

Banyar 0 08.52 35.8 33.3 57.80 0
1 09.52 36.6 39.6 56.69 2.58
2 10.52 41.8 44.9 55.19 10.32
3 11.52 41.0 45.5 52.37 13.55
4 12.52 39.8 45.9 52.02 15.48
5 13.52 37.0 41.2 49.75 17.42
6 14.52 33.3 38.7 49.32 20.00
7 15.52 32.5 33.6 48.84 20.00
8 16.52 30.5 31.3 47.83 20.65
9 07.03 29.9 29.4 47.27 18.07
10 08.03 35.6 35.5 45.46 21.94
11 09.03 37.5 41.1 43.55 23.23
12 10.03 38.0 44.6 41.96 25.81

Selar 0 08.52 35.8 33.4 56.76 0
1 09.52 36.6 37.7 56.15 2.13
2 10.52 41.8 42.7 54.95 12.41
3 11.52 41.0 42.9 53.91 16.79
4 12.52 39.8 44.9 52.35 18.98
5 13.52 37.0 41.1 48.91 19.71
6 14.52 33.3 39.3 47.83 20.44
7 15.52 32.5 32.7 47.49 21.90
8 16.52 30.5 30.5 46.17 21.12
9 07.03 29.9 29.6 43.21 20.44
10 08.03 35.6 35.2 43.00 22.63
11 09.03 37.5 40.4 42.96 24.82
12 10.03 38.0 44.0 37.88 25.55



Table 5: Moisture content and weight loss of salted fish during drying process in Juwana
(samples taken on 06/1 0/1995)
Kandungan air dan susut berat ikan dengan proses pengeringan di Juwana
(contoh diambil pada 06/10/1995)

Species of fish

Layang

Banyar

Sirollemuru

No Time Temperature (QC) Moisture Weight loss

(hour) Air Fish (%) (%)

0 09.55 33.2 30.1 54.83 0

1 10.55 36.1 36.5 53.03 9.72

2 11.55 36.3 37.9 48.52 13.89

3 12.55 37.0 38.2 48.83 15.28

4 13.55 38.4 41.7 16.67

5 14.55 34.0 34.6 47.46 16.67

6 15.55 32.1 33.2 46.39 16.67

7 16.55 30.0 29.1 45.65 16.67

0 09.55 33.2 30.1 65.67 0

1 10.55 36.1 35.0 63.64 1.56

2 11.55 36.3 40.7 58.82 7.81

3 12.55 37.0 40.5 57.04 9.38

4 13.55 38.4 40.1 10.94

5 14.55 34.0 33.7 54.03 12.50

6 15.55 32.1 32.4 52.25 12.50

7 16.55 30.0 28.5 51.62 12.50

0 09.55 33.2

1 10.55 36.1 32.2 60.32 0

2 11.55 36.3 40.9 57.57 4.92

3 12.55 37.0 40.8 56.89 6.56

4 13.55 38.4 38.4 8.20

5 14.55 34.0 33.3 55.26 8.20

6 15.55 32.1 31.7 54.76 8.20

7 16.55 30.0 28.9 53.62 8.20

Note: drying process was not yet finished

Water activity values

Water activity is one of the most important factors determining the shelf-life of a dried or semi
dried food. Results of Aw determination for various samples of dried salted fish,ranged between 0.60
0.75 (Tab 1,2 and 3). These figures agree with those found by Berhimpon et al., (1993) in their
experiment on processing of dried salted Yellowtail as well as those found by Piu (1995) for various
samples of dried salted fish sold in Indonesia. The Aw values are in the range of high rate of
deterioration risk, such as rates of oxidation, browning reaction and enzyme activity.

However, prolonged drying time to reduce Aw values down to a much safer level is of no value
when organoleptic qualities fall down. Use of refrigeration technique to improve keeping quality of dried
salted fish as now commercially practised should be farther encouraged. The techniques is considered as
the most effective mean of the shelf-life extension. Therefore the shelf-life of dried salted fish should not
be relied solely upon salting and drying processes.
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Thiobarbituric Acid (TBA) values

TBA test is used for measuring the oxidative rancidity. It is based on the reaction of TBA with
malonaldehide as an oxidation product of polyunsaturated fatty acids which contain three or more double
bonds. TBA values of raw materials and end products are in the ranges of 61.6-165.4 mg/kg respectively.
Tables 1 and 2 indicate that severe lipid oxidation took place during salting and drying. It has been
recognised that for TBA values above 1-2 mg/kg fish most probably smell and taste rancid
(Connel, 1980). Attention should be given especially on improvement of current salting technique
practised by fishermen. Covering fish with brine such as in the mixed salting technique and salt of high
purity can be used to suppress the oxidative rancidity during the salting process.

Histamine content

Histamine is formed from histidine by enzymatic activity (during autolysis) as well as microbial
activity. The formation of histamine on food by bacteria usually occur on the salt content ranged between
2-3 mg%. Increasing salt content above this level in the medium can suppress production of histamine.
Histamine contents of the samples used in this study are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3. It is obvious that no
difference is noted in histamine content between wet salted fish and dried salted fish. The figures range
between 0.034-0.038 mg% which are approximately a double fold of histamine contents of fresh fish
which are in the range 0.15-0.016 mg%. However, histamine contents of the salted products are relatively
low compared to those reported by Anggawati et al. (1984).

Mould and halophylic bacteria content

Deterioration of foods by micro-organisms can occur rapidly, if food has high moisture content,
whereas enzymatic and chemical reactions take place more slowly during storage in food with low Aw
value. Most micro-organisms including pathogenic bacteria can survive in the food with Aw values
range between 0.6-0.9. The result of the study show that halophilic microbes predominate the
microflora (Tab. 1 and 2). On the other hand moulds could be suppressed significantly. This is not
surprising as the salt contents of the product are high enough to suppress non-halophilic organisms.
Pitt (1995) had also shown that dried fish sold in Indonesia affected by visible mould growth is not
more than 5%. The genera of visible mould most commonly present on dried fish sampled were
Aspergillus sp., Eurotium sp. and Penicillium sp.

CONCLUSION

Current method of fish salting on board is inadequate to preserve fish for a long fishing trip over a
three-weeks period. Higher amount of salt and covering fish completely with brine can improve fish
quality significantly. Drying should not be done excessively to prevent undesirable physical and chemical
changes. Use of refrigeration technique as the most effective method for storage of dried fish for long
period should be encouraged.
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QUALITY OF FISH LANDED BY PURSE SEINERS IN THE JAVA SEA

l.J. CLUCAS

ABSTRACT
This paper examines the problems facing the purse seine vessels operating in the Java Sea regarding the

quality of the fish that they land and possible means of improving the quality. Some aspects such as the type
of fish caught and the intrinsic nature of the marketing of the fish are difficult to solve, however some
technical aspects may find solution through the application of inexpensive and simple technologies.

Various options being initiated through the Java Sea Pelagic Fisheries Assessment Project are discussed
and their relative merits evaluated. Such options include the use of Global Positioning Systems on board the
vessels and the use of mechanical ice crushers on board both of which are showing promising results.
KEYWORDS: quality, fish, purse seiners, Java Sea.

ABSTRAK
Tulisan singkat ini mengkaji masalah-masalah yang dihadapi kapal-kapal pukat cincin yang beroperasi

di Laut Jawa mengenai mutu ikan yang mereka dapat dan cara-cara yang yang mungkin dapat
memperbaiki mUlunya. Beberapa aspek seperti misalnya jenis ikan yang ditangkap dan k.eadaan mendasar
dari pemasaran ikan memang sulit untuk dipecahkan, namun demikian beberapa aspek teknis mungkin
dapat menemukan pemecahan lewat pelaksanaan teknologi sederhana dan tidak mahal.

Penggunaan berbagai pilihan yang diperk.enalkan lewat Proyek Java Sea Pelagic Fisheries Assessment
didiskusikan dan k.ebaikan relatifnya dievaluasi. Pilihan demikian termasuk penggunaan Sistem Penentuan
Posisi (Global Positioning System) dan penggunaan pemecah es mekanik di atas kapal temyata
menunjukkan hasil yang menjanjikan.
KATA KUNCI : kualitas, ikan, pukat cincin, Laut Jawa.
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This paper is designed to highlight the factors that affect the quality of fish landed by purse seiners
operating in the Java Sea and to discuss steps that have been and are being taken by the Java Sea Pelagic
Fishery Assessment Project (PELFISH) to address the problems identified.

These factors can be divided into three types as follows:

- intrinsic factors,
- extrinsic socio-economic factors,
- extrinsic technical factors.

INTRINSIC FACTORS

Species composition

The fish targeted by the purse seine fleet belong to a group of species which are notoriously
difficult to keep in good condition such as Rastrelliger spp., Decapterus spp., Sardinella spp. and
Amblygaster spp. Small pelagics (la to 20 cm in length), have fat contents up to 5% (WWB) and have
thin and fragile skins and flesh. These factors added together result in fish which even under good
conditions, when stored in ice, will last for only between 6 and 8 days in good to excellent condition and
be acceptable for the fresh fish trade. Work under the PELFISH programme (Reilly et al., 1994)
determined that, under laboratory conditions, a range of species caught by the purse seine fleet had
deteriorated to such an extent after 13 to 14 days that they would then not be acceptable for fresh fish
consumption in Indonesia and in the normal trading pattern would be diverted into the dried salted fish
industry.

Fishing grounds

The fishing grounds for the small pelagic fish are far from the main marketing and landing centres
on the North Java coast were the fishing fleets are based. The larger purse seiners in the fleet can spend
up to 40 days at sea to fill their holds and even the last days catches are normally 5 to 6 days from capture
before landing.

The introduction of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) by PELFISH and then through investment
by a number of boat owners means that journey times may be reduced to some extent. What is more
important, from the fishing point of view however, is that captains of vessels fitted with GPS can now
pinpoint their position whilst fishing and return to known fishing grounds with certainty. This obviously
has economic advantages in reducing time and fuel spent searching for fish. The relatively inexpensive
and simple GPS receivers are now becoming standard equipment on new vessels being built by many of
the purse seine companies. GPS also has safety and gear preservation advantages in that known hazards
whilst both navigating and fishing can be avoided. The keeping of log books by the captains of positions
of good fishing areas will make it possible for boats to target fish schools more efficiently and reduce
time and fuel consumption.

EXTRINSIC SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS

Marketing

The present marketing and processing industry for small pelagic fish gives little incentive to the
fish producers to produce best quality fish. There are markets for virtually all grades of fish landed. Very
fresh fish produced by smaller purse seiners landing from fishing grounds close to the landing centres are
marketed as fresh fish into markets in the main cities of Java such as Jakarta. Fish which has deteriorated
such that it is not acceptable for the fresh fish market in Jakarta can be marketed fresh to local markets or
bought by processors for production of pindang. Poor quality fish is sold to dry saltedfish producers for
salting and sundrying. Fish of very poor quality and broken fish are sold for animal feed manufacture.
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There are differentials in prices between fish of excellent and good quality but these are relatively
small and there is considerable variation from day to day and from hour to hour during the auctions, so
that the prices on one particular day for different grades can overlap one another.

These factors have created a situation where boat operators although concerned with quality issues
are unwilling to sacrifice landed weights for better quality fish. As a consequence, quantity rather than
quality of fish landed is the prime objective of each fishing trip. The aim is to return to base with fish
holds full after every trip. The development, over the last few years, of larger and larger vessels to exploit
more distant fishing grounds has resulted in these vessels carrying larger quantities of fish for longer
periods and thus a reduction in the ease of maintaining the quality of the fish caught.

Icing methods

Large purse seine vessels traditionally ice fish in the holds as described in Clucas and Reilly
(1992). This involves the fish in the hold being layered with large blocks of ice with only a small
proportion being broken into smaller pieces to be mixed with the fish. Ice blocks are taken to sea as
whole or half blocks and broken into pieces for mixing with the fish when needed using a wooden mallet
or iron bar. This results in various problems which affect the quality of the fish:

• The fish is inadequately chilled because the ice does not mix with the fish completely.
• The large pieces of ice, with the side ways movement of the fish in the hold, cause considerable

damage to the fish.
• The weight of the ice blocks (up to 50 kg each) causes fish damage.
• As the ice melts at the bottom of the hold, the fish and ice mixture drops and the ice lumps float

to the top leaving the bottom of the hold unprotected by ice. In addition the hold is no longer full
and the fish, ice and ice melt water are able to move around in the hold causing damage.

As a result of the icing regime used, the fish quality from the large purse seine vessels at unloading
is rarely better than second quality (lemas) being suitable for production of pindang or distribution to
local markets (Clucas, 1993). The main suppliers of first quality fish for distant fresh fish markets are the
mini seiners which spend shorter periods of time at sea and are able to land their fish within 5 days of
capture.

It was suggested by the author that it would be worthwhile to make trials on the use of on-board
mechanical ice crushers. On-board ice crushers are used as matter of routine by the red snapper (kakap
merah) fleet operating from the north Java coast and the transfer of this technology to the purse seine
fleet seemed a worthwhile of investigation.

Subsequently a locally made ice crusher was installed by PELFISH on one large purse seiner
operating from Juwana (MY Margo Waluyo).in August 1995. After installation on board the deck of the
vessel, a member of staff from BPPL accompanied the Margo Waluyo on its first voyage to instruct the
crew in the use of the ice crusher and to undertake some preliminary investigations as to the effectiveness
of the crushed ice. The Margo Waluyo has just embarked on its sixth voyage after installation of the ice
crusher and the results from the first five voyages are extremely encouraging.

The crusher is used to crush all ice used in each hold. As fish is brailed from the net into the hold,
ice is passed through the crusher and shot directly into the hold to be mixed with the fish. The fish and ice
are mixed together in a ratio approximately the same proportions as that used when manual breakage of
ice is used (1 : 1). The fish-ice mixture is continued until the hold is nearly full and a layer of
mechanically crushed ice used to seal the top of the hold, before the hold is closed. The five trips using
the ice crusher so far have shown the following facts:

• The use of mechanically crushed ice allows the fish hold to be filled to capacity at the first filling
and there is no reduction in volume in the ice/fish mass during storage making reicing
unnecessary.

• The fish holds can accommodate more fish then they can when using the traditional ice breaking
methods.
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• As result of the crushed ice caking together, the ice fish mixture foons a solid block in the fish
hold. This reduces movement of the fish in the hold and pressure on the fish in the bottom of the
hold. These factors reduce the quantity of fish that has to be discarded and turned into fish meal.
The captain of the Margo Waluyo reported that normally up to 20 baskets of fish (each weighing
28-30 kg) would be discardeq from each hold. Using crushed ice this has been reduced to less
than one basket per hold .

• The amount of effort required to produce the crushed ice is much reduced and the speed of icing
is increased considerably so that fish is into ice and at ice temperature faster than normally.

The result of the factors listed above is that the fish at landing is of better quality. During the last
trip of the Margo Waluyo the first two days of unloading at Juwana was of fish that was 7 and 8 days
since capture. All this fish was of such good quality that it was bought as SUPER quality by traders in
Jakarta. Some fish on the third day of unloading (11 days in ice) was also sold for marketing in Jakarta.

As in other parts of the world, the small pelagic fish from the Java Sea are low value and are
probably amongst the cheapest varieties available in Indonesia. For this reason, high investments in on
board handling systems are not generally economically viable although the development of value added
products in the future may change this situation.

EXTRINSIC TECHNICAL FACTORS

Fish holds

The fish holds on the purse seiners tend to be much too deep to ensure that the fish at the bottom of
the holds is not subjected to such high pressure that they are not damaged. Many of the larger vessels
built in recent years have holds which are between two and three metres deep. Using traditional bulk
icing methods means that, invariably, the fish in the bottom of the hold are squashed by the weight of fish
on top. Reduction of pressure might be possible by the installation of horizontal pound boards, use of fish
boxes, chiIled sea water (CSW), etc. For technical and economic reasons, none of these have yet been
tried. Most innovations, such as these, would reduce the amount of fish able to be stored on-board and be
too costly to implement for relatively low value fish.

Boat stability

It is assumed that because of the movement from side to side of the boat during both travel from
the fishing grounds and whilst the boats are awaiting unloading, fish are damaged in the holds. The use of
stabilising "wings" fixed to the hull of the boats on both sides just below the water line is being tried at
present. It is too early to say whether this might be effective in reducing side to side movement of the
boat and therefore damage to fish in the hold.

The ability of large seiners to land fish of such quality is almost unheard. Margo Waluyo has just
set a new record at Juwana for the value of fish landed (about 75 million) from one trip by a purse seiner.
The owners of the Margo Waluyo are planning to soon install similar ice crushers on at least 9 more of
their vessels.

CONCLUSION

The reduction of fishing time and fuel consumption following the introduction of GPS onto purse
seiners has shown positive advantages for the purse seine vessels operating in the Java Sea. There is
every sign that within a few years GPS will be standard equipment on most vessels.

The use of ice crushers on board shows very positive advantages in maintaining fish quality and
increasing the value of fish landed. The further publicity and extension of this technology to other fishing
groups is recommended.
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(Much of the work reported in the following paper has been undertaken by Pierre Guegen, master
fishermen, employed through the PELFISH programme. On behalf of the fishermen of Juwana and
Pekalongan, I would like to thank P. Gueguen for all his hard work and dedication in the field.)
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Part 5
Management and fisheries policies



PRELIMINARY CONSIDERAnONS FOR THE MANAGEMENT
OF THE SMALL PELAGIC FISHERIES OF THE JAVA SEA

J. WIDODO and J.R. DURAND

ABSTRACT
Inside the Java Sea, pelagic fishes are caught through a broad variety of fishing gears, both in coastal as

well as in open waters. Nevertheless the bulk of the catch comes from seiners fleets. A brief review was
presented of some of the measures taken to manage the small pelagic fishery. Modifications might be carried
out in the process of taking management decisions in advanced countries to take into account the various
constraints to management in Indonesia, inter alia: limited scientific research, lack of effective control, poor
implementation and enforcement. Should these constraints and requirements be overcame then there would
be less pessimistic prospects for successful fishery management.
KEYWORDS: management, Java Sea, pelagic fisheries.

ABSTRAK
lkan-ikan pelagis kecil di Laut Jawa ditangkap dengan menggunakan berbagai jenis alat tangkap baik

di perairan pantai maupun di lepas pantai. Meskipun demikian sebagian besar hasillangkapan berasal dari
armada pukat cincin. Uraian singkat mengenai beberapa kemungkinan kebijaksanaan pengelolaan sumber
daya ikan pelagis kecil dikemukakan. Dalam menentukan kebijaksanaan pengelolaan perlu dilakukan
beberapa modifikasi terhadap proses pengambilan keputusan pengelolaan yang biasa dilakukan di
sejumlah negara maju dengan mempertimbangkan beberapa keterbatasan, antara lain: jumlah dan mutu
penelitian ilmiah yang perlu ditingkatkan, pengawasan yang kurang efektif, lemahnya implementasi dan
penegakan peraturan. Bila berbagai kendala dan prasyarat dapat diatasi dan dipenuhi, maka diharapkan
bahwa pengelolaan perikanan akan dapat diwujudkan dengan lebih baik.
KATA KUNCI : pengeJolaan, Laut Jawa, perikanan pelagis.
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In managing fisheries, the managers along with those of fishermen and biologists, should set up
harvest strategies use for the fisheries. The strategies should takes into account the biological conditions
of the stock, and the economic, social and political conditions of the fisheries as well.

Fundamentally, the purpose of the fisheries management is to ensure sustainable production over
time from the fish populations, through regulatory and enhancement actions which promote economic
and social welfare of the fishers communities and industries that use the production.

The objectives of the fisheries management can be classified into three groups:

(i) maintenance or restoration of the resource,
(ii) elimination and reduction of conflicts and
(iii) improvement of the economic performance of the fishery (Gulland, 1988).

CONTEXT

The hydrographic pattern of the Java Sea is predominantly influenced by the prevailing monsoon
winds which create substantial seasonal changes in direction and strength of the currents, water salinity,
and primary productivity of the waters in question (Wyrtki, 1961; Weber, 1976; Durand and Petit, 1995).

The principal groups of small pelagic fish of the Java sea are those of carangids (scads, Decapterus
russelli, D. macrosoma; trevallies, Selar crumenophthalmus, Selaroides leptolepis), clupeids (sardinellas,
Sardinella brachysoma, S. fimbria ta, S. gibbosa, Amblygaster sirm), anchovies, (Stolephorus spp.) and
scombrids (mackerels, Rastrelliger brachysoma, R. kanagurta). Scattered shoaling stocks of these species
are found along the entire of North Java coast and offshore as well, i.e., from the middle part of the Java
Sea through the eastern part of the waters to Makassar Strait.

The small pelagic fisheries in the Java Sea could schematically be divided into two main
categories, first, the inshore "mini" purse seiners using outboard engine wooden vessels between 10 to 18
m length, and other minor fishing gears such as lampara, payang (Danish seine), gill net and liftnet;
secondly, offshore smalVmedium and big purse seiners employing wooden vessels of 15 to 20 m and 18
to 30 m in length, resp~ctively. A number of seine nets (e.g., lampara) for anchovies fishery have been
intensively used especially in the inshore waters of East Java north coast since recently.

The small pelagic species is of particular importance to food security in Java since these species,
which constitute a vital source of animal protein, are the type of fish commonly consumed by principally
those of the lower income strata. Generally, the small pelagic fisheries supply the local market with fresh
or traditional processed fish (i.e. dried salted, boiled salted and smoked).

Economically, the pelagic fisheries of the Java Sea play a significant role as source of income of
the fishermen and revenues of local government as well. They also provide foreign exchange earnings
mainly in the sense that they may reduce the import of fishery products, besides from the export of salted
fish. While from social viewpoint the fisheries are vital to employment and job opportunities which are
provided by fishing, processing, marketing, and distribution activities.

The small pelagic fish resources of the Java Sea have been harvested intensively (Widodo, 1988;
McElroy, 1991; Nurhakim, 1995; Durand and Widodo, 1995; Troadec and Cunningham, 1996). In 1992
about 500,000 ton with ex-vessel value of over $ 275 million was yielded. Taking into account the
importance in biological, social, and economic roles, it will be of great interest to see what effective
management regimes are recommended to ensure their long-term sustainable development.
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EXISTING INFORMATION

The on-going collection on the data of biology, exploitation (catch and effort data), economic and
social aspects of fishing communities and fishing fleets have been conducted by PELFISH Project of the
Research Institute for Marine Fisheries (RIMF), Jakarta, Indonesia since 1991 and afterward.

Those data will then comprehensively analysed and reviewed in order to design a sound
management strategies for the resources concerned. More comprehensive results will be presented in the
PELFISH Project's seminar on socio-economic, innovation and management that will be conducted in
Semarang, Indonesia in December 1995.

There are several harvest strategies in fisheries management that are currently used in many
fisheries, namely those of stock-size dependent strategies, periodic harvest strategies, sex-specific
strategies, size-limit strategies, economics and harvest strategies, and strategies that include uncertainty
(Hilborn and WaIters, 1992).

To implement the strategies in the field a set of tactical tools generally used in various fisheries can
be listed as gear restrictions, season duration, gear limitations, effort limitations, annual catch quotas and
size limitations.

A fishery may employ more than one of the above alternative tactics. The choice of tools for
implementing a certain harvest strategy is very dependent upon the nature of the fishery which requires
specific local knowledge.

RESULTS

Promotion of the fishermen welfare and revenues, support to production growth, increase the
foreign exchange earnings and government revenues, and resource conservation rank high in the agendas
of the fisheries administrators of the Government of Indonesia.

Among the harvest strategies commonly used in various fisheries stated by Hilborn and WaIters
(1992), it is very likely that the stock-size-dependent strategy is the one seems potentially effective to
achieve the management objectives of the small pelagic fishery in the Java Sea. Harvest strategies which
depend on stock size may take the forms of constant-stock-size strategy, constant-exploitation strategy or
constant-catch strategy. It seems that the constant-exploitation strategy is the most applicable one.

To implement this strategy, a set of tactics can be devised. First, gear restrictions (in terms of net
length, vessel size or vessel capacity, engine power, and light power used as FAD) and gear limitations
(in terms of number of vessels). Secondly, an annual catch quota especially for the entire smalVmedium
and big purse seiners fleet.

It is possible that such two tactics can be made to work, particularly for the smalVmedium and big
purse seiners, given the limited number of ports involved, namely Pekalongan and Juwana, where a
number of 70% of the vessels are based and 90% of the catch are landed (Potier and Sadhotomo, 1995).
On the other hand, the application of these tactics on inshore small scale fisheries will face operational
difficulties that associated with the diversities of fishing operations, dispersion of landings sites and
distribution channels.

Even though the history to date of enforcement of fishery regulations, including vessel limitation,
in the Java Sea is not encouraging, however, that is no justification for not trying again to introduce a
limited entry scheme, after trawl banning, this time for purse seiners limitation. The large sodo-economic
benefits to the wider economy of substantially reducing the risk of stock collapse must surely
outweigh the relatively low enforcement costs involved.
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DISCUSSION

In the small pelagic fisheries of the Java Sea, quantitative controls may be exerted either on
outputs (e.g. catch quotas), on inputs (e.g. catching capacities, number of vessels, number of fishennen)
or on stock or biomass. One critical shortcoming of catch quotas is that, for maximising their values,
fishermen have advantage in discarding lower-value species and sizes. This "high-sorting" behaviour
tend to be particularly marked in the multispecies fisheries. Catches can be very more difficult to control
that boats or fishers. Those will be particularly severe in fisheries such as of the Java Sea which are
(i) multispecies, multigear, and small scale fisheries with many landing sites and concealed marketing
circuit, significant of autoconsumption and have (ii) limited enforcement and surveillance capacities.

Under such circumstances, control on inputs can be the best option. Most suitable input controls
are those which apply to variables that contribute most significantly to the fishing power of boats, i.e.,
(i) the engine power, (ii) the size of net and the power of light as FAD, though the control of gear actually
in operation may rise particular difficulties, (iii) the number of fishermen onboard since the purse seiners
have been manually operated.

Control on the number of vessels may be accomplished by taxes or license fees, while control on
size and capacity of vessels would naturally performed, since the major fish harbours (namely
Pekalongan and Juwana) are so shallow that no vessels beyond a certain size able to enter.

Since there are lack of alternative employment opportunities outside the fishery, for whatever
reasons, management involving the retirement of participants in the current fishery is unjustified and
probably non-enforceable.

Controls on fishing time (days at sea), on the distribution of fishing operations (closed areas or
seasons), on the elimination of destructive types of technology (e.g., use of superlight), and so forth, can
be useful as complementary measures (to improve working conditions, or for protecting particular
vulnerable portions of the stock). The measures have the major advantages that they are relatively easy to
be enforced, however, they have only a partial and, therefore time-limited effect on the control of fishing
capacities and fishing rate.

The Government of Indonesia has set up a mesh size regulation, but it is difficult to enforce since
the skipper wants to avoid gilling fish by using bigger mesh size. Besides, as far as the fishermen dealing
with light fishing which harvest a mixed catch, a smaller mesh size will present only minor problems.

The advantages and drawbacks of input controls are as the mirror image of output controls. On the
other hand, major limitation of stock or biomass controls rests in the applicability.

Management system are made up of different rules, mechanisms, and structures assembled in a
coherent fashion. The number of effective management systems - i.e., of combinations of basic
institutions that work - is limited: e.g., open access, territorial use right in fisheries (TURF), limited
entry, co-management, tax or fixed price system, individual transferable quotas (ITQ) , etc. ITQ, for
example, imply that on adequate resource, property regime has been adopted and consistS of individual
quantitative fishing rights expressed on inputs that are usually allocated through a market mechanism.

One of the essential aspects of fisheries management is control over access to the resources. This
requires some forms of rights to exclude potential fishermen from entering the fishery. Christy (1987)
points out that the rights of exclusion can be related to the number of vessels (a license limit scheme); to
share of the yields (a fisherman quota scheme); or to areas of the sea (TURF). Or it can be a right to
extract revenues from the fishery which serves to control access indirectly by excluding those who are
unwilling to pay the tax or fee. Exclusively rights can be exercised by national, regional, or local
governments, by a community or by a group of fishennen.

In countries where management has been directed to the regulation on access, overcapacities have
been reduced, economic perfonnances and, in several instances, fish stocks have improved.

Control by catch quota is only useful if the quota needed to achieve a given objective can be
accurately determined.
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Within most fisheries policies, social objectives have hitherto been unstated, non-specific or
unprioritised. The policies have, in effect, been driven by conservation and economically oriented goals.
In fact there are a number of socio-economic problems related to the potential development of the Java
Sea pelagic fisheries. Methods of maximising social benefits and methods for preventing over
capitalisation are important subjects for future study.

In the most fisheries the greatest potential economic benefits in the long term come from reducing
the total costs of fishing, commonly done by restricting access in some way or other (common property
and open access). A modified design of the traditional net has been introduced by Dremiere and George
(1991) which able to reduce up to 25 to 35% of the cost. In general, one forth of the total investment for a
unit of purse seiner is spent for the net. The costs of enforcement should be taken into account.

Most of the coastal countries have revised their legislation to control the activity of foreign fleets
operating in their EEZ to provide rooms for their domestic fleets to exploit the resources. In Indonesia
this also should be taken into account in anticipating the rise of purse seiners fleet in the Java Sea which
always increasing both qualitatively as well as quantitatively. In addition, there is an increasing tendency
for the purse seiner owners in Pekalongan to expand their business into tuna fishing in high seas.

As far as the tendency of increasing number of new vessels still takes place, an overall approach to
pelagic fisheries of the Java Sea should be oriented toward adaptive management with suggestions for
any moderate increase in fishing effort which should be carefully monitored and evaluated prior to
attempting another increment. That is, if, after reassessment of the results of the recommended increase in
fishing effort, there is still scope for further development, only then should this be implemented. To
incorporate social, economic and resource oriented goals into management procedure, this increment
should be based on a risk averse decision. It is preferable to err on the conservative side given the
potentially negative social and economic impacts of over capitalisation.

Although fish surveillance and enforcement is clearly required, successful fisheries management
will not occur if the participants do not generally agree to follow the rules and regulations (e.g., licensing
and quota systems) with attention to problem of compliance, their impacts on the group structure of
organisation of industry, and their wider social impacts on the areas that depend on the fishery.

CONCLUSION

Interdisciplinary approach to fisheries management and fish science in addition to fish biology and
fish population dynamics is needed, for example ecology, economics, sociology and anthropology.

As far as the dynamic of the fish resources is not only subject to their biological characteristics and
exploitation, but also to environmental variations as well, a monitoring and survey on biological and
environmental aspects are needed. Additionally, more attention should be paid on the use of satellite data
(remote sensing) in one hand, and on the other one, it is necessary to set up a permanent network of
coastal stations which able to perform in-situ data collection concerning with the quality and the
dynamics of the marine as well as atmospheric environments (Durand and Widodo, 1997).

For economic view point it is necessary to have additional data on the cost of fishing and the value
of landings. While those of sociological and anthropological points of view, the information on the
women in fisheries, the adaptive processes on innovation are of important ones to formulate management
schemes based on holistic approach.

Finally, adequate scientific inputs for formulating alternatives of management scheme may come
from PELFISH Project or RIMF (CRIFI). However, the preparation on such management scheme along
with the institutional adjustment required for its implementation, falls under the responsibility of the
Directorate General of Fisheries (Troadec and Cunningham, 1996).
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MARINE FISHING INDUSTRY IN THE MEKONG DELTA, VIETNAM:
PRESENT STATUS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

N.A. TUAN, N.T. PHUONG, H.P. HUNG and J.Y. WEIGEL

ABSTRACT
In 1994, the Mekong Delta had 14,337 fishing boats. They exploited 404,500 tons of products from

220,000 k.m2 of the Economic Exclusive Zone, that covers respectively 44% and 60% of national and
regional fisheries' production. Traditionally developed since the beginning of the twentieth century, the
industry has undergone different stages by political changes. In recent years, dramatic changes arose from
the motorisation and the introduction of high productive new fishing gears (trawl net, gill net and encircling
net) for off-shore fishing to prevent the exploitation in the coastal areas.

Meanwhile, Ionglines, stow nets, scrape gears are also important. Private sector covers large proportion
in the total production output. Cost structure and profitability depend on fishing types, scales and sectors.

The study also presents reconunendations for further development of the industry. Particular emphasis is
placed on gaining knowledge of resource management and fishing technology.
KEYWORDS: marine fishing, fishing gears, industry.

ABSTRAK
Pado tahun 1994, Delta Mekong memiliki 14437 perahu penagkap ikan yang mengeksploitasi 404.500

ton ikan dori 220.000 km2 dari ZEE yang meliputi 44% produksi total nasional don 60% produksi regional.
Industri penangkapan ikan laut sudah berkembang secara tradisional sejak awal abad ke-20 dan melewati
beberapa tahap perkembangan seiring dengan perubahan politik. Dewasa ini, industri tersebut mengalami
perubahan yang dramatik, yang ditimbulkan oleh motorisasi don introduksi jenis alat tangkap baru yang
tinggi produktivitasnya (termasuk trawl, jaring insang don jaring lingkar) untuk penangkapan ikan di
wilayah lepas pantai, dolam rangka mencegah eksploitasi yang berlebihan di wilayah pantai. Sementara
itu, alat tangkap lain yang juga penting dan dominan digunakan adalah pancing rawai, pukat kanton, alat
pengumpul (long line, stow gear, scrape gear) dan sebagainya. Sektor swasta melingkupi proporsi besar
dalam struktur sektoral don dalam hasil produksi total. Ekonomi dari industri tersebut dolam arti struktur
biaya dan keuntungan tergantung dari tipe, skala dan sektor penangkapan. Makalah ini terutama
menekankan pada perolehan pengetahuan untuk pengelolaan sumber daya, perbaikan alat tangkap dan
teknologi penangkapan. Selain itujuga membahas rekomandasi untuk pengembangan industri selanjutnya.
KATA KUNCI: perikanan laut, alat tangkap, industri.
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The Mekong Delta, located between the latitude 7-10°30' N and the longitude 102°30' -1 09°E
belongs to the southern part of Vietnam (Fig. 1). The Delta has 4 millions ha of land and about 220,000
square kilometres of the Economic Exclusive Zone (EEZ). It is divided into eleven provinces, of which
six coastal provinces (Tiengiang, Bentre, Travinh, Soctrang, Angiang, Minhhai and Kiengiang). The
coastline of 900 km stretches from Vungtau to Hatien (Tuan and Phuong. 1994).
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Figure 1: Map of provinces of Mekong Delta
Peta sejumlah propinsi di Delta Mekong

The fishing grounds of the Mekong Delta are mainly located in the South China Sea (south-east
area) and in the Gulf of Thailand. However, they are also very attractive for other fishing fleets from the
central and the northern parts of Vietnam.

The traditional fishing industry of the Mekong Delta had taken advantage of favourable natural
conditions to produce significantly for local consumption. In recent years, the fishing of the Delta has
rapidly developed and become main instance. In 1994, its production arrived at respectively about 60%
and 40% of the regional and national fisheries' production.
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This study aims to understand the general picture of the fishing of the Mekong Delta from the past

to the present, particularly:

- to understand the development and the fishing gear structure of the industry,
- to identify the sectorial structure,
- to analyse costs, gross revenues and profitability according to the distinct fishing types,
- to propose recommendations for further development of the fisheries.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

Statjstical data were gathered from the Provincial Departments of Fisheries and other related
authorities (Fisheries Resources Protection and Management Units, Fishing Companies, etc.)

C~st and return used for comparing six main fishing gears (trawl net, gill net, encircling net,
longline, stow net, and scrape net) were obtained from the survey of income and expenditure
(27 September to 30 December 1994) through questionnaires. Considering the geographical
characteristics and distribution of fishing activities, samplings were taken from 20 villages of three
provinces including Kiengiang, Mjhnhai and Tiengiang. The sample size was determined according to the
existing numbers of the fishing boats and horsepower groups of each production type. It equalled to about
10% of total number of fishing boats (Tab. 1).

Historical developments were obtained from interviews of old fishermen's generation and from
records in library.

Table 1 : Number of samples by coastal provinces
Jumlah contoh menurut propinsi pantai

Fishing gear Kiengiang Mihnhai Tiengiang Total

Trawl net 108 60 30 198

Gillnet 71 39 22 132

Encircling net 10 5 2 17

Longline 66 42 17 125

Stow net 10 6 3 19

Scrape net 11 7 3 21

Total 276 159 77 512

RESULTS

Development of marine fishing industry in the Mekong Delta

• Before 1930

This period started by the Nguyen Dynasty's claiming on this area in 17th-18th centuries. Before
1930s, fishing activities dominated only in the inland and inshore areas. Small boats and rafts were used.
The fishing tools were very simple such as small gill nets, cast nets, fences or trap nets.

• From 1954 to 1975

The Delta was under the regime of the Republic of Vietnam. With the financial aid from the
American Government and the business cooperation between big organisations and indjviduals, the
marine fishing industry had considerably developed. Fishing companies had been created and a number
of rich owners had obtained boats of average and large size. Then, the number of labourers in this
industry had significantly increased. However, the war was a limitation factor to the fisheries' growth
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The fishing boats, then, exploited the off-seashore. Pelagic fishing boats equipped with gill nets,
mackerel longlines, sailed as far as hundreds of nautical miles away from the shore. Meanwhile, other
supporting activities were developed, for instance fish-cargoes and fuel supplying boats. Ice mills and
fish processing factories were also built near the main fishing ports of Kiengiang province.

Traditional fishing gears (stow nets, beam trawl nets, mullet nets, fences and traps) continued to
expand beside the setting up of new fishing gears such as mackerel gillnets or shark gillnets. In 1973 and
1974, the fishing output reached about 500,000 tons per year. According to Thong (1994), the number of
fishing boats in the South Vietnam increased from 7,000 units in 1954 to 92,265 in 1973. Motor boats
increased from only 5 units to 63,709 in the same period.

• From 1975 to now

Since the revolution of 1975, marine fishing industry has undergone different stages due to the
national policy oriented towards socialism.

From 1976-1985, Vietnam reorganised the fisheries in the frame of cooperatives. The government
controlled the industry through allocating fishing targets and supplied fishing gears, engines and other
materials as well. The Government also organised procurement, processing and export of products. There
were remarkable changes during this period.

During the short period after 1975, many fishing boats had disappeared through the illegal overseas
immigration, and the fishing yield decreased consequently. Again, during the period 1979-1982, the
number of boats continuously decreased because of the legal and illegal overseas immigration as well as
because of the shortcoming of the cooperatives and nationalised system.

Since 1983, the Government has turned towards the market economy. The marine fishing resumed
the progress with increasing number of boats and yields. Unsuccessful state-owned enterprises and
cooperatives were liquidated, and both state and private units were encouraged to take initiatives.
Fishermen, therefore, have been prosperous and many of them were able to set up their own enterprises.
The flotillas have enlarged fishing grounds up to the off-shore areas. Besides, because of the exhaustion
of inshore fishing areas and the need of resources conservation, fishennen have been improving their
fishing means for offshore fishing.

Present characteristics of marine fishing in the Mekong Delta

The fishing industry of the Mekong Delta has been growing during the last few years (Tab. 2).
Trawlnets, encircling nets, gillnets, longlines, stow nets, scrape nets and trap nets are currently major
fishing gears. Nevertheless, because of the over-exploitation in the coastal areas, of pollution and
ineffective fishing management, the inshore fish resources are seriously decreasing.

Table 2: Number of fishing boats and horse power in the Mekong Delta
Jumlah kapal penangkapan dan kekuatan mesin di Delta Mekong
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Year

1980

1985

1987

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Number of boats

4,794

8,835

9,634

11,132

11,546

11,907

13,075

14,317

Total horsepower (HP)

60,904

133,907

163,563

211,325

262,109

326,598

396,174

500,570



The fishing industry in the Delta is seeking to the off-shore fishing grounds through the improvement
of fishing technology and boat capacity. There is also a trend in restructuring of fishing gears, especially
from 1991 to 1994. Fishermen using respectively longline (32% of them), gill net (23%), trawl net (19%),
encircling net (17%) and scrape net (12%) came from using other fishing gears. Moreover, many fishermen
went from simple gears (stow net or scrape) to more efficient gears (gill net, trawl net or encircling net).

Long coastal areas and Economic Exclusive Zone of the Delta have a high potential with eight
fishing grounds (Tab. 3), among which the distribution of species is very different. The fishing activities,
therefore, depend on seasons (Tab. 4), target species and types of fishing gears (Tab. 5) as well.

Table 3: Fishing grounds and fisheries resources in the Mekong Delta
Daerah penangkapan dan sumber daya ikan di Delta Mekong

Fishing grounds Deepth Bottom structure Species
(meter)

• South-East of Phanthiet and 20 - 45 muddy scad, lizard fish
North of "Thu" islet

• South-East of 'Thu" islet 40 - 200 sand and mud snapper, scad, lizard fish

• 'Conson" island 25 - 40 sand and mud scad, lizard fish, yellow strip trevally

• "Hau" river estuary 10 - 20 sand and mud common ponyfish, lined silver
grunt, spotted sardine

• "Chuoi" to "Namdu" islet 10 - 20 sandy mud and mud giant catfish, lined silver grunt,
goatfish, ornate threadfin bream

• South-East of "Camau" cape 10 - 20 sandy mud and mud scad, mackerel, sardine, giant catfish

• South of "Khoai" islet 10 - 30 sandy mud and mud seabream, mullet, trevally, scad,
pomfret, mackerel

• South-East of "Trung" islet 10 - 45 sandy mud bream, lezard fish, Malabar Jack,
trevally, ponyfish, mackerel, tuna

• "Mythanh" estuary 5 - 32 mud pink shrimp, banana shrimp

• "Bode" estuary to "Khoai" islet 5 - 15 sandy mud and mud pink shrimp, banana shrimp

• "Dabac" islet to "Sonrai" islet 8 - 15 sandy mud and tiger prawn, king prawn, pink
bivalve shrimp, slipper lobster

• "Dabac" islet to "Honchong" 5 - 10 sandy mud and mud king prawn, white shrimp, pink shrimp

Table 4: Seasons and fishing grounds of coastal provinces in the Mekong Delta
Musim dan daerah penangkapan di beberapa propinsi pantai di Delta Mekong

Fishing gears

Trawl net

Gillnet

Encircling net

Longline

Stow net

Scrape net

Fishing seasons

November - April
May - October

November - February

April - November
November - April

November - April

all the year round

all the year round

Fishing grounds

gulf of Thailand
South-East sea of the Mekong Delta

Condao area

South-East sea of the Mekong Delta
gulf of Thailand

Condao area

seashore along the Mekong Delta

seashore along the Mekong Delta
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Table 5: Distribution of boats by type of gear and coastal province in the Mekong Delta, in 1994
Penyebaran kapal berdasarkan jenis alat penangkapan di beberapa propinsi pantai
di Delta Mekong pada tahun 1994

Province Trawl net Gillnet Encircling net Longline Stow net Scrape net

Tiengiang 231 209 68 362
Bentre 585 342 19 189 72
Travinh 317 190 1 16 107
Soctrang 206 157 21 4 45
Mihnhai 1,034 917 100 835 335 409
Kiengiang 2,498 1,570 290 1,339 305
Total 4,871 3,385 499 2,745 559 714

Table 6: Distribution of boats by type of gear and coastal province in the Mekong Delta, in
1994 (%)
Penyebaran kapal berdasarkanjenis alat penangkapan di beberapa propinsi pantai
di Delta Mekong, pada tahun 1994 (%)

Province Trawl net Gillnet Encircling net Longline Stow net Scrape net

Tiengiang 5 6 14 13
Bentre 12 10 4 7 13
Travinh 7 6 E 1 19
Soctrang 4 5 4 E 8
Minhhai 21 27 20 30 60 57
Kiengiang 51 46 58 49 43

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

The fishing industry in the Delta is characterised as small-scale industry. 98.5% of fishing boats
belonged to private owners. In 1994, 38% of the fishing households used trawl nets, 26% gill nets, 4%
encircling nets, 21 % longlines, 6% stow nets and 4% scrape nets (Tab. 6).

• Trawl net

There are two groups of trawl nets. Bottom trawl is used in the coastal and off-shore areas, while
beam trawl net mainly operates on the bed rivers. The productivity of trawl net is the highest among
fishing gears. Their number has been dramatically increasing, since they currently reach 4,871 boats.

• Gill net

Used to catch pelagic and demersal species, their output is ranked as the second place after trawls.
These gears have becoming more abundant in the last period, with 3,385 boats.

• Encircling net

It focuses on pelagic fishes such as spotted sardine, Commerson's anchovy, giant catfish, round
scad, white croaker and Indian mackerel. Its output is growing, with 499 boats recorded in 1994, due to
the enlargement of the boat size and the installation of stronger motors.

• Longline

This gear has been moving from the inland area towards the coastal area and the off sea for better
productivity. There has been also an improvement of this fishing type, such as the structure of longline
and the installation of motors for off-shore fishing. In 1994,2,745 boats were recorded.
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• Stow net and Scrape net

These gears were the most affected by the decrease of resources along the coastal areas. They also
caused the lowering of resources. During the last years, there has been a redeployment from these gears to
other types. In 1994,559 boats were equipped with stow nets and 714 boats with scrape nets.

Economy of fishing in the Mekong Delta

• Cost structure of marine fishing industry

Cost structure can be grouped into fixed and variable costs.

The fixed costs change according to the fishing gears, the size of boat, engine, fishing device. They
also vary according to the status of boat, engine and gear. For encircling net and trawl net, fixed costs
were higher than for other gears. The fixed costs of stow nets and scrape nets were the lowest. The most
expansive item is the cost of boat (Tab. 7).

The variable costs can be divided into three groups according the different fishing types:

- the first group includes the most expansive items, that vary from 25.5% to 34.4% (labour) and 11.7% to
37.4% (gasoline) of the total variable costs;
- the second group (oil, ice, food, taxes and maintenance) covers 3.5 to 10% of the total expenditure;
- the third group of other costs is around 2% of total variable costs (Tab. 8).

Table 7: Fixed costs of different fishing gears in the Mekong Delta in 1994 (US$ 1,000)
Biaya-tetap dari berbagaijenis alat penangkapan di Delta Mekong, 1994

Fishing gears Horsepower
<10 HP 11-45HP 46-90HP 91-250 HP >250 HP

Trawl net
boat 1.74±1.890 4.62±3.530 1O.6±8.090 15.31±12.67 2.312±10.82
engine 0.74±0.880 2.33±1.620 5.12±3.620 4.69±3.440 6.36±2.470
fishing gear 0.1 68±1.l52 0.174±0.128 0.384±0.303 0.494±0.320 0.886±0.443

Gill net
boat 0.235±0.169 2.89±4.330 10.64±5.390 12.89±5.860
engine 0.170±0.077 1.2±1.290 3.23±1.61O 6.47±3.540
fishing gear

Encircling net
boat 22.13±16.52 18.83±14.26 22.88±13.63
engine 7.0±1.870 7.25±3.760 4.08±1.650
fishing gear 10.8±2.410 12.5±2.430 7.58±5.740

Longline
boat 0.833±0.920 4.35±4.380 15±4.720
engine 0.29±0.222 1.67±1.510 3.48±2.420
fishing gear 0.159±0.235 0.623±0.495 1.02±0.408

Stow net
boat 0.391±0.984 3. 17±1.570
engine 0.301±0.436 2.03±0.596
fishing gear 0.325±0.109 0.37±0.349

Scrape net
boat 1.05±1.31O
engine 0.536±0.384
fishing gear 0.069±0.050
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Table 8: Structure of variable costs of different gears in the Mekong Delta in 1994 (%)
Struktur biaya-biaya tidak tetap dari berbagai alat penangkapan di Delta Mekong
pada tahun 1994 (%)

Cost structure (%) Trawl net Gill net Encircling Longline Stow net Scrape net
net

Labor 27.8±11.9 31A±20.6 31.6±12.7 34.3±17.2 28.8±29.9 25.6±22.9

Gasoline 37A±14A 25.0±14.1 19.8±9.20 24.7±14.5 11.7±10.7 37A±27.1

Oil 3.13±4.54 30.l±3.00 8.80±2.59 2.28±1.45 1.99±1.84 4A1±3A9

Ice 6.20±5.39 8.30±3.60 9.85±5.78 2.80±5.07 - 3.85±5.34

Food 5.77±4.60 8.74±8.36 2.80±5.07 10.0±11.2 6.80±9.4 6.55±5.28

Other costs 1.36±2.l 0 1.23±2.32 3.73±7.l3 4.82±10.5 6.36±7.97 1.27±1.65

Boat maintenance 4.00±4.32 4.58±3.05 4.66±1.81 4.24±3.91 7.36±4.68 3.12±3.16

Engine maintenance 4.45±3.63 4.61±3.38 4.84±3.02 4.00±4.33 4.57±3.98 3.41±OAO

Devices maintenance 2.82±2AO 6.74±7.06 5.99±5.67 3.40±3.79 15.2±14.7 3.35±3.07

Tax 5.89±3.92 7.l6±8.41 9.20±11.6 4.85±4.88 11.3±14.3 5.93±4.80

Other 1.13±1.85 1.56±5.21 2.41±2.12 3.07±4.46 5.90±7.75 1.67±1.76

• Target species and catch value

Most of the fishing grounds in the tropical region enable fishermen to catch a wide variety of
aquatic commodities. However, the fishennen always give priority to catch high priced commodities. The
main species for trawl nets are shrimp, grouper, goldfish, croaker, ponyfish and threadfish. Gill nets are
seeking mackerel, giant catfish, tuna, shark and cabio. The targets of encircling net are sardine, anchovy,
scad, Indian mackerel and croaker. Longlines catch shark, sting ray, conger-pike and squid. Stow net and
scrape are specialised in shrimps.

• Catching productivity

Thong (1994) reports that the productivity per unit of horsepower of trawl net, encircling net, gill
net, longline and other fishing gears was gradually reducing between 1991-1993 (Tab.9).

In the Mekong Delta, the average catching productivity per unit of horsepower was obviously
reduced from 1980 to 1994 (from 3.31 tonslHP to 0.89 tonIHP). However, the productivity was different
according the coastal provinces of the Delta (Tab. 10). During the period 1980-1994, the Travinh
province had the highest productivity (more than 3.0 tonsIHP), while the lowest belonged to Kiengiang,
Tiengiang and Bentre. Generally, the productivity of most fishing grounds in the Mekong Delta has been
reducing obviously.

Table 9: Fishing productivity in Vietnam
Produktivitas penangkapan di Vietnam
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Fishing gears

Trawl net
Encircling net
Gill net
Longline
Others

Source: Thong, 1994

1991

0.7
0.75
0.79
0.49
0.83

Productivity
(TonIHP)

1992

0.58
0.75
0.62
0.48
0.61

1993

0.55
0.72
0.57
OA6
0.65



Table 10: Fishing productivity (TonIHP) in the Mekong Delta
Produktivitas penangkapan di Delta Mekong

Location 1980 1985 1990 1992 1993 1994

Mekong Delta 3.31 1.98 1.25 0.97 0.96 0.81

Kiengiang 1.40 1.56 0.99 0.67 0.74 0.60

Minhhai 2.29 2.40 1.19 1.10 1.16 1.06

Soctrang 1.13 0.99 0.79 0.83 0.82

Travinh 3.19 4.14 3.83 3.42

Bentre 2.63 1.62 1.20 0.87 0.63

Tiengiang 1.10 1.26 0.79 0.48 0.56

Source: Ha Xuan Thong, 1994

• Profitability of marine fishing industry in the Mekong Delta

- Gross revenue

Gross revenue is calculated from total caught products sold and the unit prices of products. It varies
significantly according to the fishing gears, fishing scale and target catching species. The highest revenue
in 1994 belongs to the encircling net (US$ 23,180 ± 20,810), while the lowest is the scrape net
(US$.4,308 ± 2,469).

- Gross economic profit (gross income)

Gross economic profit, also called operating profit, is the difference between the gross revenue and
the operating costs. In 1994, the best profits came to the trawl net (US$ 5,910 ± 9,510) and longline (US$
4,650 ± 6,341), meanwhile the lowest was obtained by scrape net (US$ 912 ± 1,589). Between these two
extremes, there were results of encircling net (US$ 3,834 ± 9,866), gill net (US$ 3,340 ± 4,880) and stow
net (US$ 2,690 ± 3,510). High standard deviation value of the mean indicates a wide range of gross
economic profit among boats. The gross economic profit not only depends on the fishing scales and the
use of modem technologies. It is also function of the skills of the fishermen and the abundance of fish.

This study also showed that a number of fishing units had a gross economic profit less than zero.
The ratios of gross economic profit failures were 29.4% of encircling nets, 28.6% of scrape net, 15.8% of
stow nets, 13.8% of trawls, 10.6% of gill nets and 7% of longlines. The failure groups belonged to the
smallest fishermen, unable to modernise their equipment for fishing off-sea, while the resources along the
coastline had been over-exploited. So that, these groups probably have fewer chances to continue the
fishing activities.

RECOMME DATION FOR FURTHER DEVELOPME T OF FISHING IN THE MEKONG DELTA

The marine fishing in the Mekong Delta is gradually developing. However, several factors that are
affecting the development of this industry should be carefully considered.

The fishery resources in the coastal areas are dramatically decreased due to over-exploitation and
the use of small size meshes of fishing gears. Meanwhile, the rules in fishing and resources management
are not effective. So that, the following tasks have to be put in priority:

- stock assessment and management plan for the in-shore fishing grounds;
- evaluation of off-shore fishery resources and fishing grounds;
- implementation of resource management and regulation in fishing industry.
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Small-scale fishermen are unable to improve boats and motors for moving to off-sea fishing
grounds. They still remain relied to the inshore fishing grounds. Such a situation is leading to poor profit
and resource problems. Development of credit systems for small-scale fishermen would be very
important and urgently needed.

Infrastructure development like fishing ports, transportation, pre-processing and process factories
and supporting services such as motors, equipment for nautical communication, ice factories, cargo boats,
post harvest technology to minimise lost are very important.

Promotion of fisheries' extension is also very important. The following tasks should be done:

- disseminating successful fishing experiences;
- gaining knowledge of resource e~ploitation, management and conservation;
- gaining knowledge of post harvest technology to fishermen.
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MARINE FISHERIES IN CAMBODIA 1

T.S. TANA and C. CHAMNAN

ABSTRACT
The Cambodian Exclusive Economic Zone, about 40 thousand km2

, belongs to the Gulf of Thailand and,
more generally speaking, to the Sunda Shelf; the maximum depth is less than 80 m.

This paper recalls the main ecological features and exploitation trends during the past forty years.
Due to the lack of data and appropriate development a real management scheme has still to be

implemented. Recommendations focusing on coastal communities are given.

KEYWORDS: Cambodia, marine fisheries, management.

ABSTRAK
Zona Ekonomi Eksk/usif Kamboja. sekitar 40 ribu ki/ometer persegi, merupakan bagian dari Te/uk

Thailand, atau /ebih umum /agi bagian dari Paparan Sunda, dengan keda/aman maksimum kurang dari
BOm.

Maka/ah ini mengemukakan beberapa kondisi utama ek%gi dan kecenderungan kegiatan eksp/oitasi
se/ama 40 tahun terakhir.

Karena keterbatasan data serta perkembangan yang kurang memadai, suatu kerangka penge/o/aan
yang kongkrit masih harus dilaksanakan. Sejum/ah rekamendasi diberikan. terutama bagi masyarakat desa
pan/ai.
KATA KUNCI : Kamboja, perikanan laut, pengelolaan.

I This presentation is summarised from the paper given by the authors, which was dealing mainly with coastal
communities.
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The Exclusive Economic Zone of Cambodia locates in the sub-equatorial, zone which is
influenced by the monsoon. Claimed in January 1978, it lies between 8 and 12 degree North, 101 and
104 degree East in the Gulf of Thailand (Fig. 1). A 435 km of Cambodian coastline which extents from
the Thai border to the Vietnamese border, consists of large estuary in the northern part (Koh Kong
province) and the great bay of Kampong Som. The total E.E.Z. area is estimated to 42,000 sq. kilometres,
about 23% of Cambodia land area. The average depth of the E.E.Z. is about 50 meters with a maximum
depth of 80 meters at the far south-east region. In the north-western part of this area, the floor is covered
with rocks, which can damage the bottom trawl operations.

Mangrove, coral reefs and sea grass beds are three specific features of marine landscape:

• The mangrove spreads almost all along the coastline but large and dense forests are found at the
main estuarine areas. Its total area is about 85,000 ha of which about 64,000 ha are located in Koh Kong
province. The specific mangrove flora consists of 34 species of which Rhizophora mucronata and
Rhizophora conjugata are significantly important.

• According to the coastal fishermen and recent diving operations, coral reefs exist in almost all the
areas around the islands of both inshore and offshore but some are found in bad condition due to natural
sedimentation and human disturbance such as hard coral collection for selling, boat anchoring, dynamite
fishing, push net fishing and trawling (mostly near the islands).

Cambodian E.E.2.

Gulf of Thailand

South China Sea

Thailand

Figure 1: Situation of the Cambodian Economic Exclusive Zone (E.E.Z.)
Situasi Zona Ekonomi Eksklusif Kamboja

• Important sea grass beds exist in the sheltered estuaries, around Phu Quoc island and Kompot
bay. According to Geffrey, 1995, one sea grass species Enhalus acoroides is found to have abundant
development along the coastline of Kompot province.The marine fauna is mainly the same as in other
parts of the Gulf of Thailand. It was found that there were 435 fish species from 97 families in the
offshore (from 20 m deep up to the outer border). In the inshore area (less than 20 m depth) 109 fin fish
species were found. Twenty per cent of these species were not identified in the offshore populations.
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Five species, belonging to two families, Scombridae and Carangidae, give a significant
contribution to the pelagic catches: Megalaspis cordyla (torpedo scads), Atule mate (Yellowtail scads)
Rastrelliger brachysoma (Short-bodied mackerels), Rastrelliger kanagurta (Indian mackerels) and
Thunnus tonggol (long tail tuna). They are locally known respectively as trey kantuy roeung, trey kalang,
trey camong or phlathu, trey palang and trey sampan.

BEFORE PRESENT MANAGEMENT

The introduction of modern fishing technology took place around 1958. Purse seines, gillnets and
long lines were the gears used by the Cambodian coastal fishermen since the early stage of innovation.
Fish trawlers were introduced to Cambodian waters around 1960 by the Thai fishermen then fully
adopted by local fishermen around 1964.

The marine fisheries developed gradually and widely spread all along the coastline until 1975. It
was recorded that there were several hundreds of small fishing vessels having 100 Hp maximum
motorisation. Mackerel purse seiners, gillnetters and long liners were commonly used. Unmotorised and
small motorised boats (less than 33 Hp) prevailed in the coastal fisheries. Several dozen trawlers were
reported to be conducted by local fishermen. High capacity Thai trawlers (lOO to 400 Hp) were often
found in Cambodian waters among which some had local authorities' agreement. The marine fish
production recorded at that period averaged 40,000 tons/year.

This development was set back during the period of 1975-1979 while the Khmer Rouge came in
rule. After 1980, the marine fisheries slowly rehabilitated while the coastal settlements took place in some
locations. Surprisingly, the number of motor boats increased rapidly in 1981-1982 for smuggling goods
under the title of fishing vessels. These vessels were operated in the form of clandestine join-venture
between Thai boat's owners and Cambodian fishermen/businessmen except for small fishing boats owned
by local fishermen. Therefore, smuggling and/or fishing and/or collecting sea products were conducted
depending upon the operators. But these activities changed when the first real management begun around
1983-1984 with the registration of all fishing boats and the collection of statistical data.

RECENT TRENDS

Fishing potential

The statistical data fishing potential are very poor and show very high fluctuations from one year to
the other during the period 1983-1993. Even if a part of these fluctuations may be explained through
natural, socio-economics, marketing conditions and pressure from other sectors especially agriculture, it
seems that they are not reliable enough to be ·used.

Tana has been studying the fishing potential for 1994 and 1995. Table 1 gives some results for the
most important gears. The exploitation is mostly inshore and more than 300 hundred fishing vessels
present a motorisation above 50 Hp.

Catches data

Marine fish production data are collected by the Department of Fisheries (Tab. 2). For the period
1990-1994 total catches stood between 40 to 30,000 tons. These data seem to demonstrate a trend towards
decreasing catches, but the data are not reliable enough to give sound conclusions.

Without any data on the fishing effort, there is no data related to catch per unit effort which foster
difficulties to identify trends of fisheries resource and the impact of exploitation and management.

Total number of labour force involved in the marine fisheries sector including fishing, processing,
marketing and gathering is estimated to 10,000 people only (l0% of the coastal inhabitants). This figure
is relatively low, but it means that coastal and marine resources are not properly exploited yet.

Fishing operations are generally one trip a day due to poor infrastructure. By now, most fishing
vessels compete to exploit inshore resource rather than offshore. Most marine products are exported to
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Thailand especially from Koh Kong's registered vessels due to lack of marketing arrangement of the
authority. Less than 20% of the total production (less than 10% in value) especially mackerel, anchovy,
small shrimp, small squid and low value fish species are used for local consumption and traditional
processing (fish sauce, steamed fish). Fishermen sell their catches to private middlemen and processors
and sometime to retailers and they are not often satisfied with the price they obtain.

Table 1 : Number of fishing vessels with specific gear by area, 1995.
]umlah kapal penangkap dengan alal tangkap tertentu per area, 1995.

Fishing gear Targeted resource Capacity Registration Number Fishing ground

Purse seine Mackerel, scad <50Hp Sihanoukville 9 inshore

Kompot

>50Hp Sihanoukville 6 inshore

Kompot

Koh Kong 7

Anchovy >50Hp Sihanoukville 1 inshore

Koh Kong 13

Otter trawl Shrimp <50Hp Sihanoukville 78 inshore

Kompot 30

Koh Kong 35

>50Hp Sihanoukville 60 inshore/off-shore

Koh Kong 233

Drift gill net Spanish mackerel <5,000m Sihanoukville 7 inshore/off-shore

Koh Kong 26

>5,000m Sihanoukville 20

Set gill net Various targets Sihanoukville 88 inshore/off-shore

Kompot 126

Long line Shrimp Koh Kong 647

Sihanoukville 548

Kompot 44

Koh Kong 290

Trap Crab Rowing Sihanoukville 100 inshore
boat

Kompot 30

Koh Kong 80

Squid >50Hp Sihanoukville 12

<50Hp Koh Kong 80

Long line Shark/stingray <50Hp Sihanoukville 3 inshore/offshore/

coral reef area

Kompot 10

Koh Kong 40

Snapper Sihanoukville 5

Koh Kong 10

Sihanoukville 10
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Table 2: Marine catches (tons), Department of Fisheries: 1990-1994
Basil tangkapan perikanan /aut (ton), Departemen Perikanan : 1990-1994

Year Finfish Shrimp/ Crab Mollusc Squid/ By-catch Lobster Total

krill Cuttle fish

1990 13,687 5,233 2,499 1,661 3,025 12,447 648 39,900

1991 16,540 3,796 2,421 3,133 1,297 9,054 159 36,400

1992 13,723 4,593 2,270 3,012 1,260 8,660 162 33,700

1993 12,838 3,237 2,373 3,148 983 8,484 160 33,100

1994 14,244 3,629 2,647 1,015 1,066 7,306 89 30,000

SOCIO-ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT ASPECTS

Fishermen income has gradually decreased during the last 5 years due to four vital factors: market
constraint, poor preservation technology, resource depletion and security. Consequently, most coastal
fishermen got financial losses and compelled to give up their job. Furthermore, the increase of motorised
push netter (prohibited gear) is also the consequence of socio-economic impacts.

Recent social survey in Kompot province found out that almost 70% of 26 fishing communities
with 7,001 households were involved in marine fisheries. Income of those families generated from fishing
is averaged about US$ 25-30/family/month with a maximum of US$ 64 depend upon their ability,
capability and resource supports. So about 80% of them used to add some other jobs to fulfil their basic
minimum needs of livelihood (Jeffrey, 1995).

Other fishing communities in Sihanoukville and Koh Kong province are a bit better than the former
group due to their wider fishing grounds. But resource dwindle and its socio-economic impacts is the
common expectation of coastal fishermen.

Perception of marine fisheries management has taken place one step behind inland fisheries due to
socio-economic interest of the country. Reportedly, the compiled fisheries law and regulations issued
during 1987-1989 were entirely copied from the law of the former Kingdom of Cambodia during 1956
1958. Until now, neither scientific work nor appropriated development have been taken into account by
the management. We have many adverse impacts on the coastal environment which may seriously affect
coastal communities. Table 3 shows the level of existing regulation access to biological resources and
socio-economic of the coastal communities.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Nowadays, two serious issues: coastal resources degradation and socio-economic bias, impose in
the concept of sustainable development, management and conservation. Fishermen complain about
dwindling bioresources while coastal communities complain about food supply shortage and natural
changes. Both groups ignore about environmental impact caused by human activities. Therefore, without
any intervention of a management, this crucial situation will continue to a stage that may be impossible to
recover.

Table 3 indicates that the level of present management concerning sustainable development and
conservation of natural resources is unreliable.

Coastal resources are under threat of over-exploitation and the ecosystems of Kompot inshore
waters and mangrove forest in Koh Kong estuary are seriously damaged. This management obviously
neglects socio-economic and bio-ecological trends of the fisheries environment. Improving this crucial
situation would require a qualified management which should be urgently achieved.
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Table 3: Management, regulation and enforcement access to biological conservation and
socio-economics of the coastal communities

Pengelolaan, peraturan dan penegakan hukum yang berkaitan dengan konservasi
biologi dan sosial-ekonomi masyarakat pantai

Resource/acti vities Management Regulation access Enforcement

Mangrove forest * Licensing process *
Coral reef Ignore @ Ignore
Seagrass Ignore @ Ignore
Marine sanctuary Ignore @ Ignore
Fish habitat Ignore @ Ignore
Fishing ground * Trawling restriction *
Species diversity Ignore @ Ignore
Genetic diversity * Ban for spawning period of mackerel **
Environment * @ Ignore
Fishing ** Licensing process **

Ban for destructive gear: taxation
Coastal aquaculture @ Licensing process Restriction on farm *

location and waste disposal
Landing * @ Ignore
Processing ** Licensing process @

Preservation * Licensing process @

Marketing * (state company) * (domestic transportation licensing) ***
Scientific research @ ** @

Innovation @ * @

Community-based Ignore @ Ignore
management resources

" poor consideration; "* fair consideration; *** high consideration; **** high interest; -* slightly inhibit; ** strongly inhibit;
@ absent.

We have two general recommendations:

• establish new regulations based on Law of Sea Convention and Biodiversity Convention;
• implement a Marine Management Institute.

It will then be possible to develop a coastal zone management plan, which should be aimed at :

• reducing of fishing pressure on the vulnerable inshore stocks by limiting foreign exploitation of
E.E.Z. stocks and providing incentives to increase Cambodian exploitation of off-stocks;

• protecting of remaining mangrove forests;
• rehabilitating of degraded mangrove forests;
• establishing regulation for clean conduct of shrimp farming;
• setting up suitable marine protected areas (sanctuaries) following scientific information;
• identifying migratory stocks and their importance through regional co-operation projects.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE SMALL PELAGIC FISHERIES
IN SENEGAL

M. KEBE

ABSTRACT
The fisheries sector plays an important role in the Senegalese economy, in particular with regard to

provision of animal protein and foreign exchange earnings. The sector employs approximately 10 per cent of
the total Senegalese work force: 50,000 fishermen and 250,000 people engaged in the shore-based activities
(boat construction, fish processing, trade, etc.). It represents, on an average, 2.5% of national gross domestic
product.

Small pelagic species constitute approximately 60 per cent of the total marine catch. The small pelagic
resources of the Senegalese EEZ are practically fully exploited, even though there seem to be some regional
differences. Two types of fisheries exploit simultaneously these resources: (i) the canoe fishery which is
most important and (ii) the industrial seiners and pelagic trawlers.

The small scale fishery accounted for about 87% of the total small pelagic catches. It can be noted that
total catches have increased substantially during the last decade. Various subsidy schemes are introduced by
government in order to promote the small scale fishery. The industrial fishery has encountered serious
financial problems, as from the mid-1980. The canoe fishery managed to oust the industrial fishery and gain
market shares in the local demand. The benefits expected to accrue from increased exports for fish, as result
of the CFA F devaluation, will not affect small pelagic, because these are caught primarily by canoes for
local market. The results of structural and monetary adjustment programs are higher fishing costs (fuel and
costs for investments in engine and canoes) and reduced earnings.

KEYWORDS: fisheries, pelagic, production, profitability, Senegal, small scale, trade.

ABSTRAK
Sektor perikanan memegang peranan penting dalam perekonomian Senegal, terutama dalam hal

pernenuhan prO/ein hewani dan pendapawn devisa negara. SeklOr perikanan yang melibGlkan sekilar 10%
dari lowl tenaga ke/ja Senegal, terdiri atas 50,000 nelayan dan 250,0001enaga yang berkailan dengan
kegiawn berbasis pantai (pembuawn kapallperahu. pengolahan ikan. perdagangan ikan, dll). KegiGlan
sektor perikanan menyumbang sekitar 2.5% dari produksi domestik bruto nasional.

1kan pelagis kedl menyumbang sekilar 60% dari lotal hasil tangkapan di laut. Keseluruhan sumber
daya perikanan pelagis kecil di EEZ Senegal sudah mencapai taraf lereksploilasi penuh, walaupun lerdapaI
beberapa perbedaall antara daerah. Dua tipe penangkapan yang secara terus menerus mengeksploitasi
sumber daya perikanan pelagis kedl di Senegal adalah : (i) perikanan skala kecil dengan perahu kedl dan
(ii) purse seine skala industri dan "trawl" pelagis.

Perikanan skala kedl berperan sekitar 87% dari total hasil tangkapan ikan pelagis keci!. Total hasil
tangkapan semakin meningkat selama beberapa puluh tahun terakhir. Berbagai bentuk subsidi ditawarkan
oleh pemerintah untuk mendukung perikanan skala keci!. Perikanan induSlri sudah mengalami masalah
keuangan yang serius sejak pertengahan tahun 1980. Perikanan skala kecil dikelola untuk menggantikan
untuk menggamikan perikanan skala industri untuk pangsa pasar dalam negeri. Keumungan yang
diharapkan dar; peningkatan ekspor ikan, akibat devaluasi CFA F, lidak akan mempengaruhi perikanan
pelagis kedl, karena ikan pelagis kecilterutGlna ditangkap dengan perahu kecil untuk memenuhi kebutuhan
pasar lokal. Program penyesuaian keuangan dan slruktur mengakibatkan tingginya biaya penangkapan
(terutama biaya bahan bakar serta biaya investasi untuk mesin dan perahu kedl) dan kurangnya
pendapatan.

KATA KUNCI : perikanan, pelagis, produksi, keuntungan, Senegal, skala kecil, perdagangan.
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Senegalese marine fishing has become the most important sector of the economy before peanuts
and phosphates. The catch is estimated to more than 450,000 tons per year with a capital of almost
60 billions CFA. This sector has known a real increase during the last decade. It contributes to 11 per cent
of the Gross National Product of the primary sector (35.2 billions CFA in 1994).

The increase is due to propitious natural conditions as upwelling phenomenon (Fig. 1), but also to a
spontaneous policy of development, as well as the dynamism of the small scale sub-sector. This later
satisfies two thirds of the catches (300,000 tons per year). It is exercised by 40,000 traditional fishermen
operating on board of 6,000 canoes, in more than 200 fishing centres parcelled out on a coastal area of
700 km. The catches are essentially composed by pelagic species (80%) destined to the national supply.
This sub-sector is strongly contributing to the improvement of the food security.
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Figure 1: Great Senegalese marine areas
Daerah-daerah perikanan /aut di Senegal

Senegal has got important resources as far as small pelagics are concerned, mainly sardines with a
high concentration in the Petite Cote where the exploitation the most intense. Two main fisheries
simultaneously exploit these resources: (i) the industrial fleet composed by seiners and pelagic trawlers
and (ii) the canoe fishing (encircling gillnets, purse seines and beach seines).
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Our objective is to analyse the socio-economic aspects of the exploitation of pelagic resources in
Senegal. It enables to point out some questions that should be answered in order to recognize priorities
for government to support the sector.

The main problem of fishing planning in African countries is how to develop jointly productive
and trade activities. The yet rich past of Senegalese fisheries gives us many examples of the
complementary relationships that link the different activities within the fishing sector. After the analysis
of the production, processing and trade of small pelagics, we will study the impact of the devaluation of
CFA upon the profitability of the small fishing units.

PRODUCTION

Between 1985 and 1993 the Senegalese catch of marine fishing have increased substantially
(68 per cent) from 282,600 tons to 474,100 tons. As for the small scale fishing, the catch from 60 per cent
has reached 69 per cent (Fig. 2).

Small pelagics constitute the dominant species (Fig. 3) with respectively 45 per cent of the total
catch (128,100 tons) and 68 per cent (323,600 tons).
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The increase of small pelagic catches during the last years is due to the small scale fishing that
produces the essential part, more than 80 per cent (Tab. 1).

The development of the small scale fishing is extensively attributable to the introduction of the
purse seine, settled by FAO in 1972 (Kebe, 1993). Since then the number of purse seine goes on
increasing. There were almost 500 units in 1992, the more profitable being in Mbour and in Dakar area.
They give more than 70 per cent of the small scale fishing catches. The purse seine unit is generally
composed by two canoes because of the length of the net (from 300 to 400 m), of the crew (20 fishermen)
and of the importance of the catch expectancy (20 tons). The canoes are propelled by 2 outboard motors
of 25 or 40 horsepower, and one spare motor.

The encircling nets were introduced in Senegal in 1965. It is a speciality of the Nyominka
fishermen coming from the Saloum islands. They are more profitable at Joa!. A big canoe generally
operates with a 25 horsepower outboard motor and an average crew of 9 fishermen.

As from the mid-1980's the industrial fleet has been encountered serious difficulties. Until 1989,
there was only a small traditional fishery in Dakar (25-100 gross tonnage) The Seafood Senegalese
project has begun to charter big Danish seiners. Likewise by the end of 1989 and the beginning of 1990,
the "Societe Nationale des Conserveries du Senegal" has put into operation 4 new seiners. The follow-up
of this activity has lead to the recovery since 1989. But in 1992, the capacity of little boats' tonnage has
decreased a lot, and this is quite understandable with the disappearance of the seiners of 25 to 100 gross
tonnage. Meanwhile, the production of the industrial fishing has increased. The catches of small pelagics
were estimated to 5 per cent in 1985 and 16 per cent in 1993.

Since 1993, Russians boats (more than 500 gross tonnage) begun to operate with the agreement of
the Senegalese law in 1992. They have produced more than the half (55 per cent) of the industrial fishing
catches of small pelagics. The other part is assured by Russian trawlers that came into fishery in July
1992 (35 per cent) and Senegalese seiners (l0 per cent).

Madeiran sardinella (Sardinella maderensis) and round sardinella (S. aurita) are the main pelagic
species, with more than 70 per cent of the catches. Bonga shad (Ethmalosa fimbriata) and horse
mackerels (Trachurus trachurus et T. trecae) constitute the other important species.

The studies of the "Centre de Recherches Oceanographiques de Dakarffhiaroye" (CRODT) show
that small pelagic resources are overexploited on the Petite Cote where the main part of the fleet is
concentrated. On the other hand, there may be potential in the South of Senegal (Casamance) for a slight
to increase production of sardinellas as well of bigeye grunt (Brachydeuterus auritus) which is presently
hardy exploited.

TRADE AND PROCESSING

The development of new markets have permitted to valorise in a satisfying way the catches during
the last decade.

Three main outlets exist for the small pelagics :

- the national market in fresh,
- the artisanal processing and
- the industrial processing.

The roles of these different outlets in the past of fishery show the diversity of previsible situations
when we want to appreciate the nature of the relationship between the exploitation and the fish trade.

Trade

The average consumption of fish per capita is 26 kg/year for all the country and 40 kg/year for the
Dakar area. The tiebbou dieum, or rice and fish, is the national dish. Small pelagics contribute for 60 to
70 per cent to the local fish supply.
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Table 1 : Annual catches (tons) of Senegalese small pelagic by type of fishery
Basil tangkapan (ton) ikan pelagis kecil per tahun menurutjenis perikanannya

Type of fishery 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Purse seine 79,467 107,288 129,293 136,707 132,810 136,124 169,663 223,449 221,174

Encircling giUnet 24,788 23,713 35,467 34,735 42,224 46,292 53,323 50,912 4,369

Beach seine 2,443 4,978 6,888 4,507 5,342 3,070 7,271 3,394 43,689

Other type 15,368 15,006 14,398 18,481 20,565 16,174 12,119 5,091 3,823

SmaU scale 122,066 150,985 186,046 194,430 200,941 201,660 242,375 282,847 273,054
fishery

Sardiniers 2,254 3,171 4,885 4,268 17,441 19,533 5,264

Pe1agic seiners 3,795 37,575 7,480

Pelagic trawlers 24,722 20,232 43,084

Industrial fishery 6,049 3,171 4,885 4,268 17,441 19,533 29,986 57,807 50,564

Total 128,115 154,156 190,931 198,698 218,382 221,193 272,361 340,654 323,618

Source: CRODTIISRA

As the main outlet of the purse seine fishery, trade of fresh fish has highly participated to its recent
development. Essentially destined to the local market, the private trade has developed itself without any
support, as soon as permanent thoroughfares have permitted a quick dispose of fish from the landing
centres (Chaboud and Kebe, 1989). It is practised today by more than 200 wholesalers having on their
disposal vehicles which usually are without fridges, the fish being kept in baskets or in bulk with ice.
These traders assure a daily supply to the big urban markets and to the rural markets, where a complex
system of wholesalers, messengers and retailers provide fresh fish.

The wholesalers of fish have quickly realised the benefit they can have from a fishery that needs
very little money. This permits them to enlarge their industries in very satisfactory profitability
conditions. The advantage of the vertical integration is obvious, since numerous wholesalers of the Petite
Cote have become owners of purse seiners.

Nevertheless, fresh fish trade does not go without difficulties to sell in satisfactory conditions all
the catches submitted to important seasonal variations. The consequence is great fluctuations of the prices
(Fig. 4). Except for the vehicles, the lack of stocking means restrain the traders' capacity to buy, as the
lack of infrastructures on seashore makes very difficult the conditions of packaging and transport.
Consequently, the gross profit margins are very high and the prices too; that constitutes a brake to the
development of the local consumption. However, the net profit margins of traders are low due to the high
costs of trade. The structure of these posts has strongly been modified by the devaluation of the franc
CFA in 1994. Fuel and ice that are the principal expenses supported by traders saw their cost increasing
sensitively. In terms of earnings and gross profit margins, the final price of sardinella for the consumer
gives 27 per cent to the fisherman, 35 per cent to the wholesaler and 38 per cent to the retailer. The
income of the traders has considerably decreased for this species. This later is the most plentiful in the
markets and its product costs were not so high as for the other products.

The present cost of renewal of vehicles does not permit to the wholesale fishmonger to have means
of transport, of conditioning that will be able to respect hygienic and healthy conditions so as sell a great
deal of fish in the farthest areas at reasonable prices compatible with the populations' incomes.

Artisanal processing

Artisanal processing palliates in some way the lacks of the fresh fish conditions' fees. It has got a
high absorption capacity (40 per cent of the canoes' catches). It needs very little investments and permits
the most distant populations to cheaply be supplied in proteins. It is able to adapt to the seasonal
variations on the contrary of factories and fresh fish trade. It also permits a relative stability of the prices
on the seaside.

Pelagic fish are roosted into keliakh or dried lambadiang, mostly for the local market. The roosted
industry has been developed at Mbour during the last decade and employs thousands of women and men.
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They get supplies from other landing centres if there is a lack of fish at Mbour. It represents the essential
of the processed products (more than 60 per cent) and generates some active exports.

The African market engrosses about 30% of the 13,000 tons of the yearly production. According to
statistics, artisanal processing represents less than 3 per cent of the exports of marine products. This small
part puts mask on the importance of the intra-regional trading. Indeed the quantities exported in the sub
region are not very often checked up and so follow informal circuits. The ketiakh market has been
perturbed in the days following the devaluation of the CFA. Its average price that was 75 CFA F/kg in
1993 is oscillating today between 200 and 250 CFA F/kg because of the lack of a consequent supply.
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Figure 4a: Average small pelagic prices to fishermen at Dakar-Hann
Harga rata-rata ikan pelagis kecil pada tingkat nelayan di Dakar-Hann
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Figure 4b: Average small pelagic prices to fishermen at Mbour
Harga rata-rata ikan pelagis kecil pada tingkat nelayan di Mbour

Industrial processing

The industrial sector (fish meal and frozen small pelagic) exports all its production. In the present,
fish meal represents no more than some thousands tons, whereas more than 30,000 tons were produced by
the factory of Djifere in the beginning of the eightees.

Despite a different social and economic context, the factory that come up to an "industrial" logic
had succeeded to go through the difficulties of implantation. Built in the seventees, this factory had
attracted many fishermen and permitted a quick development of the purse seine fishing in the Saloum
river mouth. After some working years, the fish meal world market and the costs of the geographic
isolation have lead to a decrease of the buying price and to a disaffection from fishermen: fish was
bought 75 CFA F/kg at Djifere whereas it could be sold 20 CFA F/kg to the wholesalers of Joa\.
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Figure 4c : Average small pelagic prices to fishermen at Joal
Harga rata-rata ikan pelagis kecil pada tingkat nelayan di loal

Now, fish meal is produced in a small quantity (7,500 tons in 1993) by two factories in Dakar, to
be exported to Africa (essentially Ghana).

The setting of the seafood Senegalese partnership in 1989 has permitted the development of the
exportation of frozen sardinellas to the African markets (Ghana, Cote d'Ivoire, Nigeria). This factory has
got an annually production of more than 6,000 tons.

COSTS AND EARNING ANALYSIS

The analysis is based upon the costs of production calculated by an inquiry into the fishing units.

Comparative analysis of the small scale and industrial fishing units

• Determination of the operating costs

Operating costs can be divided into fixed and variable costs. The variable costs of the small fishing
units (purse seines and encircling nets) include the fuel, the food of the crew (sometimes of people
ashore) and the usual maintenance. The part of the variable costs constitutes the ordinary expenses of the
fishing unit. The inquiry has permitted to fix the average for each fishing unity per trip. The exploitation
expenses have been calculated according to the annual number of trips for each fishing unit. This fishing
effort depends on the trip lasting and the time spent ashore for selling the catch and for the supply of
inputs (fuel in particular).

Food costs are related to the number of crew, and sometimes to the size of their families, as well as
to the time spent at sea. Maintenance costs includes change of motor oil and various spare parts, such as
park plugs. The repair costs include all the expenses for the maintenance of the fishing equipment. They
have been estimated at 20 per cent of the investment cost for the outboard motor, at 10 per cent for the
canoes and at 25 per cent for the nets. In addition of the above mentioned costs, the variable costs
supported by the seiners include ice and potable water, the crew's expenses, the supplies and the landing
expenses.

The fixed costs, which do not vary according to the fishing effort, include depreciation and insurance.
The seiners also need a fishing licence which is not required for the small scale fishery, and there may have
costs of harbour facilities and administration. Furthermore, taxes and financial fees are added.
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The investments in the small scale fishery sector concern the canoes, outboard motors, nets and
other fishing equipment. There is a large diversity in investment costs according to regions and exact
calculation of capital requirements are difficult to make. The size of a canoe, its capacity and shape, the
quality of material used, dimensions of boards are other factors influencing the investment costs. The
average economic life span of a canoe has been evaluated to approximately 10 years. The life span of
industrial seiners is considered to be 20 years.

The depreciation costs have been calculated with the linear method. However, the few remaining
seiners are already fully written off, and do not, in practice, carry any depreciation costs. In the small
scale sector, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between repairs and investment/depreciation. This is
especially true for the nets which are continually being repaired, the whole net being renewed through
repairs every fourth year. Therefore, the main net repairs costs have been included in the depreciation
post in the cost and earnings analysis.

In the small scale sector, it is common to pay, in accordance with traditional religious beliefs, a fee
to the marabout to ensure a good catch and safe return to shore. This fee is classified under the heading
"Insurance".

For the industrial seiners, the insured value represents 50 per cent of the substitution cost of the
vessel. The insurance fee is estimated to amount 4.5 per cent of that value.

• Remuneration of the product factors

The canoe crew members are paid according to the gross profit of the fishing unit; the crew
consequently takes part in the business risk. The calculation will be made upon the return of each fishing
trip. The gross result is determined as the turnover less food, fuel and maintenance costs.One third of the
gross result, goes to the net, i.e. the owner of the fishing unit. The remaining two thirds are divided
between the two canoes, the motors and the crew, at the rate of one share to each fisherman. With a crew
of 20 people, 25 shares will be distributed.

Table 2 shows that the variable costs are barely superior to the fixed costs. The part of fuel in the
small fishing units is relatively important. We notice the considerable burden of depreciation, fuel and
salaries in the exploitation expenses of the industrial seiners.

In the industrial fishing, the crew is paid according to trade union agreements. Each fisherman on
board receives a monthly salary but also a motivation premium that can change according to the
responsibilities and the monthly landed tonnage. Otherwise, the ship owner supports the social security,
the transport and food allowance.

Small pelagic species can be considered low value species. That is why the total revenue of the
fishing units is so low.

• Financial and economic profitability

The analysis of the exploitation accounts shows a deficit for industrial seiners. The registered
revenues are not enough to venture to invest in the fishing units (Tab. 2).

The annual revenues of the purse seine unit are estimated to more than 8 millions CFA Francs
against only 357,000 CFA F for the encircling nets. The internal rate of return is respectively 89 per cent
and 11 per cent.

The labour is better paid han the capital. Indeed, the added value is redistributed in salaries to small
scale fishermen: 64 per cent for the purse seines and 95 per cent for the encircling nets.

The industrial seiners' exploitation is deficient. This fishery undergoes the joint influence of the
environment and the small scale sub-sector (through the resource and the prices).
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Table 2: Costs and earnings of Senegalese small pelagic fishing units in 1993 (1,000 CFA F)
Biaya dan pendapatan beberapa unit penangkapan pelagis kecil di Senegal pada
tahun 1993 (l 000 CFA F)

Small scale purse seine Encircling gillnet

Investment

Canoelboat 3,250 1,400

Outboard motor 1,320 660

Fishing gear 4,000 1,000

Other materiel 500 200

Total 9,070 3,260

Revenues 31,400 10,100

Variable costs

Fuel and lubricants 6,880 4,129

Food 1,000 400

Maintenance 120 60

Total 8,000 4,589

Result to share 23,400 5,511

Crew share/salaries 12,480 4,133

Fixed costs

Insurance 150 100

Repairs 1,746 450

Fishing licence

Depreciation 985 470

Other

Total 2,881 1,021

Net result 8,039 357

Internal rate of return 89% 11%

Industrial purse seine

300,000

300,000

25,000

11,000

5,850

16,850

15,000

3,500

6,000

580

15,000

4,800

25,080

-15,080

The impact of devaluation on the fishing units' profitability

The devaluation has led to a clear increase of the capital's constituents: 169% for outboard motors,
29% for canoes, 67% for nets, lines and others. For the exploitation costs: + 55% for fuel, + 33% for
food and maintenance, + 25% for ice, + 10% for bait. The variation rate of repairs and depreciation is
proportional with the increase registered by the fishing equipment (Tab. 3).

Because of the rise of prices due to the devaluation of CFA, the annual revenue of the purse seiners
has dropped to 7 per cent: from 8 millions to 7,5 millions F. CFA. The internaJ rate of return from 89 per
cent has decreased to 49 per cent. The period of recovering the capital has become 2 years. For the units
with encircling nets, the devaluation has caused approximately losses of 130,000 CFA for the ship owner.

Fishermen are the first to benefit from this new structure in prices. For the encircling nets having
registered losses, every fisherman has got average annual earnings of 640,000 CFA. The crew of a purse
seine have got an increase of earnings of about 18 per cent. From that time, the ship owner faces the
problem of the capital recovering or that of the renewal of the fishing equipment, above all if he has
benefited from a loan. So the sharing system prevailing has to be reconsidered because there is a tendency
to privilege the capital to the detriment of the labour.
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In answer to the rise of canoe's fuel prices, new strategies have been adopted. Purse seiners have
drawn their fishing areas closed and use one canoe instead of two. The encircling nets have opted for the
reduction of the crews' size.

Table 3: Costs and earnings of Senegalese artisanal small pelagic fishing units before and
after devaluation (thousands F. CFA F)
Biaya dan pendapatan beberapa unit penangkapan artisanal pelagis kecil di Senegal
sebelum dan sesudah devaluasi (l 000 F.CFA)

Before devaluation After devaluation

Purse seine % Encircling net % Purse seine % Encircling net %

Investment

Canoe 12-14 m 1,400 15.4 1,400 42.9 1,800 11.9 1,800 32.7

Canoe 15-18 m 1,850 20.4 2,400 15.9

Outboard motor 1,320 14.6 660 20.3 3,560 23.6 1,780 32.3

Fishing gear 4,000 44.1 1,000 30.7 6,680 44.3 1,670 30.3

Other materiel 500 5.5 200 6.1 650 4.3 260 4.7

Total 9,070 lOO 3,260 100 15,090 100 5,510 100

Revenues 31,400 10,100 39,564 14,645

Common costs

Fuel 6,880 86.0 4,129 90.0 10,600 87.9 6,362 91.4

Food 1,000 12.5 400 8;7 1,300 10.8 520 7.5

Maintenance 120 1.5 60 1.3 156 1.3 78 1.1

Total 8,000 100 4,589 lOO 12,056 100 6,960 100

Remuneration

Labour 12,480 53.3 4,133 75.0 14,671 53.3 5,764 75.0

Capital 10,920 46.7 1,378 25.0 12,837 46.7 1,921 25.0

Total 23,400 lOO 5,511 100 27,508 100 7,685 100

Repairs

Fishing gear 1,000 57.3 250 55.5 1,670 56.1 418 48.9

Outboard motor 251 14.4 125 27.9 676 22.7 338 39.6

Canoe 495 28.4 75 16.6 630 21.2 97 11.4

Total 1,746 lOO 450 100 2,976 100 853 100

"Insurance" 150 100 195 130

Gross result 9,024 827 9,666 938

Depreciation

Outboard motor 660 67.0 330 70.2 1,780 80.9 890 83.2

Canoe 325 33.0 140 29.8 420 19.1 180 16.8

Total 985 100 470 lOO 2,200 lOO 1,070 100

Annual net result of shipowner 8,039 357 7,466 -132

Number of fishermen 20 9 20 9

Net revenue per fishermen 624 459 734 640

Internal rate of return (%) 89 11 49 -2

capital repayment (months) 14 110 24
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CONCLUSION

The small pelagic species constitute a vital source of animal proteins for rural and urban
Senegalese populations having low incomes. The benefits expected from increased exports of fish, as a
result of the CFA devaluation will not affect these species, because they are caught principally by canoes
for the local market. Just very few fishermen have succeeded in taking some advantage of these
circumstances.

From that time, many units' owners may switch high value demersal fish for export to Europe, to
make their exploitation profitable. This has begun to perturb the supply of the local market, as far as
small pelagics of low value are concerned. This phenomenon will worsen the protein deficiency already
noticed inside the country. Urgent measures should be taken, as the foreseen financial help with detaxed
engines and subsidised fuel (40 per cent equalisation), especiallyJor the Senegalese small scale fishing.
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BIO-SOCIOECONOMIC MODELLING OF MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES:
THE SMALL PELAGIC FISHERY IN NORTHWEST PENINSULAR, MALAYSIA

S.Y. TAl

ABSTRACT

In this paper, a model is developed to examine the bio-socioeconomic impacts of management
alternatives for the small pelagic fishery in the north-west Peninsular Malaysia. The model comprises three
major components: biological, socio-economic and management submodel. The management alternatives
being evaluated are: pure limited entry with non-transferrable licenses, limited entry and imposition of full
license fees, and limited entry and full license fees coupled with increase in opportunity cost of fishing
effort. Through simulations and by comparing the performance over time of catches, fishing effort,
consumer surplus, social profits, direct fishing employment and individual fisherman's incomes, the impact
of these management alternatives can be examined. The analyses reveal that the management alternatives
consist in reducing fishing effort down to 60% of the current level, imposing full license fees and increasing
the opportunity cost of fishing effort by 50% appears to perform beller than other policies considered in the
study from the biological, social and economic standpoints.
KEYWORDS: bio-socioeconomic impacts, simulation, management alternatives, small pelagic
fisheries.

ABSTRAK

Dalam makalah ini dikembangkan sualu model unruk menguji dampak sejumlah allemalif pengelolaan
secara bio-ekonomi bagi perikanan pelagis kecil di barat laUI Semenanjung Malaysia. Model ini lerdiri dari
liga komponen, yakni submodel biologi, sosial-ekonomi dan manajemen. Allemalif pengelolaan yang
dievalusi melipuli : keserlaan lerbalas yang mumi dengan lisensi yang lidak dapal dilransfer; keserlaan
lerbatas dan pembiayaan biaya lisensi secara penuh dan kesertaan terbatas dan biaya lisensi penuh yang
dikaitkan dengan kenaikan biaya tak terduga dari upaya penangkapan. Melalui sejumlah simulasi dan
dengan membandingkan keragaan hasil tangkapan, upaya penangkapan, surplus dari konsumen, berbagai
keuntungan sosial, tenaga kerja langsung dan pendapatan individual nelayan,deteksi dampak dari
beberapa altematif pengelolaan. Memperlihalkan bahwa kebijakan yang mencakup penurunan upaya
penangkapan sampai dengan 60% dari tingkat upaya saat ini, dengan menegakkan biaya lisensi secara
penuh serta dengan meningkatkan biaya tak terhingga dari penangkapan sebesar 50% memiliki keragaan
yang lebih baik daripada kebijaksanaan lain yang didasarkan dari segi biologi, sosial dan ekonomi.
KATA KUNCI: dampak bio-sosial ekonomi, simulasi, alternatif pengelolaan, perikanan pelagis
ked!.
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The purpose of ·this paper is to describe a simulation model used for evaluating the bio
socioeconomic impact of an alternative limiting entry licensing policies for the small pelagic fishery of
north-west Peninsular Malaysia. The small pelagic species groups are important in the region in terms of
landings, contributing annually to about 37% of the total fish caught and over 90% of total pelagic
landings between 1980 and 1989. The most important small pelagic species groups are the Indian
mackerel, scads, sardine and tuna. They account for 52% of the total fish landings in the region from
1980 to 1989. These species are predominantly caught by three manor types of gear, that is purse seine,
trawl and drift net. The combined landings of these gears make up more than 80% of total small pelagic
catches. The simulation model described in this paper will encompass these small pelagic species groups
and gear types.

MODEL STRUCTURE

Basically, the model has three major components: the biological, the social and economic, and the
management submodels. These components and their interfacing variables are shown in Figure 1 and are
described in the following subsections while the specific Equations are shown in Annexes.

BIOLOGICAL SUBMODEL

The biological submodel describes the population dynamics and determines the harvest of the
fisheries. As shown in Figure 1, harvest interconnects the biological and economic submodels. For the
small pelagic fishery, the surplus production model is used to estimate the harvest function, which shows
the relationship between catch and standardised effort. It was shown by Tai (1992) that the Schaefer
model (Equation I in Annex 1) provides the best fit for tuna species, the Fox model (Equation 2 in Annex
1) for scads and sardine species, while the Schnute model (Equation 3 in Annex 1) for Indian mackerel
species.

SOCIAL-ECONOMIC SUBMODEL

The socio-economic submodel describes the benefits and costs of fishing operations. Prices play an
important role in determining revenues, profits and benefits. It is assumed, in this paper that the prices for
sardine and tuna are exogenously determined and are fixed. However, prices for Indian mackerel and
scads are responsive to the conditions of supply and demand. These prices were estimated using log
linear Equations (Equation 4 in Annex 1).

As shown in Figure 1, several variables interconnect the socio-economic and management
submodels. These are social profits, consumer surplus, individual crew income, and direct fishery
employment. These variables are also used to gauge the performance of alternative management policies.
Social profit is the sum of resource rent and producer surplus. They represent the revenues over and
above payments necessary to keep production factors in their present use (Equation 5 in Annex 1).
Consumer surplus from consumption of Indian mackerel and scads species is estimated by the area under
the Marshallian demand functions for the change in prices of these species (Equation 6 in Annex 1).
Individual crew income and direct fishery employment are computed using Equations 7 and 8 in Annex 1
respectively.

MANAGEMENTSUBMODEL

The management submodel, which provides the link between the management and the biological
submode1s (Fig. I) describes the policy alternatives that will affect fishing effort. Thus the long-term
adjustment dynamics of fishing effort by fishermen need to be addressed by the model. In Malaysia,
fisheries management regulations are couched in terms of fishing effort restriction through limited entry
licensing schemes. Thus the following management alternatives will be analysed in this paper and the
appropriate effort dynamics Equations are specified accordingly.
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• Policy 1 : Pure limited entry policy - fishing effort is maintained at the present level (the base
case) and is reduced in steps of 10% from the base-case level to determine the desired level. The effort
dynamics Equation (9) is shown in Annex.

• Policy 2 : Limited entry and full license fee - fishing effort is reduced to the desired level as in
Policy 1 and the entire rent is appropriated in the form of license fees by the management authority. The
license fees would remove the incentives for increasing fishing effort through "capital stuffing" of vessels
and/or increasing fishing times. Equation lOin Annex shows the effort dynamics for this policy.

• Policy 3 : Limited entry, full license fee and increased opportunity cost of effort - as in Policy 2 
coupled with increase in the opportunity cost of effort by 50%. The latter could be achieved by creating
more employment outside the fishing sector to increase labour demand in these sectors. In adding,
fishermen can be retrained to acquire skills in more productive jobs. The effort dynamics is shown by
Equation 11 in Annex 1.
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SIMULATIONS

Two types of inputs are required to execute the simulation model for the small pelagic fisheries in
north-west Peninsular Malaysia over time. They are the parameters and constants, and the initial
conditions. The description of these inputs and their values for the base case are presented in Annex. The
evolution of the fisheries under various management alternatives are evaluated by observing the
behaviour of performance variables such as fishing effort, harvest, social profits, consumer surplus,
employment and individual fishermen's income over time.

In the policy simulations, fishing effort is the control variable. Although limited, entry licensing
policies essentially restrict the number of vessels, fishermen are sti 11 able to increase their effort by increasing
the number of days fished. However, there is a limit for increasing effort this way. Hence effort increases must
be constrained by the maximum effort per year for each gear type as shown in Equation 12 in Annex 1.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Policy IE resulted in the highest catch for the small pelagic species as a whole. In terms of
individual species group, Policy 10, 1G, 1G and ID respectively results in catches of Indian mackerel,
scads, sardine and tuna getting closest to the maximum sustainable yield. With Policy lE, the scads and
sardine are biologically overexploited while the Indian mackerel and tuna are under-exploited (Tab. 1).

The highest average total social benefits over 50 years corresponds to Policy IF (RM 565 million).
Although crew income for all gear type is the highest for Policy 1G, direct fishery employment will be
reduced to the lowest level for all gear types, thus showing a trade-off between crew income and
employment. The proper choice of an appropriate policy is essentially the task of policy makers.

Based on the values of the performance variables, Policy 1F (Tab. 2) appears to be appropriate and
represents an improvement. Total fishing effort for this policy was initially reduced to about 8 million
days but reached the maximum level of effort of about 10 million days in year 2 and thereafter. This trend
was observed because the fishery will be highly profitable after rationalisation and thus, will induce
fishermen to expand the catching capacity of their vessels and/or extending the fishing days to capture a
larger portion of the rents generated. The incentives to expand effort need to be curtailed by additional
policies such as Policies 2 and 3 described earlier, to achieve the initial intent of the policy.

Fishing effort of all gear types remains at the desired level with Policies 2 and 3. Similarly, there
appears no significant differences between all performance variables for these policies over the
simulation period, except that total social benefits is higher for Policy 3 as shown in Table 3. The amount
of license fees levied per vessel is lower for Policy 3, which makes it socially more acceptable. Therefore,
Policy 3 appears to be superior to Policy 2.

CONCLUSION

The model developed attempts to evaluate the performance over time of three management policy
alternatives for the small pelagic fisheries of north-west Peninsular Malaysia. The results showed that
limited entry licensing coupled with increase in opportunity cost of fishing effort and levying of license
fees to appropriate completely resource rent generated in the rationalised fishery is superior to other
management policies from the standpoints of biology, social and economic. With this policy, the desired
level of fishing effort will have to be reduced to approximately 40% of the initial base case level.
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Table 1: Biological, social and economic impacts of effort reduction through a pure limited
entry policy
Berbagai dampak biologi, sosial dan ekonomi dari penurunan upaya penangkapan
melalui kebijaksanaan kesertaan terbatas

Harvest (mt) Average Average

Policy' Indian Scads Sardine Tuna Aggregate social benefir
. 2

crew mcome
mackerel (mill. RM) (thou. RM)

Base case 83,520 17,210 4,951 3,408 109,100 131.32 8.34

lA 94,240 19,430 5,796 3,737 123,200 229.42 11.76

lE 101,900 21,760 6,732 3,960 134,300 339.25 16.21

le 106,400 24,160 7,748 4,076 142,400 427.71 21.28

ID 107,900 26,500 8,815 4,086 147,300 495.30 27.13

IE 106,400 28,670 9,886 3,990 148,900 541.56 34.18

IF 101,700 30,430 10,880 3,787 146,800 564.55 43.29

lG 93,990 31,510 11,690 3,478 140,700 562.63 56.36

I The alternative effort reduction policies are defined as follows: Base case =present condition, IA =10%, IB =20%,
le =30%, ID =40%, lE =50%, IF =60%, IG =70% reduction in effort from the base case.

2 Average over a simulation period of fifty years.

Table 2: Evolution of indicators of fishery performance for Policy IF!
Evolusi berbagai indikator dari keragaan perikanan untuk kebijaksanaan 1F

Item 1SI year 2nd year 50lh year

Harvest (mt)

Indian mackerel 101,700 105,000 105,000
Scads 30,430 29,380 29,380
Sardine 10,880 10,270 10,270
Tuna 3,787 3,927 3,927

Consumer surplus (mill. RM) 18.46 25.81 48.93

Social profits (mill. RM)

Trawl 388.30 389.60 387.91
Purse seine 57.97 53.36 49.25
Drift net 83.12 80.34 79.85
Total 529.40 523.30 571.03

TotaJ social benefits (mill. RM) 547.80 549.10 565.90

Employment (1000 men/days/year)

Trawl 4,748 5,112 5,112
Purse seine 2,284 2,752 2,752
Drift net 5,181 8,961 8,961
Total 12,210 16,830 16,830

Crew income (1000 RM)

Trawl 91.40 85.70 85.37
Purse seine 31.17 25.04 23.55
Drift net 35.47 20.48 20.37

1 Policy IF refers to the management regulation involving 60% reduction in fishing effort from the initial base case level

(Source: Tai, 1992)
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Table 3: Evolution of indicators of fishery performance for policies 2 and 3
Evolusi berbagai indikator dari keragaan perikanan untuk kebijaksanaan 2 dan 3

Item 1sl year 2nd year 50th year 1st year 2nd year 50th year

Harvest (mt)

Indian mackerel 101,700 101,600 101,100 101,700 101,600 101,100

Scads 30,430 30,460 30,571 30,430 30,460 30,571

Sardine 10,880 10,900 10,970 10,880 10,900 10,970

Tuna 3,787 3,783 3,762 3,787 3,782 3,762

Consumer surplus (mjll. RM) 18.46 25.10 47.55 18.46 25.10 47.55

Social profits (mjll. RM)

Trawl 0.05 -0.56 0.00 -0.03 -0.58 0.0

Purse seine 0.00 -0.90 0.00 -0.01 -0.90 0.0

Drift net 0.10 -0.15 0.00 -0.02 -0.17 0.0

Total 0.15 -1.61 0.00 -1.06 -1.06 0.0

Total social benefits (mill. RM) 547.80 551.00 567.20 560.90 564.00 579.80

Employment
(1000 men/days/year)

Trawl 4,748 4,742 4,705 4,748 4,741 4,704

Purse seine 2,284 2,239 2,081 2,284 2,238 2,081

Drift net 5,181 5,176 5,117 5,181 5,170 5,109

Total 12,210 12,160 11,902 12,210 12,150 11,890

Crew income (1000 RM)

Trawl 91.40 91.27 91.40 91.40 91.28 91.42

Purse seine 31.17 30.78 31.24 31.17 31.79 31.25

Drift net 35.47 35.37 35.45 35.47 35.41 35.50

Full licence fee (1000 RM)

Trawl 327 312

Purse seine 432 390

Drift net 32 31

I Policy 2 refers to the management regulation involving 60% reduction in fishing effort from the initial base case level and
complete appropriation of resource rent by license fees.

2 Policy 3 refers to the management regulation involving 60% reduction in fishing effort from the initial base case level, 50%
increased in opportunity cost of fishing effort and complete appropriation of resource rent by license fees.
Source: Tai, 1992.
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ANNEX I : MATHEMATICAL SPECIFICATION OF THE MODEL

Catch-effort relationship:

Schaefer (1957) model: Hit = (qiKi)Et - (qi2Ki/ri)E~ if E~ S; (r;jqi) (1)

Fox (1970) model: Hit = exp[(q;KJ -(qi2K;/s;)E t] Et (2)

Schnute (1977) model: In [Vit/Vi.t-I] = ri + qi [( Et-I + Et )/2] + (r;/(qi Ki))[(Vi.t-I + Vit )/2] (3)

Social profit: SPt = L j[L i( Pit H ijt ) + RBC jt - EjJ texpj+.Cexpj+yJ - FC jt ] (5)

Consumer surplus:

JPII

CS = [(~lOP20~12I~13)PI~11]dPl +
PlO

t 21

[(~20PllO~21I~23)P2~22]dP2 =
P20

P21

P20

(6)

Direct fishing employment: Tempt = L j{Crew j[EjJ( PjFday J])
Crew income: Cinc jt = Cexpjt /(Crew j VjJ

Effort dynamics:

Policy 1 : E jt = Q j[({ L i ( Pit H ijt ) + RBC jt - c jE jt }/E jt ) - Yj]

Policy 2: E jt =Qj[({ L ;(PitHijt) + RBC jt - cjE jt }/E jt ) - Yj - LFj]

Policy 3: E jt =Qj[({ L i(PitHijt) + RBC jt - c jE jt }/E jt ) - (l + O.5)Yj + LFj]

Maximum effort constraint: Mfeffj = Pj VjMday j

Notations:

Hit = catch of species i at time t.
Et = standardised fishing effort at time t l

.

Uit = the geometric average catch per unit of fishing effort for species i at time t.
ri = constant intrinsic growth rate for species i.
Si = constant for the intrinsic growth rate for species i.

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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IIn a multigear fishery, effort by different gear types needs to be standardised to account for the relative impacts of these
gears on the fish stock. Standardised fishing effort (in days) is determined by the Equation below:

E, =I. I. =I. P,Tj,V,"
J Jl J

where E" is the standardised effort of gear j at time t; Tj , is the average fishing days of vessels j at time t; V, is the

number of vessels j at time t and Pj is the fishing power of gear j. P, is estimated by first computing the ratio of average

catch per vessel using gear j in a particular tonnage class and the average catch per drift net vessel which is used as the
standard and then taking the weighted average fishing power among the various tonnage classes for vessels using gear
typej.



(X's = estimated coefficients.
SPt =the total social profits at time t.

CS = consumer surplus.

q i =constant catch ability coefficient for species i.
Ki =constant environmental carrying capacity for species i.
It =per capita income at time t.
H ijt =catch of species i by gear j at time t2

•

RBC jt =revenue from by-catches of gear j at time t3.

Pit =ex-vessel price of species i at time t.
Qit =total quantity supplied of species i at time t.

Put =prices of fish species other than i at time t.
t exp j = trip expenses per thousand standardised fishing days for gear /.

C exp j = crew expenses per thousand standardised fishing days for gear /.

Yj =opportunity cost per thousand standardised fishing days for gear l
FC jt =fixed costs for gear j at time e.
PlO and PI1 = price of Indian mackerel in period 0 and I respectively.
P20 and P21 =price of scads in period 0 and I respectively.

C =(~IOP20~12I~13) is derived from the Marshallian demand curve for Indian mackerel8
.

C2 =(~2oP/21I~23)is derived from the Marshallian demand curve for scads.

Tempt = total direct fishing employment at time t.

E jt =standardised effort for gear j at time t.

Pj =average fishing power for gear j.

Fday j =average fishing days for gear j.

Crew j =average number of crews per vessel of gear j.

Cinc jt = individual crew's income for gear j at time t.

C exp jt =total crew expenses for gear j at time t.

Vjt =number of vessels of gear type j at time t.

E jt =time rate of change of effort for gear j at time t.

c j =harvesting costs per unit effort for gear j.

Q j =a "response parameter" indicating how fast effort of gear j responds to excess profit and rents.

LFj =license fee per unit of effort for gear j.

Mfeffj = maximum effort per year for gear j

Vj =average number of vessels for gear l
Mday j = maximum fishing days per vessel per year for gear j.

2 H", == 8" where 8" is assumed equal to the ratio of the time-averaged harvest of species i by gear j and the time

averaged total harvest of species i.
3 Revenue from by-catches are values of fish species other than the small pelagic species and it is assumed to be
proportional to the small pelagic catches at time t.
4 Trip expenses include the costs of fuel, oil. ice, food, nets and their maintenance and expenses of fish aggregating devices.
5 Crew costs are computed based on share system as foJJows :

Cexp" == [I.,(P"H",) + RBC" - E"t exp,lShcr,

with Shcr, denotes the crew share of the net proceeds from sale of fish by gear type j.

6 The opportunity cost of effort for gear j represents the benefits foregone by keeping input f~ctors to produce a unit of
fishing effort in their present use.
7 Fixed cost consists mainly of depreciation of fishing assets.
8 The Marshallian demand curves for Indian mackerel and scads species are as follows:

Q, == PIOPt'p/"I~I)

Q, == p",p,,,lp!"-I P21

where QI and Q, are quantity demanded for Indian mackerel and scads respectively; PI and P, are prices for Indian
mackerel and scads respectively; I is per capital income; and Ws are the estimated coefficients.
9 It should be noted that the average of vessels will be different for various management policies.
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ANNEX 2
Description and initial values of the model's parameters and control variable in simulation

362

Parameter

texp/

FC 2
J

Definition

Intrinsic growth rate

- Indian mackerel

- Scads

- Sardine

- Tuna

Catch ability coefficient

- Indian mackerel

- Scads

- Sardine

- Tuna

Carrying capacity

- Indian mackerel

- Scads

- Sardine

- Tuna

Weighting factor for Indian mackerel

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Weighting factor for scads

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Weighting factor for sardine

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Weighting factor for tuna

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Trip expenses (RM/std. day)

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Fixed cost (RMlvessel)

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Crew share

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Value

2.3083

0.0270

0.0440

0.1940

9.801Ie-5

0.3905e-5

0.7658e-5

0.7884e-5

187,040

3,214,726

743,973

83,714

0.271

0.591

0.138

0.185

0.794

0.021

0.214

0.755

0.031

0.001

0.814

0.185

15.63

8.65

31.29

3,012

5,436

499

0.5
0.5

0.67



'fjl

n l
J

v3
J

pI
J

Mday/

Crew/

Ooi'

Control variable

Ejl '

Opportunity cost (RMI1000 days)

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Effort response parameter

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Number of vessels

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Average relative fishing power

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Maximum number of fishing days per
year

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Average crew member per vessel

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

Intercept of price Equation

- Indian mackerel

- Scads

Coefficient for landings

- Indian mackerel

- Scads

Ex-vessel price of scads in Indian
mackerel Equation

Ex-vessel price of sardine in Indian
mackerel Equation

Ex-vessel price of Indian mackerel in
scads Equation

Ex-vessel price of sardine in scads
Equation

Per capita income

- Indian mackerel

- Scads

Standardized fishing effort (1000
days)

- Trawl

- Purse seine

- Drift net

9,068.1

10,823.6

7,479.5

0.0627

0.0365

0.0043

2,886

318

7,521

12.66

35.87

I

300

280

280

4

17
2

-6.337

2.169

-0.123

-0.082

0.511

0.124

0.487

0.308

1.246

1.259

10,180

2,650

1,217

1 Tai, 1992, 2 Md. Ferdous, 1990, 3 Department of Fisheries, 1980-1990
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A SIMULAnON BIO-ECONOMIC MODEL APPLlCAnONS
FOR FISHERY MANAGEMENT INTRODUCING UNCERTAINTY

C. CHABOUD

ABSTRACT
Simulation bio-economic models are powerful tools to understand the impact of exogenous factors,

natural or economic, on fisheries dynamics and to help decision making in fisheries management.
We have developed a model with three components (resource, fleet and management) which is

especially oriented to analyse the impact of different management policies, in deterministic or stochastic
context.

This model is not used for optimisation (maximisation of an objective variable), but to analyse the
response of many state variables (biomass, economic results, catch) in response to current and passed
decisions.

This model is particularly adapted to explore bias situations (economic or biological). A friendly PC
software has been developed and will be presented. Simulations can be easily run for fishery dynamics
analysis and management policy evaluation, in relation with different sets of hypothesis.

KEYWORDS: simulation, bio-economic model, resource, fleet, management.

ABSTRAK
Model-model simulasi bio-ekonomi merupakan alar yang cukup berguna un/uk memahami dampak dari

berbagai jak/or"exogenous" alami a/au ekonomi, /erhadap dinamika perikanall dan un/uk membantu
dalam penen/llan kepu/usan dari manajemen perikanan.

Kami /elah mengembangkan sebuah model dengan /iga komponen (sumber daya, armada dan
manajemen) yang secara khusus dirujukan un/uk menganalisis dampak ciari berbagai kebijakan
pengelolaan cialam kon/eks de/erminis/ik araupun slOkas/ik.

Model ini /iciak dipergunakan un/uk op/imisasi (maksimisasi dari sua/u variabel obyek/if), /etapi ia
di/ujukan un/uk menganalisis respon dari sejumlah status variabel (biomassa, hasil-hasil ekonomi, hasil
/angkapan) dan hubungannya /erhadap berbagai keputusan yang seciang dijalankan maupun yang /elah
berlalu.

Model ini /erUlama diadap/asikan un/uk menelaah si/uasi-si/uasi disekilibriwn (secara ekonomi atau
biologi). Suam perangka/ lunak PC yang mudah dioperasikan /elah dikembangkan dan akan disajikan.
Beberapa simulasi dapa/ dengan mudah dijalankan un/uk menganalisis berbagai dinamika perikanan dan
un/uk evaluasi kebijakan manajemen, kai/annya dengan berbagai rangkaian hipo/esa yang berbeda.
KATA KUNCI : Simulasi, model bio-ekonomi, sumber daya, armada, manajemen.
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PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL

We have developed a bio-economic model oriented to the representation and analysis of the
relationships between natural capital (biologic resource) dynamics and the dynamics of the economic
activity exploiting that resource. This model was developed using the traditional framework for standard
bio-economic modelling (Anderson, 1977; Clarck, 1985; Hannesson, 1978; Reveret, 1991). It is a mono
specific single-gear model. Despite these limitations, such models may be very useful to understand
fishery dynamics and assess management policies. Such models are also a useful tool to combine
different disciplinary approaches (biological and economic) and to analyse the viability conditions of
fisheries in their natural and economic dimensions.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL

The economic activity is represented in a quite simple way, through a variable called «fishing
effort» in the same way it is used by fisheries biologists (nominal effort). The model is running on a year
time step (though shorter time step relationships are taken in account in the biological part of the model).

This model has the following main characteristics:

• It is not an optimisation model. It does not determine the best possible solution for a given
objective variable (for example economic rent) in relation with economic and biologic constraints.
This model is aimed to fishery simulation and management policies analysis.

• It is not an equilibrium model from the economic or biologic point of view. The fishery dynamics
is first characterised by the possibility of short and long term bias which can - or can not - be
resorbed and converge to stability points.

• This model includes an endogenous dynamics of nominal fishing effort related to resource
abundance, past economic results and current management decisions.

• Yearly management decisions can be simple (only one tool used) or complex (many tools used at
the same time).

STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL

The principal relationships used in a year simulation cycle are presented in Figure 1. This model
has three main components:

1- An economic component which includes:

• the relations between quantities and prices. The demand functions are Unear; horizontal (i.e.
prices and demanded quantities are independent) or downward sloping (demanded quantities are
decreasing when prices are increasing). Other price mechanisms may be included, for instance the
linkage between size of fish and price, which may be more relevant for particular fisheries (i.e.
shrimp and industrial tuna fisheries);

• the cost function which may be linear (in term of effort), as in most bio-economic models, or
non-linear (when the cost of labour is determined by a sharing system, and then proportional to the
net incomes of fishing units);

• the determination of private profit (difference between private revenues and costs) and economic
rent (private profit corrected for taxes/subsidies and other transfers between private firms and
state);

• the entry-exit function for the fleet (economic capital dynamics). The velocity of the fleet
dynamics is related to past economic results (during the last year or the fours past years) and to a
sensibility coefficient.
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Figure 1: Principal relations in a year simulation cycle
Hubungan-hubungan utama dalam kurun simulasi setahun

2- An analytical biological model which includes:

• the growth function (Von Bertalanfy equation);
• the total and fishing mortality equations (with a constant M per age);
• the catch equation;
• the recruitment equations: two types of relationships are available. The first is the Ricker (1980)
equation which supposes a relation between fecund biomass and recruitment. The second
possibility is constant recruitment (indendance between fecund biomass in year t and recruitment in
year t+l);
• the evolution of the age structure of the fish stock from year to year.

3- A management module including the following tools:

• taxes/subsidies which may be proportional to fishing effort or proportional to catch;
• fleet size (maximum fleet size or fixed fleet size);
• annual total quota;
• price intervention (minimum price level );
• gear control (mesh size control).

This model has been developed in a personal computer software where different menus allow to
define simulation parameters and to choose management decisions for every year of simulation.
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DETERMINISTIC AND STOCHASTIC APPROACHES

Most fisheries are characterised by risks and uncertainties, related to the natural environment
(which, for instance, contributes to recruitment success and then to resource abundance for the following
years) as well as to socio-economic conditions (input prices and availability, market conditions).
Management oriented simulation models have to introduce risk and uncertainty, especially for small
pelagic fisheries, characterised by high levels on instabilities, especially when recruitment success is
related to upwelling conditions (Cury and Roy, 1991).

The model has been developed in a deterministic way. In that case, simulation produces outputs
(for non critical values of parameters) similar to the « classical» results of standard models. Open access
fisheries are characterised by a convergence to the open access equilibrium and economic rent
dissipation. For critical values of some economic parameters, deterministic simulations may lead to non
equilibrium dynamics (limits cycles, chaotic behaviour). Chaotic behaviour may come from price
formation or from the sensibility of fishing effort to past economic results.

Stochastic simulations are obtained by introducing white noise disturbances in some important
relations in the model: demand or cost functions, recruitment equation. The method used to introduce
stochastic elements (frequency and magnitude of stochastic events) is presented in Annex. The parameters
used to calibrate the stochastic terms can be tuned as to obtain statistical distribution close to observed data.

SIMULATION OBJECTIVES

This model can be used for many goals:

• ft allows to represent the fishery dynamics (on its economic and biologic sides) in relation with
the initial values of the simulation parameters. It is possible to obtain the « classical» curves of the
standard bio-economic theory and exploited population dynamics. It is then possible to determine the
range of parameters which may lead to stable equilibrium but also to limit cycles, divergent cycles,
chaotic unpredictable behaviour. The simulation outputs give a precise view of the evolution of economic
variables (catch, revenues, private profit, economic rent, number of boats, transfers between private
agents and state) and stock dynamics variables (number of individuals by age class, recruitment, fecund
biomass, total biomass).

• ft allows to evaluate the effects of many different management decisions, implying the following
tools: taxes/subsidies, control of fleet size, age at first capture trough gear control, price intervention.
One of the advantages of this model is to show the time lag between management decisions and their
consequences. It permits also to see the different consequences between short and long term. For instance
conservative decision (mesh size control) for long life species (for instance cod or bluefin tuna) have an
immediate negative effect on private profits but positive effects on stock and economic results may only
arise after many years.

• It allows also to analyse the consequences of different types of variability (economic or
environmental). Efficiency of different management tools facing uncertainty can then be assessed, in
relation with the values of biological and economic simulation parameters. The method used to determine
the frequency and range of stochastic events is exposed in Annex.

CALIBRATION OF MODELS AND DATA NEEDS

The calibration of the model with observations from a real fishery is not still realised. Data needs
on fish biology and stocks dynamics are quite important. A good biological research has to be done
before implementing such a model. Analytical models need not only fishery data (on catch and effort),
but also information about growth, stock-recruitment relation and other biological aspects. That kind of
model is more data consuming than surplus production models. Concerning the economic side of the
model, data needs are similar to those of classical bio-economical models. Cost and earning surveys have
to the done to calibrate the cost function. Market analysis is necessary to evaluate price elasticity and
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demand functions. The dynamics of investment in the fishery, in response to past economic results has
also to be analysed to evaluate the sensibility coefficient of the entry/exit functions and possible lag
effects. Such models can then be only used for the real management of very well known fisheries. In the
case of poor data quality or lack of information on some important economic or biologic component of
the fishery, a sensibility approach can be used to analyse the response of the fishery dynamics

SlMULATIONS EXAMPLES

We propose here two simulations. The first is a deterministic simulation of a small pelagic fishery
(semi-industrial seiners fishing for sardinellas). The second is an industrial tuna fishery with variability in
resource abundance due to a stochastic component in annual recruitment.

A deterministic example

The first example shows the impact of different management policies, in a deterministic context, on
the evolution of a small pelagic fish coastal fishery. Figure 2 presents the dynamics of three state
variables (catch, stock biomass and fleet) over a 100 years simulation. Figure 3 presents the results of
same simulation for the stock recruitment relationship, the demand and supply (long run average cost)
plot, the relationship between fecund biomass and fishing fleet.

The consequences of two types of management tools are shown:

• Conservation measures through mesh size control: in year 35, an increase of mesh size permits the
age of first capture (U to increase from 1.5 to 2 years. I:c goes back to 1.5 at si mulation period 77.

• Increase in price (public intervention of fish market) to improve fishermen incomes, especially
for fisheries exploiting abundant species and when market structures are highly sensible to catch
increases. For instance intervention prices are used in EU countries for the most common low price
species. A minimum price level equal to 150 is used at year 61.

The consequences of the two types of management decisions are in conformity with the classical
results of bio-economic theory. An increase of age of first capture (tJ from 1.5 to 2 leads to a new bio
economic (from El to ~ on Figure 3) equilibrium with a small increase of the catch but also a substantial
improvement in the resource biomass. The introduction of a minimum price of 150 in year 61 leads to a
new shift of equilibrium from E2 to E) (very small increase of the catch, quite important increase of effort
and then of average cost, small decrease of resource abundance). The last decision which consists in
lowering t e to its initial value (1.5) leads to a new equilibrium E4 close to El' The observed differences
for biomass and fishing effort between El and E4 are due to the difference in price (150 vs. 120).

A more interesting aspect underlined in this simulation is the timelag between a decision and the
achievement of a more desirable equilibrium. For instance the increase in te in year 35 has a full effect
(improvement in biomass level) only 15 years later. The immediate effect is a drastic decrease of total
catch and the consequent exit of many fishing units from the fishery. This result underlines an important
aspect often ignored in static management models : the importance of time lags and the difference
between long term decision effects and immediate consequences. In developing countries, fishery
managers and fishermen are characterised by myopic behaviours and thus are more concerned with short
term impacts than with long term consequences.

A stochastic example

The second example is the dynamics of an industrial tropical tuna fishery. Uncertainty in the
dynamics of the natural resource is due to the existence of a « white noise» in the stock-recruitment
relationship (SSR). The simulated SSR is shown in Figure 6.

This example is mainly oriented to analyse the impact of this type of stochastic effects on the
endogenous fishery dynamics than to assess the impact of management decisions.
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The dynamics of total catch over 200 years is shown in Figure 4. The histogram on the same Figure
shows the statistical distribution of total catch.

If we ignore the simulation of the 30 first years (which can be considered as the development and
stabilisation stages of the fishery dynamics), it can be seen that total catch varies between 130,000 and
250,000 MT. Such a result can be used for explanatory risk analysis, in relation with the simulated
economic results of the fishery (not shown here). The statistical distribution for recruitment and fecund
biomass (Fig. 5) are also important elements to take in account for risk analysis if conservation objectives
are considered relevant by policy makers.

Figure 6 shows the size and age structure of each year cohort during the first twenty simulation
years. It helps to understand how recruitement variability does influence the level and structure of
exploited population over many years. It shows also how resource age structure is modified during the
development stage of the fishery. The number of old fishes (more than four years old) is rapidly
decreasing.

CONCLUSION

This presentation of this bio-economic simulation model is aimed to underline its general
characteristics and main outputs. Despite the frequent critics against bio-economic models, we consider
they still are interesting ways to analyse fisheries dynamics (not only to optimise fisheries). The
availability of powerful softwares allows to produce simulation models related to specific hypothesis
about fisheries structures and functioning. Such type of modelling can help to obtain and evaluate new
tools to help decision-making in fisheries. The importance of precautionary approach in fishery
management gives more importance to risk analysis. Stochastic simulation is then a very useful tool to
more explicitly include risk and uncertainty in the dialogue between decision makers and researchers.
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ANNEX

INTRODUCTION OF STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS IN THE MODEL.

Time occurrence of stochastic events during simulation is determined by a parameter B E [1,1 0] .

For each time period t, a random number a, E [0,1] is obtained from a uniform statistical distribution. The

solution used to determine if there is a stochastic event during year t is the following:
• if a I < liB, there is a stochastic event in year t.

• If B is equal to 10, the probability of occurrence of a stochastic event is 1/10, and 1/5 if B =5.

The average range of the stochastic terms is determined by a parameter C E [1,10]. During each

simulation period a random number b, E [0,1] is obtained from a uniform distribution. b, is then

multiplied by a number with can take one of the two values 1 or -1 with equal probabilities 0.5.

The stochastic factor A I is then obtained using the formula: A, :::: 1+ b, le
A I has a uniform distribution, with mean 1.Application to recruitment

At the beginning of each simulation period the determjnistic recruitment RI, obtained form fecund
biomass at the previous period, is introduced in the model. The effective recruitment RI taken in account
in year t will then be equal to R,. A I'

The dynamics of recruitment over time for different simulations characterised by different values
of Band C parameters is shown below:
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Part 6
Debates and Round Table



DEBATES ON THE SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

Several general subjects emerge from those whole sessions. The fifSt concerns fishing and return
on capital and labour invested in fisheries. The second focuses on the processing and marketing as on the
profitability of the sector. The third theme deals with management issues.

HARVESTING

The purse seine fishery has been developing at a steady pace during the past fifteen years. The
increase in catch from 30,000 to 150,000 tons was accompanied by changes in number and size of boats,
fish holds capacities and engine power. A marked eastward trend for fishing grounds brought also about
an eastern development of activities ashore in Central and East Java provinces.

Nevertheless, a detailed look at recent data is not so optimistic. During the last four years, the total
catch has reached a ceiling of about 150,000 tons. The catch per unit effort presented its maximum values
in 1992 and has been decreasing since with 37% less for both medium and large seiners.

The prospecting of the Java Sea fishing grounds seems to have reached its maximal extension. The
western part of Java Sea does not represent a rich future for seiners, because of shallow waters, an often
muddy or rocky bottom and a rather poor occurrence of small pelagic fishes. The whole continental shelf
in the eastern part of Java Sea and northward in the Makassar strait is fully exploited. South China Sea
only gives a complementary production when Java Sea fishing conditions are bad.

The stagnation of catches for the past four years confirms that all fishing grounds are exploited
and could have reached the «maximum sustainable yield».

The fishing effort has been increasing. This is due to more vessels and efficiency (light, power, size
of nets), rather than to increase in seine hauls per vessel, the latter being limited by the scattered biomass.

Hence stems the importance of questions raised by evaluating investments in seiners and their
returns. The returns on capital differ first in function of the type of gear used. Indeed, the species caught
differ between seines and other gears as within the latter, among the four prevailing types, which are net,
drift, bottom and encircling seines.

During the last years, the turnover of the large seiners has been very high, with a payback period of
2 or 3 years. This profitable situation is changing, and the paying off nowadays is 4 years. Most of the
boats have been built recently (from 1992). Margins are narrowing, due to higher investments (500 to 600
million rupiahs for a fully equipped vessel) and costs for functioning and management, whereas the fish
prices have been decreasing in constant value. So, the setting up of a modern system of credit is of urgent
priority to help the ship owners to follow the evolution.

However, evaluations do not yield similar results when taking into account opportunity costs and
the resource rent attached to each type of gear. It is also important to ascertain whether the fishing owners
all follow similar arrangements regarding the deductions performed for running expenses as well as for
repairs and maintenance. For example, whether the net belongs to boat owner or to crews, there are
variations in the deductions operated for its remuneration and depreciation.
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Finally, the limited amount of capital accumulated by fishennen raises the issue of the sources from
which they are used to borrow money. There is to distinguish not only the pubHc or private origin, but also
the anticipated use of loans. In Muncar (East Java) for example, loans may cover either equipment purchase
or operating costs. They may come from the whole community or from canning industries.

Variations in the way boat owners identify the components of the capital that must be compensated
before paying crews should be evaluated with accuracy. Clearly, these evaluations raise methodological
questions. They also highlight the need to put together the results obtained through distinct sources, as well
indicators about fish landings as owners' accounts or infonnation given by the crews.

The same way, it is important to describe the earnings' components of the crews: income from the
sharingl, the incentives and the products of fishes they catch on their own. Analyses of risks and of their
compensation may refer to the features of the boats and their catches (Agency theory). They also may focus
on the educational and occupational experiences of fishennen or on their position in the boat's hierarchy.

The current range of incomes between unskilled crew and specialists (skippers and mechanics) is
broad and still tends to be broader for the large seiners. The yearly income reaches around 1 million
rupiahs for the deck hand fishermen, 1.5 to 2 millions for the mechanic and up to 7 or 8 millions for the
skipper. These figures are higher than average rural incomes and some skippers are able to invest in small
fishing boats like bottom gillnets.

The fact remains that the fisherman's standard of living is not satisfactory in many domains: health,
safety at sea, off season subsidies or in case of illness. Nevertheless, there are possibilities of improvements,
particularly through the granting of incentives and adjustments in the sharing system. Other fields of
improvements exist : the cooperatives benefit of a large amount of money from the auctions' taxes, of
which a part has to be redistributed to the fishennen ("savings" and actions in welfare). Nevertheless, the
cooperatives should have to allocate the funds to their nonnal destination, that is not the case.

Yet, analyses of fishennen' s income should further explore the determinants of risks taken during
the various trips. They also should pay a better attention to the factors accounting for poor catches or for
catches of poor quality. Hence stands out the significance of fishennen's knowledge about fish behaviour
and the use of traditional Fish Aggregating Devices (rumpon).

Furthermore, individuals enjoying highly variable incomes may blur the effects of disparity
between the costs of life and their income by different ways. They both may be engage other activities
and participate in households benefiting of incomes originating from various types of jobs.

At last, as this Seminar principally handles with the purse seiners based in Central Java, another
topic comes out when examining the dynamics of the seasonal migrations undertaken by fishermen called
andhon. A round table session was carried out to discuss the questions related to the exploitation and the
production factors within a historical context by tracing successive phases of innovations and identifying
their determinants.

The main objective is to catch a big quantity with homogeneity in the size of the fish. The seines
and surrounding nets are the most efficient gears from this point of view. Some owners introduced purse
seine in Java Sea in 1968 and on a commercial scale in 1973. Allowing better catches and longer fishing
times, the purse seines spread quickly along the northern coast of Java. At present, this net is found in
almost every province, but the Java Sea is still the more important area for purse seine fisheries.

The so-called purse seine is a ring net. The mesh selectivity shows that there is little or no
influence on size of pelagic fish caught. Hauling in the catch requires 45 to 60 deck-hand fishermen
onboard larger seiners. At the scale of the whole fishery, it represents thousands of jobs. The traditional
shipyards use heavy wood (usually teak); the hull shape is not suited for speed and the use of truck
engines (lower investment compared to marine engines) leads generally to an under-powered fleet.

1 The 50/50 sharing system is based on net results after the deduction of all costs.
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The motorisation of the fleet and introduction of modern fishing gears precede markedly the use of
ice aboard, that did not happen before 1967. This later phase helps to distinguish large from small seiners,
since differences in the trips span is still associated with the fish quality aboard.

Regarding electronic equipment, the only recent innovation concerned the short Sinus wave
Bandwidth Radios (SSB), used to keep in contact with other vessels at sea and with the owners ashore.

Heading towards fishing grounds, finding back them and, moreover, pinpointing the fish
aggregating devices, is usually performed through the captain's knowledge of currents and winds. The
Global Positioning System (GPS) allows appreciable reductions of the cruises' duration and the
possibility to explore new areas. Furthermore, its purchase represents only about 0.5% of the total
investment. During 1994 and 1995, the PELFISH Project began to train captains and mechanics to the use
of GPS and fish finders. They understood the interest of GPS and asked owners for this equipment. At
present, the use of GPS is spreading.

Fish finders are useful to locate fish underneath the boat. Nevertheless though the price is quite the
same as GPS, the initiation's phase is more difficult than for GPS.

Innovations have dropped in the seventies, owing to a dull demand. It was caused by disparities
between market prices and the part of incomes that could be devoted to the consumption of animal
proteins. Later on, the increases,in the demand of fish and in the profit of fishing have induced new
waves of innovations. The issue is to ascertain whether the combination of all these innovations is likely
to secure the sustainability of the fisheries.

Indeed, innovations are not necessarily associated to improvements in the economic results. As
innovations may negatively affect the labour force used aboard, it also can improve skills. There is not
necessarily a commensurate difference in the benefits reaped by each type of seiner (small versus large),
especially since the broadening of the fishing zones emphasises fish quality variations. Besides, the social
consequences of these changes depend on the local context, and notably on the existence of alternative
employment opportunities. Indeed, low profit does not always bring fishing activities to a halt.

Introducing innovations requires improving the measurement of the boats' productivity and outputs.
For example, the total catch is not growing for the last three years, around a 150,000 tons plateau and the
catch per unit effort has been slightly decreasing. This could have high signification in the coming years.

Then, returns to innovations should differentiate those concerning the volume of production or the
fishing effort and those concerning the fish quality. Finally, rates of innovation affect the market of
second-hand boats and the differentiation of the fleet between old and modem arrangements of boats.

Further, it remains necessary to ascertain the factors that facilitate or impede the diffusion of
innovations. There is no clear relationship between the persistence of magical beliefs and the resistance to
innovations. The features imputed to tradition and to modernity are not really exclusive. So it is advisable
to know more about the respective profile of early and late adopters of innovations. There is to study in
depth the processes underlying the empirical demonstration of the advantages attached to the adoption,
hence the properties of the relevant extension work. Reactions to innovations differ as well for
consequences on the working conditions aboard and ashore, as for their endogenous or exogenous origin.
For example, the introduction of a new net depends on whether fishers are involved or not in its design.
The same way, these responses depend on the costs and the profits of the underlying investments. They
differ also among harbours according to the profile and origin of the ownership, that influences the
opening onto the modernisation.

MARKETING

Nearly all small pelagic fish landed are sold for human consumption, whereas the fish quality is
often poor or bad. It means that, at present, the demand is not a limiting constraint. Even with catches
rising sharply in recent years, the market is far from being saturated. This source of protein remains
relatively cheap and there are still important groups of consumers, at least along the North coast and in
the large towns in Java.
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Different observations indicate that there could be a ceiling price for the small pelagic species,
mainly consumed by people with low purchasing power. Such a situation could explain why the
fishermen hesitate to invest in the fish quality, because they fear a possible drop of the demand or a
transfer towards animal substitutes, such as chicken. Nonetheless, prices seem to be directly linked to the
fish quality. According to a fish survey (December 1994 - February 1995) dealing with the main species,
the price of fish salted on board is generally almost 60% lower than that of fresh fish. Besides, the price
of fresh fish is about four times higher for superior quality than for inferior quality. The ratio for fish
salted on board is over three.

Big and small purse seiners do not face the same constraints due to the very different duration of
their trips. The differential use of salt and ice accounts for contrasts in the types of processing as well as
in the distance between the auction places and the final markets.

The positive impact of ice crusher on board, which represents a very reasonable investment should
spread very quickly in the whole seiners' fleet. The spending is only 500,000 rupiahs for the machine in
addition approximately two million for the power unit that is often available on boats.

For maintaining quality, some boat owners of East Java use the gendong ("to carry on one's
back"). The system consists in buying fish at sea, as this of ngadhong prahu (menghadang in Indonesian
language meaning : "to put the barrier") in the Northern Coast of Madura. This practice consists in
transferring the catch on a specific boat, that is plying from fishing boats at sea to the neighbouring
auction places. To sell to gendong allows to land fish in fresh This is also a matter of turn-over for
staying longer at sea. It remains necessary to specify the conditions of selling through auctioning or
through direct private bargains outside the auction. The issue is to ascertain the scope and the overt or
covert nature of this practice.

Broadly speaking, all the participants concluded that there were many problems concerning fresh
pelagic fish handling, hygiene and sanitation. Besides the risk to human health, financial losses occur
because of poor quality of fish. Clearly all along the chain, there is a lack of awareness among officials as
professionals of the minimal standards of hygiene and sanitation when handling fish for food:

Bacterial contamination occurs from decks, fish holds and boxes that are not kept clean. In
addition, physical damage can occur during harvesting as on-board when insufficient care is given
to how the catch is handled.

During unloading, fish will pick up bacteria from all unclean surfaces with which they come in
contact. The harbour waters at Pekalongan, Juwana and Tegal are polluted with garbage, fish offal,
oily bilge and untreated sewage of human and animal origin. This very polluted water is used to
wash fish, fishing boats, auction hall floors and wharves.

Inadequate toilets and washing facilities at fish landing areas also pose serious risks. Poor physical
conditions of fish auction halls allow the build up of stagnant water and rotting fish and become a
source of contamination of freshly landed products.

• To be transported to the markets in Java, fishes are iced in plastic containers. A major source of
contamination arises from blocks of ice that are crushed manually and mixed with putrid mud and
stagnant waters to ice fish before transport to retail markets.

Marketing and processing depend on the socio-economic profile of the actors involved and hence,
on the gender of traders and processors. Indeed, as the social origin and the educational level differ
between the two genders, gender affects the structure and the sensitivity of the operations performed to
seasonal variations. It still remains to ascertain whether the quality of the fish traded or processed differs
as between male and female operators. The issue is also to determine whether gender affects the origin of
the funds necessary for starting the business. Indeed, variations within each gender may be as significant
as variations between the two genders. The relevant contrasts observed among women may depend on
their matrimonial status and the dimension of their households.

The influence of the household's size on the participation of women can also be a debatable
statement. In some cases, big household size will allow more participation, especially if children are
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aged of 6 years or above and can take care of their younger sisters or brothers. It is important to look at
the age structure of children before concluding. It is also interesting to look at the "division of labour in
the house time allocation". We tend to say that women have limited economic engaging in fisheries, but
we may have overlooked that they are overburdened with the household chores and child rearing
activities. Other factors that affect women employment are to be found as well in the economic situation
of the husband as in his "prestige" status in the community.

Anyway, the women have shown they were able to jump at all the opportunities that occur. For
example, the 80' drainage in Bendar (Juwana) has eased the landings and the women quickly occupied
this new field for extend their activities. Therefore, they have to get over specific constraints, as the lack
of capital. They make their initial fund by selling their jewellery or by gathering all the money within
themselves. Traditional systems as the tontines, they enable women without funds to start. An other
handicap consists in the fact they usually obtain the lowest fish quality and their financial turnover is low,
particularly in low season.

Prices vary according to the quantities and the types of products offered (salted dried, boiled or
fermented). Prices also depend on the substitutability, of one species to another, of one type of processing
to another or of fish to meat. Therefore, they vary according to the regions, social classes and cultural
habits. As the poor are primarily interested in the low prices, substitutability is not only a question of
purchasing power, but of tastes and taboos. Substitutability may vary over time, which raises questions
about the plasticity of tastes, notably as far as the concentration of salt is concerned.

Finally, it would be necessary to distinguish wholesalers and retailers regarding price formation.
The distinction differs across species and seems to be unstable over time. It would be convenient to use
more representative samples and variables, notably about the respective investments, to recognise the
conditions of specialisation among traders and processors.

MANAGEMENT ISSUES

The analysis of the harvesting and marketing of fish raises a variety of issues related to the notion
of sustainable development. Here there are significant disparities of views between professionals
(fishermen, investors and managers) and scientists or experts. The latter emphasise the likelihood of
ceilings in the growth of the catches.

The prerequisite to a relevant scheme of management concerns the gathering of appropriate data. The
environment case is a special one, as data collections are under the authority of state agencies and mainly
out of reach. More attention should be paid to satellite data, and it would be useful to install a network of
coastal stations, which would give valuable information on the quality and dynamics of marine waters.

There is to improve the knowledge of the bio-ecological areas for neritic and coastal species as for
oceanic species. Understanding the Java Sea small pelagic fisheries also means studying Java Sea coastal
waters and links with adjacent water bodies. Spatial distribution of species (genetic studies) and
quantitative estimations of the abundance are preliminary conditions.

Another lack of information concerns the quantitative impact of the mini seiners' fishery, but also
their social specificity as a linking field between coastal and littoral fisheries. The coastal waters present a
specific landscape with high competition on coastal resources, changes of the environment through
human behaviour (infrastructures, pollution). It means Java Sea resources management has to deal with
complexity and imply co-management process.

The elaboration of bio-economic models would allow to anticipate the likely scenarios of up or
downturns in the fisheries' activities. It needs of course to identify the trustworthy institutions in this regard.
It raises other questions, such as the case of the international waters frequented by Indonesian fishing boats.
Indeed, this gathering may contribute to enhance the cooperation among the involved countries.

The management policy may take into account the effects that the use of differing types of gears may
have on the depletion of the stock. To apply quotas would entail a shift in the distance from fishing grounds
to landing places. It generates a variety of dilemmas as to the scope of the relevant regulation. Thus,
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authorities may be inclined to limit the catch over a specific period. The restrictions may be unifonn or
differentiated according to the species or the fishing grounds' location. They could specify the volume of
the catches allowed, as the duration and the frequency of the trips. Further, it may be instituted sanctions,
such as fines levied on delinquents, or incentives for those who respect the prescriptions. Finally, while an
appropriate management has to involve social control, should the control be exerted by a centralised or a
decentralised public body? Should authorities to be limited to the definition of the goals to be attained,
private organisations or cooperatives being in charge of the policy's implementation?

The notion of sustainable development may be raised because of the insufficient attention paid to
the fish quality. One of the key constraints is the lack of awareness among staff from the cooperatives
and fishes auctions of the good standards of hygiene and sanitation when handling fish. It is worth
mentioning some of the main concerns expressed by the participants of the round table.

Delays between unloading and sales at the fish landings can be as long as 6 hours. Possibilities of
speeding up the process, using ice in boxed fish and altering the auctioning process from a full to
a sample marketing system were discussed.
One of the most pressing needs at all the fish landings is the supply of clean water for washing
buildings, boats and fish. Supplying clean sea water for use at the landings should be given the
highest priority and this should not be too expensive.
At all landings the fish baskets presently used are never washed. It was stressed that the fishermen
are paying for these unsatisfactory baskets through the hire charges at the landings. The use of
filthy containers for the storage of a food stuff is also unacceptable. There was great interest in the
idea of alternative fish containers and the use if ice on the auctions.
The productivity of the fisheries is lowered by the wastes generated by inadequate landing facilities.
Indeed, wastes increase with the queuing of fishing boats and with the increasing waiting time
before auctioning. Adding the poor quality of the water used to clean holds, decks and piers. In this
context, the management should focus on the improvement of the landing facilities.

The purse seine fleet should invest in alternative methods of preservation at sea. It must be
remembered that the small pelagic fish is essentially a low value product. To install freezing equipment
on-board the boats would require large capital, without guaranty to repay such investments. Nevertheless,
other means of improving handling are worthy of further investigation.

One way is boxing at sea to reduce on-board damage. Experience elsewhere has shown that it is
only economically feasible with high value species.
One of the problems associated with the current on-board storage methods is the depth of the fish
holds. Dividing the hold at 50 to 70 cm depths would make a considerable difference to the
quality. The danger that these installations will cause leakage into the insulation must be seriously
considered and careful design is essential.
It is suggested that trials of chilled sea water storage (CSW) be undertaken, because of the
reduction in physical pressure damage that should be obtained. However, any system of CSW will
be less economical on space that the present bulking in ice. So, it needs to be detennined whether
the loss in amount of fish can be made up for in increased prices for the better quality that may be
produced.
Using on-board ice crushers would allow to properly crush ice so that the problems of physical
damage could be overcome. When used with a Chilled Sea Water system, it would make mixing
of ice with the water more rapid and bring temperatures down more evenly and throughout the
water mass.

The economic viability of alternatives requires thorough investigation before being introduced to
the industry. Therefore, simple solutions are now available, as for example the equipment in ice crushers,
of which the efficiency has been largely demonstrated. Its cost is quite acceptable, with 500,000 rupiahs
for the machine and approximately 2 million for the power unit that is often available on boats.

Sustainable development is likely to sharpen disparities between the most and the least profitable
enterprises. Authorities may be interested in the global changes produced by innovation, but also
concerned by minimising the social conflicts generated by the ensuing differentiation. They should
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identify the institutional factors facilitating the coexistence of differing communities. It depends on the
search of alternative sources of employment as on changing the rules of the marine resources' sharing.
Innovations also concern new forms of coordination among distinct economic activities (for example
fisheries and tourism) or categories within the fishing industry itself (large versus small enterprises,
owners versus crews).

At last, the public interventions may be focused on the information about the stocks, the market, or
the range of the most profitable innovations and their implementation. Management may give priority to
the extension work, because too little is known on the efficiency of distinct types of extension.

CONCLUSION

The lectures and the discussions of SOSEKIMA have highlighted the weakness of linkages
between the knowledge accumulated about the fisheries and the management issues.

~ First, as the researchers have elaborated significant typologies, it is not clear whether their
categories are mutually exclusive and internally coherent. Deviations from the norms for each
category are often as significant as central tendencies.

~ Second, the discussions have given prominence to the crucial gaps in the information that
managers need to take rational decisions.

~ At last, management policies should be carefully experimented and periodically re-evaluated to
ascertain whether they remain appropriate or not. Of course an efficient management policy requires the
full involvement of all the people working in the fisheries.
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ROUND TABLE

RESOURCES' EXPLOITATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE JAVA SEA PELAGIC FISHERIES

Chairman: Or. Fuad Cholik
Reporter: Or. Fatuchri Sukadi

TIME TABLE AND PARTICIPANTS

A round table session was canied out to discuss the main questions related to the exploitation and
the management of the Java Sea pelagic purse seiners' fisheries.

Four main themes were proposed to be thoroughly studied:

1. Resources' exploitation: fish and fishermen.
2. Downstream: processing and marketing.
3. Human resources and institutions.
4. Possible management measures.

The participants included the whole lot of specialists and professionals as regards fisheries:
Research scientists and experts, Government officials (Fisheries, Port authority), Executives of public
services concerning fisheries management (auctioning, cooperatives) and Private professionals involved
in the fishing industry (fishermen, traders and processors).

SYNTHESIS OF THE DISCUSSIONS

Some of the uncertainties underlying the functioning of Indonesian fisheries are characteristic of all
fisheries around the world. Other uncertainties are closely related either to the lack of systematic relations
between the logic underlying research and the one supporting the profile of daily reality. As such, they
are also universal. Finally, some uncertainties are specific of the Javanese social environment.

Evolution of Java fisheries

There are sharp inconsistencies between the sights that biologists and operators hold about the changes
that have affected the Indonesian fisheries. As the former rely on biological factors, they emphasise the
changes that stocks undergo, tending to extrapolate their knowledge and predict the future. The latter are
interested in the changes affecting the catches, relying on econorruc indicators to base their predictions on both
the past investments and the current fortunes. To make consistent these seerrungly divergent views, it is
necessary to assess long and short tenn changes and their deterrrunants. These changes concern :

• The overaJ] amount of catches: one should distinguish between the effects of seasonal variations
and of historical, for example unpredictable climatic changes. Sea conditions and salinity influence both
the size of stocks and their locations. These two sets of variations lead to a significant distinction between
the trend characterising annual outputs and short or long term deviations from the general trend. It is not
only the overall amount of catches that counts, but its regularity. Indeed, sharp up and downturns in the
production have a variety of effects on the acti vi ties of the fisheries.
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• The means of production: to seek a greater amount of catches entails the construction of larger
fishing boats. To seek a more homogeneous amount of catches requires enabling them to achieve a better
anticipation of weather and of the location of schools. The pressures associated with the ensuing
investments' costs foster a marked differentiation in the profile of fishing units. This differentiation
characterises :

- the boat sizes,
- the horse power of their motors,
- the size of their nets,
- the sophistication of their navigational devices,
- the equipment used aboard to maintain the fish quality.

Thus, changes have been associated with increasing differences in the productivity and the
profitability of distinct types of boats. These contrasts are both inter and intra-boat types. The first
contrast results mostly from differences in the effectiveness of the material means of production. The
second one is closely related to differences in the quality of the human capital. In any case, these
contrasts concern the average and the variability of the distance of the fishing grounds exploited and of
the duration of the trips.

The interaction between mean and variability contributes to introduce two new factors in the
general picture of the productivity achieved by the whole sector. There is an increased variability in the
number of species caught and in the size of the specimens of each species placed aboard. In short,
changes in the amount of the catches are associated with an increased diversity of the fishes landed.

The pattern of association between the changes that affect the weight and the value of catches is far
from being systematic. This is because of changes in the quality of the products marketed.

Objectives of management policies

The Round table has highlighted the concern that private operators and the authorities place on the
economic aspects of fisheries' development. Correspondingly, changes in the catches' weight are
economically and politically relevant, only insofar as they affect the level, the sustainability and the share
of the income generated by fisheries. One must place within this general framework the various proposals
made by the skippers, owners, crews and traders who were present at the round table.

The means of production on the fishing

The first theme concerns the introduction of larger boats, that enables them to go farther away,
exploit new fishing grounds and stay longer at sea (some trips may last up to thirty days). While these
opportunities enhance the productivity, it presents four shortcomings:

• It enhances the competition between large and small boats for access to fishing grounds.
• It enhances the competition between Indonesian and foreigners for access to fishing grounds

located in international waters.
• The economic advantages that increases in the size of boats have on the overall catches may be

offset by the decrease in the quality of the fish landed.
• The risks incurred are enhanced if the boats do not receive a more sophisticated equipment.

Thus, it is necessary to evaluate more closely the optimal level at which the weight of fish
harvested is maximal without a commensurate decline in its quality. This evaluation may provide criteria
for determining the optimal fishing unit to be used in the Java sea.

The second theme concerns the global positioning systems (GPS) and echo sounders. This
introduction requires the evaluation of their positive impact on the distance went between ports and
fishing grounds I, or on the losses in equipment avoided by their use.

I The use of GPS is supposed to save between 6 and 10,000 litters of fuel per trip.
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However, the introduction of such devices raises three problems, that are :

• the value of the investment and its financing,
• the use of brands adapted to the local climate and culture. Thus, the choice should take into

account the price and the availability of spare parts as well as the ease of repairs,
• the training of skippers and crews.

The third theme concerns new types of nets and lamps. While their adoption may enhance the
volume of the catch, it may decrease the homogeneity of the catch in terms of species and of size. Since
fishermen are said to hold ambivalent attitudes toward new types of nets, it is necessary to ascertain
whether their resistance reflects economic or cultural motivations.

The fourth and last theme concerns the selection of motors with an appropriate power. Indeed,
changes in the gears modify the optimal speed to catch a maximal amount of fish. Further, the
introduction of navigational devices, and more generally of electronic or electric equipment alters the
quantity of energy needed by the boat to perform its functions.

The fish quality

Improvements in equipment should also focus on comm.itment to quality. Longer trips undertaken
by larger units reduce the quality of harvested fish. They modify the techniques of preservation aboard
(salt and ice), lowering thereby the freedom enjoyed by boat owners as far as the marketability of their
product is concerned.

To improve fish quality, it is suggested to use ice aboard. Still, it raises problems such as:

• the selection of an appropriate kind of icing (dry ice versus blocks),
• the purchase of ice-making equipment and the question of its financing as the selection of an

appropriate brand (availability and costs of spare parts),
• the training of crews to properly use the new equipment.

Improving the quality implies to modify the holds' fitting up to clean them as carefully as
necessary. Experiments have identified the most efficient type of paint in this regard. This innovation
should be accompanied by a new conditioning of fish and their regrouping in baskets to be placed in
different holds. It requires additional tests to identify optimal procedures and the pertinent
implementation of extension and demonstration techniques.

The improvement of the human capital

While improvements in volume and fish quality depend on setting up appropriate technology, they
also depend on the skill of the human capital involved. These improvements are twofold .

• The introduction of new training programs and information systems.

We have already given a hint at the introduction of specific training. Yet, the major task concerns a
census of the existing training programs, their sponsors and their modes of financing. While skippers are
supposed to get certificates, the difficulties of which depending on the distance to be covered by their
boats, the relevant program of studies is sponsored by various institutions.

Both existing and new programs raise a number of questions:

- The nature of the courses offered for the skills present in the fleet: for instance, the offering of
navigational courses to skippers may be hindered by their low level of schooling. Alternatively, it may be
useful to develop courses for mechanics for two reasons. On the one hand, to move from a truck to a
marine motor may be paralleled by shifts in the nature and the frequency of breakdowns. Further, such
breakdowns have serious implications on large boats, since their inactivity is more costly.

- Financing courses: should the costs be covered by authorities, institutions such as cooperatives
(KUD) or by the owners of the boats to which the trainees belong?

- Selection of the trainees : Should the selection be ensured by boat owners or by authorities
among overt candidates?
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- Efficiency of the extension style adopted: the style often tends to be indifferent to the task to be
mastered and to the popuJations to be trained. It is thus important to systematically observe the most
frequent errors of the trainees, because the teachers learn more from errOrs than from successes that may
be partly due to random trials.

- Value of the diploma: should the sponsor provide successful trainees with a diploma enabling
them to move across employers? Should success in a COurse be exclusively accompanied by higher pay
and responsibilities within the sole current employment site? The issue is to ascertain whether the job
training should facilitate mobility across skjlls and employers or only across skills to encourage the
stability of crews.

Insofar as fishing is characterised by uncertainties, it is necessary to better inform about weather
forecasts for lowering the costs incurred by boats as a result of unfavourable sea conditions. Boats should
also have access to information on the activities of the landing places, to reduce the amount of queuing to
which they may be subjected .

• The management of human resources

The crews of Indonesian fishing boats face various shortcomings in the performance of their tasks
that may be reduced through appropriate training programs.

The indifference to the contribution of the human capital prevents a rigorous evaluation of its
contribution to the economic results obtained by individual boats or by the whole flotillas. Yet, no reform
can be launched as long as the central tendencies and the dispersion of the labour costs are not properly
evaluated.

Variations among employers as to their management of the sharing system and as to the decisions
affecting the distribution of bonuses lower the cohesiveness of the fishermen's community. A better
productivity requires some streamlining of the segmentation processes operating in the labour market.

The whole economy is hindered by the irregularity of the incomes that vary significantly across
trips and across seasons. The underlying issue is to determine the policies that should lower the range of
short term variations in the income of fishermen. One may imagine mechanisms able to soften seasonal or
annual variations in the prices. Indeed, one can probably take the example of coffee or cocoa boards.
Their function is to accumulate funds every time that prices exceed a value treated as a ceiling and to
redistribute these funds whenever prices fall below a value treated as a floor. This innovation should be
experimented to evaluate its benefits and its costs, notably those triggered by corruption or a bureaucratic
formalism generating excessive overheads.

Variations over time in income and expenditures may be muted by the development of insurance
and credit programs. Certain programs already exist, but the major issue is to evaluate the benefits
enjoyed by individuals. It is also necessary to identify the policies likely to enhance the additional
resources needed by fishermen to smooth down the profile of their monthly expenses.

The occupational commitment of fishermen is constantly jeopardised by the harsh nature of their
working conditions. This makes necessary to adopt policies that make their life more comfortable, as by
developing washing and sleeping facilities in landing places. Estimations of labour costs do not take
enough into account the occupational hazards met by fishermen. To be sure, crews are currently insured
through boat owners and through cooperatives. Despite the risks incurred, notably by the hauling of the
seine, there is hardly any policy regarding the treatment of diseases or of injuries to which crews are
subjected, as well aboard as ashore. Authorities should take measures regarding hazards as well as the
respective responsibilities of owners, skippers and crews.

Improvements in the fish quality

The raise of the income is closely contingent on the improvements of fish quality. Hence, It IS
essential to rationalise the operations following the entrance of the boat in the harbour. The first step
consists in an evaluation of the existing landing places to better understand the factors likely to improve
the fish quality without generating excessive expenses.
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Increases in the capacities of boats are associated with a lengthening of queuing before accessing to
the auction. Yet, this waiting time varies across seasons and the lowering in the fish quality at the landing
places is more obvious during the high season. Regardless of these variations, the bottlenecks differ
across harbours, in function of tidal effects on access to landing places.

To alleviate the deterioration of fish, one may improve facilities to keep an economy of scale. The
construction of cold storages and the supplying of clean water would prevent a further spoiling of fishes
during the waiting time from landing to auctioning. One may also create new landing facilities, even
though the costs should be higher. Regardless of the solution adopted, it is necessary to determine the
shares of the financial burden to be incumbent on owners, on traders and on authorities.

Other innovations may also contribute to improve the fish quality. One may extend the use of
gendong by transferring more frequently fish from fishing sites to landing places. One may specialise
facilities according to the type of boats they are serving.

Schedules of auctioning should be more flexible, by changes in the working hours and by better
communications between the boats at sea and the managers of the fish auctions. One could also
experiment a system of auctioning centred on the use of samples, which requires an appropriate training
for the users. In any event, these suggestions raise questions about the capacity of the cooperatives
(KUD), which detain the monopoly of auctioning, to adapt to new policies.

At last, it is necessary to involve both traders and buyers in the speeding up all the operations
preceding the processing.

The various facets of a rationalisation of the system

The rationalisation of Indonesian fisheries requires three types of policies:

• The accumulation of information

To forecast the irregularities of production and marketing, the pertinent anticipations concern the
stocks, the weather, the returns to the innovations and the formation of bottlenecks around landing sites.
It is easy enough to obtain a distorted general picture because of the limited information collected.
Evaluating declines of the stock as a result of overfishing may be misleading whenever one imputes to
poaching decreases in the catches recorded in a harbour without having information on the landings
where poachers disembark. In other words, the notion of "commons" implies the sharing of partial
infonnation to get the full picture. To give another example, information concerning the collective good
may be derived from the analysis of the logbooks held by the skippers. However, their use requires that
they belong to the public domain and all the people involved accept a standardisation of the items to be
included.

Furthermore, it is necessary not only to build models to process the information, but to determine
how they may enrich the bases of public or private decisions. These models should be re-evaluated in
function of the disparities between the indicators used and what is currently observed.

At last, the collection of such data raises the problem of ascertaining the institutions that have
relevant experts and enjoy a sufficient status in the eyes of the participants in fisheries' activities.

• The elaboration of appropriate training and extension programs

It is not sufficient to accumulate data for anticipating the trends of the production or of the
marketing. Indeed, it is as important to ensure an efficient appropriation of information by all the
operators. At the moment, nobody knows a great deal about the means to reach an optimal information
and about the culture of the groups considered to be legitimate targets.

Similarly, one knows little about the methods of extension to be used in function of the innovations
one wants to diffuse and of the social groups concerned. Regarding PELFISH, the presence of a French
experienced skipper has accelerated the diffusion of tools and practices deemed to be beneficial. It would
still be important to identify the limits within which his extension activities have worked and to evaluate
the diffusion of the innovations he has initiated.
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Authorities should coordinate the evaluation studies and participate in identifying the sponsors as
well as the sources of financing of the training programs. Their involvement should concern an suitable
streamlining of the costs and results expected from programs. It should have something to do about the
sharing of the benefits resulting from an improved human capital. On the job training programs should be
as beneficial to fishermen as to boats' owners. Thus, authorities may conceive a better linkage between
educational institutions and the forms of training deemed to enhance the productivity of fishermen. To
give an illustration, the skippers have often a lower level of formal education than motorists. Does this
mean that skippers will be increasingly recruited among motorists? Should efforts be undertaken to
enhance the educational prerequisites for accessing to the position of skipper?

• The introduction of appropriate regulations

They should aim at preventing the overfishing and at limiting the tensions between the owners or
the crews of distinct types of boats. The introduction of these regulations raises many problems:

- First, regulations of fishing should not be wholesale, but tailored in function of species and fishing
grounds to facilitate a fair access to uncertain resources. In other words, they should aim at minimising
wild competition between boats.

- Furthermore, these regulations should consider the impact of restrictions aiming at preventing the
overproduction. They notably concern the duration of trips, the types of gears used, the limitation of the
catches' volume, the fixing of licences' quotas.

- Third, it is necessary to identify the level at which the ensuing forms of social control should be
exerted. The negative impact of an excessive centralisation has been documented, but some causes of this
inefficiency remain unknown. Should policies be enforced by associations of boat owners or by
cooperatives? As a first step, it would be useful to make a census of the various agencies involved in the
regulations of the fishing and to evaluate their abilities.

- Fourth and last, appropriate measures have to ascertain the differential impact of negative and
positive reinforces to be used. In other words, one knows little about the conditions under which
punishing deviants have a better pay-off than rewarding those who conform. Similarly, one knows little
about the efficiency of material and symbolic sanctions.

Conclusions

Management policies regarding Indonesian fisheries should be inspired by the following
considerations:

- As the sector is characterised by uncertainty, policies should aim at better anticipating changes of
the prevailing trends and at reducing the drawbacks of the underlying irregularities.

- Policies should seek to reduce the costs of fishing and improve fish quality.

- In the long run, any policy seeking to reduce the costs may lead to monopolies or oligopolies at
odds with the overall economic development. Therefore, the modernisation of the fisheries should not
only consist of increasing the overall value of the catches. It also has to prevent gaps between the profits
of various boats, or between the benefits distributed to owners, to crews and to the community as a whole
from exceeding a certain threshold. In short, policies should pay as much attention to the variance as to
the central tendencies of the effects of the changes introduced.

- The changes can be profitable only insofar as they fit all the social categories involved in fisheries.
For example, the consultation of women is necessary, because they play an increasingly crucial role in the
functioning of the household, as a result of the longer absences of their husbands. They also work as traders
and processors and they may doom any innovation that jeopardises their schedules and their inclinations.
For analogous reasons, it is necessary to involve the buyers committed to the marketing.

The involvement of various actors in the new policies remains uncertain. It is preferable to initially
deal separately with each category, because one knows little about the nature of innovations. The technical
changes will forge new forms of social life. Alternatively, the creation of new types of associations may
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accelerate changes or blunt their negative effects. In short, as relations between teclmological and social
innovations are reciprocal, it is necessary to go on carefully in their implementation.

One does not know whether the innovations will have the expected effects and one does not know
anything either about their unintended consequences. The changes proposed should be treated as social
experiments to be modified as one assesses its negative aspects. As a consequence, systematic evaluations
of the «before-after» type should be accordingly conducted.
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Part 7
Maps, Glossary and Lists
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GLOSSARY

List of the main commercial pelagic fishes landed by large seiners operating in the Java Sea

Scientific name Common name

English name Indonesian name

Amb/ygaster sirm

Decapterus spp.

Rastrelliger kanagurta

Se/ar crumenophta/mus

Se/ar spp., Se/aroides

Sardinella gibbosa

Sardinella fimbriata

Spotted sardinella

Round scads

Indian mackerel

Bigeye scad

Trevallies, Yellowstripe trevallies

Goldstripe sardinella

Fringescale sardinella

Lemuru - Siro

Layang

Banyar - Kembung /aki

Bentong

Se/ar

Tanjan - Juwi - Tembang

Tanjan - Juwi - Tembang

Source: Potier, M and B. Sadhotomo. 1991. Sampling training. Java Sea PeJagic Fishery Assessment Project,
Sci. and Tech.Doc., 4.
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AARD

ABK

ACCT

AKUSTIKAN

BIODYNEX

BPPL

BPS

BPTP

BRI

CGIAR

CRIFI

CRODT

CPUE

DGF

DNA

EBC

EEZ

ENSO

EU

FAD

FAO

FOB

GNP

GPS

HNSI

ICLARM

ISRA

KUD

ORSTOM

PELFISH

PPN

Repelita

RIMF

SPC

SSB

TPI

UGM

UNDIP

ABBREVIAnONS AND ACRONYMS

Agency for Agricultural Research and Development

Anak buah kapal (ordinary crew member)

Agence de Cooperation Culturelle et Technique

Akustiks Ikan (Proceedings of Acoustics Seminar)

Biology, Dynamics, Exploitation of the small pelagic fishes in the Java sea

Balai PeneLitian Perikanan Laut (see RIMF)

Biro Pusat Statistik (Central Bureau of Statistics)

Balai Pengkajian Teknologi Pertanian

Bank Rakyat Indonesia

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

Central Research Institute for Fisheries

Centre de Recherche Oceanographique de Dakar Thiaroye

Catch per Unit of Effort

Directorate General of Fisheries

Deoxyribo nucleic acid

Enquete Budget-Consommation

Exclusive Economic Zone

El Nino Southern Oscillation

European Union

Fish Aggregating Device

Food and Agricultural Organization

Free on Board

Gross National Product

Global Positioning System

Himpunan Nelayan Seluruh Indonesia (Association of Indonesian Fishermen)

International Center for Living Aquatic Resources Management

Institut Senegalais de Recherches Agricoles

Koperasi Unit Desa (Village Unit Cooperative)

Institut Fran9ais de Recherche Scientifique pour le Developpement en Cooperation

Java Sea Pelagic Fishery Assessment Project

Pelabuhan Perikanan Nusantara (Archipelagic Fish Harbour)

Rencana pembangunan Lima tahun (Five year Development Plan)

Research Institute for Marine Fisheries

South Pacific CoIlUltission

Single Side Band

Tempat Pelelangan Ikan (Fish Auction Place)

Universitas Gadjah Mada (Gadjah Mada University)

Universitas Diponegoro (Diponegoro University)
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Purse seiners'crew

Rasmijan Skipper Juwana
Nyono Skipper Juwana
Bambang Sutrisno Skipper Pekalongan
Usman Rasmin Skipper I HNSI Pekalongan
Ruslani Skipper Pekalongan
Tarispin Skipper Tegal
Suwondo Skipper Tegal
Rastono Normal crew member Pekalongan
Iwan S. Normal crew member Pekalongan

Fisheries services

Djoko Setiadjit Province (Central Java) Semarang
Joenarto Kartono Province (Central Java) Semarang
Sulakso Sumardi Province (Central Java) Semarang
Ary Sulaksono Province (Central Java) Semarang
Tridjoko Province (Central Java) Semarang
Sugiarto District Pekalongan
Samtoro Putro District Tegal
Ali Mulyono District Pati
Siswanto District Batang

Port Authority
Sudirman PPN Brondong
Oeloenggono PPN Pekalongan
Turhadi PPN Pekalongan

Auction Places
Suyitno TPI Juwana
Marzoeki TPI Tegal
Bambang Wiyono TPI Tegal

Cooperatives (KUD)
Riyantho Chadhiri Province (Central Java) Semarang
Cecep Suherman Province (Central Java) Semarang
Supeno H. Fish harbour Juwana

Administra tion
Bunari Village head Bendar (Juwana)
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